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Abstract 
 

 

This thesis presents an analysis of Piaroa shamanic practices that combines elements of 

symbolic, psychobiological and phenomenological approaches. Theories from, and clinical 

findings in, neuroscience, pharmacology, psychology and psychoneuroimmunology are 

integrated with extended participant observation field study involving basic shamanic 

training to demonstrate how Piaroa shamans learn to understand and effect 

biopsychosocial adaptation and promote health. It is argued that Piaroa shamanism is a 

sophisticated means of interpreting ecological forces and emotional processes in the 

interests of minimising stress across related systems: self, society, ecosystem, and cosmos. 

Piaroa shamans should be cadres in the promotion of an ethos, the good life of tranquillity, 

which serves as the basis for low-stress social relations. Piaroa mythology is predicated 

upon human-animal-god reciprocity and provides the shaman with a series of information-

processing templates, designed to be invoked with the use of hallucinogens, which assist 

him to understand inter-systemic relations.  

 

I analyse how Piaroa shamans develop the psychic skills to divine and regulate ecological 

relationships and emotional processes, while highlighting possible relationships among 

native symbolism, neurology, consciousness and the emotions. It is argued that Piaroa 

shamanic practices involve conditioning the mind to achieve optimal perceptive capacities 

that, in association with sensitive biopsychosocial study, facilitate accurate prediction and 

successful psychosocial prescription. A cultural neurophenomenological approach enables 

articulation of the psychocultural logic of ethos, epistemology, divination, sorcery, and 

curing, and a fuller picture of a South American indigenous society’s shamanic practices 

than less integrative approaches have afforded.  
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Glossary 
 
 
Akhuakomena:: 1) Encultured consciousness that emerges from the combination of 
kakwa and akhuaru. 2) A sense of will or social responsibility. 3) Customs proper to being 
Piaroa.  
 
Akhuaru:: Life of thoughts, possessed by humans and gods. Includes the ability to think, 
reflect on feelings, and reason. 
 
Asaeusae: Emotions. 
 
Brujo: Sorceror-shaman. 
 
Cacique: See tuhaturuwa. 
 
Capi: Venezuelan colloquialism for Banisteriopsis caapi. See tuhuipä. 
 
Capitán: Village headman. 
 
Churüanowho: A shaman’s blue and white bead necklace. 
 
Comisario: Indigenous representatives in state parliament. 
 
Criollo: The word most commonly used by Piaroa people to refer to non-indigenous 
Venezuelans. Criollo glosses as sabarana in Piaroa. 
 
Curandero: Healer. 
 
Dädä: A hallucinogenic plant concoction prepared from one of several related plants, 
probably Malouetia sp. or Tabernaemontana sp.. Dädä is considered to be the original source of 
Piaroa knowledge. 
 
Daruwapa: A basket, apx. 30cm. by 20cm., that contains all necessary snuff paraphernalia. 
 
Deakyä: A shaman’s wooden stool. 
 
Dearuwa: Beings of the jungle, including humans and non-humans. 
 
Duhui huoika tuhuipä: The strongest variety of B. caapi distinguished by the Piaroa. 
Refers to the elbow sections of mature plants. 
 
Huräruä. A talisman with two primary components; one defensive, one offensive, used by 
shamans to alert them to danger, prevent being attacked, and to fight back against spirits 
and sorcerors. Comprises an animal tusk (i’cha’che) and one or more large seeds (yawäkäyu) 
sourced from the yawaka tree. 
 
I’cha’che: Animal tusk talisman component of the huräruä used by shamans to defend 
themselves during sorcery battles, and from malevolent spirits. A powerful weapon. 



 ix

 
Idoqui: Crystal or stone. Huaruna idoqui is a shaman’s crystal used in healing rituals. The 
small crystals in a shaman’s gourd rattle are idoqui saruwoqui. 
 
Itsode: The communal roundhouse that used to be the central kinship and economic unit 
in Piaroa villages. 
 
Itsoderuwa: Master of the house (itsode). In historical times, when the Piaroa lived in 
communal houses, one shaman, the itsoderuwa, oversaw the distribution and ritual 
protection of food among cohabiting and neighbouring families. 
 
Jätte: Tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum). Refers to either cigars or the plant.  
 
Jatteka: Tobacco paste that is absorbed through the gums. 
 
Kaekwa: A life of senses. Includes the ability to feel but not to reflect on feeling. Possessed 
by animals and humans but not by the gods.  
 
Kerau: A disease whereby a person, usually a shaman, loses control of his powers and 
becomes temporarily insane. 
 
Ketchuwerapu: A powder made from the dried roots of yewenä and other ingredients that 
protects people from harm and encourages harmonious family relations. 
 
Mä’kir wo’che: Brush used to dab yopo off the snuff tray.  
 
Märi: Malevolent forest-dwelling spirits. The plural form of märitö.  
 
Märipa: A shaman’s power to heal or cause harm. Märipa derives from a shaman’s ability 
to use knowledge derived from visionary experiences to guide waking life. Märipa is also the 
theory of shamanic knowledge. 
 
Märipa pabara: A cloud platform where initiates of exceptional natural talent gain the 
power to divine and to kill. 
 
Märipa teui: Program of shamanic training involving austerities, the use of yopo and capi, 
and painful initiations suffering.  
 

Märipa teai: Initiatory rites.  

 
Meye: Song and cure. Meye are sung to make game meats and fish safe for human 
consumption. 
 
Meye pabara: A waterfall inside a mountain where shamanic apprentices receive healing 
songs (meye) from Tseheru. 
 
Meyeruwa (meyeruwae, pl.): Master of songs. Meyeruwae are shamans who are able to 
perform meye to prevent illnesses or cure illness that have been diagnosed by a 
yuhuähuäruhua. 



 x

 
Paruwere: The tone of voice and melodic formula particular to each shaman who sings 
meye. 
 
Pekela ketswana: Animal horn (usually that of a cow) blown to secure the spiritual 
defence of a shaman’s house. 
 
Raü sofa: Upper-armbands of blue and white beads given to initiates after their first 
initiatory rite. 
 
Rö’äu: Woven rack used to press biting ants onto the flesh of initiate. 
 
Rediyu: A shaman’s gourd rattle.  
 
Sa’ejä: Feather used to clean yopo inhaler.  
 
Taeboku tiwene: The language in which meye are sung. 
 
Tabokuwene: The time before people when the world was inhabited by gods and animals. 
 
Tianawa gods: The creator gods. Includes: Wahari, Tseheru, Buoka, Kuemoi, Ohuodae.  
 
Tuhaturuwa: The highest authority in a particular region. Usually a shaman, or shaman 
retired from active duty, who is consulted in a range of ritual, political and inter-cultural 
matters. See also cacique. 
 
Tuhuipä: Banisteriopsis caapi.  
 
Umanewae: People who have learned orations to heal snakebites, scorpion stings and 
sting-ray piercings.   
 
Uhuru: A person’s life force. 
 
Warime: A festival that was once held annually by the most senior shaman in a particular 
region. Warime festivals used to involve the performance of many musical instruments, 
dance and was a forum for shamans to prove their abilities to mediate the worlds of gods, 
animals and humans. 
 
Wothïha: Piaroa 
 
Yänäu: Black, biting ants used in initiatory rites. 
 
Yewenä: A plant cultivated by shamans that is kept in a shaman’s garden, or given to 
people, to ward off danger and bring good luck. 
 
Yuhuä: Yopo. Hallucinogenic snuff prepared from the crushed seeds of Anadenanthera 
peregrina, fine white ash and B. caapi admixture. 
 
 
 



 xi

Yuhuähuäruhua (Yuhuähuäruhua, pl.): The master of snuff. Yuhuähuäruhuae are the most 
powerful Piaroa shamans capable of divining solutions, causes and cures, and causing death 
by sorcery. Yuhuähuäruhuae will also be song masters (meyeruwae). 
 
Yuhuä fämose: Snuff tray made from a hard wood (aranpe). The snuff tray does not have 
to be ritually prepared (i.e. blessed) before its first use, unlike other components of the 
snuff kit. 
 
Yuhuä yuwa’ka: Bifurcated bone yopo inhaler.  
 
Yuhuä jwawäwäuka: Hard block of wood used to grind yopo tablets into fine powder. 
Derived from the core of the parupí tree. 
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1   Introduction 

 

 

This thesis presents an analysis of the shamanic practices and beliefs of the Piaroa ethnic 

group of Amazonas and Bolívar States, Venezuela. Piaroa shamans have been revered 

historically and inter-tribally for their plant and animal knowledge, sorcery and curing 

prowess (Oldham 1997:225; Gilij 1987). I contend that Piaroa shamanic practices involve 

the development of psychic skills for interpreting ecological forces and emotional processes 

in the interest of minimising stress across related systems: self, society, ecosystem, and 

cosmos. Recognition of the interdependence among humans, animals, spirits, gods and 

plants is manifest in Piaroa cosmology, and experienced during hallucinogen-induced 

visionary experiences.i I integrate theories from, and clinical findings in, neuroscience, 

pharmacology, psychology and psychoneuroimmunology with extended participant 

observation field study involving basic shamanic training to demonstrate how Piaroa 

shamans learn to understand and effect biopsychosocial adaptation in the interests of 

minimising stress and promoting health. I illustrate how neurobiology and pharmacology 

condition culture with respect to shamanic practice and Piaroa epistemology, while arguing 

that the interpretation of cultural meanings in polyphasic societies must proceed from 

accounts that accommodate experience and biology.  

 

This thesis addresses the following interrelated questions: What is the psychocultural logic 

of Piaroa shamanic practices? What knowledge systems underpin these practices? What 

relationships might exist among altered states of consciousness (ASC) experiences, 

neurobiological processes, and native symbolism? How do Piaroa shamans understand and 

promote health? What role might ASC experiences play in the interpretation of ecological 

forces, and the regulation of social health? What is the relationship between consciousness 

and the emotions in shamanic practice?  

 

Objectives 

 

The primary aim of this thesis is to analyse contemporary Piaroa shamanic practices: what 

shamans do; what knowledge systems are central to their practices; and what relationships 
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exist among the Piaroa shaman’s knowledge, practices, experiences and the lives of other 

Piaroa people.  

 

This thesis contributes to the ethnographic record of indigenous Venezuela while offering 

an original analysis of shamanic practices that have cross-cultural, polythematic and 

multidisciplinary significance. I develop a model for understanding how Piaroa shamanic 

practices might, ideally, function as a healthcare system. Analysis of the psychocultural logic 

of shamanic practices may also contribute to the multidisciplinary debate on the 

relationships among cognition, emotion and consciousness.  

 

Analysis of Piaroa shamanic practices has significant cross-cultural relevance. Ethnographic 

attention to the shamanic practices and ideologies of snuff-using peoples in the Orinoco 

region has been minimal. While the snuff hallucinogen cultural complex extended 

throughout much of South America, the mid-upper Orinoco is currently the centre of 

complexity of this practice.ii Relative to the breadth of ethnographic analyses of ayahuasca-

using tribes of Peru, Colombia and Ecuador, there have been few in-depth analyses of the 

knowledge systems, symbolic structures, curing rites, technical practices and 

biopsychosocial adaptive strategies developed by snuff-hallucinogen-using tribes.iii The 

preparation and consumption of yopo, a snuff derived predominantly from the seeds of the 

Anadenanthera peregrina tree, is the Piaroa shaman’s primary means of inducing the visionary 

experiences around which his work is oriented.  The experiential parameters of yopo 

consumption bear heavily upon Piaroa symbolism and epistemology. This thesis represents 

one of the first in-depth ethnographic studies of the cultural context, epistemological bases 

and technical aspects of snuff-hallucinogen shamanism.  

 

Conceptual underpinnings 

 

Scholars have taken a range of approaches, and highlighted a number of key issues, in 

analysing shamanic practices. I discuss several of these issues, including: differences 

between ‘classical’ or Eurasian shamanism and South American shamanism; distinctions 

among shamanic vision, spirit communication, and spirit possession; the concept of 

shamanism in relation to magic, science and religion; and the conceptual and 

methodological difficulties of analysing ASC experiences in relation to shamanism. I 
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highlight three major approaches to the analysis of shamanism (psychobiological, 

phenomenological, and symbolic) and argue the importance of combining elements of each 

to understand the psychocultural logic of a society’s shamanic practices.   

 

Winkelman (2000) has developed the most sophisticated theoretical framework to explain 

the cross-cultural significance, neuropsychological underpinnings, and possible healing 

efficacy of shamanism. Winkelman’s cross-cultural analysis of shamanism demonstrates the 

plausible mechanisms underlying the effectiveness of shamanism as a healthcare system. 

These mechanisms, centring on the integrative mode of consciousness as the information-

processing basis of a shaman’s ability to guide psychosocial adaptation, provide a valuable 

framework for interpreting the shamanic practices of a particular culture.  

 

I take a cultural neurophenomenological approach to analyse Piaroa shamanic practices. 

This approach derives from Winkelman’s (2000) Shamanism: The neural ecology of consciousness 

and healing, and Laughlin et al’s (1990) Brain, symbol and experience: Toward a neurophenomenology 

of human consciousness. The biogenetic structuralism of Laughlin et al (1990; Laughlin & 

d’Aquili 1974) and d’Aquili et al (1979) is perhaps the most sophisticated multidisciplinary 

approach to analysing relationships between culture and mind-body experiences. I discuss 

the primary elements of the cultural neurophenomenological approach, and how I have 

applied Winkelman’s cross-cultural model of shamanism, and Laughlin et al’s biogenetic 

structuralism, to the Piaroa ethnographic context. To my knowledge, no ethnographer has 

applied either Winkelman’s theory of shamanism or Laughlin et al’s approach to 

consciousness to their analysis of a South American indigenous society’s shamanic 

practices.  

 

‘Classical’ Eurasian and South American shamanism 

 

South America is currently the multi-cultural centre of complexity of shamanic activity 

(Langdon 1992). Many lowland indigenous groups, a plurality of which practises swidden 

horticulture as a primary means of subsistence, continue to train ritual specialists to whom 

we can apply the term ‘shaman’. Nonetheless, most scholars consider the shamanic 

practices of Siberian and Arctic peoples to be a ‘classical’ form of shamanism. There are 

two reasons for this: 1) The word ‘shaman’ derives from the Tungusic word saman, which 
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describes ritual specialists who participate in ecstatic activities, communicate with spirits, 

make alliances with animals, and travel psychically to other realms (Hultkrantz 1973:26);iv 

2) Siberians and Arctic peoples presumably have belief systems and a mode of adaptation 

that is most reflective of the ‘original’ or Palaeolithic form of shamanism practised by 

hunter gatherers (Townsend 1997:433).  

 

Several scholars have argued that shamanism originated in the Upper Palaeolithic, and has 

been practised by virtually all hunter-gatherer peoples (Furst 1977; Hultkrantz 1978; 

Winkelman 1990), and disseminated through the Americas with peoples who crossed the 

Bering land bridge. Eliade’s (1951) cross-cultural historical study of key ideological features 

of shamanism was the first attempt to unite diverse ethnographic materials. He emphasised 

‘techniques of ecstasy’ involving soul flight to the underworld and sky and communication 

with spirits as the fundamental features uniting historically and geographically diverse 

cultural phenomena. Some scholars have been critical of the application of the terms 

‘shaman’ or ‘shamanism’ to peoples beyond the circum-Arctic region (e.g. Kehoe 2000). As 

Price clearly points out, however, ‘[a]s both a term and a notion, shamanism is entirely an 

academic creation, and as such it is certainly a useful tool serving to describe a pattern of 

ritual behaviour and belief found in strikingly similar form across much of the arctic and 

sub-arctic regions of the world’ (Price 2001:6).  

 

As ‘a pattern of ritual behaviour and belief’, there are some contrasts between Eurasian and 

South American shamanism. Whereas initiatory sickness or divine callings figure 

prominently in studies of Eurasian shamanism, and in Eliade’s cross-cultural historical 

treatise, they are less central to South American indigenous shamanic systems. Among 

South American indigenous groups the acquisition of knowledge and power through 

training in the use of altered states of consciousness (ASC) appears to be the central aspect 

of the shamanic vocation, and the key factor in determining a shaman’s perceived success. 

 

The South American shaman is distinguished from the ordinary person in 
three ways which constitute his power: First, as master of the ecstatic 
experience; second, through the acquisition of auxiliary spirits via this 
experience; and third, through the acquisition of songs. It is the first of 
these, the mastering of the ecstatic experience, that makes possible the 
other two (Langdon 1992:16). 
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Piaroa shamanic practice comprises three related spheres of learning that closely follow 

Langdon’s account of the South American shaman: 1) Training to have meaningful visions 

and acquire useful information, including the acquisition of spirit helpers, during 

hallucinogen-induced ASC; 2) Biopsychosocial study involving observation of human and 

animal behaviour and the acquisition of plant, psycho-behavioural and geographical 

knowledge; 3) The development of a repertoire of long, complicated songs (meye) 

concerning prescribed human-human, human-animal, and human-spirit relations. The 

development of the latter two types of knowledge is dependent upon a shaman gaining 

mastery over the first (training to use hallucinogens). Training in all three arenas extends 

over the course of a shaman’s lifetime.  

 

Whereas Eurasian shamanic séances are frequently performed in the company of lay 

people, most Piaroa shamanic rites, with the exception of curing rituals, are conducted in a 

shaman’s house at night and attended only by shamans and shamanic apprentices. The 

recitation of meye is not a public performance, although men who are not shamans might 

occasionally attend. A Piaroa shaman will often recount his visions to other shamans, 

friends and family the following day.v 

 

While some scholars (Devereuax 1970; Nadel 1946; Silverman 1967; Wallace 1966) have 

emphasised what they see as psychopathological tendencies in a shaman’s behavioural 

dispositions, these interpretations have little or no relevance to the practices of South 

American shamans, who are, to the contrary, models of psychological development and 

equilibrium for their communities. Several scholars have pointed out that shamans are 

adepts at controlling their ASC experiences whereas schizophrenics are not (Noll 1983; 

Kennedy 1973; Schweder 1979; Langdon 1992). Noll (1983) has convincingly refuted 

interpretations of shamanism in terms of schizophrenia on the grounds that shamanic 

practices must be considered in terms of the parameters and meaning of experience central 

to each culture. Noll concludes: 

  

[U]nless all shamans are suffering from a mysterious organic brain disease 
the symptoms of which they can wilfully control, or until a better case can 
be made for a type of schizophrenia in primitive societies the symptoms of 
which are also wilfully controlled over a lifetime, the schizophrenia 
metaphor for shamanism presents a false and misleading analogy (Noll 
1983:454). 
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A number of other scholars have also attacked interpretations of shamans as 

mentally ill, demonstrating that there is no functional relationship between 

shamanism and mental illness (Boyer 1964, 1969; Eliade 1964; Murdock 1965; 

Torrey 1974). 

 

Shamanic vision, spirit communication and spirit possession 

 

Balance and reciprocity among people, animals and gods rule the shamanic cosmos. Piaroa 

gods stole knowledge proper to animals in the time before humans, and must now recite 

this knowledge in shamanic songs to prevent and cure diseases that the animals can 

transmit, through spirits, to humans. Shamanic practice is predicated on the belief that 

spiritual reality impinges upon material reality, and that shamans are able to affect the latter 

through energetic communications with the former. While spirits can move into the 

material reality by entering (infecting) the bodies of humans, shamans are the only humans 

who can participate in the spirit realm, communicate with, and manipulate the behaviour of 

spirits to the benefit or detriment of people in the material realm.  

 

Most scholars posit direct, voluntary, controlled contact with spirit entities as the core of 

any definition of shamanism (e.g. Townsend 1997:431). The acquisition of spirit helpers 

who can be called upon to deliver information is an essential component of becoming a 

Piaroa shaman. Contact with the spirit world is made by induction of ASC through a 

variety of means, and is modulated by practices of mental imagery cultivation that enable 

the development of information processing capacities during ASC experiences. All 

shamans establish relationships with spirit helpers who deliver information relating to 

practical problems. Piaroa shamans must also defend themselves and other people against 

malevolent spirits (märi) perceptible to shamans during yopo visions. Contact with the spirit 

world, however, may not necessarily entail contact with any particular spirit. A Piaroa 

shaman considers himself to be responsible for much of the information he acquires 

during yopo visions.  

 

Much of the information a Piaroa shaman acquires during his visionary experiences derives 

from his honed abilities to navigate visionary experiences according to Piaroa cosmology 

and epistemology. In their definition of shamanism, Peters and Price-Williams (1980:399) 
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stress mastery of ASC over the mastery of spirits. This approach to interpreting shamanism 

has the advantage of emphasising the shaman’s agency in developing psychic skills, a point 

developed in Noll’s (1985) analysis of the importance of mental imagery cultivation to 

shamanism. Piaroa shamanic knowledge and power (märipa) result from the development 

of a shaman’s own psychic faculties (trained mind) and not from the actions of external 

spirit forces. Hallucinogen-induced visions are described in terms of studying, travelling 

and seeing where the shaman is the initiator of spirit contact and controls the terms of 

communication with spirits. If a Piaroa apprentice is sufficiently talented, and when he has 

gained adequate skills to navigate the visionary terrain, spirit helpers will visit him.  

 

Most scholars distinguish between spirit possession and a shaman’s communication with 

spirits during ASC. Imprecise use of the term ‘possession’ in the anthropological literature 

has caused considerable confusion. The term has been associated with mental illness, 

shamanism, ASC, trance, displacement of personality and hysteria. The ‘embodiment of 

spirits’ is excluded from Eliade’s (1974:499) definition of shaman, although included by 

Shirokogoroff (1935:269), who maintains that Siberian shamans may master spirits that, at 

the will of the shaman, can enter his body. Townsend (1997) includes spirit possession as a 

part of some forms of shamanic séances, distinguishing between ‘shamanic possession’ and 

the spirit possession experience of possession cults such as voodoo.  

            Shamanic possession is… distinct in that it is the shaman who sets the time 
and place of the possession and determines if and when it will occur and 
when it will end. It is the shaman, ultimately, who controls the episode, not 
the spirits (Townsend 1997:443).  

 

Bourgignon (1968; 1976a; 1976b) uses a definition that enables clarification between spirit 

possession and other types of spirit relationships established during ASC (i.e. those most 

commonly associated with shamanism). Bourgignon (1976a:8) defines spirit possession as 

the belief that a ‘person is changed in some way through the presence in or on him of a 

spirit entity or power, other than his own personality, soul [or] self’. Spirit possession cases 

are ‘explained as due to a take over (possession) of the body by a spirit entity’ (Bourgignon 

& Evascu 1977:198).  

 

In Piaroa society, communication with spirits exists in a synaesthetic yopo-capi visionary 

realm where it is possible to see-feel what others, including spirits and other shamans, wish 

to communicate. During yopo visions, a Piaroa shaman may visit spirits or have spirits visit 
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him. He will not, however, embody the spirit or take on the behavioural characteristics of 

the spirit during ASC as a practitioner of a possession cult might. The successful shaman 

demonstrates absolute control over the navigation of sensory, psychic and emotional flows 

during ASC, including control over spirit contact. Among the Piaroa, possession by a spirit 

would indicate that a shaman had lost control of his mental faculties, and might prefigure 

his failure as a ritual specialist, or even death. Piaroa shamans emphasise their agency in the 

acquisition of information from the spirit realm, and their ability to defend themselves and 

others from attack by spirits and sorcerers.  

 

Belief that ASC experiences involve travel or flight distinguishes shamanic ASC and those 

of possession. Peters and Price-Williams (1980) have demonstrated a strong correlation 

between amnesia and possession that contrasts with a strong correlation between memory 

and experiences involving soul flight (such as shamanic visions). Eliade emphasises magical 

soul flight as the central defining characteristic of shamanism. He (1974:5) defines a 

shaman as one who ‘specialises in a trance during which his soul is believed to leave his 

body and ascend the sky or descend to the underworld’. The Piaroa conceive of the self as 

composed of a life of thoughts (experienced in both the material and spirit realm) and a life 

of sensations (experienced only in the material realm). Hallucinogens (yopo and 

Banisteriopsis caapi) stimulate the shaman’s life of thoughts, producing märipa (shamanic 

power and knowledge), and enable him to reason with feeling, to divine, and to prescribe 

change in the lives of others. 

 

The Piaroa cosmos is tiered.  While there is no underworld realm, sorcery attack and the 

loss of psychic control during visionary experiences are conceived of in terms of falling 

down, and a shaman may have to battle his way back to a safe position in the spirit realm in 

order to maintain health. The cosmos comprises a material realm in which humans, plants 

and animals exist, and a visionary realm in which shamans may contact spirits and other 

shamans. The creator gods inhabit a sky realm (tianawa). The most powerful shamans may 

be able to travel to a realm where the souls of deceased people live, or to the houses of 

Piaroa gods. Movement within the visionary realm is determined by a shaman’s skill level 

and natural ability. The more skilled a shaman is, the higher he can travel. Powerful 

shamans can fly up to the sky and see down from the clouds. The most powerful shamans 

can travel to the stars, whence access to all knowledge of life in the material realm is 
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possible. Piaroa shamans associate sensations of flight with heightened awareness of the 

meaning of things. Piaroa shamanic practices revolve around the development of an 

integrative vision involving contact with spirits, and the ability to understand energy flows 

among self, other and environment. The higher a shaman can travel during visionary 

experiences the more he knows of the nature of life and the connections among living 

things (people, plants, animals and spirits). 

 

Piaroa shamanic practices are predicated upon awareness of the existence of energy flows 

among related spheres of being (human, animal, spirit and god) and adaptive systems (self, 

community and ecosystem). Shamanism is the application of knowledge derived from 

visionary experiences, frequently involving communication with spirits, which is used to 

effect benefit or harm (of an individual or community) through renegotiation of energy 

flows connecting realms and systems.  

 

Magic, science and religion 

 

The question of whether or not shamanism should be considered a religion or a magical 

practice has been the focus of significant debate since van Gennep (1903) proposed that 

the shaman is a magical practitioner in a society in which the religion is animism. 

Shamanism is not a religion in an organised sense, although shamans train to acquire 

knowledge and conduct rites that are embedded within the religious and social fabric of 

society (Hultkrantz 1978:11; Reinhard 1976; Shirokorgoroff 1935:276). Analyses of 

shamanism in terms of either religion or magic, and at the expense of science and 

experience, have inadequately accounted for the cross-cultural pervasiveness of 

technologies of consciousness and associated knowledge systems, and have not illuminated 

how shamans do the things they claim to do: divine answers to practical problems through 

contact with spirits in ASC experiences, promote health, cure and ensorcel.  

 

            The category of magic is a false category in the description of shamanic 
systems. As an analytic concept, it obscures any objective study in native 
practices and belief systems… In investigating shamanic techniques as 
magic and the shaman as magician, we have made the understanding of 
shamanism impossible, and we remain incredulous to its seriousness and 
persistence (Langdon 1992:10-11). 
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In his comparison of intellectual systems that support magic rather than scientific modes of 

thought, Horton argues that the former lacks a concern with formal logic – thinking about 

thinking (Horton 1967). Lévi-Strauss (1973:15) writes that while both science and magic are 

based on meticulous study and observation, magic relies upon ‘perception and 

imagination’, and science is somewhat removed from these faculties.vi In contrast, I argue 

that shamanic practices involve the development of perception and imagination (mental 

imagery cultivation skills) that enhance a practitioner’s capacity for formal logic. Piaroa 

shamanic practices serve, as Tambiah (1968:202) claimed magic does, to ‘restructure and 

reintegrate the minds and emotions of the actors’. Understanding the psychocultural logic 

of shamanic practice must proceed, however, from an approach that demonstrates the 

union, rather than separation, of science and religion, and without recourse to the use of 

magic as a heuristic tool.  

 

Social and natural scientists have not yet demonstrated empirically all of the feats that 

shamans claim are possible (i.e. divination, the transmission of energy, communication with 

spirits). This does not necessarily mean that these practices may not be empirically 

verifiable. The gap between Western scientific and indigenous explanation is partly a result 

of the difficulties of conducting psychopharmacological and neuroscientific research in 

remote locations, and partly a result of fieldworkers asking questions deriving from 

dualistic rather than integrative epistemological bases inadequate for analysing native 

technologies of mind and their biopsychosocial application.  

 
Piaroa shamanic practices share much in common with Lutz’s (1988) conception of 

‘ethnopsychology’, involving ‘the way people conceptualise, monitor, and discuss their own 

and others’ mental processes, behaviour, and social relationships’ (Lutz 1988:83). 

Ethnopsychological studies ‘explain inter- and intra-personal variation, and… both 

construct and derive from people’s observations of changes in consciousness, action, and 

relationships’ (Lutz 1988:83). Shamanic practice can be seen as a form of ethnopsychology 

arising from the need to anticipate and make sense of the behaviour of others. Developing 

the ability to evaluate social relationships enables the making of inferences about the 

interrelation of actors’ goals, intentions, and abilities and the formulation of probable 

courses of social action (White 1980). The shaman as ethnopsychologist studies to make 

human behaviour more predictable. Depending on his intentions, this can facilitate either 

social coordination (curing and health), or conflict (sorcery and harm).  
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Several scholars have suggested that indigenous practices involving the manipulation of 

consciousness represent a framework for interpreting behaviour that is no less objective 

than the social sciences, and in some cases could provide the basis for a more accurate 

study of human behaviour than the social sciences have provided. Kapferer (1997) argues 

that while sorcery practice has a similar focus to the social sciences, it comes closer to the 

realities of human processes because it is based on direct observation and experience.  

 

           [S]orcery is often founded in a profound grasp of the dynamics involved 
in the practices of human beings. In other words, the arguments of 
sorcery practice may be no less significant as a way to a general 
comprehension of the processes of human action than many of those 
social science theories constructed independently of the close 
observation of human action, yet applied to it. Such theories, for all 
their claims to be scientific and objective, are no less human 
constructions, than is the work of sorcerers, and in many ways are 
farther from the concrete problems of human existence and struggle 
(Kapferer 1997:22). 

 
Winkelman (1997:404) suggests that, among many traditions, ASC practices provide the 

basis for the most accurate interpretations of reality.  

 
Evidence from contemplative traditions indicates that ASC can provide the 
basis for a more objective perception of the external world. Rather than 
being bound up in subjectivity, the transpersonal mode of consciousness is 
viewed as a means of recognizing the illusions and constructed nature of 
ordinary perception. 

 

Among the Piaroa and neighbouring indigenous groups, ASC practices are pursued to 

understand the true nature of things; the meaning behind an event; the significance of 

actions; cause-effect relationships; and the relationships among self, society, ecosystem and 

cosmos. ASC experiences are the basis of lowland South American science and religion.  

 

ASC, experience and shamanism 

 

The centrality of ASC to indigenous cultures has not gone unnoticed by anthropologists. It 

has, however, posed continued problems for the interpretation of related behaviour and 

symbol systems (Townsend 1997; Langdon 1992). Many Western models for 

understanding consciousness have thus far been primitive relative to those developed in 
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eastern meditative traditions, or to those of Amerindian societies possessing highly evolved 

systems of knowing relating to an ecologically adapted polyphasic existence. According to 

Tedlock (1987:20), ‘some cultures are much more interested in and sophisticated about 

alternative or altered states of consciousness than our own’. Locke and Kelly (1985:36) 

note that the most common approach to the interpretation of indigenous ASC practices ‘is 

a gross behavioural inventory to which psychological depth is added by speculating about 

the relevance of personality and physiological dimensions, often from a superficial 

psychiatric perspective’. These authors argue that the use of metaphor to describe ASC 

experiences ‘often provides as much information about what the experience is not as what it 

is’ (Locke & Kelly 1985:36), whereas with a phenomenological approach to consciousness 

experiences ‘restoration of the contents of consciousness for a typical cultural member in a 

typical and relevant context is theoretically always possible’ (Locke & Kelly 1985:40).  

 

There have been few in-depth ethnographic analyses of the practices of mental imagery 

cultivation employed by shamans to translate information perceived during ASC to 

practical effect during waking life. This has resulted in the unfortunate situation whereby 

entire books have been written about religion, mythology and ritual that provide little 

insight into the experiences of the participants. While there have been several excellent 

studies of indigenous shamanic practices and beliefs in northern South America (e.g. 

Harner 1973a; 1973b; 1975; Reichel-Dolmatoff 1975; Brown 1986; Hill 1994; Langdon & 

Baer 1992), few anthropologists have made their own experience as participants an integral 

component of analysis, leaving the study of native technologies of mind, and the 

relationship among experience, epistemology and psychosocial change inadequately 

assessed. Laughlin et al (1990:20) maintain that ‘[t]his oversight is not accidental, but rather 

a systematic bias in science born of what we call monophasic consciousness in the 

enculturation of Western observers’. Societies that integrate knowledge derived from all 

phases or states of consciousness within one worldview are polyphasic. Euroamerican 

society, by contrast, can be described as monophasic, because it generally gives credence 

only to information derived from experiences during waking consciousness, ‘the phases 

oriented primarily toward adaptation to the external operational environment’ (Laughlin 

1997:479). Positivist and monophasic approaches to interpreting shamanism have not led 

to the development of adequate models for explaining the psychocultural logic of 
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shamanism, the possible efficacy of shamanism as a healthcare practice, or shamanism’s 

enduring cross-cultural significance.   

 

Anthropology, dominated by the positivistic sciences, has failed until 
recently to understand shamanism as an important dynamic force in today’s 
world, or to develop adequate analytical models for comprehending it 
(Langdon 1992:1). 

 

There has been a significant tendency in the ethnographic record to examine shamanism 

according to what shamans can be observed doing (behaviour), and what they say 

(utterance). These two elements alone cannot yield understanding of what shamanism is, 

and how shamanic practices function to effect change in the lives of participants (shamans 

and patients). The impasse over debate on what shamanism is, and to what extent or how it 

can be interpreted, is symptomatic of a greater emphasis in social scientific research on 

materialist approaches to human problems that have given short shrift to knowledge 

systems, consciousness and the emotions generally, and to ontogenetic development and 

the relationship between reason and passion in particular.  

 

The social science tradition of categorising everything that varies as 
“nonbiological” fails to identify much that is “biological”. This is because 
anthropologists have chosen ill-suited frames of reference (such as those 
based on surface “behavior” or reflective “meaning”) that accentuate 
variability and obscure the underlying level of universal evolved 
architecture (Tooby & Cosmides 1992:45).  

 

Symbolic, behavioural and materialist interpretation (analysis of what people say and what 

people can be seen doing) are inadequate for the analysis of shamanic practices composed 

of mental events and subjective experiences.  

 

Cultural neurophenomenology and biogenetic structuralism 

 

Noll (1989:49-50) has identified two major explanatory streams accounting for shamanism. 

The first focuses on the neuropsychological or biochemical bases of shamanic practices 

(e.g. Lex 1979; Winkelman 1986). The second is phenomenological, and emphasises the 

subjective experiences of shamans rather than materialist (biological) reductions (e.g. 

Castaneda 1968; Harner 1973a, 1973b; 1980; Maquet 1975; Noll 1983; 1985; Peters 1978). 

To these two schools we can add a third major stream: the symbolic approach that favours 
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the interpretation of words and symbolic interpretations of rites over either experience or 

neuropsychology (e.g. Lévi-Strauss 1973; Crocker 1985; Reichel-Dolmatoff 1973; 1975).  

 

I prefer an approach that integrates the subjective experience of shamans, the neural 

correlates of the consciousness experiences that underlie shamanic practices, and analysis 

of the symbolic structures associated with mythology and curing rites in order to 

understand the internal logic of a culture’s shamanic practices. Symbolic interpretations of 

shamanism are inadequate for understanding either how natives conceive of the meanings 

of shamanic practices, or the psychosocial significance of these acts in affecting behaviour 

and the somatic conditions of the participants. Cross-cultural interpretations of shamanism 

have illuminated the possible evolutionary significance of technologies of consciousness 

(e.g. Winkelman 1990; 1997), but are inadequate for assessing the relationship between 

culture-specific symbol systems and the experience of shamans (Throop 2003b). Piaroa 

curing and sorcery rites are underpinned by technologies of mind relating to the 

development of information-processing modalities that complement language, and are 

predicated upon feeling, visualising and processing biopsychosocial information through 

visionary motifs understood according to a culture-specific symbolic matrix learned over 

many years.  

 

While Leach (1968:523) argues that the ‘actor’s own view is inadequate’ to the 

interpretation of a ritual because ‘the rite is prior to the explanatory belief’, interpretation of 

shamanic practices will be inadequate to the extent that they deny articulation of the 

internal logic of the rite as expressed and experienced by the participants. Because non-

Western analytic and metaphoric descriptions of consciousness seem ‘more congruent with 

modern neuropsychology than do many Western psychological treatments’ (Laughlin et al 

1990:82), an analysis that integrates the neurobiology of consciousness to ethnographic and 

experiential data is favourable. Belief in the centrality of an individual shaman’s psychic 

faculties, as embodied in the Piaroa concept of märipa, facilitates articulation of shamanic 

knowledge and practice in psycho-cognitive terms not significantly different from Piaroa 

epistemology. Shamanism involves the application of technologies of consciousness to the 

solution of human adaptive problems, and can best be understood through an approach 

that marries indigenous narrative to neurophenomenology. 
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This thesis presents a cultural neurophenomenological model for the analysis of native 

technologies of mind. A cultural neurophenomenological approach enables the 

fieldworker’s experiences to be used as a basis for the interpretation of native cultural 

systems. By integrating analysis of subjective experience, social processes and neurobiology 

it is possible to transcend materialist or symbolist pitfalls common to both anthropological 

research on shamanic practices and the social scientific investigation of consciousness. A 

cultural neurophenomenological approach to shamanic practices allows for articulation of 

crucial relationships among experience, biology and culture.  

 

A neurophenomenological approach rescues shamanism from a premature 
modern demise as an atavistic delusional structure and presents it in its 
rightful light as a set of sophisticated traditions for managing self, 
emotions, and consciousness (Winkelman 2000:275-6). 

 

The cultural neurophenomenological approach taken in this thesis draws on Winkelman’s 

‘neural ecology’ of shamanism (2000), and from the biogenetic structuralist approach to the 

interpretation of consciousness (Laughlin et al 1990). I use Winkelman’s biological model 

of integrative consciousness, while drawing on biogenetic structuralism as a larger 

framework to articulate the linkages among native symbolism, neurobiology, psychology 

and experience. Cultural neurophenomenology is not reductive in the sense that either 

structural or biological anthropology may be because, like biogenetic structuralism, it takes 

into consideration the full gamut of experiences, processes and systems relevant to being 

human, and provides a framework for integrating the relationships among adapted neural 

structures, subjective experience and symbolism. While cultural neurophenomenology and 

biogenetic structuralism are substantively similar approaches, and could for the most part 

be used interchangeably, I refer to the theoretical framework used in this thesis as ‘cultural 

neurophenomenological’ rather than ‘biogenetic structuralist’ because this thesis makes 

relatively little use of developmental psychology, which is an important element of 

biogenetic structuralism. 

 

The biogenetic structuralists maintain ‘that without knowledge of the organising principles 

underlying behaviour, no thorough understanding of behaviour is likely to occur’ 

(McManus, Laughlin & d’Aquili 1979:344). Biogenetic structuralism has three key 

organising principles: the concept of adapted neural structures; the requirement to acquire 

culture through symbolic processing; and the plasticity of being within a genetic envelope 
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that the interaction of symbol, environment and neural processes affords. People evolve 

within their lifespan according to cultural forces, environmental dynamics and adapted 

neural substrates. Biogenetic structuralism provides a framework for understanding culture 

in relation to neonoteny. The biogenetic structuralist approach entails considering human 

events and processes in terms of a weave of evolved brain, learned symbols, and lived 

experience. Several key assumptions derived from biogenetic structuralism underpin this 

thesis: 

 

1) Culture is mediated and moulded by neurological processes; 

2) Cultural meanings cannot be divorced from the experience of action and symbols. Part 

of the meaning of events, symbols and processes analysed in the examination of cultural 

practices exists in the experience of these events and processes; 

3) Piaroa shamanic practices are underpinned by some key neurobiological processes 

common to the integrative mode of consciousness. Articulation of these in relation to 

Piaroa symbolic and knowledge systems can help us to understand the parameters of 

experience central to Piaroa shamanic activity; 

4) Analysis of the psychocultural logic of a culture’s shamanic practices must incorporate 

elements of structural, neuropsychological and phenomenological approaches because 

shamanic practices involve the purposeful manipulation of an individual’s consciousness 

within a culture-specific symbolic framework.  

 

Shamanic practices concern the application of information derived from ASC to waking 

life. Winkelman’s concept of integrative consciousness establishes the biological bases on 

which shamanic practices are founded, and provides a framework for establishing key 

biological and phenomenological parameters of experiences central to shamanic practice.  

The biology of the integrative mode of consciousness conditions the ways in which Piaroa 

shamans experience visionary information, and bears heavily upon native epistemology and 

symbolism. Use of the integrative mode of consciousness rather than the amorphous term 

‘ASC’ enables analysis of how shamanic practices affect psychobiological adaptation by 

linking intercultural interpretation to cross-culturally-relevant biological and 

phenomenological parameters.  
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Winkelman (1986; 1997; 2000) has demonstrated that the ASC central to shamanic 

practices have common psychobiological bases deriving from the homeostatic functioning 

of the central and autonomic nervous systems. We can establish three primary 

psychophysiological conditions common to the integrative mode of consciousness: 

parasympathetic-dominant autonomic nervous system state in which the frontal cortex is 

dominated by slow wave patterns originating in the limbic system and related projections 

into the frontal parts of the brain; synchronisation of the frontal cortex; and 

interhemispheric coordination (limbic-frontal and left-right hemisphere) (Winkelman 

1997:405). These psychophysiological conditions, induced by Piaroa shamans through 

mental training, and during nocturnal rituals involving the consumption of plant 

hallucinogens, are of primary significance to the form and content of Piaroa shamanic 

knowledge and epistemology. Integrative consciousness facilitates heightened information-

processing facilities, enabling clear assessments of person-environment relationships. 

Integrative biopsychosocial mapping of person-environment relationships underlies 

divination, preventative medicine and curing.  

 

Methodology 

 

Between 2000 and 2001 I conducted 14 months of ethnographic fieldwork with the Piaroa 

of the Parguaza, Sipapo and Carinagua Rivers, undertaking a shamanic apprenticeship for 

half of this time (see Figure 1). Most of the first year was spent on the Parguaza River, 

where I lived near Pendare in the household of José-Luis Díaz (see Figures 2-3). In 2001, I 

returned to the Parguaza to live with José-Luis, and spent one month in Alto Carinagua 

and one month in Montenegro de Sipapo. This thesis is heavily conditioned by the 

opportunity afforded me by José-Luis to study shamanic practices. I spent six of the first 

eight months of fieldwork apprenticed to José-Luis. José-Luis taught me during the 

evenings when we would consume yopo together, and discuss our visions. Over the course 

of the evening José-Luis recounted stories about other shamans, curing ceremonies, 

illnesses, sorcery battles, myths, as well as practical information (about plants, animals and 

local geography). Piaroa, and occasionally criollo people, would visit José-Luis most weeks 

to seek ritual cures, which I attended.vii I also accompanied him on numerous visits to 

other villages along the Parguaza where we met with other shamans, and in which he 
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taught me how to assess the health of particular people and the community as a whole. 

José-Luis sang meye in his house every second night. 

 

Figure 1 Piaroaland 
 

 

During my stay with José-Luis, I was able to visit all of the villages on the Parguaza River at 

least once, and paid several extended visits to Salto Maraca, where José-Luis’s good friend 
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Plinio, the most senior Parguaza River shaman, lives. My relationship with José-Luis took 

on features characteristic of father-son, brother-brother, teacher-student and friend-friend. 

José-Luis has an excellent command of Spanish, which facilitated early bonding between 

us, and ease of communication. José-Luis’s generosity and patience were crucial to the 

realisation of this study. The camaraderie we shared over many nights of shared yopo, capi 

and tobacco experiences made continued research possible and pleasurable.   

 

     

Figure 2 José-Luis and family                           Figure 3 The house of José-Luis and family 
 

I spent most of the days with José-Luis’s five children (Mawé, Isabel, José-Luis Jr., José-

Daniel and Puruna) (Figures 4-5). They taught me Piaroa words and the skills necessary for 

survival in Piaroaland: fishing, fruit collecting, local plant and geographical knowledge. The 

children also guided me around Pendare, and introduced me to people when José-Luis had 

business to attend to. José-Luis told me that he had decided to let me live in his household 

because José-Luis Jr. and José-Daniel thought that I was a good person, and they liked my 

company. While we had no formal agreement, it was decided after a time that José-Luis 

would teach me as he had been taught by his teachers (as best he could considering my 

cultural background and poor Piaroa language skills), provided that I prepared one meal a 

day and stayed with the children whenever José-Luis and Tseheru had to go elsewhere. I 

made a trip to Puerto Ayacucho every two-three weeks to acquire non-perishable foods 
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(beans, cooking oil, sugar, salt, lentils, rice, corn flour, pasta and tinned fish) and some 

vegetables, and usually cooked in the afternoon.   

 

       

Figure 4 José-Daniel and José-Luis Jr.           Figure 5 José-Luis Jr., Puruna, Isabel, José- Daniel      

 

 

When in Montenegro de Sipapo, I lived in a house belonging to Betulio, a schoolteacher 

son of Ingenio, the high shaman of the Sipapo River (Figure 6). Betulio was able to recount 

several Piaroa legends, and acted as a translator for me in discussions with Ingenio. 

Relations with Ingenio were always much more formal than those with José-Luis. Ingenio 

was willing to conduct interviews and recount myths on a strict pay-per-listen basis, but 

allowed me to sit in on healing rituals he conducted in his house.   
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Figure 6 Ingenio                                                  Figure 7 Plinio 

 

 

During my stay in Alto Carinagua I lived in a traditional roundhouse that Bolívar, the 

village headman and the highest-ranking shaman in the circum-Puerto Ayacucho region, 

retains for his many visitors. Bolívar has gained an international reputation as a successful 

shaman through participation in shamanic congresses in Europe and North America, and 

regularly receives criollo clients from throughout Venezuela, foreign backpackers, and 

other men claiming to be shamans bearing gifts for the Piaroa elder (Figure 8). Several 

junior shamans, most of whom are his sons, sing meye with Bolívar every second night. I 

made one short trip up the Cataniapo with Bolívar and attended numerous curing and song 

ceremonies led by Bolívar. Ruffino, Bolivar’s eldest son and also a meyeruwa, was a valuable 

guide, translator, and informant.viii  
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Figure 8 Bolívar 
 

 

My questions to José-Luis were guided by the desire to understand the epistemological 

basis of Piaroa shamanic practice, and the relationship among visionary experience, Piaroa 

cosmology and psychosocial adaptation. For the most part I let José-Luis dictate what 

would be discussed on any particular occasion. The questions I asked evolved with the 

experiences I shared with José-Luis and as my understanding of Piaroa culture developed. 

Many themes were discussed incrementally over time as José-Luis felt I was ready to 

understand what he had to say. 

 

Constructing questions for the shaman-informant does not help much 
beyond forming general guidelines. To know the correct questions to ask, 
one must reconstruct not only the background of the sociocultural matrix 
but also the epistemological basis within which the shaman works. If the 
researcher has never experienced an alternate state of consciousness or 
attempted a “healing”, he is in a compromised position when trying to 
comprehend what a shaman really means when he talks of experiences in 
SSC [shamanic states of consciousness]. It would be prudent for the field 
researcher to learn something of trance and healing methods prior to 
undertaking research (Townsend 1997:458). 
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Prior to embarking on fieldwork with the Piaroa, and during the preliminary phase of 

research on shamanism and Amerindian ethnography, I consumed LSD and psilocybin 

mushrooms on several occasions. For years leading up to my fieldwork with the Piaroa I 

had danced regularly and run long distances, and had begun to familiarise myself with the 

parameters of experience induced by parasympathetic nervous system collapse and 

interhemispheric coherence. A rudimentary degree of familiarity with plant-hallucinogen 

induced ASC, and the ability to tune awareness to the structures of consciousness proved 

to be invaluable as I trained with José-Luis. Prior familiarisation with the experiential 

dynamics of ASC experiences enabled me to acquire the skills necessary to become aware 

of how yopo visions affected mental and somatic processes, and to negotiate the 

relationships among self, other, experience and native symbolism.  

 

Although there is a history of anthropologists using ‘reflexivity’ as a tool in the 

interpretation of ethnographic data (e.g. Bourdieu 1990), I prefer Laughlin et al’s (1990) 

and Laughlin and Throop’s (1999) notion of mature contemplation as an approach to the 

use of phenomenological data in biocultural studies. Marcus (1998:193) refers to 

ethnographic strategies that harp on the ‘the personal quest, playing on the subjective, the 

experiential, and the idea of empathy’ as a ‘basic or null form of reflexivity’ that has ‘more 

often than not… [reinforced] the perspective and voice of the lone, introspective 

fieldworker without challenging the paradigm of ethnographic research at all’. I argue, 

however, that analysis of the psychocultural logic of shamanism must employ a 

methodology that privileges empathy and the experiential because much of shamanic 

practice is subjective and empathetic. Mature contemplation can be used as a means of 

bridging the fieldworker’s experiences and native symbolism.    

 

Laughlin et al (1990:24-33) argue the importance of ‘mature contemplation’ as a method 

for assessing the relationships among self, consciousness and culture. Mature 

contemplation is akin to Husserl’s notion of ‘phenomenological reduction’, a method of 

training the mind to perceive its internal processes (Husserl 1931; 1977). I made every 

effort to ‘to suspend judgement, to bracket personal views as well as a scientific materialist 

stance, and for the period of fieldwork, to take things [including the perception of spirits] 

at face value’ (Townsend 1997:458). Much of the work to understand the psychocultural 

logic of Piaroa shamanism involved phenomenological training, as outlined by Laughlin:  
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Phenomenological training directs the mind inward in a disciplined way. 
The student learns to direct concentration and inquiry toward his or her 
internal processes, be those processes dreaming, bodily functions (such as 
breathing, movement, etc.), eidetic imagery, feelings, thought processes, 
and the like. The training builds habit patterns that counter the 
Euroamerican conditioning toward ignoring or repressing internal 
processes and prepares the student for the kind of procedures used in the 
alien culture for incubating and attaining transpersonal experiences 
(Laughlin 1997:484). 

 

The explanatory limits of a cultural neurophenomenological approach to the analysis of 

shamanic practices based on an experience-heavy methodology are fuzzy. The limits of 

interpretation are related to those of human neonoteny, and determined by the degree to 

which the psychic unity of humankind can be manifest in polysensory, extra-linguistic inter-

cultural communication. I have attempted to negotiate this issue as best I can through a 

field methodology privileging mature introspection, and an analytic framework that 

interweaves anthropological interpretation of native symbolism, phenomenology, 

psychology and neurobiology.  

 

The Piaroa: An overview 

 

Historical references to the Piaroa date to the eighteenth century, where Jesuit missionaries 

mention Sáliva people (Rivero 1956 [1729]:254-6). In 1756, a member of the Spanish and 

Portuguese Boundary Commission noted that there were Piaroa living along the Sipapo 

River (Tavera-Acosta 1907:223). As the Venezuelan (East) bank of the Orinoco 

increasingly opened up to scientific and religious expeditions in the 19th and 20th centuries, 

the Piaroa were increasingly mentioned in the literature. Koch-Grünberg (1923, III:14-15) 

mentions the Piaroa briefly, noting their timidity and fear of the diseases brought by the 

White Man. Scientist-explorers such as Humboldt and Bonpland (1821), Michelana and 

Rojas (1867:301), Crevaux (1883:542-5) and Chaffanjon (1889:204-7) mention encounters 

with the Piaroa. There have been a number of brief ethnographic reports on the Piaroa 

from other scientist-explorers (Wavrin 1948; the archaeologist Cruxent 1947; the geologist 

Kamen-Kaye 1949-50; and the geographer Grelier 1953a; 1953b; 1955; 1957). In the early 

1950s, Wilbert (1966) conducted an expedition up the Ventuari River during which he 
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encountered the Piaroa. Anduze (1974), a former governor of Amazonas State, published 

an early monograph on the Piaroa. 

 

Towards the end of the 1960s, Monod, Boglár and Overing each conducted significant 

periods of ethnographic fieldwork with the Piaroa. Monod has published accounts of 

Piaroa religion (1970; 1987), and a reflexive ethnography (1975). Boglár has published on 

Piaroa mythology and art (1969; 1970; 1978; 1979). Boglár & Caballero have published on 

Piaroa acculturation (1974; 1979). Overing & Kaplan have published a monograph on 

Piaroa society (1988). Overing has published extensively on Piaroa kinship and social 

ideology (1975; 1986; 1989; 1990; 2000). Mansutti has worked with the Piaroa more or less 

continually since the early 1980s, and has published a number of comprehensive papers on 

trade, settlement, housing, cultural change, native title, history and ecology (1986; 1988; 

1995; 1999). In the 1980s, Zent conducted several years of fieldwork with the Piaroa of the 

Upper Cuao and Cataniapo Rivers. Zent has used a combination of quantitative and 

qualitative data to analyse Piaroa natural resource use (1992; 1999), and health and cultural 

change (1993a; 1993b; 1997). 

 

Language 

 

The Piaroa language is a member of the Sáliban language group. This group comprises the 

extinct Sáliva and Ature tribes, and the Macu and Piaroa peoples. The Sáliva lived on the 

West bank of the Orinoco between Rio Vichada and Rio Guaviare. The Macu area of 

habitation is now restricted to several rivers in the Ventuari region of Amazonas State, also 

inhabited by the Piaroa. With the exception of the Macu, and the Hiwi whose territory 

borders much of Piaroaland, the Piaroa are surrounded by Carib and Arawak speaking 

ethnic groups (Loukotka 1968:151-2). To the West and South of Piaroaland are numerous 

Arawak tribes (including the Puinave, Baniwa and Bare and Piapoco). To the East and 

North there are Carib peoples (including the Panare and Yekuana).ix 

  

Self, other and kinship 

 

The Piaroa distinguish themselves clearly from other species and human beings of other 

ethnic backgrounds. Itsodu dearuhua is the Piaroa term for ‘being of the jungle’.x Itsodu 
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dearuhua tuha identifies the human subset of being of the jungle while, for instance, itsodu 

dearuhua ichu identifies the monkey, and itsodu dearuhua imë the peccary as particular types of 

‘beings of the jungle’ (Overing 1975:17). According to the Piaroa classificatory system, the 

Piaroa are the only real people. The term ‘tuha’ connotes a person, and excludes peoples of 

other ethnicities (including people from the settler society [criollos], people from other 

indigenous groups, and people from other ethnic backgrounds who have married into 

Piaroa families) (Overing 1975:17). The Piaroa refer to themselves as ‘indigenous’ and to 

people of other indigenous peoples by the name of their tribe (e.g. Hiwi, Piapoco, 

Yanomami). Criollos are referred to in Piaroa as sabarana. Wahari, one of the most 

important Piaroa gods, is credited with creating the Piaroa as the first human beings, and 

subsequently created and named each neighbouring ethnic group, including the sabarana. 

 

Chawaruhua is the principal term through which the Piaroa conceive of kindred members 

and commitments. Chawaruhua glosses as ‘my kinsmen’ or ‘consanguinity’, and also means 

‘friend’, carrying the implication of peaceful relations among people of kin. The Piaroa 

distinguish between ‘close’ (tüku chawaruhuae) and ‘distant’ (otmínae chahuaruhuae) kinsmen. 

Apart from kinship terms, the only terms used to distinguish Piaroa people, or to classify 

social relationships, are those applied to shamans: itsoderuwa; tuhaturuwa; meyeruwa; and 

yuhuähuäruhua.  

 

The ideal marriage partner is a cross-cousin: MBCh/FZCh. The reciprocated endogamous 

marriage transforms affines into ‘being of a kind’ (itsotu or chahuaaruhuae). Reciprocity of 

marriage partners is achieved indirectly through the group as a whole, and does not imply 

that there need be brother/sister exchange or MBCh/FZCh marriage. The Piaroa have no 

rules of residence. Young married couples choose where they wish to live (with the man or 

woman’s family, or on their own). ‘The Piaroa daily express to one another their right to 

private choice and their right to be free from domination over a wide range of matters, 

such as residence, work, self development, and even marriage’ (Overing 2000:89). 

According to Overing (2000:89) ‘[e]ach woman is mistress of her own fertility for which 

she alone is responsible: the community has no legal right to her progeny; nor does her 

husband if they should divorce’. 
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Piaroa society is remarkably egalitarian. ‘There are no age sets, no descent groups, no 

warrior societies, no formal council of mature men, no moiety organisations for the playing 

out of community life’ (Overing 2000:88). Political informality has been identified as a 

cross-cultural trend in Guianese societies that value individualism (Riviere 1984:4), and is 

also a product of the Piaroa emphasis on peaceful, tranquil living (Overing 2000:88). Piaroa 

people can neither hold land in perpetuity nor order the labour of another, although 

kinsmen are called upon to assist in the building of houses. Manufactured goods are owned 

by the people who make them. 

 

Subsistence 

 

The Piaroa are swidden horticulturalists who rely heavily upon on the production of bitter 

manioc (Figure 9)). A large portion of a woman’s day is spent preparing manioc flour and 

crispbreads. Many families produce a surplus of manioc flour, which is sold to Piaroa 

traders or in criollo markets. Manioc production, the cultivation of fruit, and collection of 

forest resources are the primary means that Piaroa people earn money. The Piaroa cultivate 

and collect numerous fruits. Fish are plentiful during the dry season (October to April), but 

protein availability drops drastically during the wet season. While most men are proficient 

hunters, recent population growth and rising population densities have made game meats 

increasingly scarce. Hunters frequently travel several days in search of game, and are not 

often successful. Piaroa people are increasingly dependent upon manufactured foods 

purchased from criollo markets, or sold by Piaroa merchants in Piaroa villages.  Pasta and 

rice are staples for those who can afford them, and eaten by many others on a regular basis. 

Cooking oil, salt, sugar, sweet biscuits, corn flour and tinned fish are also sold by Piaroa 

merchants in larger villages.  
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               Figure 9 Manioc plot, upper Parguaza River 

                                      

 

Daily routines for both men and women revolve around the acquisition and preparation of 

food, although women generally work longer hours on a consistent basis. It is a woman’s 

responsibility to tend to manioc in the garden, to collect and grate the tubers, to leach the 

arsenic from the bitter manioc, and to prepare flour and bread from the resultant mash. 

Women and girls clean the domestic space and cook. While both men and women collect 

wild forest fruits, only women collect firewood. Men fish and hunt, and are responsible for 

the clearing (with machete and fire) of new garden plots. Houses and furniture are built by 

men. While baskets are woven exclusively by men, few young men are becoming proficient 

in basketry (Rivas 1997). Boys learn to hunt and fish from an early age, but have little 

domestic responsibility until they marry. By contrast, from about the age of five girls work 

hard preparing manioc on a daily basis, and are responsible for the care of their younger 

siblings.  

 

A Piaroa shaman’s work and rest patterns are determined by the intensity of his ritual 

responsibilities. While women and lay men begin the day early preparing food and working 

in the swidden plot, a shaman’s use of time is conditioned by immediate subsistence and 

family requirements, and also according to the prevalence of malevolent spirits he might 

encounter during nocturnal ceremonies. The shaman’s day is broken up in an irregular 

fashion; sleep patterns change according to the demand for curing rituals, protective song 
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ceremonies, and the need to rid the house of malevolent spirits. The performance of curing 

rituals and song ceremonies leaves Piaroa shamans with less time and/or energy to devote 

to subsistence activities than other men. This is particularly the case when a shaman’s 

curing services are in high demand. While ritual curing ceremonies usually last less than an 

hour, they are often prefigured by preliminary conversations and visits that may extend 

over several days. Song ceremonies usually begin after dark and continue until dawn.  

 

Sacred and physical geography 

 

Piaroaland occupies a large, geographically varied section of land that extends between 

south western Bolívar and north western Amazonas states. Piaroaland encompasses dense 

lowland jungle, rocky highland ridges punctuated by large granite promontories, and 

pockets of savannah. The Piaroa live predominantly along navigable rivers, although many 

families continue to live in highland areas away from larger rivers and villages. The lower 

Parguaza River is bordered by savannah and lowland tropical rainforest. The upper 

extremity of the Parguaza River is not navigable owing to numerous rapids, and is bordered 

by dense, mountainous jungle. Several granite peaks rise up to 2500 metres in the Serranía 

de Parguaza highland region, which connects overland to the Upper Cuao area of 

habitation. The climate cools significantly towards the headwaters of the Parguaza, and 

inhabitants of the upper Parguaza sleep with fires under their hammocks.  

 

Piaroa gods created the land that the Piaroa now inhabit, and delineated the land that was 

to belong to the Piaroa, the criollos, the Hiwi and other neighbouring indigenous groups. 

While Piaroaland borders Hiwiland in each of the regions in which I conducted fieldwork, 

contact between the Hiwi and Piaroa, who share hunting rights to land, was most 

pronounced along the Sipapo River. Piaroa people recognise the limits of their territory in 

terms of physical landmarks such as conspicuous valleys, rivers, and ridges associated with 

mythic time events.  

 

The territory of current habitation accords with Piaroa creation myths in which large rocks, 

waterfalls and mountains were sites of significant activities performed by the gods. Like 

other tropical Amerindian groups, the Piaroa recognize that their land has been 

significantly altered by Piaroa gods since it was brought into existence and named ‘not so 
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much by any exploitative activities of their ancestors, but by having been imbued by them 

with symbolic meaning’ (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1976:309). Many conspicuous granite boulders 

rise out of the savannah. Piaroa people imbue these sites with either historical or 

mythological significance. Some are places where the Piaroa battled the Spanish, the 

Mapoyo (on the Parguaza River), or the caminuah (Carib invaders who probably came down 

into the Sipapo-Cuao-Autana region). Other sites of mythological significance were places 

where gods lived, created a technology, or performed particular rites in the time before 

people. Kwewe (Cerro Autana) is a distinctive tabletop mountain on the upper Autana River. 

It is described by some as the Piaroa ‘tree of life’, and was formerly the home of the creator 

god Wahari. Kuemoi, Wahari’s arch enemy throughout mythological time, made his first 

house on the peak of a rocky ridge visible from Pendare (Parguaza River) (Figures 10-11). 

Each of these two mountains is considered to be powerful and potentially dangerous to 

those who climb them. Numerous smaller mountains or conspicuous rocks are named after 

animals that made their home in these places in the time before people. 

 
 

  

Figure 10 The house of Wahari                               Figure 11 The house of Kuemoi 

                                                                               

 
While some areas bequeathed by the gods to the Piaroa, including a large stretch of land 

between the Parguaza River and Puerto Ayacucho, are now occupied by cattle ranchers, the 

Piaroa have largely managed to maintain the lands that their gods created and named in the 

time before people. The Piaroa were able to maintain population numbers and extend their 

territory during the first few decades of contact with criollo society while neighbouring 

tribes suffered rapid population decline and lost of control over land because Piaroa 

settlements were ‘small, dispersed and mobile’ (Zent 1993a:51-4; Mansutti 1990). The 

Piaroa, however, attribute their success at cultural and physical survival to the power of 
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their shamans, whose sorcery prowess and curing chants drove away the Spanish, Carib 

slave raiders and introduced disease.  

 

While river travel is the quickest means of transporting people and horticultural produce 

up, down and between rivers, disparate Piaroa territories are also connected by numerous 

overland walk paths. On the Upper Parguaza River, travel is not possible because of 

frequent rapids, and communication is by foot alone. There is little contact between people 

from the Cuao-Autana-Sipapo region and the people for the Parguaza. Overland paths that 

once connected the people of the upper Parguaza with those of the upper Cuao are rarely 

used now, as trade is oriented down along rivers rather than across land. Overland travel to 

distant parts of Piaroa territory continues to be conceived of as a dangerous affair requiring 

ritual protection to allay possible attack by evil spirits or snakes (Mansutti 1986). The 

Piaroa economy is oriented towards trade with criollo merchants in major towns, and each 

area of habitation has its own transport system to move people and produce from gardens 

to criollo markets and back. Piaroa entrepreneurs or collectives have bought outboard 

motors and act as middlemen, who buy manioc flour from growers in each community and 

resell it for a profit in criollo towns. 

 

Settlement  

 

Piaroa settlement patterns have changed dramatically over the last four decades. Prior to 

the 1960s the Piaroa population was highly dispersed, and settlements were almost 

exclusively located in highland and inter-fluvial regions. According to the Jesuit chronicler 

Gilij (1987:105-9), Piaroa settlements occupied forest zones of such an altitude that 

cooking fires were used to keep warm at night. ‘Without exception’ communal houses were 

constructed away from large rivers (Mansutti 1988:5). ‘The fear of being caught and eaten 

by strangers is a continuing theme in the oral tradition, and was the psychological 

mechanism explaining the relative inaccessibility of traditional settlements’ (Mansutti 

1988:6). While Piaroa territory was criss-crossed by trails leading to points of geographic 

importance, paths were camouflaged, and in some cases booby-trapped to impede raids by 

other tribes.  
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Until around 1970, Piaroaland was divided into 12-15 political units composed of 6-7 

communal houses, each containing between 14 to 60 individuals (Overing 1986:135). The 

communal house (itsode) was ‘a kindred structured, ideally endogamous residential group, 

and [was] established as an economic, kinship and ceremonial unit’ (Overing 1986:135). 

The economic and religious life of the itsode used to be guided by a shaman (itsoderuwa), who 

oversaw the distribution of game meats between inhabitants, and was responsible for 

reciting chants (meye) to prevent disease. Mansutti (1986) contends that, until the 1960s, 

ritual specialists oversaw long-distance trade, and the distribution of sacred items such as 

crystals played a significant role in the regional political structure. Political organisation was 

loose but regional ties were maintained by long-distance trade routes connecting people 

throughout Piaroaland. Mansutti (1988:4-5) lists the following as constituting ‘traditional 

patterns’ of Piaroa settlement: 

 

1) a system of alliances and exchange of bilateral cross-cousins; 

2) smaller units of production are linked to a larger unit, the domestic, which is made up 

by members of three generations closely tied by marriage and/or blood relation; 

3) an economic system based on the domestic group’s self-sufficiency in food products, 

and dependency on barter with other Piaroa for some work tools; 

4) A political system whereby the exercise of power is limited by paired correlations 

between those with influence (usually shamans). Domestic groups are held together 

more by consensus than by coercion. All adult members of society participate daily in 

the solution of problems. Two or more communities might join under the leadership of 

one regional leader itsoderuwa, forming an alliance among neighbours. Ties were only as 

strong as support for a given leader, and were never absolute. Tension between 

communities was increased with geographical distance;   

5) A religious system in which any man might be in the process of learning sacred 

knowledge. This religious structure involved prescriptions for how individuals should 

relate to their physical environment, and kinsmen and how, when, and where to or not 

to establish a community; 

6) Major external forces included violence committed by other ethnic groups, the 

existence of an extensive network of trade relations linking other indigenous societies, 

and the lack of unoccupied space. 
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Census data indicate that between the 1960s and 1980s the Piaroa moved steadily out of 

isolated, inter-fluvial highland zones to settle permanently along navigable rivers, and closer 

to criollo towns and markets (OCEI 1985; 1993; Mansutti 1995:66). Today, the majority of 

Piaroa people live along navigable rivers in villages of between 50 to 500 people. With the 

exception of the headwater areas of the Parguaza and Cuao rivers, traditional highland 

habitation zones have become depopulated (Zent 1993b:238-9). Cosmological structures, 

however, continue to be oriented more toward mountains than to rivers (Zent 1999:95).  

 

The Conquista del Sur state development program (initiated between 1969 and 1974) and 

process of ‘selective integration’ instigated a series of profound demographic changes for 

the indigenous peoples of Amazonas state. In order to integrate peoples that had not 

previously voted, spoken Spanish or held national identity cards, government officials and 

missionaries encouraged settlement near access to medical facilities and schools (Oldham 

1995:89). Settlement sizes grew as credit was made available for the building of brick and 

tin houses along major rivers.xi The Conquista del Sur program coincided with improved 

transportation (the opening up of roads, airstrips and more affordable outboard motors) 

and the relaxation of a long-held fear of white people (Zent 1992:73-9) that also 

contributed to resettlement along major rivers. Piaroa people cite a fear of falling ill and not 

having access to Western medicine as a further explanation for why settlements have 

moved down from the highlands (Zent 1993a:55; Boglár & Caballero 1979). 

 

Piaroa shamanism and cultural change 

 

Several themes have been outlined as major forces contributing to contemporary Piaroa 

cultural change. Foremost among these has been recent, rapid population growth. The 

Piaroa population was very stable since the first census was taken in 1838 until the 1970s. 

The population grew from between 2000-3000 in 1975 to 7030 in 1985 to 11,539 in 1993 

(OCEI 1985; 1993). Other forces of change include missionary activity, the establishment 

of biomedical clinics and Western-style Spanish language schools, the extension of roads 

linking Puerto Ayacucho to criollo settlements, the invasion of Brazilian, Colombian and 

Venezuelan gold miners, criollo-run tourism companies and regional and national 

economic development programs (Oldham 1995; 1996; Mansutti 1986; 1988). Mansutti 

(1988:29) argues that Piaroa cultural change has been brought about as ‘traditional’ 
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economic strategies are ‘subsumed or displaced’ by those linking the centre to the periphery 

of national society. Oldham (1995) and Mansutti (1995) have examined natural resource 

use in relation to a re-orientation of the Piaroa economy around criollo markets. Zent 

(1993a; 1993b) argues that the development of dependency on biomedicine is facilitating 

acculturation.  

 

The Piaroa have had sporadic contact with missionaries since the Jesuits attempted 

repeatedly to establish missions on the east bank of the Orinoco in the 17th century.xii 

Salesian missionaries came to Amazonas in 1933, and have been there ever since. Mansutti 

(1988:16) regards the ‘transformative effect’ of the Salesians as comparable only to that of 

the Jesuits. Mansutti (1986:68) writes: ‘Today more than half of the Uwotjuja [Piaroa] 

profess to be evangelical or Catholic while only a few express an interest in continuing to 

be believers of their own religious discourse’. The warime ritual complex, a series of dance 

and music-driven rites extending over a period of weeks from April to September, used to 

be the greatest affirmation of a regional big man’s esoteric knowledge. It is probably no 

longer practised in any area of Piaroa habitation. ‘[I]ts place in society is now being 

occupied by the various evangelical gatherings held throughout the year in different parts 

of Uwotjuja [Piaroa] territory’ (Mansutti 1986:68).  

 

There is a large Catholic missionary complex on Isla Raton (Orinoco River), near the 

mouth of the Sipapo River. Piaroa people from the Cuao-Autana-Sipapo rivers attend 

church services and a high school run by nuns on the island. In recent decades, however, 

the Summer Institute of Linguistics (New Tribes Missions) has been particularly successful 

in establishing missions and proselytising indigenous peoples in Amazonas State. In 1946, 

the New Tribes Missions established a permanent mission in Salto Maraca (Parguaza 

River). Since its establishment, the mission has been occupied by missionary families from 

the United States. There is also a large New Tribes Missions settlement in Tama Tama 

(upper Orinoco River), near Piaroa settlements, and where Piaroa people sometimes work 

or are trained to be pastors. While the majority of Piaroa Sipapo River Piaroa claims to be 

Catholic, most Parguaza River Piaroa profess to be evangelical. Some Piaroa people from 

Alto Carinagua claim to be evangelical, others Catholic, and some continue to profess faith 

only in Piaroa gods.  
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Mansutti (1986:68) argues that the influence of missionaries and Piaroa people with 

Western-style education (administrators, teachers and nurses) have produced a ‘dizzying 

decadence of [traditional] political and symbolic structures’. Unfortunately, Mansutti does 

not elucidate what this ‘decadence’ means for the practices of Piaroa shamans, the 

historical keepers of mythological, ritual and political knowledge. While he makes a 

connection between change toward larger, criollo-type settlements, market-oriented 

economies and evolution of ‘the norms that regulate relations between people and the 

supernatural world’, Mansutti (1988:29) does not elucidate how these norms and relations 

have changed, or more importantly, what they now are.  

 

Many have intimated that the practice of Piaroa shamanism is in decline, and that its future 

is uncertain. Zent (1993a) argues that young people are not learning shamanic chants or 

graduating to a high level of ritual initiation, preferring instead to play soccer. The rise of 

Piaroa medics, administrators, capitalists and teachers has been presented as posing a 

competitive problem for ritual specialists who were previously the repositories of mytho-

historical, medical, economic and administrative knowledge and responsibility (Zent 

1993a:50). Mansutti (1988:30) writes: ‘The tuhaturuwa’s medical and religious practice is 

being deligitimised, his position within the economy no longer necessary, his role as 

archetype challenged by new health and education ritual leaders’. Whereas earlier this 

century the network of Piaroa trade relations was oriented around the most powerful ritual 

leader and protector (tuhaturuwa), settlements are now oriented in a pyramidal fashion 

according to the degree of access to criollo centres of trade (Mansutti 1988:28).  

 

The purported decline in the centrality of shamans in Piaroa society is presented in terms 

of a perceived inability to adopt powerful exogenous symbols, or to adapt shamanic 

practices to the new criollo-oriented market economy. It appears that shamans continue to 

effect supernatural control over the production and distribution of goods derived from 

aboriginal technologies that are not destined for criollo markets (Mansutti 1988:30). These 

goods, however, are of decreasing importance to the local economy. Piaroa shamans have 

not, it would seem, managed to exert supernatural influence over the distribution of 

Western goods and services. From the literature, it does not appear that shamans have 

managed to incorporate the symbolic power of biomedicine into curing practice, as has 

been the case among other cultures (e.g. Greene 1998; Bastien 1992). As Zent (1993a:51) 
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notes, while acculturation appears to be accelerating, the ‘traditional Piaroa cultural 

complex has been maintained in relative, not absolute terms’. There is a measure of 

coexistence between traditional belief systems and those of the dominant national society. 

Mansutti (1988:30) argues that ‘the network of alliances is reoriented [around an economy 

geared toward criollo trade] and the domestic group of the tuhatu ruwa remains as a further 

alliance option’. Zent (1993a:53) states that some Piaroa believe the Christian God affords 

protection from malevolent shamans now thought to be controlled by the inferior force of 

Satan. 

 

While several scholars have indicated that Piaroa shamanism is in decline and that its future 

is uncertain, none have comprehensively explained what Piaroa shamanism was or is, and 

how it might work ecologically, psychologically and socially. While shamanic practices, and 

the knowledge systems and moral structures associated with them, permeate Piaroa life, 

there have been no in-depth studies of Piaroa shamanism. While several scholars have 

analysed how Piaroa people describe their shamanic practices (Monod 1970; 1987; 

Mansutti 1986), no ethnographer has attempted articulation of the internal logic of the so 

called ‘invisible world’ central to Piaroa shamanism.  

 

Thesis outline 

 

A cultural neurophenomenological approach to shamanic practices emphasises the 

relationships among brain, symbol and experience. Including the introduction and 

conclusion, this thesis is divided into eleven chapters. Chapters 2 through 9 focus on 

Piaroa shamanic practices (cooperation among shamans, mental imagery cultivation, 

training and initiation, the performance of healing rituals and preventative medicine, 

sorcery, and the preparation of psychoactive plants), and ideological systems (epistemology, 

mythology, ethics, the concepts of health and disease). Chapter 10 is a synthesis of the 

biocultural ecology of Piaroa shamanism. Each chapter interlocks to present the 

psychocultural logic of intra- and inter-systemic relations that Piaroa shamanic practices 

effect. Each chapter demonstrates the ways that Piaroa shamans conceive of and effect 

biopsychosocial adaptation through ASC activities involving experience of the spirit realm.   
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Chapter 2 distinguishes two Piaroa ritual specialists to whom we can apply the term 

shaman (meyeruwa and yuhuähuäruhua) and situates them in the social and political context of 

contemporary Piaroa society. This chapter deals with the issues of status, cooperation, 

regional power relations, and the relationship between shamans and lay people of authority.  

 

Chapter 3 outlines the botanical origins, pharmacological dynamics, and methods of 

preparation and consumption of the psychoactive plant substances around which Piaroa 

shamanic practices are oriented. While Piaroa shamanic knowledge and power derive 

primarily from experiences induced through the consumption of yopo, Banisteriopsis caapi 

and tobacco, Piaroa shamans occasionally use other psychoactive plants, and continue to 

experiment with exotic plant mixtures. Piaroa yopo preparation, involving B. caapi 

admixture, is culturally and pharmacologically significant. 

 

Chapter 4 presents a radical empiricist analysis of the core elements of the Piaroa shamanic 

training and initiation complex. Piaroa shamanic training is ongoing, conceptualised by the 

Piaroa in terms of scholarship and suffering, and punctuated by several painful initiatory 

ordeals associated with a breakthrough to a higher level of power and knowledge. I use my 

own experience as an apprentice to José-Luís as the basis for interpreting Piaroa shamanic 

training and initiation. Although it may not be possible to see what a native shaman sees, it 

is possible to learn how to see in a manner concordant with native practice.  

 

Chapter 5 analyses the Piaroa concept of märipa: the experience of knowledge as power 

derived from the integrative mode of consciousness. The epistemological bases of Piaroa 

shamanic practices underlie many aspects of Piaroa life, mythology and conceptions of 

time, change and causation. I demonstrate that Piaroa shamanic knowledge systems are 

heavily conditioned by the neurobiology of yopo and B. caapi-induced visionary 

experiences, and that knowledge becomes power through the experience of knowing what 

decisions to make to achieve desired outcomes. A cultural neurophenomenology of Piaroa 

epistemology leads to an analysis of the psychocultural logic and neurobiological bases of 

divination. 

 

Chapter 6 deals with the ethics of shamanic practice, and presents an account of the moral 

tenets conditioning the application of shamanic power. Piaroa shamans must maintain 
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control of their mental faculties during years of intensely polyphasic existence, and balance 

individual will with social interests. Piaroa shamanic ethics are heavily conditioned by the 

concept of the good life of tranquillity, an ethos that privileges harmonious intra- and 

interpersonal relations. 

 

Chapter 7 presents a biocultural analysis of Piaroa sorcery practices. Powerful shamans 

possess the power to kill, and must also defend themselves and others from attack by other 

shamans. I integrate a phenomenological account of my participation in a sorcery battle 

with biocultural theories of emotional processes to demonstrate that Piaroa sorcery 

practices are a sophisticated system for understanding and remediating emotional discords 

within and among individuals.  

 

Chapter 8 analyses Piaroa curing rituals. I present a narrative account of rituals performed 

by three shamans from three different settlement areas (José-Luís, Parguaza River; Bolívar, 

Carinagua River; and Ingenio, Sipapo River). All Piaroa shamans must be proficient in the 

diagnosis of diseases, and in the performance of healing rituals. While each shaman has his 

own system for receiving patients, healing rituals are structurally similar across Piaroaland. 

The effectiveness of ritual healing is assessed from a number of perspectives, including 

symbolic penetration.  

 

Chapter 9 presents an ecological analysis of the Piaroa concept of health, and the 

ideological framework for a preventative medicine regime based on stress minimisation and 

the promotion of coping capabilities. I integrate analysis of mythology, affective 

neuroscience, psychoneuroimmunology, and systems theory to demonstrate how Piaroa 

shamans conceive of and affect adaptation within and among interrelated living systems 

(brain, self, society, ecosystem, and cosmos) in the interests of promoting health.  

 

Chapter 10 is a synthetic account of the biocultural ecology of Piaroa shamanism. I present 

a model that explains the biopsychosocial logic of Piaroa shamanic knowledge and practice. 

The model accounts for the relationships among mental imagery cultivation, ethos, 

mythology, health, and psychosomatic processes; how Piaroa shamans might, ideally, 

promote health. The extent to which my normative theory of shamanism accords with the 

complex reality of contemporary society is assessed.  
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The conclusion outlines how I argued my thesis; that Piaroa shamanic practices involve 

developing cognitive capacities for interpreting ecological forces and emotional processes 

in the interest of minimising stress. The significance of a cultural neurophenomenological 

analysis of Piaroa shamanic practices to the biocultural study of consciousness, cognition 

and the emotions is assessed, and future avenues of research are broached. 

 
                                                           
i I use the term ‘hallucinogen’ to refer to the primary psychoactive plant substances used by 
the Piaroa not because these always produce hallucinations (although they frequently do), 
but because ‘hallucinogen’ is an easier word to pronounce than many of the other words 
that have been applied to the family of plants prepared and consumed by shamans (e.g. 
psychotomimetic or entheogenic), and there is a precedent for using ‘hallucinogen’ to refer 
to the psychoactive substances used by shamans (e.g. Harner 1973d; Schultes & Hoffman 
1990). 
ii We can identify three broad types of hallucinogenic snuffs, according to their primary 
plant ingredient: Peregrina; colubrina; and virola. Yopo, the variety used by the Piaroa and 
several other indigenous groups inhabiting the mid-upper Orinoco, derives from the 
crushed seeds of Anadenanthera peregrina. Cebil is made from the crushed seeds of 
Anadenanthera colubrina, and used mainly in Northern Argentina. Epena is prepared by tribes 
in Brazil, Venezuela and Colombia from bark resin found in certain Virola sp. trees 
(Schultes & Hoffman 1990:116-119; 164-171).    
iii ‘Ayahuasca’ is a Quechua word for ‘vine of the soul’, and refers to Banisteriopsis caapi, 
and/or to a decoction made from B. caapi and a number of dimethyltryptamine (DMT)-
containing plants (Schultes & Hoffman 1990:120; Riviere & Lindgren 1972). Ayahuasca 
decoctions are used by numerous indigenous and mestizo peoples through tropical South 
America (c.f. Reichel-Dolmatoff 1975; Harner 1972; 1973a; 1973b; Kensinger 1973; Luna 
1986; Dobkin de Rios 1984a). 
iv The word ‘shaman’ entered the Western lexicon from Russian historians and travellers in 
the 17th century (Shirokogoroff 1935:268). Shirokogoroff (1923) has argued that saman is 
foreign to the Tungusic language. Possible alternate sources include the Sanskrit sramana or 
the Vedic sram (to heal oneself) (Stutley 2003:3; Blacker 1975:317-8).  
v In historical times, when Piaroa people lived in communal houses, the performance of 
song ceremonies would have more public than they are today. 
vi Tart (1972; 1975) has called for the development of state of consciousness-specific 
sciences, and argues that the Euro American reliance on research conducted during one 
particular mode of consciousness imposes significant limitations on scientific progress.  
vii ‘Criollo’ is the Spanish word used by the Piaroa to refer to the Venezuelan settler society 
(i.e. non-indigenous Venezuelan people).  
viii I use the real names of Piaroa people throughout most of this thesis. José-Luis 
consented to teach me, in part, because he wanted his life and knowledge recorded in 
writing for future generations of Piaroa, criollo and Western peoples to refer to as an 
example of how the Piaroa used to live. Upon arriving in a Piaroa village, I explained the 
purpose of my research, and the format of the thesis to the headman and others. I was able 
to work on the Parguaza, Carinagua and Sipapo Rivers because the leading shamans in each 
area conferred with local people and consented to my presence, questions and the 
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publication of material from interviews. I have used pseudonyms in the instances when I 
was not able to confirm whether an informant would consent to having their name 
published.  
ix Being of an independent linguistic stock amid a sea of Carib and Arawak speakers, and 
possessing a relatively low incidence of the Diego blood allele ubiquitous among 
mongoloid peoples indicate that they may have settled their current area of habitation some 
time ago, and that the Piaroa may be descendents of pre-mongoloid peoples originating 
from an Upper-Palaeolithic colonisation of the Americas (Layrisse & Wilbert 1999).  
x I have used the New Tribes Mission-developed alphabet for the transcription of Piaroa 
terms, and have omitted some difficult to print diacritics that would have indicated 
nasalisation. This alphabet most closely parallels the one used by literate Piaroa people.   
xi Many Piaroa people now possess a criollo-style house and a palm and mud building 
adjacent to it. The much cooler palm house is used for cooking and social meetings, while 
the brick house is used for storage, and is sometimes slept in. 
xii Early Jesuit missions along the right bank of the Orinoco were barely viable. Between 
1699 and 1749 twenty-five missions settlements were established. By 1766 only six 
remained (Alvarado 1966 [1766]). By contrast, Jesuits were able to establish stable missions 
on the left bank of the Orinoco, the Casanare and Meta Rivers from 1669 and 1661 
respectively (Alvarado 1966:228-30).  
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2   Ritual specialists in Piaroa society: Hierarchy, co-               
operation, and lay leadership  

 

 

Most South American indigenous groups distinguish different ritual specialists that can be 

considered shamans (e.g. Buchuillet 1992; Hill 1994; Wilbert 1993). Piaroa people, and 

most anthropologists, distinguish two types of Piaroa shaman: the meyeruwa and the 

yuhuähuäruhua. Meyeruwa translates as master/owner of shamanic songs. Yuhuähuäruhua 

translates as master/owner of yopo. These ritual specialists prepare and consume 

psychoactive plant substances, participate in an ongoing battle against evil spirits, work 

together to regulate health, resolve social conflicts, facilitate successful psychological and 

social adaptation, and maintain and disseminate mytho-historical knowledge.  

  

Although the concepts of meyeruwa and yuhuähuäruhua are clearly distinguishable, there is 

significant overlap between their practices. The ability to divine and ensorcel differentiates 

the high-order yuhuähuäruhua from the more-common meyeruwa. A yuhuähuäruhua, however, 

will also be a song master, while some meyeruwa are able to perform sorcery and divination, 

albeit at a lower level than the yuhuähuäruhua. In centres of shamanic activity (villages 

inhabited by more than one shaman), the distinction between meyeruwa and yuhuähuäruhua is 

not as important as that between lead and assistant shaman.  

 

In this chapter I analyse the cooperative and hierarchical relationships that connect 

meyeruwa and yuhuähuäruhua. Based on an assessment of the relationships among shamans in 

the Parguaza River, Alto Carinagua and Montenegro de Sipapo, I lay out a regional 

framework for understanding the ways in which shamans of various capacities relate to one 

another, and to lay people. Although Piaroa society is marked by an overall shift away from 

traditional power structures dominated by ritual elites to an increasingly lay leadership, a 

region’s most highly revered shaman (the cacique or tuhaturuwa) remains the highest authority 

for consultation on a range of socio-political issues. 
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Meyeruwa – Yuhuähuäruhua 

 

According to Mansutti (1986), each Piaroa community would historically have had one 

yuhuähuäruhua and two or more meyeruwa. Oldham (1997:242) notes that whereas most 

Piaroa communities had more than one meyeruwa per village, there was only one 

yuhuähuäruhua per 824 people. It would appear that the ratio of shamans to lay persons has 

fallen somewhat since Oldham was in the field. Along the Parguaza River, there was an 

average of about one meyeruwa per village (although many villages had none). There were 

four yuhuähuäruhua in a population of over 3400 (2001 Piaroa census, pers. comm.). It is 

hard to determine how many meyeruwa there are per capita, in part because there are more 

Piaroa men trained as meyeruwa than there are practising as meyeruwa. There are eleven 

practising meyeruwa on the Parguaza River: two live on the lower Parguaza (Puente Parguaza 

and Tierras Blancas), two on the mid-Parguaza (José-Luis and Jeripa), five in Salto Maraca 

(Plinio and his disciples), and two in villages beyond Salto Maraca (Mariachechi and his 

son). Numerous shamans have converted to Protestantism in the last few decades, or have 

simply ‘retired’ from active practice (for example, the cacique of Pendare).  

 

Meyeruwa and yuhuähuäruhua work in a complementary fashion to understand and regulate 

health and adaptation within communities. Each develops the ability to carry out a number 

of rituals designed to prevent and cure disease, and to defend people from attack by evil 

spirits (märi), or other shamans. Meyeruwae and yuhuähuäruhuae specialise in the consumption 

of plant hallucinogens that enable them to divine, prevent and cure disease and understand 

interpersonal adaptive processes. Both meyeruwae and yuhuähuäruhuae are expected to be 

proficient in a range of complicated songs (meye) concerning prescribed relationships 

between gods and humans, humans and animals, and humans and humans. Meye are 

learned, recited and transmitted exclusively in conjunction with the range of altered states 

experienced through the consumption of yopo, capi and tobacco.  

 

Like most ritual specialists living in hunter-gatherer and swidden horticulturalist societies, 

meyeruwae and yuhuähuäruhuae are also fathers and husbands, maintain one or more swidden 

plots, fish, hunt, collect fruit, and build their houses like other adult males (c.f. Hill 
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[1994:15] for a good description of the relationship between ritual specialist and lay person 

in nearby  Wakuénai society). Meyeruwae and yuhuähuäruhuae work with people and their 

garden during the day and with hallucinogens, songs, and spirits at night.  

 

The meyeruwa and the yuhuähuäruhua can each be considered shamans because each 

interprets information pertaining to human-spirit, human-animal and human-human 

relations accessed in different modes of consciousness, and each applies this information to 

the adaptive benefit of those around him. I define shamanism as the deployment of 

integrative consciousness for the attainment of information used for the adaptive benefit of 

an individual or a community. Both meyeruwae and yuhuähuäruhua use technologies of 

consciousness (physical matter, and knowledge of how to apply this matter to achieve 

desired changes in awareness) within a culture-specific symbolic framework that privileges 

communication with spirits to interpret psychosocial and ecological data. Märipa is a 

shaman’s power to divine answers to pressing problems or future events, to diagnose, to 

cure, or to cause harm through sorcery. Meyeruwa and yuhuähuäruhua possess märipa, lay 

people do not. Märipa accrues as one develops the capacity to apply the use of yopo and 

capi to the interpretation of psychosocial dynamics.  

 

A Piaroa shaman’s work involves psychosocial study (of the relations and conditions of 

those around whom a shaman lives), the pursuit of visions through which psychosocial 

dynamics are manifest synaesthetically, and comprehension of mytho-historical templates 

of human-human, human-spirit and human-animal relations. Higher-level meyeruwa, and all 

yuhuähuäruhua, have undergone years or decades of training to graduate as independently 

practising curers, diviners, therapists, and sources of mytho-historical knowledge and socio-

political advice.  

 

There is significant overlap between the roles of meyeruwa and yuhuähuäruhua. José-Luis puts 

it thus:  

 

Originally there was one shaman, one curandero, and one person who knew 
how to prepare food. Now there are small shamans and old shamans.  
 

Some ethnographic accounts do not distinguish between the meyeruwa and the 

yuhuähuäruhua, emphasising that a community will usually have one specialist charged with 
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daily preventative, protective and curative roles (e.g. Boglár 1978). I agree with Monod 

(1970:14), however, who argues that ‘both roles are perfectly distinguished in Piaroa society 

but might be represented by the same person’. Piaroa people maintain that the meyeruwa and 

the yuhuähuäruhua were two different things. In observing the behaviour of those deemed to 

be meyeruwa and yuhuähuäruhua, however, I became aware that one performs many of the 

activities associated with the other, and vice versa. That is: meyeruwa frequently fight märi 

and divine solutions to social and physiological problems, and yuhuähuäruhua sing meye and 

are gregarious and sensitive social workers. José-Luis emphasises that both the meyeruwa and 

yuhuähuäruhua concern themselves with the same problems. They both work with 

knowledge and powers that the creator gods experimented with in the time before people. 

According to José-Luis, each is a ‘shaman’ (chamán). Power distinguishes one from the 

other. Yuhuähuäruhuae have a combination of rare natural talents and learned abilities that 

enable them to excel at the visionary arts. Meyeruwae must work hard, but are less potent. 

 

Oldham cites the existence of three distinct categories of Piaroa shamans along the 

Cataniapo River: the meyeruwa, yuhuähuäruhua and the highest order Piaroa shaman, the idaya 

thïkawaruwae (‘master of waterfalls’). Oldham maintains that ‘while the yuweweruwe are 

experts in diagnosis, the idaya thïkawaeruwae are trained as both: as meyeruwa and as 

yuweweruwae’ (Oldham 1997:241). The idaya thikawaruwa may be a variation distinctive to the 

Cataniapo River. The term was not in use along the other regions in which I worked. 

Oldham’s distinction among three orders of ritual specialists is untenable, however, on the 

grounds that all yuhuähuäruhuae are necessarily trained as meyeruwae, while few meyeruwae ever 

become yuhuähuäruhuae. 

 

The yuhuähuäruhua has high-end visionary capabilities that enable him to divine the solution 

to the most intractable problems (including cures to serious illness) and, as several 

informants told me, to ‘kill with just a look’. The meyeruwa is able to divine answers to 

smaller problems, but has far more limited sorcery powers. When a yuhuähuäruhua takes 

yopo he is able to ‘travel great distances’ and ‘see all there is to know’. He is able to call 

upon numerous spirit helpers that can travel through time and space to gather information. 

The meyeruwa’s spirit helpers, by contrast, cannot fly as far to retrieve information. 

‘Travelling distances’ in yopo-capi visions can be seen as a metaphor for the skills of mental 

imagery cultivation that a Piaroa shaman must develop in order to maximise 
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biopsychosocial information-processing. He does this in an experiential context of 

tryptamine-enhanced mental imagery during the integrative mode of consciousness, by 

translating social data to vision, and vision through psychosocial prescription back to 

waking life.  

 

Differentiation between the meyeruwa and yuhuähuäruhua is usually made during initiatory 

rites. Those who become meyeruwae travel to meye pabara, a waterfall inside a mountain. Here 

Tseheru gives them the songs (meye) they will recite to prevent illness. Initiates who become 

yuhuähuäruhuae pass directly to a cloud platform, märipa pabara, where they gain the power to 

diagnose illness and to kill. According to José-Luis, an initiate must have exceptional 

natural visionary abilities in order to become a yuhuähuäruhua. These talents are woken 

during an apprentice’s initiatory rites. The initiate who passes through to the sky realm 

might already be more powerful than his teachers, but must continue to train in order to 

learn how to refine his natural abilities into manageable skills.  

 

Pedro, a pastor who until recently practised as an assistant to his yuhuähuäruhua father, 

emphasises that to become a yuhuähuäruhua you must have exceptional visionary skills. 

 

           To attain the vision of a curer is very difficult. You fly up and see the map 
of the world: the countries, the states. You understand when there is going 
to be a coup. You see the world in its entirety. But this is very difficult to 
do, and most never get there. Few people have the fortitude to suffer, or 
the time that is required to learn, and now my father’s [Bolívar] generation 
of shamans is the last of the true practitioners. 

 
Ruffino, a meyeruwa from Alto Carinagua, (and the son of a distinguished yuhuähuäruhua), 

distinguishes between the meyeruwa and the yuhuähuäruhua thus: 

 

            The meyeruwa is scientific. The meyeruwa asks the patient what problems they 
have. Then he sings and prays for days to rid the patient of their illness 
(pescado malo). The yuhuähuäruhua is a higher level, more difficult. He is the 
healer who understands disease. The yuhuähuäruhua enters a person through 
their wrist to understand where the problem is [the bad fish]. The meyeruwa 
asks the client what problem they have. The yuhuähuäruhua knows what 
problems the client has.  

 

According to Ruffino, a yuhuähuäruhua is able to divine the cause of disease while a meyeruwa 

must ‘ask questions’ and be more ‘scientific’ in his approach [i.e. follow patterned processes 
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rather than pursuing order in visionary chaos]. Just as the medical doctor prescribes 

medicine to cure particular ailments, songs (meye) are sung to treat and prevent specific 

diseases, and to improve the health of the entire community (Mansutti 1986:13). The 

meyeruwa works with formulae that are repeated according to the particular patterns of a 

patient’s symptoms. A meyeruwa is able to perceive evil while not necessarily being able to 

counter its harmful effects. By contrast, the yuhuähuäruhua’s highly developed märipa enables 

him to see how powerful forces are manifest, and how they might be manipulated, undone 

or re-channeled in the interests of ameliorating or worsening a particular psychosocial or 

physiological situation.  

 

As a scientist, the meyeruwa is capable of diagnosing common diseases. ‘Diseases of the 

spirit’, however, require the intervention of a yuhuähuäruhua. In this instance a yuhuähuäruhua 

will evaluate a person’s health and prescribe songs that the meyeruwa is to execute. Owing to 

the yuhuähuäruhua’s greater visionary powers, he must be judge where the meyeruwa is merely 

executor. The yuhuähuäruhua must create while the meyeruwa follows a precedent set either by 

the yuhuähuäruhua or by sacred oral texts (meye).  

 

Mansutti (1986:12) and Overing & Kaplan (1988) refer to meyeruwa as the ‘medical 

specialists’ and ‘hosts’ of Piaroa society. The prototypic meyeruwa works fervently to protect 

from illness those around whom he lives. One of the meyeruwa’s primary responsibilities is 

to make food (particularly game meats) safe for human consumption. To the Piaroa, most 

diseases result from infection of the human by an animal’s own form. If the shaman does 

not ritually sing food into security, those who consume it are liable to fall ill to food-

specific diseases. Both meyeruwa and yuhuähuäruhua know how to execute the long, 

complicated songs that must be sung to make game meats safe for consumption.  

 

José-Luis refers to a ritual specialist even ‘more scientific’ than the meyeruwa: the umanewa. 

Umanewae do not undertake intensive psychic training like meyeruwa and yuhuähuäruhua, but 

specialise in prayers to heal snake bites, scorpion stings and sting-ray slashes.  

 

This practice is more scientific… like a machine… [José-Luis makes a 
typewriter motion with his hands] Tat, tat, tat… These songs are also like 
medicines. Once you say them, the cure works. Some meyeruwae might know 
a couple of umanewae, but those who know the prayers do not usually teach 
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meyeruwa. I know two, but when I asked to learn more the viejito wouldn’t 
teach me. 

             

The meyeruwa is a defensive specialist who sings to maintain and re-establish order in the 

waking realm. Both the yuhuähuäruhua and meyeruwa participate in a constant battle with the 

hordes of märi that plague the Piaroa from the visionary realm. While the meyeruwa defends 

against märi, however, the yuhuähuäruhua is also capable of ensorcelling with märi. 

 

The yuhuähuäruhua has access to the ‘invisible world’ where they consult 
spirits helpers and fight malevolent spirits or against the forces of rival 
yuhuähuäruhua. In this manner the yuhuähuäruhua participates in a constant 
battle with the forces that can cause harm not only to him, but to his 
community. For his ability to harm other people the yuhuähuäruhua inspires 
fear (Mansutti 1986:13).  

 

Being associated with märi is not good for the yuhuähuäruhua’s public image. Whereas most 

Piaroa regard the meyeruwa as serving an important social function as curer and protector, 

the yuhuähuäruhua is regarded ambivalently. He is revered by some for divining cures that 

the meyeruwa can carry out. He is feared by all as the possible source of sorcery harm. A 

man from Gavilán (lower Cataniapo River) put it thus: 

 

            Most yuhuähuäruhua do not live long. The meyeruwa, yes, he can live to be 
old. It is very rare for a yuhuähuäruhua to become old. They get into fights, 
tamper with the lives of others, and die. Why do you want to know about 
them?   

 

Don’t yuhuähuäruhuae and meyeruwae work together to cure people? 

 

Yes. But the yuhuähuäruhua deals with märi. His mind is always focused on 
märi… he is never far from märi. He must be very careful to protect himself, 
must be very careful about what he does, and we must always be wary of 
him. 

 

Cooperation 

 

Meyeruwae and yuhuähuäruhuae are mutually dependent. Piaroa shamans frequently work 

together. Zent (1993a) and Oldham (1997:240) each described the relationship between a 

meyeruwa and a yuhuähuäruhua as analogous to that between a nurse and a doctor. Oldham 

suggests that cooperation has the advantage of saving each shaman time. 
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Cooperation between shamans reduces the workload of each Wothïha 
[Piaroa] medical practitioner, allowing them to complete their other 
responsibilities and to devote themselves to other activities that are part of 
the daily Wothïha life (Oldham 1997:241). 

 

Piaroa shamans explain the cooperation between two or more shamans not in terms of 

time-saving expediency, but in the interest of security. According to José-Luis: 

 

It is very dangerous to travel [in visions]. Other shamans can see you. For 
this reason it is better to have one person concentrating on defense, while 
the other travels. A meyeruwa can protect his house. A yuhuähuäruhua can use 
yopo to travel much farther and see much more. 

 

When the yuhuähuäruhua takes yopo to divine the cause of disease he travels to a spirit 

realm, contacts his spirit helpers, and looks into the possibility that a sorcerer has 

manipulated malevolent spirits into infecting a patient. This activity makes the 

yuhuähuäruhua vulnerable to attack by märi, or to another sorcerer. When yuhuähuäruhua and 

meyeruwa (or lead and assistant shamans) work together, the assistant creates a psychic force 

field around the house to prevent märi from entering, and to block sorcerous attack. This 

allows the yuhuähuäruhua to concentrate on divining a cause and cure. In a practical sense, 

the meyeruwa will concentrate on defence, while the yuhuähuäruhua will use his visionary skills 

to find an answer. The greater the number of meyeruwa who participate in curing and 

preventative ceremonies, the greater will be the level of protection enjoyed by the 

yuhuähuäruhua, and the easier it will be for him to divine.  

 

Traditionally, it was the yuhuähuäruhua who made diagnoses, leaving treatment of patients to 

the meyeruwa. According to Oldham (1997:240): 

 

            Once the diagnosis has been made the patient is placed in the care of a 
meyeruwa who works in collaboration with the yuhuähuäruhua. It is the 
responsibility of the meyeruwa to effect a cure by means of song and the 
administration of special medicines. 

 

In regions inhabited by multiple shamans, curing ceremonies still involve collaboration 

between a yuhuähuäruhua and one or more meyeruwa. In contrast to earlier ethnographic 

accounts, including that of Oldham above, the yuhuähuäruhua (the lead shaman in curing 
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rituals) also leads the curative song ceremonies that were traditionally the domain of the 

meyeruwa. This was the case in the three centres of shamanic activity in which I worked: 

Montenegro de Sipapo, Alto Carinagua and Salto Maraca.1 On the Sipapo River, Ingenio 

always works with his ‘secretario’, an elderly meyeruwa who is his defence when Ingenio cures. 

Ingenio ascertains the cause and a cure, and prescribes songs that he and the other meyeruwa 

sing over the following days or weeks. In Alto Carinagua, the system is similar: Bolívar 

(yuhuähuäruhua) diagnoses and will lead the curative song ceremonies, accompanied by two 

to four meyeruwa who live in the village, the most senior of which is Ruffino (Figure 12). In 

Salto Maraca, the system also works in this fashion: three to four meyeruwa assist Plinio in 

securing the defence of the house for divination work, and in singing the cures for disease. 

It is Ingenio, Bolívar and Plinio, however, and not the meyeruwa, who lead the song 

ceremonies that they prescribe as cures.  

 

 

Figure 12 Bolívar and Ruffino singing meye 
 

In each of these instances, the yuhuähuäruhua (lead shaman) is unwilling to leave 

responsibility for correct recitation of meye to the meyeruwa. Few meyeruwae have graduated in 

recent years, and few look likely to graduate in the near future. In Salto Maraca and Alto 

Carinagua, the lead shaman works particularly closely with his eldest son. Moreover, in Alto 

Carinagua and Montenegro de Sipapo, the yuhuähuäruhua have expressed disappointment in 

the abilities of their students to learn, and have not had sufficient faith in the skills of their 
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initiates to carry out cures or recite meye on their own (c.f. Zent 1993a; 1997 for similar 

sentiments on the Cuao River).  

 

Collaboration between meyeruwae and yuhuähuäruhuae extends beyond the village to a 

regional network of variously powerful and specialised practitioners (Oldham 1996). 

Overing (2000:88) notes that ritual specialists competed amongst themselves to achieve 

positions of regional dominance/authority. A serious disease, or the suspicion of sorcery, 

might lead to several shamans being summoned to assess the situation and divine a 

solution. José-Luis defers matters of regional interests to Plinio (Figure 13).  

 

 
Figure 13 José-Luis with Plinio 

 

 

However, because there are large stretches of Piaroa territory in which there are few 

shamans, some have strategically positioned themselves to fill the roles of diagnostician and 

curer. José-Luis is called upon by people living in villages between the Puente Parguaza and 

Fundo Nuevo to diagnose disease, defend against sorcery attacks, and to effect cures. 

Occasionally, José-Luis will call on the assistance of his good friend, Jeripa, an elder 

meyeruwa, but one who ‘has become weak in his old age’. Jeripa, however, lives three days’ 

walk from José-Luis’s house during much of the year. Most of the time José-Luis operates 

alone, diagnosing and singing cures. José-Luis explains: 
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When I came here from… there were no curanderos on the Parguaza. I had 
lived in many places. But my wife is from here, the Parguaza. The capitan 
said why don’t you settle here and live. I didn’t want to live in the village, so 
he said ‘you can work this land’ [the land around José-Luis’ house, on which 
José-Luis’ family works their swidden plots]. There were jaguars here. 
Nobody had lived here for years. Once there were wars here and people 
were afraid. Many died. This was when the Mapoyo lived here. When I 
arrived there were millions of mari; they were running around mad. And 
Jaguars too. But I said that because there were no curanderos on the Parguaza 
I will live here. I fought the mari. I saw a jaguar, right here where I live now. 
I said no more, I am going to live here now with my family. I looked it in 
the eye and it left. Jaguars do not come here any more and people come to 
be cured.  

 

The case of José-Luis is unusual in that he has taken the initiative to establish himself as an 

independently practising curer (meyeruw- yuhuähuäruhua) on a relatively highly-populated 

stretch of the Parguaza River where there are no other practicing meyeruwa- yuhuähuäruhua. 

By most accounts he has been successful in establishing his practice, and is held in high 

regard. 

 

Hierarchy 

 

Salto Maraca (Parguaza River), Montenegro de Sipapo (Sipapo River), and Alto Carinagua 

(Carinagua River, circum-Puerto Ayacucho region) are each regional centres of shamanic 

activity and home to the most highly regarded shaman of their particular region (Plinio, 

Ingenio, and Bolívar respectively). Alto Carinagua and Salto Maraca are also home to 

several lesser meyeruwa training under the senior shaman. To be sure, there are other centres 

of Piaroa shamanic activity in which one high-level shaman is training one or more novice 

meyeruwa (for instance the Upper-Cuao and Manapiare Rivers, as well as Sarapia in 

Colombia). These latter regions might be characterised by different relationships between 

lesser and greater shamans than those prevalent in Salto Maraca and Alto Carinagua. There 

are, however, significant similarities between the ways in which shamans of varying 

seniority relate to one another in Alto Carinagua and Salto Maraca. In each of these two 

instances, one shaman is revered for ‘knowing everything, all there is to know’, and a 

number of lesser shamans assist him in his cures and song ceremonies. In each instance, 

the most powerful shaman of a particular region has attracted novice meyeruwa to live and 

train under him. As one meyeruwa from Salto Maraca remarked: ‘When the cock crows, 

many others sing along’.  
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Living about two-thirds up the Parguaza River in Salto Maraca, Plinio is regarded as the 

‘cacique’ of the upper Parguaza. He is an owner of warime (a prestigious ceremony 

celebrating the highest capacities to mediate knowledge of gods and ancestors), a master of 

many musical instruments, the headman of his village, and revered for his mythological 

knowledge. Plinio trains and practises with three meyeruwa. The most proficient of these is 

Plinio’s eldest son, Francisco. Francisco is training to take over as a yuhuähuäruhua-meyeruwa 

when his father retires. There are two lesser meyeruwae in Salto Maraca who have not yet 

mastered the meye, but who participate in curing and preventative rituals in an auxiliary 

capacity (Muño and Felipe). In Salto Maraca, it is a situation of 1) Plinio, 2) Francisco 

(high-level meyeruwa ready to proceed to become a lead-shaman), 3) Felipe (has not devoted 

sufficient energies to becoming a shaman), 4) Muño (lacks self-control).  

 

In Alto Carinagua, Bolívar has been a high-profile shaman for decades. He has participated 

in shamanic congresses internationally, and has been flown around the Americas and 

throughout Venezuela to cure and act as an exemplar of Venezuelan indigenous shamanic 

knowledge. He has attracted patients and tourists from all over Venezuela and the world, 

and enjoys a relatively high profile in Amazonas State. Four meyeruwa  (Ruffino, Simeon, 

Julio and José) participate in the regular song ceremonies led by Bolívar. These meyeruwa are 

referred to as ‘disciples’. The most proficient disciple is Bolívar’s eldest son, Ruffino (see 

Figure 14). For over twenty years, Ruffino has assisted his father in effecting cures. Two 

other meyeruwae, one of which is a younger brother of Ruffino’s, and a teenage grandson of 

Bolívar’s, are unable to effect cures on their own but participate in the song ceremonies in 

an auxiliary capacity. These lesser meyeruwa sing parts of meye, and use their märipa to secure 

the house from attack by malevolent spirits or sorcerers while Bolívar divines answers and 

cures. In Alto Carinagua, none of the meyeruwa practising under Bolívar is progressing to fill 

Bolívar’s role as diviner-curer and head shaman capable of teaching and leading others. 

Until recently, Bolívar also conducted cures with his second-eldest son. This son eventually 

became frustrated with his father, maintaining that Bolívar was unwilling to let him ‘sit the 

final exams’ to become a curandero and be able to lead his own curing ceremonies. In alto 

Carinagua, it is a case of 1) Bolívar, 2) Ruffino (proficient in meye but lacks the visionary 

talent and mettle to be a yuhuähuäruhua), 3) Simeon (does not have sufficient skills), 4) Julio 

(incapable of progressing, lacks self-control), 5) José (beginning to train).  
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Figure 14 Ruffino inhales yopo 

 

Ingenio has been the most prominent shaman in the Autana-Sipapo region for decades. He 

lives in Montenegro de Sipapo, close to the mouth of the Autana River and Isla Raton. He 

is slowing somewhat in his old age, but still takes patients, including those from the 

neighbouring Hiwi tribe and the occasional criollo, on Sundays. Photos of Ingenio, 

resplendent in several kilos of blue and white beads, a feather crown and guayuco hang as 

examples of Piaroa high-culture in Puerto Ayacucho’s Ethnographic Museum. Ingenio’s 

name is indicative of his social standing: Ingenio is considered to be a genius who ‘knows 

all there is to know’. Betulio, Montenegro’s school-teacher and one of Ingenio’s four sons, 

described his father as a ‘cacique, a great shaman who has reached a very high level of 

wisdom, the highest level. To be a cacique, a ‘gran shaman’, you must ‘know everything 

about your culture’. Ingenio works with one meyeruwa (referred to as the viejito or el secretario) 

who serves as his regular assistant. There is one other ‘semi-retired’ meyeruwa, who also sits 

in on curing rituals from time to time. Ingenio has trained none of his four sons. After he 

has seen to his patients on Sunday morning, however, Ingenio spends the afternoon 

imbibing yopo with ‘el viejito’ and the few others who show an interest. In Montenegro it is 

a case of 1) Ingenio 2) ‘El Viejito’ 3) no one else is learning.     

 

Based on the above three examples, we can establish a framework to understand hierarchy 

among Piaroa shamans, as follows:  
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1) Cacique: the highest level of curer-diviner-sorcerer (yuhuähuäruhua -meyeruwa) recognised 

in a region. He is renowned not only for his mytho-historical knowledge but for his 

ability to negotiate competing interests on a regional scale and to attract prestige and 

economic success to his village. He is the highest authority for matters relating to 

sacred knowledge, shamanic practice and mythology, ecological knowledge, and 

regional political issues (including matters relating to the mediation of foreigners in 

Piaroa society such as tourists, scientists and people from other tribes). The cacique is a 

meyeruwa- yuhuähuäruhua with an impressive curing record. This highest-level shaman 

will be an owner of warime. 

2) Yuhuähuäruhua -meyeruwa: the curer, diviner, sorcerer who is highly proficient in       meye 

and able to ensorcel and dispel sorcery attacks. José-Luis is a yuhuähuäruhua -meyeruwa. 

He is an independently practising shaman boasting a demonstrated capacity to cure, 

ensorcel, and divine. He is not an owner of warime and is not training any novice 

meyeruwa. 

3) The yuhuähuäruhua -meyeruwa in training, who is being groomed to become a lead 

shaman but is not yet sufficiently proficient to practise on his own in this capacity. 

Plinio’s son Felipe is an example of this order of shaman. This is a man of significant 

natural talent who has demonstrated a commitment to learning, and who has been 

chosen by his teachers to become a ritual leader.  

4) A meyeruwa, proficient in the recitation of meye, possessed of limited sorcery and 

divination capabilities, incapable of practising as an independent curer. This category of 

ritual specialist accords closely with Mansutti’s definition of meyeruwa. They are 

defensive, protective specialists who recite songs and follow prescriptions laid out by 

the yuhuähuäruhua in their community. José-Luis’ friend, Jeripa, El viejito (Salto Maraca) 

and Ruffino (Alto Carinagua) are examples of this type of shaman. 

5) Meyeruwae in training. There are many meyeruwae who participate in shamanic training 

and curing-preventative rituals, but who never become proficient in the recitation of 

meye. This category encompasses novices at different stages of their development; e.g., 

Muño (Salto Maraca) and Simeon (Alto Carinagua). Muño referred to this type of 

meyeruwa in training as ‘those who chew capi’.  

 

Piaroa people maintain a general sense of the relative proficiency of shamans living on their 

own river. Shamans of the Parguaza River were unfamiliar with those of the Sipapo River 
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and vice versa. People in Alto Carinagua, however, owing to their proximity to Puerto 

Ayacucho, and situated between the Sipapo and Parguaza Rivers, were familiar with some 

shamans of both the Sipapo and Parguaza Rivers.  

 

A variety of factors affect a shaman’s standing relative to other shamans. The ultimate 

marker of a shaman’s standing, however, is the number of novices training under him. As 

one of Bolívar’s grandson’s remarked, ‘Bolívar is a great shaman. He knows everything 

about our culture. He already has four disciples’. A yuhuähuäruhua’s standing also depends on 

the success he has had in guiding social behaviour through the accuracy of his divination, 

as well as the popular perception of his sorcery activity: how many shamans has he ‘killed’ 

or ‘retired’ from shamanic activity? How many lay people has he laid out? Has he defended 

himself or others from sorcery attack, or is he regarded as causing more harm than good 

through sorcery? Has he attracted criollo clients or clients from other tribes? How 

extensively has he travelled? A lead shaman’s reputation is also influenced by the 

proficiency of the meyeruwa with whom he works at effecting cures. 

 

As Boglár (1978:8), Overing (1986), and Zent (1993a) have argued, a meyeruwa’s reputation 

depends in large part on the soundness of his mythological knowledge, and on his ability to 

recite meye without error. When consensus concerning the relative standing of shamans is 

not reached, competing shamans might be challenged to recite a particular meye. 

Competitors will continue reciting meye until one person falters. These tests might last all 

night, or go over several successive nights. During one of my visits to Plinio’s homestead, 

Plinio was testing his eldest son’s prowess in reciting meye. The competition had begun 

before I arrived, continued over the duration of my four-day stay, and had not ended by 

the time I left. Neither father nor son faltered during this time. ‘It looks like the young one 

is at the same level as his father’, José-Luis remarked. During this test José-Luis acted as an 

arbiter, listening carefully for errors as Plinio recited a verse, followed by Francisco 

repeating the same verse. José-Luis maintains that shamans in a region generally know how 

other shamans have been performing, so there is rarely a need to challenge another to a 

song duel. Some sorcery battles and much animosity, however, arise from disagreements 

over who is the most proficient curer, who is most powerful, who abides most closely to 

Piaroa ethical ideals, or who has the greatest control over his psychic faculties.  
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Shamanic prestige accrues from one’s ability to act as cultural broker, particularly a broker 

of sacred knowledge. There are two primary ways in which Piaroa shamans achieve this. 

The first is by attracting clients from other tribes, countries, or criollos from the north of 

Venezuela. The few Piaroa shamans who regularly treat criollos (including Bolívar, José-Luis 

and Ingenio) must learn to make the meaning of their practice at least partially 

comprehensible to this foreign clientele. This process involves sensitivity to some medical, 

mystical and religious beliefs held by a national and international clientele.  

 

The second and related way in which Piaroa shamans can increase their prestige is through 

the incorporation of exogenous cultural symbols and goods acquired over the course of a 

shaman’s own travels within and beyond Piaroa territory, and through direct exchange with 

shamans of other Venezuelan and internationally-based indigenous groups. José-Luis 

trained with several Piaroa shamans across a broad section of Piaroa territory, as well as 

with a Hiwi shaman, and a Brazilian curandero.2 As José-Luis tells it, he would move from 

teacher to teacher until he was told ‘I cannot teach you any more. You already know all 

there is to learn’. José-Luis is one of a handful of Piaroa shamans who have traveled 

internationally to participate in shamanic congresses attended by representatives of 

indigenous groups from North and South America. According to José-Luis, these events 

were designed for shamans from the Americas to ‘test each other in competitions’. It was 

an opportunity to share hallucinogens, tobacco, visions and experiences.  

 

Mansutti (1986) has drawn attention to historical exchange routes undertaken by senior 

Piaroa shamans, who traded ritual goods and knowledge. Overland trade routes no longer 

link disparate regions of Piaroa settlement. Trade is now almost exclusively oriented toward 

major commercial markets (crillo/multicultural villages), of which Puerto Ayacucho is the 

primary node. Re-orientation of Piaroa trade routes has probably affected the distribution 

of ritual knowledge and goods (such as yopo and crystals). Little is written about inter-tribal 

patterns of exchange in ritual goods and knowledge (c.f. Brown 1986 for an historical 

examination of this problem in Amazonia). It is clear, however, that Piaroa shamans 

currently value some items derived from elsewhere and considered to be sacred. These 

include crystals, hallucinogenic plant matter (e.g. peyote cactus and marijuana), certain 

beads and feathers, and music considered to be ‘shamanic’ (c.f. Narby 1998:154; Taussig 

1987:179).  
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The tuhaturuwa, the cacique, and lay leadership 

 

Contemporary Piaroa society is marked by movement away from authority structures in 

which mytho-historical and shamanic knowledge (including technologies of consciousness, 

curing and sorcery) are central to those based on secondary and tertiary education 

facilitating negotiation of the criollo world (Mansutti 1986; Overing 1986; Zent 1993a; 

1993b; 1997). According to Ruffino (meyeruwa, Alto Carinagua), while once the meyeruwa-

yuhuähuäruhua was a community’s primary authority figure, now there are five leaders who 

manage Piaroa society. The comisario is the Piaroa representative in the state legislative 

assembly. The capitán (headman) is paid by the government to manage village affairs, ‘to 

make sure the garbage is disposed of efficiently’. The shaman, the nurse and the teacher 

administer social and health issues. I argue, however, that the ‘cacique’, the highest of all 

shamans, remains the linchpin of a regional socio-political order. The cacique can be viewed 

as the contemporary concomitant of the tuhaturuwa.  

 

Mansutti (1986) lists four types of ritual specialists existent in Piaroa society during the first 

half of the 20th century: the itsoderuwa, tuhaturuwa, meyeruwa, and yuhuähuäruhua. These four 

ritual specialists served complementary roles, including the management of inter- and intra-

village relations, the mediation of inter-cultural affairs, economic distribution, political 

decision-making, healing, and disease prevention. In all three areas in which I conducted 

fieldwork, ritual knowledge is now maintained only by the yuhuähuäruhua and/or meyeruwa 

(where they are present at all). In no village was an itsoderuwa, formerly responsible for the 

ritual preparation and equitable distribution of food within a settlement, formally 

recognised.3 As the itsoderuwa’s role was primarily one of ritually preparing (through 

blessing) and distributing food justly among the members of a settlement (in which people 

lived in communal houses), the rise of nuclear family residence and the commercialisation 

of food production and consumption mean that food is no longer shared among villagers. 

Food is consumed by the family that produces, hunts and collects it. Surplus is sold or 

exchanged with others for other produce according to the dictates of market economics. 

Thus there is little space for the itsoderuwa in contemporary Piaroa society. 
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While each community was responsible for the solving of its daily problems, its members 

recognised the authority of the region’s most powerful ritual specialist, the tuhaturuwa 

(Mansutti 1986:12). The tuhaturuwa could be called upon to teach or to live in one’s 

community, and was the highest reference for matters of intra- and inter-group mediation 

(Mansutti 1986). Overing (1988:386) argues that the regional role of the tuhaturuwa 

continues in a state-legitimised form in the guise of the comisario. The comisario is a state-

recognised indigenous representative who purportedly relays indigenous interests to state 

parliament. The comisario, however, is a position of little real authority in either Piaroa or 

criollo society. While he may be envied by other Piaroa people for his income, it is not fair 

to compare the role and prestige of the tuhaturuwa  to that of the comisario. The former is a 

position of great honour, merit, knowledge and abilities developed over decades of training. 

To Carlos Fuentes of Sarapia, Colombia, himself an ex-Colombian equivalent of the 

Venezuelan comisario: 

 

            The cacique is a community’s highest authority. He works with the 
headman. The cacique knows everything about Piaroa society. The 
headman administers affairs pertaining to the whites, and consults the 
cacique when there are important issues. The two work together. Comisarios 
[indigenous representative in State legislative assemblies] should not be 
considered leaders in Piaroa society. They should not be because they exist 
for the society of the whites. They neither administer nor know anything 
about their own society.  

 

In some settlement areas (e.g. the Parguaza, Sarapia Columbia, and Montenegro Sipapo) 

the highest order shaman (e.g. Plinio and Ingenio) is referred to as a ‘cacique’. The meaning 

of this term, however, encompasses more than master meyeruwa-yuhuähuäruhua, and is akin 

to Mansutti’s definition of the tuhaturuwa , the highest regional authority on matters 

pertaining to ritual activity and inter-ethnic affairs. The word cacique means different 

things to different people. According to Ruffino: 

 

            Cacique is a term, like capitán, brought by the Spanish. It is an indigenous 
person chosen to administer indigenous communities. But while the capitán 
is currently recognised by the state, the cacique is not. People might refer to 
someone as cacique if they are skilled in negotiating with the outside – criollo 
or otherwise. So naturally the cacique is often a shaman. 

 

Three caciques currently live on the Parguaza river, two of whom are or were practising 

shamans. Plinio is the capitán of Salto Maraca and recognised as the most proficient and 
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powerful shaman of the entire Parguaza River. José-Luis refers to Plinio as ‘the director. 

He has studied everything completely… There isn’t anything more for him to learn… like 

Pure-Marï [Bolívar]’. Not only is Plinio wholly proficient in diagnosing and curing, but 

through his years of social study and the resolution of psycho-social conflict he has learned 

to understand processes of adaptation at the individual, community, and inter-community 

levels.    

 

Francisco is referred to as the cacique of Pendare (middle-Parguaza River). He has retired 

from active shamanic duty, but was once a highly proficient curer-diviner. Describing the 

cacique of Pendare, José-Luis said, ‘he no longer takes yopo. He doesn’t have to. He knows 

all there is to know. He still carries his huräruä, though. It tells him if someone is good or 

bad. It shows him the way’.  

 

 
Figure 15 The cacique of Pendare 

 

The cacique of Tierra Blanca (lower Parguaza River) was never a shaman, but nonetheless 

learned a high-degree of mytho-historical knowledge from his father, and excelled from an 

early age in negotiating the interests of his community in relation to external agents (in 

particular the equitable distribution of funds from tourism and the development of a 

tourist camp).  
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Figure 16 The cacique of Tierra Blanca 

 

The cacique is someone who can expediently make decisions that affect the lives of others. 

His input is sought on a range of political and social issues, when difficult decisions or 

negotiations involving the future of the community need to be made (e.g. the impact of 

tourism, missionary activity or new business ventures, who should or should not be 

allowed to stay in the community), or to assist in the resolution of significant internal 

disputes (those involving several families). A cacique’s knowledge, developed through 

decades of social study, is said to allow him to understand people’s motives and interests, 

thus enabling him to defuse social conflict, and to know how best to integrate new people 

and projects into a community. In most cases, the cacique oversees protocol of shaman-

shaman and shaman-lay person relationships. He will also be the highest regional authority 

in inter-community affairs and negotiation of external agents (scientists, representatives of 

the church and state, tourism operators and criollo entrepreneurs). 

 

The cacique works in conjunction with the capitán, the school teacher and the comisario to 

facilitate effective administration of Piaroa society. While the comisario, the Piaroa 

entrepreneur, the school teacher and political activist now play prominent roles in shaping 

the form of Piaroa cultural evolution, the cacique, he who has distinguished himself through 

prowess in the shamanic arts, remains the highest authority in Piaroa society. To be 

recognised as cacique is an honour accorded to the person regarded as possessing the 

highest level of interpersonal skills and historical knowledge, and the ability to conceive of 

the local in relation to the regional. One must continue to study one’s entire life to hope to 
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become a cacique. José-Luis maintains that he is grooming himself to become a cacique when 

he retires from active shamanic practice. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Piaroa people distinguish two types of ritual specialists to which we can apply the term 

shaman: the meyeruwa and the yuhuähuäruhua. The meyeruwa and the yuhuähuäruhua cooperate 

to regulate health and adaptation in Piaroa society. Each develops the mythological 

knowledge and psychic skills required for the performance of a range of preventative, 

defensive or curing rituals. Yuhuähuäruhuae are distinguished by their visionary talents, and 

the power to kill with sorcery. In communities inhabited by more than one shaman, the 

yuhuähuäruhua will play a lead role in curing and divination, with the meyeruwa acting as 

assistant. The meyeruwa’s primary responsibility is to recite meye, which are the basis of the 

Piaroa preventative medicine regime.   

 

Piaroa shamans position themselves in a regional hierarchy of practising shamans. Ties 

among shamans from different settlement areas facilitate the negotiation of social problems 

at the regional level. The tuhaturuwa or cacique is a position usually accorded to the most 

senior shaman in a region. The cacique is the highest regional authority on a range of social 

affairs, and oversees negotiation of a community’s interests with people arriving from other 

communities, or of different ethnic backgrounds. The cacique, and other shamans, share 

administrative and planning responsibilities with school teachers, headmen, and Piaroa 

people who serve as representatives in state parliament. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
1 With regards to Piaroa society I define a ‘centre of shamanic activity’ as a settlement, or 
two adjacent settlements, in which there are two or more practising shamans. 
2 I was able to collect accounts that corroborated José-Luis’ claim that he studied with a 
Hiwi shaman, but none that he worked with a Brazilian curandero. 
3 There are some notable exceptions to this. While the contemporary economic system 
does not allow for the itsoderuwa to be central, some Piaroa people do consider themselves 
to be itsoderuwa. For instance, Andre Moreno, the comisario of Gavilán, sees his role in the 
community as a modern day itsoderuwa. He is able to redistribute food from his multiple 
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garden plots to people who most need it. 
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3   Yuhuä, tuhuipä, jätte and dädä: Botanical, 
pharmacological and social perspectives on Piaroa 
psychoactive plant use 

 

 

Meyeruwae and yuhuähuäruhuae are distinguished from lay people by psychic skills revolving 

around the use of psychoactive plant substances. In this chapter, I delineate the ways that 

Piaroa shamans prepare and use psychoactive plants, drawing, where possible, on 

phenomenological accounts and pharmacological analysis. Piaroa shamans rely heavily on 

the use of four psychoactive plant substances: yopo (yuhuä), a snuff made primarily from 

the ground seeds of the Anadenanthera peregrina tree, capi (tuhuipä, Banisteriopsis caapi), tobacco 

(jätte, Nicotiana tabacum), and dädä (Malouetia sp.). The cultivation, preparation and use of 

these plants are largely restricted to shamans, and are vital aspects of each shaman’s work. 

Piaroa shamans trade psychoactive plant matter among them, and express a keen interest in 

experimenting with exotic visionary substances. Consumption of psychoactive plants by 

Piaroa people, however, appears to be dwindling with the number of actively practising 

Piaroa shamans.  

 

Experimentation with, and refinement in the use of, psychoactive plants have played 

central roles in the evolution of Piaroa society from the time before people, to the creation 

of the first Piaroa, the discovery of how to prepare manioc, defence of Piaroa autonomy 

against belligerent tribes in historical times, and the contemporary harmonisation of 

psychosocial interests within and among Piaroa communities. Visionary ideology tied to the 

consumption of psychoactive plants underlies Piaroa notions of time, being, creation, 

change, life, and death. Piaroa myth and lived reality merge in a space-time mediated by the 

mind and mouth of the shaman who now recites the knowledge of how to prepare and use 

the plants that enabled ancestors and the gods to fertilise life with vision.  Shamanic 

knowledge is gained through the integration of visionary experiences with psychosocial 

study during waking life. Yopo, capi, tobacco and dädä are the psychoactive staples of a 

Piaroa shaman’s visionary toolkit, and figure prominently in Piaroa mythology. As Furst 

(1976:6) has pointed out, with the idea of transformation standing central to indigenous 

American shamanic cultures, ‘it is easy to see why plants capable of radically altering 

consciousness would have come to stand at the very centre of ideology’. Piaroa shamans 
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develop a heightened awareness of the subtleties of experience that varying dosages, timing 

of consumption and the combination of each of these substances produces. Piaroa 

insistence on the importance of combined yopo and capi consumption, producing a 

powerful synergistic experience, is culturally, botanically and pharmacologically significant.  

 

Despite the ubiquitous centrality of psychoactive plants in Amerindian societies, there have 

been surprisingly few recent attempts to place their use in cultural context. After the initial 

fieldwork surge in the use of hallucinogens by anthropologists in the 1970s, analyses of the 

shamanic use of hallucinogens now make up only a small percentage of studies of altered 

states of consciousness (ASC) and of shamanism. This is especially true for studies of 

shamanism among Venezuelan indigenous communities, where much of the research on 

hallucinogens was conducted not merely a generation ago but in some cases a century ago. 

What Reichel-Dolmatoff noted in 1971 is still largely true thirty years later:  

 

[D]etailed descriptions of the diverse aspects of [psychoactive plant use by 
indigenous groups] are still lacking. Considerable work has been done by 
botanists who have identified several plant species used by the Indians, but 
little is known about the pharmacological, psychological, and cultural 
aspects; the last particularly promises to be a fertile field for further research 
(Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971:171-2). 

 

A number of recent Venezuelan ethnographies have drawn attention to the prominent role 

that psychoactive snuffs played in the lives of several peoples of the upper-Orinoco 

(Coppens & Cato-David 1971; Coppens 1984; Fuentes 1980; Overing & Kaplan 1988; 

Overing 1990; Seitz 1979). Several scholars, however, have pointed out that little detailed 

ethnographic work has been undertaken to assess the cultural framework within which 

indigenous snuff use exists (Altschul 1979:313; Chagnon, Le Quesne & Cook 1971:74; 

Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971; 1975; Wassén 1979). Relative to the number of Orinoco River 

tribes that have historically used, and continue to use, psychoactive snuffs, there are few 

ethnographic or botanical studies concerned with the cultural framework of these practices 

(Ott 1996:165). Wassén (1979:303) writes that there is ‘a fertile field for the study of 

narcotic snuff preparations in the general area of the headwaters of the Orinoco. In fact, 

this part of South America would seem perhaps to represent the centre of complexity of 

this curious culture trait’. Chagnon, le Quesne & Cook (1971) have also used the words 

‘fertile field’ in describing the potential for investigation of indigenous uses of psychoactive 
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plants in the upper Orinoco region. Altschul (1979:313) called for a re-examination of early 

writings on psychotropic plants, and a deepening of investigation into their ritual and 

medicinal use, because the complex of New World psychoactive plants is ‘richer and more 

elaborate than we yet have been led to believe’.  

 

Hallucinogenic snuff use in regional and historical context 

 

There is evidence that numerous indigenous groups of southern Venezuela and Colombia 

use or have used snuffs derived from A. peregrina seeds (yopo) or Virola species bark matter 

(Altschul 1972). The upper Orinoco has been described as ‘the centre of complexity of this 

curious culture trait’ (Schultes 1979:303). Virola snuffs, commonly referred to as epéna, have 

been or continue to be consumed by various tribes of the upper Orinoco, as well as by 

several Western Amazonian groups (Schultes 1990:165). Epéna snuff is prepared from the 

cooked resin extracted when the outer bark of Virola sp. trees is peeled away (Schultes 

1979:300; Seitz 1979). While it has been demonstrated that some tribes use a snuff derived 

from Virola sp. plant matter, and one from Anadenanthera sp. plant matter (Fuentes 1980), 

snuffs made from the sap of Virola sp. bark do not figure among the Piaroa.  

 

In 1916, the botanist W. E. Safford provided evidence that snuffs being recognised 

variously by the terms yopo, niopo, yupa, yupa, wilca and cohoba were all derived from the seeds 

of the same leguminous tree, Anandenanthera peregrina (Safford 1916). Later it was discovered 

that the seeds from Anandenanthera colubrina were also used by certain indigenous groups in 

Argentina, Chile and Colombia.i Both A. Peregrina and A. colubrina are related to the Acacia 

and Mimosa genera and have been demonstrated to contain the psychoactive agents 5-

Methoxy-N-N-Dimethyltryptamine (5-MeO-DMT), 5-Hydroxy-N,N-Dimethyltryptamine 

(5-OH-DMT) and N,N-Dimethyltryptamine (DMT) in their seeds and bark (Stromberg 

1954; Fish, Johnson & Horning 1955).  
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Figure 17 Anadenanthera peregrina, Sipapo River 

 

Anadenanthera peregrina grows naturally and is sometimes cultivated in the grassland areas of 

the Orinoco basin in Venezuela and Colombia, in British Guyana’s light forests and in the 

Rio Branco area of northern Brazil (Schultes 1979:299). It was once cultivated in the 

Antilles and probably in other areas also (Schultes 1990:166). A. peregrina trees have been 

located in virtually all areas where yopo use has been reported, including the territory now 

inhabited by the Piaroa. 

 

In 1741 Padre Gumilla reported extensive snuff use (as yupa) among the now-extinct 

Ottomacs of the middle Orinoco (cited in J.J. Wurdack 1958:118). In 1800 the German 

geographer Alexander Humboldt described what he initially thought to be tobacco 

inhalation by these same Ottomac people (Humboldt 1989:50). Later, Humboldt witnessed 

the preparation of a snuff and recorded that the powder was in fact made from ground 

seeds and a lime substance (Humboldt 1881:620). In 1851 the English naturalist Richard 

Spruce gave a description of Hiwi yopo preparation that largely paralleled Humboldt’s 

(Spruce 1908:426-33). Other scholars have since described the process involved in the 

preparation of yopo (Brewer-Carias & Steyermark 1976; Chagnon, LeQuesne & Cook 

1971; Fuentes 1980; Schultes & Hoffman 1990). Descriptions given by Humboldt and 

Spruce between 150 and 200 years ago, however, still form the basis of current 

understanding of yopo preparation and use (Altschul 1972; Schultes 1990:116-119; 1979). 
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A. peregrina seeds are ground with a wooden mortar and pestle. An ash is added to the seed 

paste and the resulting mixture is cooked by a fire.  

 

Piaroa Yopo Preparation 

 

I witnessed José-Luis prepare yopo on three occasions. The same process was followed 

each time, and I was assured that the same process was and had been followed for all 

Piaroa shamans, although some were said to make stronger yopo than others. ‘I will teach 

you so you know how yopo is made, now as before. This is our culture’.   

 

Yopo seeds (yuhuä yu) are collected by the Piaroa from established stands as the seeds come 

to maturation from October to February. Seeds are removed from their long pods and 

lightly roasted. Sufficient seeds are harvested at this time to enable Piaroa shamans to 

prepare fresh yopo throughout the year, as required. A shaman might collect from one or 

more stands of trees and give or trade seeds he has collected with shamans that have 

collected in other areas so that a diversity of seeds is kept at any given time. Seeds are 

stored in plastic soft drink bottles or large glass jars in dark, cool and dry places.  

 

Yopo seeds from different areas are considered to be of various strengths and carry 

different names.ii Seeds derived from the grassland areas of the Parguaza River (referred to 

as wekmähua) are recognised as the strongest in the entire area of Piaroa occupation, and 

have attracted the interest of the neighbouring Hiwi and Piapoco. Yopo made in the 

Parguaza River is thus considered to be the strongest of Piaroa yopos, although José-Luis 

maintained that yopo potency depends partly on the quality of the ingredients used and 

partly on the shaman’s timing and technique of blending ingredients. Seeds sourced from 

tree stands lying south of Puerto Ayacucho are considered by the Piaroa to be much 

weaker. The current practice of yopo seed trade is consistent with historical accounts of 

long-distance treks undertaken by Piaroa ritual specialists to obtain powerful yopo or seeds 

sourced from the mature trees of the grasslands of the lower Parguaza (Mansutti 1986).iii  

 

On the day that yopo is to be made, José-Luis begins by collecting the bark of a tree valued 

for the fineness and whiteness of its resultant ash (Figures 18-22). The Piaroa use four 

different trees for this purpose, depending on regional availability. A tree referred to as 
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nonyero is the preferred wood of Parguaza River shamans. José-Luis maintains that using the 

ash of this tree preserves the potency of yopo for the greatest duration.iv For the Piaroa it is 

imperative that the strips of bark to be converted to ash appear intact and of good 

constitution when removed from the tree with a machete. Only strips that come off in 

pieces over 30cm wide by 60cm long are used. The bark of the first five trees José-Luis 

located in the forest near his house were ‘too deteriorated’ to be used. Bark is sought from 

several large trees so that any particular tree is not left too damaged. Piaroa insistence on 

the selection of large, healthy strips of bark for ash is echoed in Seitz’s (1979) description 

of the Waiká preparation of epéna.v Immediately after collecting the bark it is cut into strips 

ten to 15 centimetres wide and tied together. This bundle is suspended above a metal tray 

and lit from the bottom. Strips burn upwards and a white ash is collected from the tray 

below. The bundle of burning wood is called yuhuä pokwaka and represents, according to 

José-Luis, ‘history to date, everything that has happened thus far’. 

 

 

                             
Figure 18 Finding adequate bark for ash                    Figure 19 Peeling away large sections of nonyero 
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 Figure 20 Rolling yuhuä pokwaka 

 

     
Figure 21 Lighting yuhuä pokwaka 
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Figure 22 Yuhuä pokwaka burning upwards 

 

 

While the bark is being reduced to ash, seeds sourced from various yopo tree stands are 

mixed in a large, purpose-built mortar with several fresh B. caapi cuttings (Figures 23-27). 

A. peregrina seeds and B. caapi cuttings are pulverised with a heavy wooden pestle for 10-15 

minutes. None of the pulverised seed and B. caapi mix can be allowed to fall on the ground 

while it is made into paste (referred to as yuhuä kä tsuäde). According to José-Luis, such 

carelessness is a sign that the yopo maker has been poorly taught. A shaman must 

demonstrate self-control under duress. The extent to which a shaman can prepare yopo in 

a fluid manner is reflected in the end product that should take its maker, in turn, on a 

smooth visionary voyage.  
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Figure 23  Mixing yopo seeds                         Figure 24 Yopo seeds, close-up      

 

 

         
Figure 25 Pounding yopo seeds                                     Figure 26 Adding capi, and spitting in the mix 
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Figure 27 Pulversied yopo-capi dough without ash 

 

The preparation of yopo is a dangerous activity, and the shaman must defend himself and 

his house from evil spirits and sorcerers who ‘know when someone is making yopo or 

capi’. For this reason yopo is prepared during the day when fewer märi are in circulation. 

José-Luis emphasised that ‘making yopo is dangerous. It is preferable to make it in the 

company of your grandfather, your father or uncle’.vi To scare märi away, José-Luis slashes 

his huräruä through the air and makes aggressive hissing noises. José-Luis smokes a cigar 

throughout the duration of yopo preparation. The tobacco smoke secures José-Luis’ 

psychic defence, and is also used to bless the yopo. 

 

The process of working ash into the seed-B. caapi mix and the attainment of a consistent 

texture are crucial to the success of the resultant yopo. A shaman must be able to create 

potent yopo if he is to divine and cure effectively. As José-Luis explains ‘It took me three 

years to learn how to make yopo with my father and my grandfather. The first time I lost it. 

The second time I lost it. The texture wasn’t right. Now I know’. When the correct amount 

of ash has been sufficiently massaged into the paste it ‘comes out like a butter’. Creating a 
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yopo dough that is too dry to bind together can be perceived as a sign that ‘someone is 

about to die’.  

 

In incremental doses over a 30 minute period José-Luis massages the equivalent of 15 

tablespoons of ash into the seed-B. caapi paste (Figures 28-32). José-Luis develops a thick 

sweat as he works the paste hard in his hands. During this time José-Luis throws some ash 

around the house. ‘You have to give some to the house’. José-Luis’ hands become green 

with yopo oils as he squeezes the green dough. José-Luis smears a bit of the oily ball on the 

chests of his two sons so that ‘later, if they want to try yopo they will not react badly’.  

 

José-Luis sings continuously while he is working the dough. During this time a shaman’s 

power enters the yopo dough from his mouth through his hands. ‘My spirit is in this ball. 

My songs enter into it [as I massage it]. I am the owner of this yopo because I am giving it 

my spirit. It is all here’. Piaroa yopo is a personal product that reflects the character and 

knowledge of the shaman that makes it. The snuff’s flavour and potency in turn reflect its 

maker’s knowledge, power and charisma.  

 

 

     
Figure 28 Collecting ash to add to seed dough 
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Figure 29 Working ash into yopo dough                  Figure 30 Ash admixture close-up 

 

                  
Figure 31 José-Luis explains the importance of texture      Figure 32 Smoking while cooking 
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When the desired texture is achieved the dough (chuhuä asi) is flattened out on a plate like a 

large cookie and set within a grate made of thin wooden slats to stand vertically by the side 

of a fire (Figures 33-37). Piaroa yopo cooks for approximately 20 minutes. As he presses 

the raw yopo into the grate to cook José-Luis gives credit to Wahari for knowing how to 

use yopo, and asks that Wahari make the yopo safe for human consumption. ‘Wahari made 

this. This was made by Wahari. As Wahari used yopo, let this be safe for people’. Water 

droplets emerge from the cookie as it cooks, a sign that the yopo will be ‘very strong’. 

Yopo cooks to a golden green-brown colour. José-Luis blows tobacco on the freshly-baked 

yopo and crumbles it into tablet-sised chunks (yuhuä titsëhö’ta). These are stored in a glass 

medicine bottle. New yopo is considered to be very powerful and can take one ‘through the 

clouds to see everything clearly… Now let’s try some…’  

 

 

   
Figure 33 Flattening the yopo 
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Figure 34 Raw yopo cookie close-up  

 

 

 
Figure 35 Cooking by the fire 
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Figure 36 Water droplets 

 

 

Figure 37 Crumbling freshly-cooked yopo 
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Piaroa yopo preparation deviates in few but significant ways from early accounts made by 

Humboldt and Spruce for middle-Orinocan tribes, and more contemporary cross-cultural 

accounts of its preparation (Fuentes 1980:64-70). A quantity of B. caapi was added to the 

yopo mixture on each occasion I witnessed its preparation by José-Luis. I was assured by a 

further two Piaroa shamans of the Parguaza River and two from the Carinagua River that 

B. caapi was always used in the preparation of yopo. José-Luis, who had lived with the Hiwi 

and claims to have trained with a Yanomami shaman, maintained that the yopo of other 

tribes was far weaker than that of the Piaroa. This could be attributable to the addition of 

B. caapi in Piaroa snuff. 

 

Although Holmstedt and Lindgren (1979) speculated that the source of harmine, a beta-

carboline alkaloid, they isolated in a 1955 sample of Piaroa yopo may have been present 

due to B. caapi admixture (see also Ott 1996:168), the inclusion of B. caapi in the preparation 

of yopo has not previously been recorded. There have, however, been allusions to the use 

of ‘vegetative parts of an unidentified shrub’ in the preparation of Piaroa yopo (Altschul 

1972:28). An examination of cross-cultural accounts of yopo preparation also reveals 

speculation over the use of various admixture plants in the preparation of hallucinogenic 

snuffs (Altschul 1972; Coppens & Cato-David 1971; Schultes 1979). Turner & Merlis 

(1959) and Coppens & Cato-David (1971) argue that there might be plant matter other 

than A. peregrina seeds in yopo responsible for the hallucinogen’s reputed effects.  

 

Varieties, preparation and use of tuhuipä 
 

To the Piaroa shamans who use them, yopo and B. caapi are intimately tied. According to 

José-Luis ‘the force of yopo and the force of capi work together’. Beyond inclusion in the 

preparation of yopo, Piaroa shamans consume B. caapi (tuhuipä) orally one to six hours prior 

to snuff inhalation, and on its own for a range of purposes.  

 

Banisteriopsis caapi was first identified in 1852 by Spruce when he witnessed Tukano people 

of the Vaupés region of Colombia using a plant referred to as ‘capi’ in the preparation of a 

hallucinogenic drink (Spruce 1852:421-2). Since this time, the use of B. caapi has been 

documented among numerous tribes throughout the Amazon region, most commonly in 

association with a hallucinogenic drink combining B. caapi and a range of tryptamine-

containing plants, referred to variously as ayahuasca, yagé, natéma (c.f. Luna 1984; McKenna 
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& Tower 1984; Rivier & Lindrgren 1972). After tobacco, B. caapi is probably the most 

culturally significant psychoactive plant in the Amazon, if not South America. 

 

Piaroa shamans keep one or more B. caapi plants in their garden alongside subsistence 

plants such as manioc, at the site of an older garden, or close to their house. Most shamans 

also know the location of ‘wild’ specimens growing in areas once inhabited by the Piaroa or 

other tribes. The B. caapi plant, its edible cuttings, and a drink made from its grated 

cambium are all referred to in Piaroa as tuhuipä. The Spanish word used regionally by the 

Piaroa and among some neighbouring indigenous groups is ‘capi’. 

 

 
Figure 38 José-Luis collects capi from his garden 

 

According to Overing & Kaplan (1988:344), the Piaroa ‘probably use a wide variety of 

cultivated and wild species’ to make the hallucinogen referred to as tuhuipä. The Piaroa 

distinguish five types of tuhuipä but it is probable that these are all B. caapi. Piaroa 

classification is made according to the colour of the plant’s flesh, its potency, and whether 

or not the plant is cultivated or grows wild. Piaroa classification of capi according to 

‘colour’ and potency echoes that of the Piro, the Shipibo-Conibo (Andritzky 1989:78), and 

the Tukano (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1979). While Gates (1986:51) does not dispute the validity 

of indigenous distinctions among different ‘types’ of capi, she argues, based on extensive 

botanical examinations of capi plants used by peoples throughout the Amazon, that they 
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are all B. caapi.vii Tillett (pers. comm.) has identified B. rusbyana (closely related to B. caapi) in 

Piaroa territory, although there is no ethnobotanical evidence to demonstrate that the 

Piaroa use B. rusbyana as a variety of tuhuipä. 

 

The Piaroa varieties of tuhuipä are: yurina, maë, kohö, duhui huoika and ubaku ukhuä. A sixth 

term, kunahua, refers to any variety of cultivated capi. Yurina tuhuipä is the most commonly 

used variety, and is cultivated by most shamans. The flesh of this variety is light brownish-

yellow. Kohö tuhuipä has ‘pink flesh’. Ubaku ukhuä chamurë tuhuipä is considered to be 

extremely potent, and only grows wild. Maë tuhuipä was simply described as being ‘another 

colour’. Duhui huoika  tuhuipä is considered to be the strongest type of capi. Duhui huoika 

refers to the elbow part of the root stock of the Banisteriopsis caapi plant, a bulbous section 

found only on certain very mature plants. The flesh of duhui huoika tuhuipä is bright yellow, 

and has a distinct and strong odour and flavour. Duhui huoika tuhuipä is described as being 

‘the father of all capi’ and ‘so strong it is the world champion. It gives you visions that last 

all night’.  

 

 
Figure 39 Duhui huoika tuhuipä 

 

Piaroa shamans keep several fresh stocks of B. caapi close at hand. Immediately after 

collection, the thin outer bark is scraped off cuttings. Fresh cuttings are then placed by the 

side of a fire for five to ten minutes. Heat facilitates the manual separation of the desired 

cambium from the unwanted pith. Sections of capi cambium retain their potency for 

several months. While the Piaroa may not be unique in their insistence on using only the 

cambium of B. caapi, there is little cross-cultural evidence to demonstrate that other 

indigenous groups use only the cambium.  
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Figure 40 Preparing capi 

 

Beyond inclusion in the preparation of yopo, Piaroa shamans consume B. caapi in one of 

two ways: by sucking a wad (three to eight grams dried weight) for several hours or until it 

loses its bitterness, or by preparing a beverage from gratings of capi cambium.viii Piaroa 

shamans can frequently be recognised by the wad of capi bulging inside one of their 

cheeks. When particularly strong visions are required (for sorcery battles, divination, 

initiation, and occasionally for preventative rituals in which several shamans participate) a 

drink is prepared from numerous capi cuttings. B. caapi dosages in drink form are up to 30 

times greater than when a small cutting of the vine is sucked. One and a half cups of 

gratings are sufficient to make a strong drink for two people. Sections of cambium are 

pulverised with a specifically-designed mortar and pestle. The capi cambium is then 

shredded on a wooden grater inset with small stones and specially painted with a geometric 

design said to echo the form of one’s visionary travels with capi. Water is added to the 

bitter gratings and this mash is squeezed by hand to facilitate the release of its bitter 

alkaloids into the water. Water required for the capi beverage must be collected by a person 

who will consume the drink. José-Luis whispers a ‘capi prayer’ as he squeezes the capi into 

the water. This prayer ‘makes the capi safe to drink, and the taste less bitter’. The mash is 

squeezed for ten minutes. Large gratings are separated out and discarded. The finer mash is 

massaged for a further five minutes and a small quantity of water is added to the mix to 

achieve the desired concentration. Fine gratings are squeezed into balls and removed from 
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the liquid. A sieve is used to filter out the remaining particulate matter, and any scum is 

blown off the top. This leaves an acrid, bitter-tasting, thin brown liquid. Capi juice is 

consumed on the same day that it is prepared. 

 

Preparing capi is almost as dangerous as preparing yopo. ‘While making a jug of capi you 

have to be aware of the spirit forces moving around you. You must make sure that there 

are no evil sorcerers trying to disrupt things. Shamans know when someone is making capi 

juice’. José-Luis secures himself and his house from possible sorcery attack in the same 

manner as for the preparation of yopo: he uses his huräruä to create a psychic force-field 

and threatens märi that might be lurking.  

 

Capi sharpens interpersonal awareness and accelerates empathetic capabilities, particularly 

when consumed in a group setting (Frecska & Kulcsar 1989). Capi sharpens empathetic 

understanding and group cohesion in song ceremonies in which several shamans 

participate, while heightening visual acuity to the extent that it is possible to see through 

and into objects and people. As José-Luis put it, ‘capi gives you eyes of the jaguar’.ix This 

sensation facilitates the perception of spirits, sorcerous crystals in patients, and a person’s 

life-force as material manifestation. Capi enables the shaman to perceive evil spirits, and 

psychosocial maladaptation more acutely.  

 

Piaroa oral histories point to the extra-ritual use of capi as a stimulant. Young and old 

Piaroa men recall a time in the recent past when capi was used regularly by men as a 

stimulant and hunger suppressant, particularly on long treks into the forest. Piaroa describe 

capi as a stimulant and hunger suppressant that, taken in larger doses, has visionary 

properties (producing märipa). Guánchez (1996:21) notes that the Piaroa chew ‘small 

sections of the [B. caapi] stem… as a mild stimulant, in association with hallucinogens or on 

its own’. 

 

There is scant cross-cultural or clinical evidence demonstrating that other tribes use B. caapi 

as a stimulant. Coppens and Cato-David note the use by the Cuiva of a bark (ayo) that is 

crushed and whose ‘original function appears to be hunger suppression, as well as inducing 

dreams’ (Coppens & Cato-David 1971:15). It is uncertain, however, to what species ayo 

refers. B. caapi may once have filled a similar economic role in Piaroa society that coca does 
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among Andean peoples, and stimulants such as coffee and amphetamines do in Western 

cultures by boosting productivity while minimising hunger and fatigue (Dobkin de Rios 

1984b:151-2; Rudgley 1995). Like coca, capi use involves a cross-over between the 

economic and the divine, employed by ritual specialists as one element in an ASC toolkit as 

well as being a mild stimulant of extra-shamanic significance. Based on my own 

experimentation with capi, I conclude that in smaller doses it acts as a hunger suppressant, 

stimulant and diuretic. Along a sliding scale of increasing dosage, capi becomes a purgative 

and empathy-enhancing substance inducing significant emotional and visual alterations. 

These latter conclusions are concordant with the clinical research on hamine, one of the 

beta-carboline alkaloids found in B. caapi (Naranjo 1973; 1979). 

 

Märipa and combined yopo and capi consumption 

 

Piaroa shamans explain the relationship between B. caapi and yopo in terms of the notion 

of märipa. Either strong B. caapi or yopo on its own can produce ‘some’ märipa’. Yopo and 

B. caapi consumed together produce much märipa. The combination of yopo and capi 

results in a complex, layered synergistic and synaesthetic experience. José-Luis explains that 

‘capi extends yopo and makes it stronger. Without capi yopo only lasts a short while. 

Visions are weak’. I have consumed yopo on its own, and B. caapi followed by yopo on 

numerous occasions with José-Luis and also in the company of other Piaroa shamans. 

There is a marked difference in the order of visionary experience attained between the two 

processes. As is maintained by Piaroa shamans, prior consumption of B. caapi intensifies 

and prolongs the onset of cardiovascular, emotive and psycho-visual alterations in 

perception. While particular yopo mixes are considered to be of differing strengths, Piaroa 

shamans believe that it is ultimately the potency and quantity of B. caapi consumed before 

the snuff is taken that is the primary determinant of the intensity and duration of yopo-

induced visions, or ‘how far one can travel’. Kwe’era huawuki, the most powerful type of 

yopo recognised by the Piaroa, is ‘soaked in capi juice’. Piaroa shamans take this yopo to 

‘travel great distances’ and ‘to know all there is to know’.  

 

Several hours after consumption of B. caapi inner bark or strained beverage, Piaroa 

shamans inhale yopo off a snuff tray with a bifurcated heron-bone inhaling device (yuhuä 

yua’ka). A circular, fish-tailed wooden tray (yuhuä famose) is held in the right hand while the 
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left guides the inhaling device over the tray until the snuff has been fully inhaled. Small 

blocks of cooked yopo are broken with a hard, wooden pestle (yuhuä yawawauka) 

immediately preceding inhalation. Excess snuff is dusted off the tray for a second round of 

inhalation with a small hair and resin brush (yuhuä tahepu kunuhuätsu). Immediately after 

inhalation the bifurcated inhaler is cleaned with a long, thin feather (yuhuä duchewui). 

 

 
Figure 41 José-Luis inhales yopo 

 

Somatic symptoms of combined yopo and B. caapi intoxication among the Piaroa closely 

parallel those set out by Holmstedt and Lindgren (1979:368) in their cross-cultural, 

pharmacological analysis of hallucinogenic snuffs. They include violent sneezing, 

perspiration, salivation, the loss of balance, physical heaviness, bloodshot and watery eyes, 

headaches, and significant mucus production, even among those accustomed to the taking 

of yopo. The Piaroa have developed several strategies to deal with some of yopo’s more 
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unpleasant physical symptoms. A handmade comb (säeja), possessed only by shamans, is 

passed over the skull following inhalation ‘so that you do not fall ill, and to clean yourself 

up’. Passing the comb over the scalp stimulates blood flow to this part of the body, and 

may reduce the intensity of headaches that result from yopo inhalation. Vicks Vaporub has 

become an important part of some Piaroa shamans’ snuff paraphernalia. Yopo inhalation 

clogs the nose for some time after inhalation and a smearing of Vaporub on the nose allows 

for clearer breathing.  

 

 

                        
Figure 42 Jose-Luis clears his nose after inaling yopo    Figure 43 Post-yopo headaches  
 

 

When yopo is consumed without prior ingestion of B. caapi, the experience lasts only 15 to 

20 minutes. When B. caapi is consumed prior to inhalation, symptoms frequently last over 

an hour. Piaroa shamans do not vomit when yopo is consumed without prior ingestion of 

B. caapi, but frequently do so when both plant substances are ingested. Vomiting after yopo 

consumption is regarded as a cleansing of bad elements from the body (bad food, bad 

spirits, stress, confusion, and suffering). José-Luis, however, never vomited. ‘I have nothing 

bad in me that needs to come out’. Vomiting blood after consuming yopo is considered to 

be very bad. ‘It is said that a crime will be committed against you, and the yopo will show 

you when this will happen’.  
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While there have been numerous cross-cultural accounts of physical excitation, including 

dancing and bellicose behaviour, following yopo inhalation (e.g. Seitz 1979; Coppens & 

Cato-David 1971), Piaroa shamans insist that it is preferable to stay calm and reposed. 

Based on historical accounts, Altschul (1972:28) noted that Piaroa yopo use is characterised 

by a ‘type of hypnotic, stupefied or intoxicated state [that] endures a few minutes, followed 

by a soothing state, which lasts longer’. Schultes (1969:249) and Granier-Doyeux 

(1948:169) describe two phases to yopo intoxication among tribes of the upper-Orinoco: 

the first involves stimulation of motor activity and hallucinations, followed by feelings of 

drowsiness and the depression of motor activity. In the case of the Piaroa there is no 

period of stimulated motor activity. Following inhalation, a Piaroa shaman will generally sit 

still or lie in his hammock. One man described the experience thus: ‘After taking the yopo 

you lie back and close your eyes. It is like watching a movie’. Excited, frenetic behaviour, 

including jumping, yelling or crying is severely discouraged and regarded as an indication 

that the inhaler could not handle the force of the experience, or has lost himself in fear.  

 

Snuff synergy: The psychopharmacology of yopo and capi  

 

The Piaroa belief that the intensity and duration of yopo visions are directly related to dose 

and potency of the B. caapi consumed prior to snuff inhalation can be explained 

pharmacologically in a number of ways. A 1955 sample of Piaroa yopo is the only South 

American snuff yet tested in which both tryptamine and harmala alkaloids have been 

isolated (Holmstedt & Lindgren 1979; De Smet & River 1985).x This sample contained 

DMT, 5-OH-DMT, 5-MeO-DMT and harmine. Harmine has not been isolated in either 

the seeds or bark of Anandenanthera peregrina (Holmstedt & Lindgren 1979:357,365). 

Holmstedt & Lindgren (1979:365) describe the occurrence of harmine and tryptamines in 

the same snuff as ‘pharmacologically interesting’, noting that this combination would be 

‘advantageous’. The presence of harmine in the Piaroa snuff tested by Holmstedt & 

Lindgren (1979) is almost certainly a result of B. caapi admixture. 

 

The synergistic relationship between the hallucinogenic tryptamine alkaloids contained in 

A. peregrina seeds and B. caapi’s harmala alkaloids has been established with reference to 

ayahuasca, a decoction made from the combination of B. caapi and a number of Amazonian 

plants, most commonly Psychotria viridis and Diplpterys cabrerera (McKenna, Towers & Abbott 
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1984; Rivier & Lindgren 1972).xi B. caapi contains three psychoactive ingredients, the beta-

carbolines tetrahydroharmine, harmaline and harmine. While harmine has been ‘clinically 

proven’ to be hallucinogenic (Naranjo 1979),xii B. caapi’s hallucinatory effects can be 

substantially intensified when combined with plant substances containing tryptamine 

alkaloids. DMT, bufotenine and 5-MeO-tryptamine, all found to be present in Piaroa yopo 

(Holmstedt & Lindgren 1979:350), can be highly hallucinogenic when injected or smoked 

(Szara 1956; Leary 1966), but have no effect when taken orally because an enzyme in the 

human gut, monoamine oxidase, denatures them. The beta-carbolines in B. caapi act as 

monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs) allowing tryptamine alkaloids to be broken down 

in the gut and become orally active, resulting in a powerful hallucinogenic reaction in the 

case of the ayahuasca beverage.  

 

No historical or ethnographic evidence exists to demonstrate that Piaroa shamans have 

prepared an ayahuasca beverage. Piaroa insistence on the use of B. caapi in and with a 

tryptamine-containing snuff, however, points to a chemical synergy between harmala and 

tryptamine alkaloids going beyond the oral activation of dimethyltryptamine. It has been 

demonstrated that MAOIs facilitate greater lipid solubility of 5-MeO-DMT, the tryptamine 

of greatest concentration in Piaroa yopo (Holmstedt & Lindgren 1979). Montigny and 

Aghajanian discovered a ‘small but dose-related penetration of [5-methoxytryptamine] into 

the brain’ after pretreatment with a monoamine oxidase inhibitor (Montigny & Aghajanian 

1976:816). The dose-related facilitation of 5-MeO-DMT passing through the blood-brain 

barrier could explain dose-related increases in intensity and duration of yopo intoxication 

claimed by Piaroa shamans to follow ingestion of B. caapi. 

 

While harmala alkaloids manifest hallucinogenic activity on their own at dosage levels 

several times greater than are required for them to function as monoamine oxidase 

inhibitors (Buckholtz & Boggan 1976; 1977; Luna 1986; McKenna & Towers 1984; Rivier 

& Lindgren 1972), Piaroa shamans consume large quantities of B. caapi beverage far 

exceeding doses required for mere MAO inhibition when strong visions are desired (for 

divination, sorcery or initiation). The consumption of large quantities of B. caapi beverage 

followed by yopo results in a layered interplay between the long-lasting empathogenic 

effects of the harmala alkaloids and the short-acting, highly visual responses to tryptamine 

alkaloids (Luna 1984). 
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It has also been argued that MAOI’s drastically increase the potency of any tryptamine 

hallucinogen (Dekorne 1994:129). One possible explanation for this is that DMT and 

harmala alkaloids have been found in the pineal gland of the human brain. ‘Thus, besides 

being psychoactive themselves, beta-carboline MAO inhibitors may increase the activity of 

endogenous or exogenous tryptamine hallucinogens’ (Strassman 1991:179). Ott (1996:168-

9) argues that bufotenine is the primary active ingredient in yopo snuffs. While Isbell has 

argued that bufotenine has ‘extremely powerful and dangerous cardiovascular effects’ 

making it difficult to determine whether psychotic effects resulted from central nervous 

system activity or cardiovascular actions (Harris Isbell in Helmstedt, Daly, del Pozo, 

Horning, Isbell & Szara 1979:377), Aghajanian et al. maintain that ‘its effects are greatly 

enhanced by monoamine oxidase inhibitors and at least some of them are mediated 

centrally’ (de Montigny & Aghajanian  1976:811).  Many plant hallucinogens share common 

physiological effects. These include synchronisation of the cortex through induction of 

slow wave, high-voltage synchronous activity in the hippocampus, and the attainment of a 

parasympathetic dominant state (Aghajanian 1982; Winkelman 1991). Tryptamines inhibit 

the firing of the serotonergic systems, resulting in synchronous discharges in the temporal 

lobe limbic structures (Mandell 1980; 1985). 

 

Twenty years after Wassén (1979) and others declared the upper Orinoco a ‘fertile field’ for 

study of the preparation and use of snuff hallucinogens, this region would still appear to be 

‘the centre of complexity of this curious culture trait’. The importance of B. caapi to Piaroa 

yopo preparation and use demonstrates one way in which the snuff complex is ‘richer and 

more elaborate than we yet have been led to believe’. Piaroa knowledge of the synergistic 

relationship between B. caapi’s harmala alkaloids and A. peregrina’s tryptamine alkaloids, 

expressed in terms of visionary power (maripa), is evidence of the ethnobotanical 

complexity of Piaroa shamanism, and highlights the possibility that other snuff-using tribes 

continue to blend plant matter in novel ways to achieve synergistic, psychotropic effects.  

 

Dietary Restrictions 

 

Piaroa shamans insist that stronger, clearer visions will be attained by adhering to certain 

dietary restrictions prior to the ingestion of B. caapi and yopo. Piaroa dietary restrictions 
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echo those delineated for ayahuasca-using communities such as the Tukano (Reichel-

Dolmatoff 1975), and for mestizo vegetalistas of Peru (Luna 1984; 1986:51-4). Piaroa 

shamans insist that stronger visions will be attained when B. caapi and yopo are consumed 

on an empty stomach. Accordingly, five to ten hours elapse between the consumption of 

the last meal and the taking of B. caapi and snuff. Longer-term fasting and the avoidance of 

salt, sugar, chilli, plantains and meats (some fish can still be eaten) are incorporated into 

periods of intensive training such as initiation rites for young men or curing rituals and 

sorcery battles lasting several days. Periods of intensive shamanic training under the 

tutelage of a senior shaman might last several months, during which time salt, sugar, 

plantains, and all meats except fish are excluded from the diet. Cassava bread can be eaten 

in small quantities during these testing times but tobacco, B. caapi and yopo are the 

shaman’s dietary staples. For the most part, however, Piaroa shamans generally take a 

relaxed approach to dietary restrictions, and simply limit food intake on the days that 

visions are required. 

 

Dobkin de Rios explains that the application of dietary restrictions has the result of 

‘shrouding… the actual experience in an aura of the unusual and the special. Thus when 

the initiate or the shaman comes to the experience, his expectation of entry into 

nonordinary realms of consciousness is heightened’, preparing him both psychologically as 

well as physically, and leading to desired visionary outcomes (Dobkin de Rios 1984b:205). 

Several scholars have drawn attention to the potential metabolic relationship between the 

ingestion of food and psychotropic plants, arguing that dietary restrictions and 

prescriptions can promote desired psychoactive responses (Luna 1991:16; Dekorne 1994). 

Locke and Kelly (1985) point out that there has been a paucity of studies of dietary 

deficiencies in relation to altered states of consciousness. There has also been a lack of 

systematic studies relating indigenous dietary controls to the facilitation and intensification 

of particular culturally-valued consciousness experiences. Although many have described 

strict dietary restrictions adhered to by mestizo and indigenous ayahuasca-using shamans of 

Western Amazonia (Joralemon & Sharon 1993; Luna 1984; 1986; 1991; Reichel-Dolmatoff 

1975), little mention has been made of dietary restrictions maintained by snuff-using 

shamans of the Orinoco. The relationship among metabolism, endogenous tryptophan and 

hormone levels, and culture-specific technologies of consciousness (e.g. psychoactive plant 

use) figures as a fertile field for future research. 
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Jätte 

 

Yopo and capi are the two primary psychoactive plant substances consumed by Piaroa 

shamans. There are also a number of other psychoactive plants that shamans use from time 

to time; of these, tobacco (jätte) and dädä are the most important. Tobacco is used by Piaroa 

shamans for a number of purposes and in a range of contexts. Tobacco serves a vital 

synergising role, enhancing yopo and capi experiences. While combined yopo and capi 

consumption can produce ‘much märipa’, tobacco, consumed daily by all Piaroa shamans, 

can produce ‘some märipa’, and ‘helps the yopo and capi’. According to Wilbert (1987:157), 

while hallucinogens ‘are particularly effective in providing the vivid imagery that illustrates 

the shaman’s celestial journey, nicotine, the bi-phasic drug in tobacco, is exceptionally well 

suited to manifest the continuum of dying…’  

 

In Piaroa society, tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) is cultivated almost exclusively by shamans. 

Piaroa shamans usually consume tobacco in one of two manners: most commonly in large 

(30-40cm) cigars rolled in palm leaf (referred to as jätteí in Piaroa or mañaca in Spanish), less 

frequently as a paste (jätteka) absorbed in the mouth. Although I never witnessed the 

consumption of tobacco flowers, according to José-Luis these ‘are like little birds, and 

when you chew them you see like little birds’. Tobacco leaves can also be soaked in a 

water-yopo solution for two days and allowed to dry for a week to make yuhuaejätte or 

jätteka seis (referred to as such because it is six times stronger than conventional jätte). 

According to José-Luis, this allows ‘shamans to spend the night talking in a drugged state. 

It is very strong’. José-Luis mentioned that a tobacco juice can also be prepared but, 

because of its extreme potency, this method of consumption is reserved for extreme 

periods of shamanic training. 
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Figure 44 Fresh tobacco leaves, and a Piaroa cigar butt 

 

It is relatively difficult to grow tobacco in the jungle where insects can wipe out an entire 

young crop in a matter of days. For this reason, tobacco is usually at a premium. Trade 

among shamans living in different areas is important, and usually ensures that each shaman 

has enough tobacco to get him through the week. On several occasions during my stay 

with José-Luis there was a Parguaza River shortage, and José-Luis was forced to harvest 

premature plants from his garden. Aware of tobacco’s scarcity, I always brought José-Luis a 

supply of commercial cigars made in Northern Venezuela.  

 

Ideally, leaves are harvested, tied by their stems with palm fibre, and left to cure for a week 

or more inside a shaman’s house. José-Luis would accelerate the curing process, however, 

by heating tobacco leaves over a fire. Palm leaves used to roll cigars are cut into segments 

(approximately 30cm by 20cm) and dried in the sun for two days. Cigars are made from 

three or more mature tobacco leaves that are placed on a 45 degree angle relative to the 

rolling leaf, and rolled by hand in one fluid motion. The cigar is then tied with a thin piece 

of palm fibre about three centimetres from the inhaling end. Like game meats, yopo and 

capi, tobacco must be ‘blessed’ to become safe for human consumption. ‘In order to 

smoke you have to work a lot. In a relaxed manner you must bless it. When tobacco is not 

blessed properly shamans think badly and become angry’. Tobacco smoke is a primary 

medium for transmitting blessings from the shaman’s mouth to an object, person or 

space.xiii José-Luis would blow smoke over his children’s feet to protect them from 

snakebites. Blowing tobacco smoke on patients is an integral component of Piaroa curing 

rituals. 

 

During nocturnal recitations of meye, shamans inhale tobacco during breaks between verses 

of songs. José-Luis would also take a cigar to bed with him, and smoke it periodically 
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through the night ‘to protect the house’ and when he has ‘many visions’. Piaroa shamans 

smoke cigars little by little, and not all in one go. Cigars are smoked immediately prior to 

and after yopo inhalation, and again after the hallucinatory component of a yopo-capi 

experience has waned. 

 

Jattëka is prepared infrequently. José-Luis would make it 2-5 times a month, and for most 

boat trips upriver. Tobacco leaves are dried to a crisp over a low heat on the fire. They are 

crumbled into a fine powder and an equal amount of ash is added (José-Luis used fine 

white ash from the fire pit for this purpose). A small bit of water and/or saliva is added to 

make a dark-green-black paste. This paste is consumed immediately, or can be stored for 

up to two days in banana leaves. Jattëka is made into pellets that are placed behind the 

upper and lower lips where they are sucked for 10-20 minutes. While nicotine does not 

need an alkalising agent to liberate it, the addition of ash intensifies and accelerates the 

action by increasing salivation (Bray & Dollery 1983:274; Hammilton 1957). ‘Critical for 

the absorption of nicotine in the mouth is the fact that the alkaloid is readily miscible in the 

salivary secretions, so that transport of the solute across the epithelium and the vascular 

barriers may proceed rapidly’ (Wilbert 1987:138). The first time that I tried jattëka I 

recorded feeling ‘an intense warmth, concentration of energy beginning in head and quickly 

travelling through my body to the extremities, hot then cold then hot. Euphoria, intense 

clarity of vision, and feelings of beauty and lucidity’. According to José-Luis, jattëka gives 

the shaman ‘energy, more power to navigate and fight spirits. On its own, jattëka gives [the 

shaman] a little märipa, but it helps the capi and yopo to give you more’.  

 

Piaroa shamans are aware that the combination of tobacco with yopo and capi produces 

desirable experiential states, and that combining tobacco with capi and yopo ‘produces 

more märipa’. The leaves of cultivated N. tabacum plants have nicotine concentrations 

ranging from 0.6 to 9 percent (Hoppe 1975). Piaroa tobacco probably has nicotine 

concentrations nearing the upper end of the tabacum spectrum, being far more potent than 

any commercial strain I have smoked. Consumed on its own, jätte or jätteka can produce 

extremely intense and relatively short-lasting visual, emotional and physical alterations in 

perception. Smoking jätte prior to, and immediately following, yopo inhalation facilitates a 

heightened clarity of understanding, visual acuity and sensations of flight. Tobacco allows 

the shaman to focus his thoughts as he enters the powerful visionary experience that yopo 
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produces, and facilitates clearer understanding of these visions following yopo inhalation. 

Wilbert describes the advantageous relationship between the consumption of nicotine and 

other hallucinogens by shamans: 

 

         Nicotine affects not only the central nervous system - as do yopo, coca, and 
parica - but also the sympathetic and the parasympathetic components of the 
autonomic system. Apparently, in societies where both kinds of drugs are 
customary, the Indian is less after a ‘mindblowing kick’ - the more 
psychedelic the better - than after a drug-specific or orchestrated neurological 
trance experience (Wilbert 1987:141). 

 

Nicotine releases a number of endogenous compounds, including: norepinephrine; 

epinephrine; serotonin; and dopamine (Larson 1985:10). Stimulated serotonin and 

dopamine release could be advantageous for the attainment of clear, powerful visions, and 

for the yopo-user whose neurotransmitter supply might become temporarily deficient 

during times of high yopo consumption. The chemical structure of serotonin is closely 

related to tryptamine alkaloids (found in yopo), and to the hallucinogenic compounds 

psilocybine and psilocine (Shultes & Hoffman 1990:172-5), and could be a trigger for 

heightened visionary experiences following the ingestion of exogenous alkaloids (such as 

those contained in yopo and capi) (Murphree 1967; Poindexter & Carpenter 1962; Dobkin 

de Rios 1984b; Janiger & Dobkin de Rios 1973; 1976). The chemical structure of 

norepinephrine is closely related to the hallucinogen mescalin. Norepinephrine release is 

also associated with a range of physical alterations that have ‘had a profound impact on 

tobacco lore’ (Wilbert 1987:148), and are perceived by Piaroa shamans to contribute 

positively to their altered state experiences. These alterations include a reduction in appetite 

(important for when yopo-capi consumption requires fasting), tenseness, excitement, 

wakefulness (valued for night-long ceremonies), anxiety and dizziness. The Piaroa notion 

of tobacco ‘helping the capi and yopo’ can be explained pharmacologically in terms of 

nicotine’s capacity to stimulate the release of neurotransmitters and neurohormones that 

serve to enhance, prolong and clarify visionary experiences.  

 

Dädä 

 

Dädä is an enigmatic psychoactive plant consumed infrequently by Piaroa shamans during 

large scale sorcery battles involving the participation of several shamans, and given to 
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young men during social bonding rituals. Dädä is considered to be the most powerful 

creative force in the Piaroa visionary and mythological world. According to José-Luis, it is 

used ‘to see everything, disease, inside the body…Dädä can take you to the clouds where 

you can see who the sorcerers are. From this point there is nothing higher’. José-Luis refers 

to dädä as ‘the root of märipa… Before yopo, before capi there was dädä’. Wahari and 

Tseheru were born out of dädä pulp. Wahari then created people after ingesting dädä that 

Ohuoda’e offered him. Wahari took dädä and said ‘I am going to make bone’, and he 

vomited it up. The creation of dädä, however, is a peculiar omission from Piaroa 

mythology, leading Monod to argue that the Piaroa conception of mind is inextricably 

linked to dädä. ‘The insistence on [dädä’s] creative powers in Piaroa mythology suggests that 

dädä and the mind came about together’ (Monod 1970:18).  

 

Piaroa shamans distinguish several varieties of dädä, and attribute different visionary 

characteristics to each. José-Luis and Jeripa could not agree on exactly how many types of 

dädä there are. They were sure of the following: tuwoni dädä, tuwikue dädä (tall), raü dädä (the 

most potent). There have been no secure botanical identifications of dädä, so it remains to 

be seen if the three types distinguished by José-Luis and Jeripa represent the same or 

related plant species. The dädä that Bolivar cultivated appeared to be a different species 

from that cultivated on the upper-Parguaza. Both grow as small (1.5-5m) multi-stock trees. 

As José-Luis put it, ‘Dädä is very sacred… We have kept dädä to ourselves. The 

missionaries knew of yopo, of capi. But dädä is the original source of märipa. We have not 

shared this knowledge’. Tillett (pers. com. 2001) identified a sample of dädä that I collected 

from a cultivar growing near Bolivar’s house in Alto Carinagua as Malouetia schomburgkii. 

This identification is somewhat concordant with that of Guánchez (1996), who posited that 

dädä was a Malouetia sp (Malouetia flavescens), or similar-looking Tabernaemontana sp.xiv Among 

Peruvian shamans the preparation of a purportedly visionary drink made of Tabernaemontana 

sp. has been documented.xv The Malouetia sp. are rich in alkaloids but few have been studied 

pharmacologically, thus the psychoactive agents responsible for the drink’s visionary 

properties have not been isolated.xvi 
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Figure 45 Dädä blossom                                         Figure 46 Dädä bush 

 

Dädä is prepared by pulverising strips of bark in a large mortar. Piaroa shamans note that 

when removing the bark of dädä the outer wood ‘comes out white’.xvii Water is added to the 

bark mash. ‘When you make it strong you can stick a stick in it and it stands up straight’. 

Dädä is drunk in small gourdfuls over a period of several hours. The effects are said to last 

all night. Capi is sometimes consumed prior to dädä, but is not required for dädä to be 

effective (indicating that dädä’s alkaloids are orally active without monamine oxidase 

inhibition). Because of its potency, there are a number of precautions that Piaroa shamans 

must follow in order to use dädä safely. Unlike yopo and capi that can be consumed by a 

single shaman, dädä must always be consumed in the company of several shamans. José-

Luis insisted that: 

 

         You cannot take dädä alone. There are too many marí, and it is not safe. There 
is evil… You should not take dädä when it rains. This prevents you from 
seeing clearly. You must not eat for at least one day beforehand.  

 

All the young men that I spoke with who had tried dädä described the experience as 

enjoyable. Very few young men, on the other hand, expressed a liking for either yopo or 

capi. These were frequently described as being ‘too strong and painful’, and ‘too bitter’ 

respectively. The consumption of dädä usually involves vomiting, but physical symptoms 

are not described as unpleasant. A young man from Alto Carinagua described his first dädä 

experience thus: 

 

          It is like seeing your spirit travel on television. You here many voices. Then 
you realise that these voices are actually coming from inside your head… It is 
like having five spirits come and pull your body in different directions, from 
one side, then another… The spirits come to take you travelling, fast and 
strong, and show you things that you need to know: what is good, who is evil.  
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Psychoactive plants rarely or no longer used, and recent arrivals  

 

Shamanism is neither a ‘culturally intact’ treasury of botanical knowledge existing for 

‘thousands of years’ (Lewis & Lewis 1994:61) nor a ‘traditional’ medical practice that 

passively preserves ‘cultural institutions’ (Neuman & Lauro 1982:191), as ethnobotanists 

and health developers have frequently understood it to be. There is historical and 

ethnographic evidence to demonstrate that the Piaroa have continued to experiment with 

new psychoactive plants, and express an interest in acquiring psychoactive plants from 

other tribes and travellers. There are also a number of psychoactive plants that the Piaroa 

may once have used, or whose use is now extremely limited. José-Luis describes yuku in the 

following manner: 

 

         The Mapoyo and Piaroa used to use it. I have heard many stories of it. It was 
a seed you would eat and it would intoxicate you. But it is not used anymore. 
I have never seen it, but have heard that it was used to ensorcel your wife or 
your brother. Because of this the old ones [shamans no longer alive] decided 
not to use it anymore. 

 

José-Luis also mentioned that a plant called ameu used to be used in, or cause, sorcery 

attacks. According to Guánchez (1996) Piaroa shamans continue to use ameu in drinks that 

‘strengthen’ or ‘prepare [them] for those that are looking for their help’ (Guánchez 1996: 

plant six). Guánchez identifies ameu as Psychotria erecta, a small tree. The Psychotria sp. are rich 

in tryptamine alkaloids and have been valued by ayahuasca-using peoples of the Western 

Amazon. 

 

The shamans of Alto Carinagua make use of a psychoactive substance they refer to as ïküri. 

Ïküri is stored as a crystalline grey-green powder and consumed as a beverage. Ruffino 

described the plant as growing ‘round, like an onion… in the ground’. Guánchez (1996) 

cites the use of a plant called akuri that he identifies as Psychotria poeppingiana. This Psychotria 

sp. is a small tree, however, and does not fit the description given by Ruffino. José-Luis 

knew of ïküri, but was not able to describe what the plant looked like, merely that ‘it comes 

from Mexico’. Bolivar has travelled to Mexico on several occasions, and maintains contact 

with North American shamans who periodically visit him in Alto Carinagua. The ïküri that 

Alto Carinagua shamans now consume could in fact be a supply of dried peyote powder 
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brought by Bolivar’s North American shaman friends. Hikuri is the Huichol term for 

peyote cactus (Lophophora williamsii). Peyote fits the description made by Ruffino of being 

‘round, like and onion and growing in the ground’.  

 

The most impressive gift that you can bring a Piaroa shaman, apart from an outboard 

motor or generator, is exotic psychoactive plant matter. Piaroa shamans take pride in the 

potency of their hallucinogens while recognising that other Amerindians use different 

psychoactive plants. José-Luis described his encounters with North American shamans at 

the two conferences he attended in Canada in terms of plant exchange. He refers to 

hallucinogens as ‘cures’.  

 

          Everyone brought their cures. Each shaman said that their own was the 
strongest. But when I gave them yopo they couldn’t handle it… One shaman 
could. He was from Canada and had long hair. The others said they knew 
about yopo, but none of them could handle it. 

 

José-Luis asked me about marijuana (Cannabis sativa). He knew that people in the cities used 

it, and believed that it was the cause of many crimes. He nonetheless wanted to ‘study it’. I 

brought him some, and we smoked it on several occasions. José-Luis found it to be 

exceedingly powerful. ‘Many visions. Visions that last all night. Young Piaroa take it and 

fight because they do not know how to use it. But now shamans can use it to cure’, he said. 

I gave José-Luis a quantity of Colombian marijuana for him to share with Jeripa and Plinio. 

I told José-Luis that I could bring him another remedio, something that shamans in Brazil 

used. He was very interested.  

 

On my next trip back to the city I ordered 50 grams of Mimosa hostilis and 100 grams of 

Peganum harmala over the internet. I had read that the combination of these two plants made 

an excellent ‘ayahuasca analogue’. Considering they contain the same sets of alkaloids 

(tryptamine and harmala, respectively) as yopo and capi, I was interested to see how José-

Luis would respond to the mix. The plants arrived from the U.S. sooner than I had 

anticipated, and I brought them to José-Luis. He was very keen to try them. It seemed to 

matter little to him that I had neither grown nor collected the plants myself but had 

procured them through the internet, although my explanation of this process fascinated 

him. After cooking the Peganum and Mimosa for several hours we took the first dose at 9pm. 

In all we took three cups of jurema, vomiting euphorically with each dose.  
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José-Luis enjoyed his jurema visions immensely. He saw ancestors of the contemporary 

keepers of the plants we had drunk. These spirits told José-Luis to ‘be very careful’. The 

jurema spirits had more to say, but José-Luis could not understand their language. The 

jurema ancestors were drinking from a ceramic cup with geometric patterns. José-Luis saw 

jaguar heads, people being born out of trees, beautiful women offering cups of pure gold, 

stones stained with blood, a man slitting a woman’s throat in a bedroom. He travelled to a 

large tree in the Parguaza forest and saw a boy there, then travelled back to his house in a 

canoe while an eagle flew above him, clearing the path. José-Luis saw his skin turn black. 

He transformed into one of the shamans who used jurema in the time of the ancestors. That 

night we took yopo following the jurema visions ‘to see how the two work together’. 

Indeed, they worked wonderfully. We drew pictures with crayons. ‘Your path is open, 

Robin. The path to the future. This is why I drew flowers. Everything is flowering for you’. 

There was enough jurema left over for José-Luis to prepare two more batches. I promised 

to bring more when I returned from Australia. I also brought José-Luis some Datura metel 

seeds on one occasion. Several Venezuelan indigenous groups consume Datura sp. and 

Brugmansia sp. leaves, flowers and seeds topically and internally for the purposes of healing 

and sorcery (Clarac de Briceño 1997; Ruddle & Wilbert 1983). Our Datura experience was 

long-lasting and very unpleasant for each of us, and José-Luis asked me not to bring any 

Datura back.  

 

Indigenous - criollo interchange of psychoactive plant substances 

 

Criollo people living in Amazonas State use a variety of names and have a variety of uses 

for plants of indigenous origin (Guánchez 1996:30). Criollo inhabitants of Puerto 

Ayacucho are also aware that several of the state’s 14 indigenous tribes use yopo, and that 

yopo trees (A. peregrina) grow in their city. Wurdack noted in 1958 (118) that, while A. 

Peregrina trees continue to grow abundantly in certain grassland areas of the Orinoco, there 

is no evidence of their exploitation as the basis of a psychoactive plant substance by people 

other than indigenous inhabitants of the region. To date, there remains no evidence for a 

cross-over in hallucinogenic technologies between snuff-using indigenous groups in the 

circum-Puerto Ayacucho region and settler peoples, such as has been the case in Peru, 

Ecuador, Brazil and Colombia with respect to ayahuasca concoctions. This is despite 
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continued intermarriage between indigenous women and criollo men, intensified economic 

contact between indigenous and settler peoples, and the popularity among criollo people of 

alternative spiritualist healers (brujos) who use plants and symbols of indigenous origin in 

syncretic healing, divination and sorcery practices.  

 

Yewenä 

 

Yewenä is a plant cultivated by some shamans, and by the family members of some 

shamans. It is neither taken internally nor valued for its psychoactive properties. Yewenä is, 

however, considered to have magical powers that facilitate harmonious relations within 

one’s family, the healthy development of children, and protection from criminals, the 

military, harmful influences, and accidents. Growing the plant near your house is enough 

for your family to enjoy the generalised benefits of its presence. A powder made from the 

dried roots of yewenä and other ingredients (ketchuwerapu) can be sprinkled over the 

hammocks of children to prevent them from playing with ‘bad children’, from picking up 

bad influences from classmates at school, and to keep them close to their family. 

Ketchuwerapu can also deliver a concentrated form of protection when sprinkled ‘like 

perfume’ on the body of a person. Praying on yewenä draws out the plant’s power for the 

purposes of protection: during a journey; against crime and illness; and for luck in love. To 

make a prayer, a shaman cuts a small section of the plant, or uses a bit of the powder, and 

asks the plant for protection as follows: ‘This plant that I have in my garden, may your 

power protect me from criminals, and clear the roads for me on my travels so there are no 

accidents’. José-Luis describes yewenä’s powers thus: 

 

         If you have this plant in your garden it will unite your family. Yewenä calls your 
children close to it and keeps them from playing with bad people. When 
someone envies you, you cut a stem of the plant and tie knots in it. This will 
keep the bad people away. It prevents envy and keeps the children and the 
house in order. I like this plant very much, more than an animal. It is like a 
person (see Figure 47).  

 

Manelito (José-Luis’s brother-in-law) carries yewanä powder in a resin-sealed jaguar’s tooth. 

This gives him luck in hunting, protects him from snakebites, and ensures that the National 

Guard does not give him a rough time when he passes through military checkpoints. ‘When 

you have yewenä and people, including sorcerers, are angry with you, they will leave you be’. 
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Figure 47 José-Luis with yewenä 

According to José-Luis, the identity of yewenä is a Piaroa secret, and limited to certain 

Piaroa families. A shaman can prescribe yewenä or ketchuwerapu to patients but the plant can 

only be grown by a shaman’s family. On one occasion José-Luis gave a criollo some 

ketchuwerapu, and blessed it to protect the man from his enemies (jealous business 

associates) (Figures 48-9). Muño, a meyeruwa living in Salto Maraca, grows the plant in his 

garden, and uses it for the same purposes as José-Luis. The yewenä plant that José-Luis and 

Muño grow is a spindly bush (growing to approximately one metre in height) with white 

flowers.xviii 

 

   
Figure 48 Trading ketchuwerapu with a criollo client      Figure 49 Ketchuwerapu 

 

Social dimensions of Piaroa psychoactive plant use 
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Consumption of yopo, capi, dädä and tobacco is the backbone of Piaroa shamanic practice. 

Piaroa shamans train their entire lives to be able to integrate information experienced in 

synaesthetic visions into waking life. All myths and shamanic songs are learned and recited 

in association with yopo and capi consumption, and Piaroa shamans consume yopo several 

times a week and in intensive bursts during sorcery battles and preventative and curing 

ceremonies. Yopo inhalation, following the consumption of capi, results in forceful and 

immediate alterations of central nervous, autonomic and cardiovascular systems that may 

be experientially comparable to death and rebirth. Piaroa shamans gain the strength to heal 

others through their cumulative experiences of yopo-capi intoxication. Extremely strong 

visionary experiences enable the shaman’s spirit to leave his body and enter the sacred 

rocks and waterfalls that are home to gods and hidden sources of knowledge. The use of 

hallucinogens is a mediator and foundation of the relations between ancestors (past and 

ideal) and the living present, and between individuals and communities in Piaroa society. 

Cross-cultural investigation of hallucinogen use within Amerindian societies has 

demonstrated that the drugs involved are frequently perceived to serve a socially beneficial 

function (Furst 1976; Dobkin de Rios 1984b), and to be ‘sacraments facilitating controlled 

entry into valuable states of consciousness in which ‘visions’ essential for the continued 

existence of society could be assured’ (Grob & De Rios 1992:134).  

 

Piaroa yopo use is ritual in means and practical in ends. It is ritual in the sense that Zinberg 

and Jacobson (1977, as cited in De Rios 1984:206) have described drug use; as ‘stylised, 

prescribed behavior surrounding the use of a drug, the methods to procure and administer 

the drug, the selection of physical and social settings for use, activities after the drug is 

administered, and the methods of preventing untoward drug effects’. Piaroa hallucinogen 

use also has very practical and well-defined ends. José-Luis repeatedly stated that he 

practises as a shaman to ‘find food, to protect my family’, and to provide a curing service to 

those in need. A meyeruwa consumes yopo when he needs to learn an answer to a particular 

problem that is upsetting a healthy social or physiological order, and during the recital of 

meye sung to prevent illness. Reichel-Dolmatoff’s interpretation of the Tukano use of 

hallucinogens accords well with that of the Piaroa.  

 

The concept of offerings, of a cult, or of an imploring attitude before 
“divine” forces is entirely lacking; the narcotic drug constitutes a practical 
mechanism for the curing of disease, the obtaining of food, the correct 
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application of marriage rules, and the settlement of personal animosities 
(Reichel-Dolmatoff 1975:201-2).  

 

José-Luis refers to yopo and capi as ‘cures’, and to the use of these substances as ‘studying’. 

In the time of the gods, yopo visions showed Wahari, Kuemoi and Tseheru how to make 

the tools, and carry out the subsistence activities around which Piaroa life revolves. They 

showed Kuemoi which plants could be eaten and which were poisonous. It is no longer the 

responsibility of Piaroa shamans to discover new technologies, or to create new beings or 

places. It is their responsibility to use yopo to understand and maintain harmonious 

relationships between creatures (animals, humans, spirits).  

 

Collective yopo sessions, involving host-guest relations and the conjoining of families that 

might not otherwise interact on a day to day basis, represent the ‘vehicle par excellence for 

the maintenance of harmonious community relations’ (Coppens & Cato-David 1971:16-

17). José-Luis described yopo as ‘the indigenous drug used to travel and to communicate 

with’. In regions where there are more than one practising meyeruwa, the social aspect of 

group yopo and capi use serves to maintain and strengthen social bonds and hierarchies.xix 

Before and between reciting meye, shamans discuss local events and share gossip. Meyeruwa 

in Salto Maraca and Alto Carinagua gather in the house of their lead shaman two to four 

times a week to talk, sing, share stories, discuss local issues, smoke cigars and take capi and 

yopo. Several times a year, José-Luis invites his friend Jeripa from upriver to live, sing, and 

take yopo with him. Every Sunday Ingenio’s old friends gather from nearby villages to 

spend the afternoon taking yopo and catching up on the week’s events. Ingenio treats 

patients in the mornings, and continues to inhale yopo with his friends throughout the day. 

Betulio (Ingenio’s son) described these sessions thus: ‘Just as criollos get together to drink 

beer on the weekend, the shamans have their yopo’. Bolivar’s nocturnal meye ceremonies 

also bring younger men and older women together for conversation. 

 

Yopo might be consumed without capi during the day for a number of reasons: ‘to protect 

one from the sun’, ‘to give strength’, ‘to help find food’, ‘to lose a hangover’ or ‘to get rid 

of laziness’. On one occasion José-Luis recommended that I take yopo in order to cook 

better. On another occasion José-Luis insisted that his brother-in law take yopo before 

José-Luis spoke to him about treating snakebites, and so that the in-law would be able to 

express problems that had concerned him since he had gone to Barquisimeto to build 
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churuatas (thatched houses) for criollos. Yopo and/or capi are sometimes prescribed as 

purgatives. According to José-Luis: 

 

         Taking yopo is good for one’s health. It makes you live long, rids your body 
of bad spirits and diseases of the spirit. Yopo knows how to remove bad 
spirits [through vomiting and the expulsion of mucous]. Mucous is like an 
evil that the yopo finds and tells you to rid. 

 

Several Amerindian groups distinguish between hunger for food to sustain the body, and 

hunger for food to sustain spirits with whom a shaman communes, that is, hunger for 

nutritionally balanced food and hunger for psychoactive substances respectively (c.f. 

Jackson 1983:197 for the Tukano; Wilbert 1987:177 for the Warao). José-Luis conceives of 

a reciprocal relationship between the yopo that he consumes and the spirits that he 

communes with in his visions.  

 

         I can take 100, 120, 130 trays of yopo in a day and not be drugged. It’s the 
same with rum. Shamans can drink two bottles and not be drunk because 
their märipa and their spirits are consuming the drugs… I do not fear other 
shamans and I do not vomit from yopo because my spirit has already 
accepted it, it eats the yopo. 

 

Changing patterns of psychoactive plant use 

 

Among the Piaroa, only meyeruwa and yuhuähuäruhua prepare and keep yopo. Yopo is never 

sold but is traded among shamans and can be given as a gift among ‘good friends’.xx In 

1958 Wurdack (117) noted that yopo was in ‘general use among the Guahibo and Piaroa 

males’. In 1972 Altschul (28) stated that yopo was in ‘general use today among males of 

some groups, who are avid Yopo-inhalers’.. Among the Piaroa of today, yopo is no longer 

in ‘general use’, being restricted almost entirely to highly trained ritual specialists, 

themselves dwindling in number. Few Piaroa men other than shamans consume any yopo 

at all, let alone being ‘avid inhalers’.  

 

Contemporary perceptions of yopo use among the Piaroa vary considerably. There is 

significant intra-tribal diversity in shamanic practices generally, and in the use of 

psychoactive plants in particular. In some more remote areas, such as the upper Parguaza, 

there does not appear to be significant psychoactive plant consumption. The capitán of 
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Cerro Cucurito put it thus: ‘We have left the vices of our traditional ways while maintaining 

all that is good about our culture… our houses, our clothing, our food. Yopo and capi, 

they are the substances of the devil’. Long-standing mythological prescriptions concerning 

the dangers of drug abuse may have facilitated the acceptance of later missionary teachings 

that emphasise the notion that drug use is inherently bad and at odds with a secure, moral 

and fruitful existence. Currently, there is a blending of Piaroa appreciation of the 

productive, socially beneficial use of psychoactive substances, and the nationally-espoused, 

missionary-sponsored notion that drug use is a destructive vice. Traditional religious-

philosophical systems that value and encourage an individual’s experience of the divine, 

conceived of in terms of märipa, are now being challenged by a nominally missionised but 

practically pantheist majority that subscribes in part to both Piaroa and Christian religious 

ideology, but that practises neither actively.  

 

Ritual specialists and most elders hold the use and power of yopo in great reverence. To 

them yopo is a social gel whose correct use facilitates production, reproduction and the 

harmonious functioning of Piaroa society. Many young men, however, express a respect for 

yopo’s power, but fear and/or incomprehension of its use and in some cases disdain for its 

capacity to make the shaman ‘drugged’. Among the middle generation of men (comprising 

most school teachers, nurses and headmen), many express disdain for yopo-users who 

purportedly become inconsistent, unreliable, angry, unpredictable, ‘always drugged’, and 

who, most importantly, hold the rest of Piaroa society back. Yopo use is perceived by a 

large segment of the population as being an anachronistic hangover of old ways no longer 

pertinent to the style of social development desired by a rapidly politicising ethnic 

community looking for greater opportunities to live a ‘more advanced’ form of existence. 

Many Piaroa men see yopo use as a symbol of backward, traditional ways that are impeding 

the economic and political development of Piaroa society. While ritual specialists tie yopo 

use to a proud Piaroa history and continued social cohesion, many younger people link it to 

stagnant and moribund cultural traditions that must be overcome in order to progress on a 

path that leads through access to criollo education to greater opportunity for economic 

development and political autonomy. In the sense that Piaroa culture is probably less 

coherent now than in historical times, yopo, capi, dädä and tobacco no longer act to 

‘validate and reify the culture’ (Furst 1976:16) as they once did. 
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Coppens and Cato-David argued in 1971 that yopo use among the Cuiva was adapting to 

the pressures of social and cultural integration with criollo society. These scholars noted 

that while shamanic activity (relating to divination and healing) had certainly declined, 

overall yopo use had not. In this instance, yopo use had adapted to mitigate the harmful 

psychological effects of persecution in the extra-Cuiva world by providing a context for 

social solidarity and escape from the difficult realities of integration with national society. 

 
         Yopo allows refuge from the indigenous person’s reality of having to forcibly 

enter a new world, even when [the Cuiva] are aware that to enter this world 
involves suffering drastic changes that could lead to the definitive end of their 
culture, or even their physical existence (Coppens & Cato-David 1971:21).  

 

I found no evidence that Piaroa men use yopo as an escape from the difficult realities of 

integration with national society. Those who use yopo now say that they practise ‘as the 

ancestors did’. The use of capi, yopo and tobacco, however, is no longer constitutive of a 

shared cultural logic, as it was in ‘the time of the ancestors’, a time still within the reaches 

of an elder’s memory. There can be no doubt that yopo, capi, tobacco and dädä have played 

primary roles in the evolution of Piaroa culture, as is evidenced by their central position in 

creation myths, the discovery of technologies, places, encounters with and conquests over 

foreign peoples, and the establishment of moral codes serving to maintain a harmonious 

social order. While the ideologies and technologies that underlie psychoactive plant use 

remain central to Piaroa culture, popular support for the nexus of shamanic practices 

involving the consumption of psychoactive plants is diminishing to such an extent that 

these plants, and the cultural framework for their use, might not remain central to the 

future evolution of Piaroa society.  

 

 

 

                                                      
i A. peregrina had previously been classified as Piptadenia peregrina. 

ii Yopo from Villacoa, for instance, is called awieku yuhua. Yopo from a particular stand on a 
hill near Puerto Ayacucho is called ruiwa yuhuä. Karinu yuhuä comes from the savannah 
between Pendare and Puerto Ayacucho. Imümüaca yuhuä (monkey yopo) comes from the 
Cerro Arawato. Bolivar uses carinagua yuhuä (from seeds near his house in Alto Carinagua). 
According to Bolivar, imümüawaka yuhuä can no longer be collected ‘because criollos have 
settled where the trees grow, and they do not like it when Piaroa go to collect seeds’. 
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iii Different indigenous groups have made similar long-distance treks to harvest from 
recognised A. peregrina tree stands in other regions of southern Venezuela (Fuentes 1980; 
Altschul 1972).  
iv One account has the Piaroa employing the bark of Lecythidaceae (coco de mono) in the 
preparation of yopo (J.J. Wurdack, cited in Wassén 1965:103). 
v Seitz (1979:318) has described the same involved stripping of a particular tree’s bark to be 
used for its ash in the manufacture of Waika epéna. He tentatively identified the tree used 
by the Waika as a Trichilla species.  
vi There are paralells here with the manner in which mestizo shamans of Peru secure their 
house during ayahuasca sessions (See Luna 1984). 
vii Identification of the correct Banisteropsis sp, or other Malphigiceae sp. is particularly difficult 
because each species displays remarkable variability (Gates 1986:51). Gates (1986:51) has 
examined ‘all possible material on the B. caapi, B. inebrians and B. quitensis’, and concluded 
that the variation among these ‘could be included within the same species, known by the 
original name of B. caapi’. See also Schultes 1957. 
viii The neighbouring Guahibo also take B. caapi in drink or bark form (Wurdack 1958:118) 
but there is no reference to its consumption prior to snuff inhalation. 
ix The jaguar’s night-vision is legendary, and there is evidence to demonstrate that jaguars 
consume B. caapi. (Downer 2002:143). 
x Yopo samples collected from other indigenous groups in Colombia and Venezuela have 
been shown to contain the same tryptamine alkaloids as the Piaroa specimen with 5-MeO-
DMT present in highest concentrations. Surára snuff (Colombia) was demonstrated to 
contain harmine, harmaline and tetrahydroharmine but not tryptamine alkaloids 
(Holmstedt & Lindgren 1979:355). 
xi Ayahuasca is a Quechua term signifying ‘vine of the souls’. This psychoactive concoction 
has also been referred to regionally by a number of names, such as yage (Tukano people, 
Colombia), and natéma (Jívaro people, Ecuador). 
xii Naranjo argued that harmaline is orally active at a dose of 4 mg/kg of body weight. The 
scope of neurophysiological effects that harmala alkaloids produce, however, has yet to be 
fully understood (McKenna & Towers 1984:356; Ho 1977).  
xiii The practice of blowing smoke over plants, meats and people to purify them while 
asking for protection from spirits has been noted in several Amerindian societies (c.f. 
Oberg 1953:23-4; Métraux 1943:24). Wilbert (1987:152) links this, in part, to nicotine’s 
insecticide properties.  
xiv Malouetia sp. have previously been noted as admixtures in Peruvian ayahuasca brews 
(Luna 1984; Luna & Amaringo 1991; Ott 1996:172; 372). Tabernamontana sp. have been 
found to contain ibogaine, a powerful hallucinogenic alkaloid. The Fang of Gabon have 
used Tabernanthe iboga, a related species, to induce visionary states in which contact with 
ancestors can be established (Martinez 1984; Schultes & Hoffman 1990). 
xv Tabernaemontana sp. plants are consumed on their own (without B. caapi) by ayahuasqueros 
of Pucallpa, Peru (Luna 1984:141). 
xvi Malouetia nitida is extremely toxic. Several Malouetia have been used by indigenous groups 
as ingredients in fish poisons and curare (Bissett 1992). Malouetia tamaquarina, which 
produces an orange fruit, is considered by the Piaroa to be ‘food for Wahari’ (i.e. Tapir 
food), and can cause death in humans. The leaves of this species may be used in yagé 
drinks prepared by the Makuna of the Río Popeyacá in Colombia (Schultes & Raffauf 
1990:69). Malouetia tamaquarina is considered to be a ‘false dädä’ by the Piaroa, and not fit 
for human consumption. It contains steroid alkaloids and conopharyngine (McKenna, 
Luna & Towers 1995:356). Schultes & Raffauf (1990:68) report that the bark of Malouetia 
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furfuracea is strongly alkaloidal, while the leaves only slightly so. The Tabernaemontana are rich 
in alkaloids (Van Beek & Verpoorte 1984). Several Tabernaemontana species have been used 
by indigenous peoples of the Northwest Amazon for a range of medicinal and possibly 
visionary purposes (Schultes & Ruffauf 1990:74-8). 
xvii Dädä can be distinguished from the similar-looking, but dangerous, kareru by the 
following distinctions: kareru has ‘coarse bark’, dädä’s bark is ‘fine’. Dädä’s wood comes out 
white while kareru comes out green when the bark is scraped off. Kareru has a ‘hot’ flavour, 
while dädä is ‘totally bitter’. 
xviii When I asked Ingenio about yewenä he told me that it was a magical powder that some 
people used for protection, but that yewenä was not a plant.  
xix Coppens & Cato-David (1971) argued that the hosting of collective yopo sessions 
functioned as a vital point of social interchange among the Cuiva, and as a forum for the 
establishment or maintenance of prestige and political power. 
xx Whenever José-Luis and Plinio got together, they would exchange and sample each 
other’s yopo. Only once did I see José-Luis give yopo to another man to consume at his 
leisure. Apparently, this elderly man ‘had been waiting a long time’.  
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4   Märipa teui. A radical empiricist approach to Piaroa 
shamanic training and initiation  

 

 

Although fewer people are learning to become shamans now than in historical times, 

shamanic training continues to be an important aspect of Piaroa life, and is a valuable 

window into Piaroa epistemology and symbolism. Several scholars have given accounts of 

how Piaroa people describe shamanic initiation (Overing & Kaplan 1988; Mansutti 1986; 

Oldham 1997). These texts refer to initiates travelling through a waterfall inside a mountain 

(meye pabara), where they receive songs (meye) from Tseheru (the primordial Piaroa mother 

and culture heroine) that are recited to cure and prevent disease. Certain initiates of 

exceptional natural talent are said to pass directly to a cloud platform (märipa pabara), where 

they gain the power to divine and to kill (Oldham 1997:241). The process of training to 

become a Piaroa shaman has received comparatively little attention. While Monod 

(1970:10; 1987) has emphasised the importance of the ‘invisible world’ and related use of 

plant hallucinogens to Piaroa shamanism and constructions of reality, there have been few 

attempts to articulate its internal logic. Many researchers have indicated that indigenous 

altered states of consciousness (ASC) experiences are inaccessible to the social scientist, 

arguing that cultural conditioning inhibits the anthropologist from attaining visions similar 

to those of his informants. While cultural conditioning affects what one sees during plant-

hallucinogen-induced ASC, the way of seeing central to Piaroa shamanism is underpinned 

by neurobiological processes and can be learned and articulated, thus allowing for partial 

translation of an inner shamanic logic. Over a six-month period in 2000 I undertook a 

shamanic apprenticeship with José-Luis. My experience as an apprentice, culminating in 

initiation to an elementary level of shamanic power, forms the primary source of 

information from which this examination of shamanic training and initiation unfolds, and is 

set within a wider context of interviews with, and observations of, men of the Parguaza, 

Sipapo and Carinagua Rivers.  

 

Who are becoming shamans, and why more are not  

 

In contemporary Piaroa society, few men are training to become independently practising 

shamans. I asked a range of men in different settlement areas why this was. Several young 
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Piaroa men described shamanic training as ‘too hard’, and requiring ‘much strength and 

suffering of the spirit’. The duration and intensity of shamanic training inhibit many 

adolescents from seeking to learn from their fathers, uncles and grandfathers. Several men 

expressed dismay that few are learning the shamanic arts. Pedro, one of Bolívar’s sons, 

explains: 

 

Few want to suffer or take the time to learn. My father’s generation is the 
last of the true practitioners. There are some younger ones but they are 
false… The ones who learned after the civilisation came never learned 
everything. They have never reached the highest level. In this way our 
culture is coming to an end. 

 

Ruffino explained that while many young people fear the training process, others have 

more interest in attaining a Western-style education, and the presence of evangelists who 

preach intolerance to drug use also impedes young men from taking up the shamanic 

vocation.  

 

Firstly there is no interest among young people. They always want the 
knowledge of the other culture. When young people leave the village to 
study and return they have no interest in the ways of our ancestors. People 
have no interest in märipa, and it is dying as a result. Shamanism is just 
about finished here. People do not want to involve themselves in sacred 
matters. When the elders die there will be no more… Then there are the 
evangelists who tell us not to eat capi, not to smoke our tobacco…  

 

One of Bolívar’s sons and one of Ingenio’s sons, however, argued that their fathers were 

unwilling to teach, or too rigid in their ways to adapt to new conditions. Pedro had 

apprenticed himself to his father for years before recently deciding to become a pastor. He 

had assisted Bolívar on numerous healing rituals, and wanted to be an independently 

practising shaman but became frustrated with the rigidity of the ‘shamanic path’.  

 
I waited for years but never made the final exam. My father didn’t want to 
teach me more, didn’t want to let me advance. He said that I wasn’t ready. I 
had been at the same level for years and my father never let me pass.  

 
For Betulio, like Pedro, it was not the fault of young people who had lost interest in 

shamanism, but of the elders who were unwilling to teach or adapt their practices to the 

market economy.  
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The problem stems from our own grandfathers who no longer want to 
teach the old ways, the sacred ways. They say that these things cannot be 
taught [in the contemporary context], that people will not understand. But 
if they do not teach, no one will know how our ancestors lived. We will not 
know our own culture. Some of the school teachers do not even know their 
own culture… and many anthropologists do not have it right either. They 
are not clear about how people cure, how to hunt, mental domination. I 
told my father that I wanted to learn, to write the legends down so that my 
children would be able to learn them. I studied away from the village for 
much of my life, on Isla Raton with the monks and then in Puerto 
Ayacucho, so my father couldn’t teach me when I was young. During all 
those years I couldn’t be with him to study my culture. Then I returned to 
the village and wanted to learn from my father. He told me some things. 
But I wasn’t able to learn much more. He wouldn’t teach me. Today 
shamans do not encourage young people to learn from an early age. Many 
return from their studies in school and wish to learn in their village. Some 
people want the shamans to open a pharmacy where they could sell 
traditional remedies. Shamans want to keep the knowledge to themselves. 
They neither want to open to the outside nor place a monetary value on 
their services.  

 

The elders blame the young, and the young blame the old. In his study of Piaroa basketry, 

Rivas (1997:36) argues that the expansion of Western-style education and Christianity are 

responsible for a ‘rupture in communication between the young and the old’ that has made 

apprenticeship difficult. Rivas writes that while young men complain that elders are 

unwilling to teach, elders express a reticence to accelerate or abbreviate training in the form 

of ‘an intensive course’. The description given by Rivas closely echoes that of many Piaroa 

men who are frustrated by what they see as the rigidity of traditional shamanic training. 

 

While historical and recent anthropological accounts point to an extreme male dominance 

in Piaroa shamanism, there is evidence for women attaining at least the level of meyeruwa 

(Boglár 1969).1  The playing of sacred instruments during warime (e.g. the wöra) is restricted 

to men, but there are no formal restrictions preventing women from learning to become 

meyeruwae or yuhuähuäruhuae. According to Boglár (1978:8), there exist ‘fragments of myths 

that recount that women may have known the techniques now only practiced by men’. 

According to José-Luis, while there was no reason that women could not become meyeruwa, 

they would never be able to become yuhuähuäruhua. ‘They can learn, but will only ever reach 

a very low level [and José-Luis puts his hand out and down below the side of his waist]’. In 

conversation with a range of Piaroa men in the three regions in which I conducted 
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fieldwork, there was general agreement that women could, and had, become meyeruwa, 

although no one knew of a female meyeruwa currently practising. 

 

Until recently, José-Luis’ mother practised as a meyeruwa. Upon moving to Puerto 

Ayacucho, she retired from active shamanic practice. According to José-Luis, his mother 

continues to take yopo in Puerto Ayacucho to understand the ‘malo’ in her neighbourhood, 

and to know who the criminals are. She had long ceased to sing, pray or engage other 

shamans actively (in the visionary realm).  

 

 
Figure 50 José-Luis’s mother, retired meyeruwa 

 

The shamanic vocation 

 

While there are far fewer Piaroa people learning to become shamans now than there may 

have been in historical times, the core fundamentals of deepening facilities for the use of 

ASC within a culturally specific mytho-historical framework remain unchanged. To become 

a shaman Piaroa, a man must undertake years of specialised training under a senior shaman, 

frequently their father, uncle or grandfather, and pass through several stages of initiation 

culminating in the piercing of their tongue with a stingray barb. Training does not end, 

however, with this final test of might. Piaroa shamanic training is a continuum of suffering 

and scholarship. As José-Luis put it, ‘like you are studying now, we shamans study our 

entire lives’. Levels of knowledge and power can conceivably be extended ad infinitum to 

those who devote themselves to a life of sensitive psycho-social study, refinement in the 
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use of technologies of consciousness, and familiarity with mytho-historical knowledge. 

José-Luis summarises his shamanic training in the following account: 

 

          My father was a shaman and he told me that I would also become a shaman. 
But at first I did not want to learn. Then I traveled to many different 
indigenous areas - Laguna Morichal, Tama Tama, the Upper Orinoco - and 
met shamans there… later Sipapo, Cuao, Coromoto, Autana. I studied there, 
took the stinging ants, experienced much hunger, suffered. Then I returned to 
live with my family on the Samariapo River. I studied more, told my family 
that I wanted to become a shaman. Then I went to Ciudad Bolívar to work on 
the highway. I returned to spend two years in Alto Carinagua with Pure Märí 
[an elder shaman], and went back to the Upper Cuao. It was there that I 
received my yopo kit and crystals. I studied three years in Limón de 
Parahueña with Lino [a recently deceased shaman]. Lino taught me how to 
cure snakebites.  He gave me two cures [umeyuwa], I wanted three. I wanted to 
go back and learn more but he said ‘no, there is nothing more that I can teach 
you’. Then people on the Parguaza River called me here. At the time there 
were no shamans here, only evangelical people. So it was here that I made my 
home. I came to the Parguaza to take care of people and to make the food 
safe.  

 

Piaroa shamanic training usually begins during adolescence, although many young boys are 

pre-selected by their fathers from a much earlier age. In theory, any young man who 

demonstrates a commitment to learning can seek training from a ritual specialist in his 

family or village. As evidenced by José-Luis’ account, some shamans seek training from a 

range of elder practitioners. Most shamanic training usually runs, however, from father to 

son. In this case the boy is exposed on a regular basis to fundamentals of the shamanic arts: 

preparation and consumption of plant hallucinogens; use of ritual paraphernalia such as 

crystals (huaruna idoqui) and the huräruä; the prevention and curing of illness through song; 

and ritual healings involving the extraction of pathogenic agents. The child lives in the 

same house in which his father performs the preventative songs that recount mythological 

adventures, and is enculturated into a lifestyle characterised by specialised manipulation of 

esoteric goods and mythological knowledge. Based on this child’s behavioural response to 

these activities, and overall psychological disposition, the father will decide, sometimes 

during infancy, sometimes during puberty, whether or not the child has an innate facility 

for the acquisition of shamanic skills, and thus whether or when to commence training. 

The son of a shaman from Sarrapia, Colombia, put it thus: 

 

         When a child is born his father [a shaman] decides whether he will become a 
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shaman. The shaman blesses his child from birth so that he might grow to 
become a shaman. For a shaman to choose to teach a child, however, the 
child must be considered patient, relaxed, and without egoism. 

          Carlos Fuentes 
 

To determine the learning potential of their initiates, Piaroa shamans use a form of 

psychological assessment. Character traits amenable to selection as shamanic apprentices 

include patience, concentration, inquisitiveness, interest in ritual activity from an early age, 

and well-developed expressive and creative facilities which are rated more highly than 

mechanistic skills. These character traits echo a similar cluster of physical, neural and 

emotional predispositions relating to temporal lobe syndromes that Winkelman (2000:153-

4) argues ‘have adaptive value and contribute to the professional functions of shamanistic 

healers through “kindling”, a long-lasting or permanently reduced threshold for neural 

excitability and greater susceptibility for entrance into ASC’. They have been described 

elsewhere in the cross-cultural literature on witchdoctors and psychotherapists (Torrey 

1986). Katz (1976; 1979; 1982) argues that people with well-developed facilities for fantasy 

and imagery are more likely to become what he refers to as ‘trance healers’. José-Luis 

believes that the second of his three sons (nine years-old) has the psycho-social sensitivity, 

patience and demeanor to become a shaman.  

 

The first hallucinogen to which Piaroa children are introduced is dädä. Provided there is a 

shaman in their extended family, most young men are introduced to dädä in childhood or 

early adolescence as a means of awakening in the novice a vibrant sense of the power and 

immediacy of ASC in relation to culture-specific symbol structures, such as myth and song, 

or to what Monod (1970:10) has referred to as the ‘invisible world’. José-Luis has given 

each of his two young sons (aged seven and nine) a dose of dädä.  

 

When a young man commits himself to becoming a meyeruwa, training proceeds with the 

regular use of tobacco (jätte), capi and yopo. Tobacco is a fundamental component of 

Piaroa curing practice, and is always used in conjunction with yopo and capi in the 

induction of ASC, the technologies and associated myths and songs that form the 

backbone of Piaroa shamanic practice. Tobacco is the thread that links hallucinogen-

induced forms of ASC to waking consciousness. Familiarity with the ASC produced by 

yopo, capi and tobacco use provides the Piaroa shaman with the means of acquiring 
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knowledge and power used to effect cures, understand social and individual problems, and 

potentially cause sorcery harm to others. This power is referred to as märipa. 

 

On the importance of perceiving evil 

 

The initial major lesson, learned as a basic building block for, and reflection of, the power 

of one’s märipa is the recognition of evil as it may be manifest in hallucinatory experiences, 

a person’s intentions or maladjusted behavioural and psychological response patterns, in 

maleficent forest-dwelling spirits (märi), or in environmental events read as markers for the 

harmful desires of others. 

 
            The first thing with shamanism is recognising evil and good. This is 

fundamental. But this takes more than a year. This is a long process.  
            Ruffino, meyeruwa, Alto Carinagua 
 
While not everything is either of a good or evil nature, many misfortunes and diseases are 

attributed to the malevolent intentions of other shamans, or to the manifestation or 

manipulation of märi.2 Novices must learn to recognise these beings and be aware of the 

intentions to cause harm that other people, including competing shamans, possess. 

Recognising good and evil involves using your märipa to see into people, animals, sounds 

and events: to read the causality behind an action or event. The Piaroa notion of evil is 

somewhat amorphous, encompassing unproductive or damaging individual practices, 

behavioural patterns or psychological dispositions to outright violence, criminal activity or 

the sighting of a jaguar or venomous snake. Often evil is camouflaged as beauty, as 

shamans will use treachery to lull their victims into submission. 

 

Piaroa shamans use plant hallucinogens to achieve heightened states of perception enabling 

optimal processing of psycho-social and environmental data. Visions are used to crystallise 

empathetic assessment of a person’s intentions and motivations, the significance of animal 

noises and movements, the passing of recent social events or illnesses. Once the apprentice 

is able to perceive evil in all its physical, psychological, behavioural and visionary 

manifestations, he is able to begin to understand how to turn a damaging psycho-social 

behavioural pattern into a more-amenable situation favouring improvements in social 

relations or an individual’s health. 
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On 21 May 2000, José-Luis and I made a trip to Puerto Ayacucho to purchase supplies. 

This trip also served as a means for him to teach me how to recognise evil, as it can be 

manifest in people: intentions, motivations, subliminal forces, maladjusted psychological 

propensities, disequilibrated behavioural patterns, and the physical places in which such 

psycho-social formations might commonly be manifest. We went to several bars to 

‘investigate what the people of Ayacucho are like’, ‘how evil is manifest in these places’, 

‘how to see criminals (malandros)’. We watched criollos dancing in an outdoor beer garden to 

live salsa-merengue music. We analysed social dynamics, picking good and bad intentions 

according to gesture, expression and feelings generated from recourse to the use of our 

integrative consciousness: märipa. We picked out the ‘bad people’ with ‘criminal tendencies’, 

thieves and the power relations between players and the played in this social context. 

 

José-Luis said ‘shamanism is like anthropology. Each is concerned with understanding 

people, how people work’. There was a fight outside the bar. As we went to sit down at one 

table, José-Luis glared at me, shook his head subtly, casting his eyes to the left, where a pair 

of very dark looking men were eyeing us. They were ‘delinquents’ and wanted to steal. We 

chose a table in a corner and watched the dancers: guys making moves on girls, girls 

choosing to dance or not, Piaroa girls dancing with criollo men, and shady-looking 

characters who, like us, were watching the play of social interactions. 

 

Later that night we retreated to the house of José-Luis’ parents in a rapidly-growing barrio 

of Puerto Ayacucho. Before we tried yopo, José-Luis said that he wanted me to concentrate 

on Barrio Triangulo to assess its good and its bad, the evil that is there, and how the forces 

of good and bad are manifest in power relations and demographically throughout the 

barrio. He told me that there was much evil there, many delinquents, especially lots of 

young men drinking excessively, avoiding work and disrespecting their parents. He said 

that his mother had made a protective shield around the area of Triangulo in which she, 

her husband and José-Luis’ sister live. While formally retired from active shamanic duties, 

José-Luis’ mother has been working for some time to understand the psycho-social 

dynamics of Barrio Triangulo. 

 

As we left Puerto Ayacucho for the Parguaza River the following day to continue my 

training, José-Luis made it clear to me that the evil he had explained as being required 
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learning to become a Piaroa shaman is not culture-specific, merely manifest differently 

according to geographic and demographic context. The same sensitivities that are honed 

through opening an inner sight through familiarity with ASC and used to perceive 

malevolent spirits (märi) in the jungle can also be deployed to understand urban dangers. 

José-Luis made it clear that ‘evil’ results from pan-human psycho-social disequilibrium and 

maladjusted behavioural patterns perceptible through the study of person in place in 

conjunction with the regular and controlled pursuit of ASC: the culturing of märipa. 

 

Shamans and anthropologists: The limits of culturally concordant drug-induced 

visions 

 

While many have been critical of the extent to which Western anthropologists can 

understand indigenous shamanic practices through participation in ASC activities, I argue 

that such immersion is necessary. With reference to the study of shamanism I advocate the 

marriage of radical empiricism and familiarity with the neurobiological substrates 

underpinning ASC experiences. A radical empiricist anthropological approach emphasises 

‘our practical, personal, and participatory experience in the field as much as our detached 

observations’ (Jackson 1989:3). In this instance, the interaction between observer and 

observed is crucial, making the fieldworker the experimental subject whose experiences are 

then treated as primary data. As Winkelman (1990; 2000:117) has demonstrated, ASC used 

in shamanic practices are manifestations of a fundamental homeostatic dynamic of the 

nervous system, and thus lie within panhuman experiential domains.3 To Geertz (2000:10), 

cultural interpretation ‘is not a simple recasting of others’ ways of putting things in terms of 

our own ways of putting them… but displaying the logic of their ways by putting them in 

the locutions of ours’. Without direct experience of the parameters and technologies of 

consciousness central to Piaroa epistemology, a Piaroa ‘shamanic reasoning’ will neither be 

understood nor translatable into our locutions.  

 

Historical accounts made by anthropologists, botanists and travelers partaking in 

indigenous rituals involving plant hallucinogens, and more recent scientific research into 

the psychophysiology of plant-hallucinogen-derived ASC, have opened the doors to 

shamanic perception. After describing his first ayahuasca experience Harner (1972:348) 

recalls being ‘transported into a trance where the supernatural seemed natural… I realised 
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that anthropologists, including myself, had profoundly underestimated the importance of 

the drug in affecting native ideology’. Harner (1972:356) goes on to say, ‘words alone can 

never adequately convey the realities of shamanism. These can only be approached with the 

aid of natema [Jívaro ayahuasca drink], the chemical door to the invisible world of 

shamanism’. A novice level of navigation through powerful visionary worlds can offer 

insights into the ways in which the grammar of the shamanic language in general, and 

healing and divination in particular, function. Participation by anthropologists in 

indigenous consciousness practices can facilitate articulation of the processes of mental 

imagery cultivation, ways of seeing, that are central to native religious and mythological 

constructions, eschatology, and perceptions of reality (Furst 1976; Noll 1985; Winkelman 

2000). Siskind (Siskind 1973:28) had the following to say about Castaneda’s attempt to 

understand the logic of ‘non-ordinary reality’: ‘Perhaps under no other conditions is it 

possible for an adult to so fully re-enter the enculturative situation, where experience is 

intense and chaotic and, with learning, slowly becomes structured and communicable’. 

 

Crocker (1985:18) notes that ‘the great bulk of analysis [on shamanism] appears to me to be 

headed in the wrong direction’. He argues that ‘any study of shamanism among 

Amerindians… must focus on analyses of the natural symbolism they employ to 

understand and regulate pollution, rather than the inaccessible psychic experiences of 

‘trance’’ (Crocker 1985:25). In many cases there are organic relationships tying the ‘natural 

symbolism’ that Amerindians ‘employ to understand and regulate pollution’, and the 

experiential and functional dynamics of culturally-valued ASC. Several scholars have argued 

that ASC experienced by anthropologists studying indigenous healing practices are 

necessarily different from those experienced by their hosts, as both are conditioned by a 

cultural and personal matrix of ideologies and experiences (Grob & Dobkin de Rios 

1992;Dobkin de Rios 1984; Harner 1972; Bourgignon 1973). Wilbert (1987:197) notes that 

‘it is a well-known fact that fieldworkers who remain largely outside of the cultural 

landscape of their target society very rarely have drug experiences similar to those of their 

informants’. Dobkin de Rios writes, ‘I tried very hard to get inside my informants’ heads 

and eventually I realised that culture conditions drug-induced consciousness states’ (Grob 

& Dobkin de Rios 1992:308). In her 1990 analysis of Piaroa shamanism, Overing refers to 

‘visionary travels’, but her only reference to the hallucinogens central to Piaroa shamanic 

practice comes when she declares that philosopher Nelson Goodman ‘is a surprising source 
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of help to the anthropologist trying to make sense of hallucinogenic and shamanic 

reasoning among people of the tropical forest’ (Overing 1990:603). Locke and Kelly point 

out that altered states of consciousness are experienced in different ways by different 

people, especially according to cultural loading, and ‘that crucial problems in cross-cultural 

research on ASCs include not only clarification of the physiological substrates of ASCs, but 

also, equally essentially, the production of rigorous phenomenologies of altered states’ 

(Locke & Kelly 1985:17). Monod has highlighted the centrality of individual experience to 

Piaroa shamanic ideology. 

 

          A symbol is not only something that is said, seen or thought. It is something 
created through experience. Accordingly, at the limits of Piaroa thought 
there is the notion of existence as experience. This experience is that of the 
formation of consciousness. With language consciousness becomes risked in 
interactions with other realms of individual experience. The ultimate 
question to be asked, before consciousness and before language, in these 
individualist terms, is not: what is Man? But: what symbol am I? (Monod 
1987:164). 

 

At least an inkling of the types of experiences from which shamanic symbolism is 

constructed can be made apparent through attempt at understanding and articulating the 

processes of mental imagery training and comprehension that are shamanism’s practical 

core. ASC are not inter-culturally inaccessible. The issue is not so much whether the 

anthropologist and the indigenous shaman see the same thing during drug-induced visions. 

What is important is that the initiate can learn how to see in the same way that his indigenous 

guide does. So long as the former can begin to use a similar map for understanding and 

conditioning the range of ASC experiences employed by the latter, we can begin to 

translate the inner logic of shamanism. While cultural conditioning allows for potentially 

very different interpretations of visionary experiences, the technologies used to enhance 

and manipulate these ASC, how shamanic practices work and what they feel like, can be 

learned independent of cultural conditioning. Knowing how to see involves developing 

mental imagery cultivation skills required to process visionary information in a culturally 

meaningful manner (Noll 1985). The what of seeing proceeds from the how of seeing.  

 

The inner world of Piaroa shamanism is heavily conditioned by the parameters of 

experience of capi and yopo-induced visions. There are significant cross-cultural similarities 

in psycho-physiological responses to yopo and capi visions that allow for enhanced inter-
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cultural translation of yopo and capi-derived ASC (cf Meyer 1994; Metzner 1999; 1998; 

Naranjo 1973; Mandell 1980). The hallucinogen-induced experience central to the 

acquisition of Piaroa shamanic knowledge is determined by a number of neurobiological 

processes. These processes, common to the integrative mode of consciousness, play a 

significant role in determining the form and content of Piaroa shamanic knowledge 

(Winkelman 2000; Mandell 1980:422).  

 

Through a combination of Spanish and Piaroa, José-Luis and I were able to communicate 

the process of learning how to see in a manner concordant with native practice. Ease of 

communication in Spanish facilitated a rapid process of social bonding between José-Luis 

and me. This was greatly assisted by the fact that José-Luis had an excellent command of 

the national language, partly as a result of several years spent working as a cook with criollo 

men on road-building projects in Bolívar State. José-Luis gave me Piaroa terms for many 

key concepts, while describing the relationships between these in Spanish. I asked José-Luis 

whether it was possible for a non-indigenous (non-Piaroa) person who was not a native 

Piaroa speaker to learn the Piaroa shamanic arts. José-Luis replied by saying ‘there are many 

levels of knowing… [that continue to] the postgraduate level of shamanism’. He assured 

me, however, that learning how to see was possible, and would allow me to understand the 

basics of what I needed to see (in terms of Piaroa symbolism) because he was taking me 

‘inside the world of märipa’ as only shamanic apprentices experienced.  

 
            I have taught others [tourists and an archaeologist] superficially. This is a 

very insecure way of knowing. To know superficially [por encima] it is 
impossible to defend oneself from enemies, to recognise evil. People will 
rob you, and your spirit will remember. For this reason I am teaching you 
from the inside. To know the world from inside las rocas, how the spirit is. 
You will know how the world is from inside. 

             

Teaching me ‘from the inside’ (por adentro) refers to the process of familiarisation with what 

Monod (1970:10) has termed the Piaroa ‘invisible world’.4 This is a world of causality, 

integration, synaesthesia, spirit, and meaning saturation. The ‘invisible world’ is invisible to 

those who have not trained sight to the shifting dynamics of psycho-social, behavioural and 

physiological relationships made manifest during rituals involving plant-hallucinogen-

induced ASC.  
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Learning how to see: Training with yopo and capi 

 

In relaying my interest in the study of shamanism to shamans from the Parguaza and 

Sipapo Rivers, and to those of Alto Carinagua, I unerringly met the same initial response. 

‘You want to know about being a shaman? You must know this’, and the man would show 

me his ritual basket containing yopo, bifurcated bone inhaling device, fish-tailed wooden 

snuff tray, the block of wood used to grind yopo tablets into a fine powder, and the animal 

hair brush used to dab up excess snuff from the tray.5  

 

 
Figure 51 Ritual paraphernalia 

1) Gourd rattle (rediyu) 

2) Yopo basket (daruwapa) containing yopo, inhaler (yuhuä yuwa’ka), brush (mä’kir wo’che), grinding block 

(yuhuä jwawäwäuka) , feather (sa’ejä), crystal (huaruna idoqui), and a packet of ketchuwerapu 

3) Horn (pekela ketswana) used for defending the house from sorcerors and märi  

4) Huräruä 

5) Snuff tray (yuhuä fämose) 

 

All of a shaman’s snuff paraphernalia must be kept uncluttered and inside the inside the 

daruwapa. The neatness of the yopo basket is a metaphor for the neatness of mind prior to 

insufflation. Shamans must take care of their yuhuä daruwapa (everything in their ritual 
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basket), and keep it orderly, in order to protect themselves and others when they practise. 

According to José-Luis: ‘things in the ritual basket must be in order when you take yopo. If 

the feather, for example, is lying outside of the basket, you cannot see other shamans and 

visions are disorganized’. 

 

When a student begins to learn he must first understand how to acquire märipa through 

learning how to navigate the ASC engendered by combined yopo and capi use. The 

acquisition of märipa is the primary goal of rites of shamanic initiation (Monod 1987:135). 

Märipa is cumulative. On how best to begin to see with yopo, José-Luis put it thus: 

 

            This is the way it is. This is the only way to do it. You lie there in your 
hammock relaxed, eyes closed, like you’re watching a film. No moving 
around… This is a pot. This is a plantain. But with yopo things are 
different. One has to understand how things look like in yopo [after taking 
yopo]. In time you develop sensitivity to the sounds of the songs, and this 
way of seeing becomes clear. 

 

The ‘way of seeing’ that becomes clear in time is an understanding of the parameters of, 

and navigational techniques within, yopo-capi-induced ASC. The capitán of Pendare de 

Parguaza, whose father had been a successful curer, argued that ‘with the yopo one must 

first of all listen. Then you must look carefully at all your visions. Listen well. Watch well… 

seated, with yopo… In time you will understand everything…sorcery, how to cure snake 

bites, everything’. The processes of ‘listening’ and ‘watching’ within yopo and capi derived 

ASC accord with Noll’s (1985:445) bi-phasic interpretation of shamanic training, whereby 

the shaman must learn (1) to enhance the range and vividness of internal imagery and (2) to 

develop greater skills with which to manipulate this imagery. Knowing how to ‘cultivate 

mental imagery’ is the key to diagnosis, healing and divination. In Piaroa terms:  

 

            Once you see the point, you know how to get there, you don’t forget how 
to navigate. But you have to see it well. It is like having a bookmark and you 
open your book at the same place each time – you know how to get there 
and from this place you can see, you can travel to the future.  

            José-Luis 
 

Knowing how to cultivate, manipulate and understand mental imagery within a range of 

ASC involves understanding the effects that fine alterations in sensory, pharmacological 

and psychological stimuli have on one’s perception. It also involves following the 
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integrative path of understanding that märipa offers, enabling one to hone ASC experiences 

to particular culturally and individually productive ends.  

 

 
Figure 52 Daytime training 

 

José-Luis introduced me to the use of yopo and capi as his father and grandfather had 

taught him. ‘My father always taught me during the day rather than the night. During the 

night there are many evil spirits that can cause the initiate harm’. José-Luis started me off 

with cigars and jattëka. Then I began to suck the bitter tuhuipä. Taken in small quantities, B. 

caapi has mild stimulant properties and acts as a hunger suppressant. In larger doses there 

are a wide range of perceptual alterations, including accelerated empathogenic capacities 

and hallucination. José-Luis began by offering me small quantities of yopo; one or two 

plates full derived from one crushed yopo tablet. There is a synergistic effect between B. 

caapi’s beta-carboline alkaloids and yopo’s tryptamine alkaloids facilitating longer-lasting 

and more visually-charged ASC (Rodd 2002). After initially trying both yopo and capi on 

their own, José-Luis began to offer me capi (taken as a fresh wad to be sucked or in 

beverage form) several hours before we consumed plates of yopo. Sometimes José-Luis 

would inhale yopo before me, other times after. We would always consume together. The 

frequency and quantity of my yopo and capi consumption were increased concomitantly 

with José-Luis’ perception of my improving familiarity and confidence in managing the 

range of perceptual alterations associated with yopo-capi derived ASC.  
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Figure 53 Learning to see 

 

Maintaining self-confidence during early experimentation with yopo is of primary 

importance. ‘You must not fear. If you have fear you will not see anything. You must not 

fear the yopo’. Initially this is difficult, as one must learn to submit ego and body repeatedly 

to an overbearing cardiovascular and central nervous systems assault. Monod (1987:149) 

describes the Piaroa drug experience as one ‘physical suffering and its visionary 

transcendence’. One must submit to a high-resolution inner vision-world in which the 

conventions of waking visual perception, whereby one is accustomed to feeling a specific 

relationship between physical space and optical phenomena, no longer apply. 

 

The first wave of hallucinations that comes on almost immediately after inhalation is short 

(2-8 minutes), and characterised by moving luminescent shapes in a backlit sea. Visual 

hallucinations are extremely intense and totally engaging. The pace at which visions come 

on and their sheer visual brilliance make them utterly captivating. On occasion, I would 

interpret the dancing, colourful imagery as visitation by sentient beings, spirits. This 

primary stage of yopo intoxication is also characterised by rapidly increased heart rates, 

blood pressure and general physical discomfort, chest or head pains, extreme physical 

weakness, loss of balance and nausea. Movement is seriously impaired. The synergy 

between yopo and capi (probably allowing for increased amounts of tryptamines, including 
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the toxic hydroxy-tryptamine, to be processed by one’s body) increases the probability that 

one will vomit soon after yopo inhalation. For this reason yopo is always taken on an 

empty stomach. I would continue to vomit during this initial stage of yopo intoxication 

throughout the first few months of my training. 

 

Upon vomiting, the more unpleasant physical symptoms of yopo use pass and a new visual 

order (5-10 minutes) begins. Closed-eye hallucinations become incredibly high-resolution. 

Frequently, I perceived anthropomorphic beings apparently attempting to communicate 

with me, sometimes showing me something of either total beauty or intense terror, always 

of sublime importance that was just beyond the horizon of comprehension. The rate of 

movement of optic imagery slows at this point and I am able to navigate within what 

appears to be a spatially defined visual field. It is possible to zoom in and out in order to 

focus on the soft, textured, infinitely seductive beautiful forms visible during this second 

stage of yopo visions. At the same time, however, I would frequently feel that the objects 

of my focus were slowly moving from right to left, from where they would eventually 

dissolve into the next, distinct hallucinatory phase. 

 

The third stage of yopo visions involves a diminution of the resolution quality of visions, 

but the ushering in of ever-deeper waves of thought and comprehension. During this phase 

(lasting up to half an hour), visually perceptible imagery becomes experientially secondary 

to torrents of comprehension, often resulting from contemplation of the rapturous imagery 

of the preceding phase. While pulses of coloured light remain perceptible, they no longer 

capture attention. There are numerous manifestations of synesthesia. Feelings have a 

perceptible shape. Thoughts and emotions can be visible. Events are seen and felt. This is a 

time of bringing together the important points of conflict, (dys)functionality, adaptation 

and maladaptation in one’s life and those of others. 

 

In describing the purpose of yopo in Piaroa shamanism, José-Luis would repeatedly attest, 

‘yopo is used to see the future’. Moreover, it is not merely a matter of predicting or 

intuiting what might happen, but of understanding why something might happen, or what 

is required to make it happen. During the third stage of yopo visions it is possible to see 

how current or ideal behavioural patterns can lead to possible future outcomes. Märipa 

affords understanding of how to clear a path to possible desirable individual and social 
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futures. A synesthesiastic chain of awareness bridging physiological, psychological, social 

and cultural knowledge points one along a path of actions leading to healthy individual or 

social equilibrium. According to Winkelman (2000:87), mental ‘images represent goals that 

recruit and coordinate a wide range of unconscious systems and plans of action to achieve 

the goals desired’. One can be made aware of how a particular personal practice might be 

misguided or how a relationship is not being dealt with in a profitable manner and what 

might require change in order to bring about a better equilibration of personal needs and 

social requirements, allowing for a healthier individual or social adaptation to psycho-social 

forces. The shaman’s communitarian role as social healer is predicated upon sharp 

sensitivity of the individual’s position within a web of social relations, the body as a field 

interacting within a series of energy demands and supplies that have cumulative 

consequences for a person’s well being. 

 

During the final liminal stage of yopo intoxication there is a crossover between open and 

closed-eye hallucinations. The deep thought-waves of the previous stage carry over into a 

state in which bodily functions begin to return to normal. Physical movement is now 

possible. While there is a distinct carryover of mental imagery and visualised thought-

feeling-forms from the previous phase, a normal visual-spatial relationship can now be 

established with one’s physical environment. Over a period of half an hour or more there is 

a gentle float down from the jarring, sensory saturation of yopo ASC to waking 

consciousness. 

 

Over time José-Luis would give me ever-larger doses of yopo. I would recount my visions, 

what I felt, what I saw, what I comprehended, and José-Luis would relay to me culturally-

specific interpretations of these forms and feelings. As Piaroa shamans do in proceeding to 

understand a particular social or individual problem, I began to use guiding questions as a 

handrail to assist me through the total sensory onslaught of rapid, labyrinthine physical, 

mental, emotional, visual and psychological alterations that yopo use engenders. By means 

of focusing my attention in yopo and capi use on understanding of the practical 

conventions and felt aesthetic textures of Piaroa shamanism, combined with second-hand 

knowledge of Piaroa symbol structures, myth and general Eliadean notions of ecstatic 

mediation, I became aware that it was possible to have visions concordant in structure and 

content with those of Piaroa people. While the hallucinatory experiences I was having were 
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charged with introspective reflections on my personal life trajectory, there were many 

forms and feelings that José-Luis was easily able to translate for me according to a Piaroa 

worldview. For example: 

 

         10:30pm. We take several trays of yopo. The visions begin as a colourful 
flying fish or bird visits me. It introduces itself to me so that I could see it 
well, know what it was, know it well. I saw it from many angles. It flapped its 
wings and writhed. It showed me its peculiar motions. Then I traveled with it 
to a place where there was a rapturously beautiful swirl, something like a large 
luminescent seashell.  I had the distinct feeling that the bird had taken me to 
this place for a reason, so that I could study this awesome swirl. The glowing 
swirl existed in a three-dimensional sea of darkness. I was able to navigate 
around the swirl to see it from different angles and eventually to approach it 
and see it at macro level, almost entering inside. It was utterly, captivatingly 
beautiful. The three dimensions seemed in perfect proportion. I knew the 
swirl to be very powerful, an essence. I felt I had been taken there for a 
reason and I studied it.  

 

Later, José-Luis told me:  

 

            This is the source of all healing. Seeing this crystal allows you to have clear 
[comprehensible] visions. Everyone must see this stone. But there is more. 
While you have seen it, you still do not understand how to use it yet. You 
still do not know how to cure… 

 

I asked José-Luis what I lacked in order to be able to cure. He explained that I must 

first master diurnal yopo navigation. This involved gaining my own diurnal spirit 

familiars, which would protect me and send me information about dangers, 

impending illnesses, or coming events.  

 

            During the day there are different spirits than during the night. I am 
teaching you like my grandfather taught me and because of this I feel that 
you are susceptible to these other spirits… Other shamans take yopo all 
night. But they do not know the day spirits. The day spirits help me to take 
care of the house, my family, to know the future. It is another level. It is 
difficult to navigate. And the rocas, to take yopo there is different again. You 
travel in a curiara inside the roca to a place of great power. 

 

I was keen to extend my young märipa learning curve and asked José-Luis about the rocas. 

 

You are not ready for this yet. You must suffer before going to the rocas and 
I am not sure that you want to suffer. I see that you have no fear with the 
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yopo. But I have suffered much; days without eating, biting ants, wasp 
stings... 

 

José-Luis smiles, making a sharp, vertical cutting gesture with his two hands, then 

letting one rise gently. “I am going to take you slowly now.” 

 

Stages of initiation 

 

Apprentices must pass through several stages of initiation, each one involving a build-up of 

intensive training (extensive yopo use, dietary restrictions or fasting, the learning of prayers 

and songs), culminating in a painful test of the initiate’s strength that should facilitate a 

breakthrough to a higher level of knowledge and power. Training within a paradigm of 

controlled suffering along a path to enhanced facilities for the use of integrative 

consciousness is referred to as märipa teui. Each painful initiation is referred to as märipa teai.  

 

According to Oldham (1997), young men were traditionally taken through initiatory rites of 

suffering during the warime festival. Warime may no longer be practised with regularity in 

any area of Piaroa settlement.6 Several decades ago all young men would have gone through 

the first two stages of initiation (ants and wasps), regardless of whether or not they may 

have continued with more specialised shamanic training. In the Upper Cuao these rites 

continue to be performed regularly, and have particular relevance as initiatory ordeals for 

hunters (Zent n.d.:293-4). In the three major settlement areas in which I worked (Parguaza 

River, Sipapo River and Alto Carinagua), boys are not currently undertaking märipa teai, nor 

have most men for over a generation. The few who are taking their märipa teai do so 

because they have chosen to devote their lives to the study of shamanism, to being 

meyeruwa. Initiation now occurs when the primary teacher feels the student is prepared to 

make a leap to the next stage of learning, independent of coordination with inter-village 

celebrations of ritual power such as warime.  

 

Initiation rites can be performed in any number of places. The most potent are performed 

at rocas (meye pabara), powerful, semi-sentient, spiritually charged rock-formations in jungle 

waterfalls. According to José-Luis, any roca with a waterfall would be suitable for the 

performance of märipa teai so long as the sound of water rushing over the rocks is clearly 

audible. Each meyeruwa has preferred roca sites for the performance of märipa teai. José-Luis 
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prefers sites some distance from settled areas. Some of the large rocks in these sacred 

waterfalls are known by Piaroa shamans to be points of entry to a realm (hü) inhabited by 

Piaroa gods. Performing initiatory rites at these sites enables the initiate to enter the roca 

and into communication with Tseheru, the Primordial Piaroa mother and ambassador of 

shamanic songs, who teaches the novice how to cure and sing shamanic chants. Young 

men are initiated at the roca to ‘experience their naturaleza, to understand their future, to see 

everything, to know the world’. 

 

Piaroa shamans develop long working relationships with the rocas that they have entered 

during vision quests and initiation ceremonies. As this relationship develops through the 

accumulation of visionary experiences accrued at these sacred sites, the roca becomes as a 

spirit familiar to the shaman and can ‘send you information’, for instance, the knowledge of 

when someone is going to die or visit. It is not merely a place, nor is it a spirit in the sense 

that most other Piaroa spirit beings are mobile or transformative in some way. The roca has 

a life force and character of its own, and is both the doorman and doorway to the Piaroa 

shaman’s most highly regarded realms of consciousness.  

 

The first level of initiation involves pressing a purpose-built wooden rack interwoven with 

dozens of biting ants (yänäu, Pachycondyla commutata) onto various parts of the initiate’s body 

(Zent n.d.:221-223).7 All children used to undergo this ordeal to gain luck in a range of 

activities including hunting, fishing, love and interpersonal skills. Currently very few go 

through the painful initiation. The second stage involves wasp (päju) stings administered in 

a number of ways. A special basket is made to protect the initiate’s eyes. Meyeruwa coax 

wasps out of their nest by blowing tobacco smoke and/or striking it with a stick from the 

side opposite to that of the waiting novice. José-Luis told me that sometimes initiates rub 

honey on their stings or drink a strong fermented drink (sanihe), specially blessed by the 

meyeruwa, to dull the prolonged pain. The novices can then relax in their hammocks as the 

pain eases. Being stung by wasps purportedly brings luck in attracting a good spouse 

and/or game animals (Zent n.d:119). The final and highest stage of shamanic initiation 

requires the novice to pass a stingray barb (si’bäri uyuroqui) through their tongue (twice for 

the more resilient).8 After spending several weeks in seclusion eating nothing but manioc 

flour and water (yucuta), the student will graduate as a meyeruwa and can begin to practise as 

a curer. 
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Piaroa shamanic training involves the periodic application of extended dietary and sexual 

restrictions. In each case these include abstention from sweets (anything containing sugar, 

including fructose, such as pineapples, plantains, bananas, sugarcane, and other wild forest 

fruits), and salt and spiced food.9 José-Luis and others mention periods of sexual 

abstinence, although it appears from different informants that the rigidity with which 

initiates adhere to this restriction varies according to individual practitioners. From an early 

age José-Luis was groomed by his parents and grandfather to become a shaman. Over 

several years he studied in conjunction with other intra-generational members of his 

extended family. He speaks of an ascetic lifestyle during years of training that continues to 

mark his existence 30 years later. 

 

            I never used to eat plantains, salt, peach tomatoes, sweet food, and sugar or 
chili. I never played games with other children. The training began early and 
was very serious. While I trained I never fooled around with girls and had 
to bathe before seeing people every morning. Now I can do these things… 
This training has entered my blood, my vision and my spirit. It’s all there. 
Once it is there you will always have it. 

 

Märipa, gained through intensive periods of shamanic training and initiatory rites, is not lost 

in time. Although José-Luis argues that there is no regular need to follow an ascetic training 

regimen later in life, a shaman might choose to do so to bolster the force of his märipa, or 

to gain greater understanding of an important issue at hand. It is common for ritual elders 

to partake in the dietary restrictions and painful ordeals they administer to their students. 

According to Monod (1987:159), physically trying initiation rites, including long periods 

without eating animal foods, enable the maintenance of dialogue with the spirits of game 

animals. Reducing diet to a simple minimum, and avoiding sexual relations purportedly 

facilitate the development of heightened visionary skills. That is, by reducing sensory inputs 

an initiate is able to heighten the clarity of their yopo-capi-induced visions enabling them to 

better apply these skills in a social context when the shaman re-integrates into quotidian 

social flows.  

 

A shaman gains the right to possess several items as he passes through successive stages of 

initiation. All shamans own impressive blue and white necklaces (churüanowho) and upper-

arm (raü söfä) and knee bands (tsukümopä). Up to two kilos of beads are used in the 
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necklaces comprising numerous raps of small beads. In contemporary Piaroa society, 

shamans wear their beads on special occasions only. Historically, beads were worn more 

frequently ‘to show that you have suffered’. While women wear red beads, men and 

shamans wear white and blue beads exclusively. José-Luis elaborates:   

 
They help you to have clear visions. With colours other than white and 
blue it is impossible to enter the spirit of the gods. It is impossible to see 
with yopo. Only white and blue for men, and the other colours for 
women.  

 

White and blue beaded lower-armbands are made for the initiate following the second 

major initiatory rite (wasp stings). Beads represent the shaman’s passage from suffering to 

knowledge. When a shaman reaches the highest level of competency he is accorded the 

right to wear a feather crown and a necklace of deer’s teeth with a tail of clam shells (imë 

ikuätse). The feather crown symbolises the shaman’s long suffering and complete 

knowledge. Tuhaturuwae are able to wear feather crowns.10  

 

Initiation as cultural loading: To enter la roca  

 

I now give an account of my own initiation to an elementary level of shamanic power, 

culminating in the pressing of biting ants (yänäu) into my flesh and subsequent visionary 

entering of la roca. This account is situated within cross-cultural analyses of initiation rites 

involving the use of plant hallucinogens.  

 

I had been living with José-Luis for six months, learning about märipa - how to use yopo 

and capi, how to recognise märi and other manifestations of evil - before he mentioned that 

I should begin preparing myself to ‘enter la roca’. At least two meyeruwa are required to take 

initiates through their märipa teui at the roca. While one shaman concentrates on teaching 

and guiding the apprentice, at least one other must concentrate on defending an 

uncontrolled, spiritually-charged forest environment ‘from evil spirits, malo… It’s not like 

[taking yopo] here in the house… When I learned, my grandfather and uncle were both 

there solely for defence. It is much safer that way’. For my initiation, José-Luis called on 

the help of Jeripa, an elder meyeruwa friend of his from upriver. 
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Four days prior to leaving, my food intake was restricted to yucuta (manioc flour and water). 

The following day, José-Luis and Jeripa gave me a heroic dose of yopo as a test (prueba) to 

see ‘how far I could see’. I began by eating a large section of duhui huoika  tuhuipä, the elbow 

section of B. caapi considered by the Piaroa to be the strongest form of the plant. A senior 

shaman from upriver had recently given us this capi to be used over the course of my 

märipa teui. The capi was strong and I felt clear-headed but a little nervous as we began to 

inhale yopo. 

 

‘To be a shaman you must be puro macho’, José-Luis said as he inhaled the first of what 

would be fifteen plates of yopo. I was given ten plates of yopo in immediate succession. 

Dizzy, nose completely clogged with brown-green powder-ridden mucous, I stumbled into 

my hammock and entered the first wave of visions. I had never taken more than five plates, 

and initially felt like dying. I would later recount to José-Luis and Jeripa what I had seen 

and felt. ‘How high did you get?’ they asked me. The following day I felt as if I had been 

reborn. I was fresh and focused on the coming wave of psychologically-testing ordeals of 

physical pain. Being forced to my experiential limits in an all-out cardiovascular and central 

nervous systems assault during a ritual of extreme intoxication, I looked forward to 

entering la roca.  

 

José-Luis made it clear to me that the ultimate end of the training I was undertaking was to 

enter the roca and into direct communication with Tseheru. Before we went to la roca, José-

Luis told me what I should expect to see there, and how I should interpret these visions. 

After I had fasted, endured the biting ants and had taken yopo I would learn ‘how many 

years I will study, how I will become an anthropologist, how I will get my degree, who I 

will marry, how many children I will have, how long I will live, the future, everything’. José-

Luis said that in the ceremony performed at the roca I would learn everything I needed to 

know in one powerful voyage: how to bless objects, how to cure people, how to sing. I 

would meet Tseheru and she would teach me these things. He told me that I might see his 

enemies, evil shamans, and that I must be ready for them also.  

 

            There is nothing higher, no higher comprehension than that achieved at the 
roca. [But] you must be strong Robin. There are always some who lose 
themselves there, go mad, running around, screaming, crying, violent, 
furious. If you cannot handle the pain with calm you will not see anything. 
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To go to the roca in search of knowledge is to allow the full force of märipa - knowledge, 

power, myth, time and god - to be channeled through you by the roca. This can be a 

frightening experience. ‘Those who scream are not able to accept the power of the roca and 

cannot understand anything’. Those who fear physical pain or ego-shattering hallucinatory 

events do not pass their märipa teui. A meyeruwa from Churuata Don Ramón (Paria River) 

put it thus: 

 

            And it is not easy the shamanic apprenticeship: you are bitten by ants, your 
tongue is pierced by a stingray barb, you have to drink bitter water (capi 
juice). To pass the celebration of the barbs you must not fear! If you do not 
fear you learn much more rapidly. If you fear, you cannot think well.  

            Jesús Caballero, 1967 (cited in Boglár 1978:23) 
 

Fear inhibits the experience of culturally-valued visions. Moreover, those who can subsume 

fearful or painful experiences into the successful navigation of peak ASC will have stronger 

healing and divinatory capabilities as shamans. This might be explained in part by ‘a 

psychological reorganisation’ following the collapse of the psyche through a symbolic death 

in the surrendering of attachment to pain and ego, ‘guided by an archetypal drive toward 

holism or holotropism’ (Winkelman, 2000:82).  

 

On the day that we leave for the roca, José-Luis prepares a fresh jug of capi: a beverage 

made by straining a large quantity of fresh B. caapi in water. About twenty 40cm stalks are 

used to make up one litre of bitter juice. José-Luis and Jeripa each take a large mouthful, 

but I am allowed only a small taste until we arrive at the roca, four hours’ walk into the 

jungle. Towards dusk we arrive at a small cliff overlooking a waterfall. There is evidence of 

an old lean-to that José-Luis had made for earlier ceremonies performed at this site. ‘I have 

always come here’, he says. ‘Can you feel it? Listen. La roca is talking to us. This is a place of 

great power’. 

 

As we eat manioc by the side of the river, Jeripa remarks that there are märi nearby, but that 

‘they didn’t come here to fight, and neither did we’. José-Luis said that it was very 

dangerous coming up here in such a small group. Three was the absolute minimum for 

such an endeavour, with one meyeruwa concentrating solely on defence.  
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Figure 54 La roca 

 

On the way to the roca, José-Luis collects many of a particular, medium-sized angry black 

ant (yänäu) in a bottle, coaxing them out of their home in the sand. At the roca site, José-

Luis and Jeripa gather a palm branch that they carve into long strips and weave into a rack 

(rö’äu). The ants are mixed in water to the point of near death with a small stick for 20 

minutes. Jeripa spits some capi juice on the ants. One by one, about 60 ants are then woven 

into the rack. They remain in the rack overnight to be pressed onto my body in the 

morning. The build up is wonderful, and I find myself looking forward to the pain of 

multiple ant bites, to suffering, surviving and becoming stronger, to entering la roca. 

 

Reciting a ‘Piaroa law’, Jeripa blesses a cigar for me to take back to my home. ‘This cigar is 

to be smoked in Australia, in your land, and will protect you on your journey, so that your 

family is safe and healthy. Harm will not befall your household’. Night falls and bats fly 

around us. Märi most frequently take the form of bats, and we must continuously keep 

them at bay. We wave our i’cha’ches, a Piaroa shaman’s weapon of spiritual defence (made 

from the tusk of a feral pig), in aggressive circular motions accompanied by whoops, yells 
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and hisses.11 The märi leave, periodically returning to annoy us. ‘They are mocking us’, José-

Luis says. 

 

    
Figure 55 José-Luis collects yänäu         Figure 56 Mixing yänäu in capi juice 

 

José-Luis proceeds to recite an oath taken by all young Piaroa shamans as they learn to 

acquire märipa and begin to cure. All initiates must agree that the powers of märipa are to be 

used to effect good: to understand social and individual problems and for the purpose of 

curing, and not be used to cause harm to others (by means of sorcery) or to take advantage 

of others for personal gain. José-Luis uses “say it” or “say something” to refer to the act of 

bewitching someone. For instance: 

 

If you visit other Piaroa and see a feather crown or necklace that looks 
beautiful, you must not touch it. Or if you visit another Piaroa place and see 
an animal (deer, bush turkey, toucan, armadillo), you must not touch it, just 
look at it. Also, if two young people want to marry, you can’t say anything to 
prevent them. You must not use your power to prevent two people from 
marrying just because you want the woman or dislike the man. When you 
find a woman who doesn’t want you you must not say anything to harm her 
or her family… You must not say anything to prevent another from having 
children. You must never be responsible for causing a woman or child to 
fall ill with blood, sorcery.  

 

The oath deals with issues of jealousy and desire in interpersonal and economic relations. 

Shamanic powers are not to be used to disrupt functioning marriages, to interfere with a 

family’s reproductive life, or to damage the foodstuffs of another. There are also numerous 

rules by which an initiate must abide as he navigates visions experienced during märipa teui. 
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Many of these involve not touching particular objects, animals or people perceived in yopo 

hallucinations. Tseheru might appear as a beautifully body-painted woman and is not to be 

touched in this rapturous form. A shaman’s adornments (feather crowns, beautiful 

necklaces and crystals), representing knowledge, power and time in the infinite, and being 

some of the most complex and prestigious forms of Piaroa aesthetic expression, might also 

be manifestations of Tseheru, and must not be interfered with in yopo visions. To get too 

close to beautiful things is a dangerous temptation that a shaman must learn to resist. When 

participating in sorcery battles, competing shamans often set seductive traps. Evil can be 

presented as alluring beauty. Harm befalls the student who breaks these taboos, and those 

who fall for a shaman’s traps. 

 

    
Figure 57 Jeripa weaves yänäu into the rack       Figure 58 Jeripa recites oath 
 

Jeripa passes the cup of capi around all the places on my body where I will take the yänäu, 

blessing the capi by blowing on it through a woody hollow reed (marana, of the Poaceae 

family). He blesses the yopo that we will later take by blowing tobacco smoke into the jar. 

He blesses the shaman’s comb also by blowing tobacco smoke onto it. We begin to 

consume three small-gourd-cupfuls of capi each at half-hour intervals from 8:30pm to 2am. 

The acrid decoction kills my hunger and the chill of a wet night. 
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            With this law and this taking of capi your head and heart will become 
strong like the skin of a sloth and you will be vested with the power of 
märipa… The power of this law is here in this capi. 

            Jeripa 
 

Jeripa leads a long song, lasting the entire evening, which concerns the preparation of 

plantains, sugar, salt and game food for safe consumption.  José-Luis and I offer choral 

support. At dawn, capi juice is dabbed on my chest, back and arms and Jeripa presses the 

rack of ants onto each pectoral, each upper and lower arm, my upper back and forehead. 

Sixty ants bite like searing fire, but the pain does not last long. Jeripa and José-Luis also 

press the rack onto their arms and collect the ants back into a bottle to be released where 

they were collected. ‘Shamanes son muy arecho [shamans are really tough, they love a bit of 

pain]’. José-Luis laughs, reveling in his controlled pain experience.  

 

After fasting, 48 hours without sleep and having endured extreme pain, our systems were 

primed for the consumption of yopo. I was ready to enter la roca. I inhale three plates of 

yopo in quick succession and lie down. Later, José-Luis and Jeripa asked me what I had 

seen. As I entered the yopo visions I wanted to see what my teachers expected of me. Their 

cultural loading served as an ‘inner silent voice’, coaxing my visions along a culturally-

significant path (Johnston 1977:229). I had rapturous visions of potential futures: of 

gaining work at American universities; of meeting an incredibly beautiful woman who 

would become my partner; of continuing to learn to use märipa; of writing a good thesis; of 

reconnecting with family and a couple very special friends. I saw all these things and felt 

wonderful, for I believed that I would realise them. José-Luis had repeatedly told me that I 

would see the future and I certainly believed that I had. I also met a woman who had 

traveled from far away. She came wearing a traditional woven Piaroa backpack laden with 

corn, which she unloaded for me as a gift.  
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Figure 59 Jeripa presses ants on the author’s forehead 

 

José-Luis not only guided me into forming and interpreting my roca visions in a culturally-

valid way through weeks of preparation, but interpreted my roca visions in such a way that 

there would be no doubt in my mind that I had seen and felt what was expected of me: my 

future, and my entrance into the roca to meet with Tseheru. In my hypersuggestible state, 

the shamans were able to ‘inculcate culturally important moral systems and values’ onto my 

visions by telling me that the woman I saw was Tseheru, and that the corn she offered 

represented the knowledge of how to cure and sing (Grob & Dobkin de Rios 1992:130). I 

described a place of immense beauty and light, and this was interpreted as hü, the roca’s 

inner space where Tseheru meets visitors. I came away from the experience believing that I 

had in fact met Tseheru and that she had in fact given me a great gift of knowledge. As has 

been demonstrated with reference to other initiatory rites, the elder officiants 

psychologically manipulated me in such a way that culturally valued results (in this case 

interpretation of a female figure in my visions as Tseheru) were achieved. The consumption 

of yopo during märipa teui rites is comparable to the use of ayahuasca as described by Grob 

who states that; ‘[u]ltimately the intent of the collective ayahuasca sessions is not necessarily 

to evoke visions from each tribal individual’s collective unconscious, but rather to 
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assimilate and absorb the unconscious biographical personality structure into the cultural 

patterns of the visionary motifs’ (Grob 1999:222-3). 

 

The Piaroa shamans would have been unimpressed if the culturally desired visions of 

entering the roca and meeting Tseheru were not attained. Not achieving culturally valid 

visions would be met with one of two explanations: that fear is inhibiting the attainment of 

märipa; or that you have not taken enough yopo and must consume more. This is 

concordant with what Fernandez (1982) has argued with reference to the Fang of Gabon 

who ply youths with ever more iboga until the culturally-desired visions are attained. While 

some Fang have died in this process, José-Luis cites ‘craziness’, ‘people losing themselves’, 

‘going mad’, ‘running around, screaming, crying, violent, furious’ as abreactions to the 

cultural loading, physical drains and hallucinogen ingestion involved at the spiritually-

charged roca rituals of märipa teui. According to Zent (pers. comm.), some individuals have 

apparently died as a result of yopo overdose.   

 

The last thing we did before leaving the roca was comb our hair with the shaman’s special 

comb, used after important yopo ceremonies to clear the mind (and stimulate blood flow 

through the scalp, relieving potential post-yopo head throbs). To allow the initiate to come 

to terms with the visions experienced at the roca, the novice is not supposed to take yopo 

for three weeks following his märipa teai. Tobacco and capi restrictions also apply for a 

period of up to one week. José-Luis refers to these restrictions as ‘Piaroa laws’. The 

apprentice must know his visions well and be able to reflect upon them sufficiently to 

understand how to plot a course of action that will open paths to the realisation of the 

futures perceived during this highest order of yopo intoxication.  

 

            Once you have been to the roca there is nothing higher. You can get there 
again in time with fasting, wasps, the stingray barb, but there is nothing 
higher.  

 

Repetition of the intensive vision questing process can lead to an accumulation of more 

märipa, but will be experientially similar to the previous attempts. Immediately following 

märipa teai, however, one must relax and dwell on a visionary experience regarded as the 

highest, from where the most profound lessons can purportedly be attained.  
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According to Oldham (1997:236), märipa teai serve two primary functions: ‘Firstly, to learn 

the rules, customs and responsibilities that make social life possible within [Piaroa] society. 

Secondly, to acquire the conceptually dangerous knowledge that permits [the initiates] to 

become productive members of their communities’. As Grob and Dobkin de Rios 

(1992:122) have argued, completion of rigorous training and painful ordeals culminating in 

the intensive learning of moral codes undertaken during periods of hallucinogen-induced 

hyper-suggestibility serves to strengthen the initiate’s psychological fortitude, and prepares 

these individuals for the assumption of adult responsibilities. Rites of suffering and guided 

hallucinogen use ground initiates with moral and practical knowledge that prepare them for 

the spiritual and material rigours of life.  

 

The association between intensive training in the use of sensory and culturally loaded 

symbolic stimuli, including the controlled experience of extreme pain, and ‘knowing 

everything’ is not casual. For the Piaroa, pain opens pores in an experiential seal separating 

the life of gods, animal spirits, and human consciousness (Monod 1987:156). Paramount 

for the success of a novice shaman is an understanding of the relationships between 

psycho-physiological stimuli-control mechanisms and processes of imaging that allow for 

calculated deployments of integrative consciousness: understanding of the relations 

between muscle and emotion, individual and community, person and place, time and space. 

A variety of painful stimuli (burns, cold, injury, toxic shocks) leads to secretion of the 

hormone ACTH (adrenocorticotropic hormone), which causes stimulation of the 

sympathetic nervous system to collapse, resulting in a parasympathetic dominant state 

(Winkelman, 2000:150). Physical and emotional stress can result in the release of 

endogenous opioids (Gellhorn 1969; Prince 1982). Extremely painful stimuli can result in 

the emergence of synchronised slow-wave potentials in the EEG stemming from direct 

stimulation of the hypothalamus hippocampal-septal area (Gellhorn & Loufbourrow 1963). 

A number of physical stimuli associated with shamanic activity (hyperstress of emotions, 

fasting, water restrictions, prolonged exercise, the social bonding associated with shamanic 

ritual), can also lead to the endogenous release of opiates (Henry 1982). ‘Opiates’ slow 

wave effects increase susceptibility to driving influences from other induction procedures 

and contribute to the activation of the hypothalamic area, which receives projections from 

the pain receptors’ (Winkelman 2000:150). Driving the body to opioid release facilitates the 

proliferation of continued ASC through greater sensitivity to the whole gamut of physical, 
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pharmacological and psychological stimuli that induce ASC, thus heightening the 

probability that a novice shaman will achieve powerful, culturally-valued visions.  

 

Controlling the experience of pain in ritualised environments of hypersuggestibility is a 

means of sharpening control of the tunings that let in certain types of experience while 

keeping others out. Im Thurn (1967:231) has argued that Indians of the Guyana region 

adopted the practice of apply biting ants to the bodies of young men ‘with the idea of 

preparing to meet without flinching any pain or danger that may arise during the chase’. 

The novice shaman, like the novice hunter, must be able to endure pain fearlessly. 

Releasing oneself from fear of death, fear of pain and fear of loss of personal identity, is an 

important initial step toward mastering shamanic abilities for the manipulation of one’s 

own consciousness in order to understand and heal the suffering of others. Sensory and 

emotive stimuli come into sharp relief during periods of intense physical pain. Learning to 

control the experience of pain in one’s own body, within a continuum of training in 

techniques of consciousness manipulation, allows one to understand better how to mitigate 

the experience of pain in others. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Piaroa shamanic training is an ongoing process of refined experimentation with 

technologies of consciousness within a culture-specific mythological framework. Shamanic 

apprentices must learn how to use ASC derived from tobacco, capi and yopo to achieve 

types of understanding that can be applied to the perception of evil, divination, and the 

resolution of communitarian or individual adaptive problems. Fundamental to a student’s 

learning is comprehension of evil in its many manifestations and causations: as maladjusted 

behavioural patterns, psychological imbalances, social tensions, socially problematic 

emotional responses, hallucinatory imagery, and forest-dwelling spirits. 

 

Direct experience of the parameters and technologies of consciousness employed by Piaroa 

shamans can lead to ethnographic locutions of the functional, experiential and ideological 

dynamics of Piaroa shamanism. While cultural loading conditions what one sees during 

visions, the neurobiological bases of shamanic practices are interculturally accessible, thus 

allowing for participatory understanding of an inner shamanic logic, that is, how one sees.  
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While shamanic training is ongoing, students must pass three stages of initiation to become 

independently practising shamans: ants, wasps, and the stingray barb. Each of these 

initiatory ordeals involves an extended build-up of intensive cultural loading through fast-

paced hallucinatory tests, dietary and sexual restrictions, and the learning of ethical codes 

and prayers, and culminates in the initiate having to prove his psychic strength through the 

controlled administration of pain. Successful completion of these painful ordeals facilitates 

a breakthrough to a higher order of consciousness manipulation and culture-specific 

mytho-historical knowledge. Märipa teui are a means for initiates to develop märipa.   

 

 
 

 
                                                      
1While there are formal prohibitions impeding women from learning how to play certain 
musical instruments used in the warime festival, there do not appear to be any formal 
limitations against women attempting to become shamans. With reference to the Cuao 
River, Zent (1992 n.d.) argues otherwise. There may be regional or temporal variation with 
respect to Piaroa women taking up the shamanic vocation. In conducting interviews with a 
broad range of Piaroa men along the Parguaza, Sipapo and Carinagua Rivers, I was assured 
that while women could learn to become ‘a little bit shaman’, none currently were. For the 
sake of expediency, I use masculine pronouns to refer to shamans and their students. 
2 Märi is the plural form of märitö, although José-Luis would use the two interchangeably. A 
märitö can be perceived individually but generally exist as part of a group.  
3 There has been a significant amount of anthropological debate concerning the ways in 
which shamanic practices are underlaid by pan-human neurobiological processes, and the 
implications that this theory has for intercultural interpretations of native shamanic 
symbolism. On the former, see, for example, Laughlin et al (1990), Winkelman (1986; 1990; 
2000) and Lewis-Williams & Dowson (1988). On the latter, see, for example, Francfort, 
Hamayon & Bahn (2001) and Locke & Kelly (1985).  
4 The notion of an ‘invisible world’ existing parallel to that inhabited by flesh and blood 
people and animals appears frequently in the literature on South American shamanism (c.f. 
Reichel-Dolmatoff 1975; 1996 for the Tukano; Colsen 1977 on the Akawaio; Thomas 1982 
on the Pemón; Harner 1972 the Jívaro). 
5 The Piaroa use one of two sources of hair in the manufacture of yopo brushes: agouti or 
collared peccary (Tayassu tajacu) (Zent n.d.:273). 
6 There probably has not been a warime festival held on the Parguaza River for over a 
decade. Bolívar held warime in Alto Carinagua in the late eighties at the request of a Franco-
Venezuelan film crew. In the upper-Cuao, warime might still be held irregularly. People of 
the Sipapo River could not recall the last time a warime festival had been held. 
7 The use of a purpose-built wooden rack interwoven with dozens of biting ants is 
apparently widespread throughout the Guyana region of South America. See, for example, 
Im Thurn (1967:229-232), Roth (1924). 
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8 Ruffino, a meyeruwa from Alto Carinagua, also mentioned a white, stinging ‘worm’ 
(puhätakawa) that is placed on various parts of the student’s body: legs, chest, arms. There is 
archaeological evidence for a comparable initiatory piercing of the tongue by thorns and 
stingray barbs in Mexico. See Furst (1976:11). 
9 See Agerkop (1983: 52) for further discussion on Piaroa dietary restrictions. See Luis 
Eduardo Luna (1984:145) for an analysis of very similar food restrictions adhered to by 
ayahuasca-using shamans of Iquitos, Peru. The ayahuasca concoction involves a similar 
combination of B. caapi and tryptamine-containing plant ingredients as does the Piaroa use 
of capi and yopo. 
10 In historical times, Piaroa shamans were also the only members of society to manipulate 
fire technology. Only shamans were able to collect and use urú’kunuake, the sacred fire 
wood, and urú, the fire-making stick used to rub against the flammable palm. 
11 The i’cha’che talisman tusk does not originate from peccaries, the closest native animal to 
a pig found in the region, although it may once have been sourced from domesticated pig 
stock. 
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5   Märipa: To Know Everything 
    The experience of power as knowledge derived from 

the   integrative mode of consciousness 
 

 

Märipa is a shaman’s power to cure or cause harm, and also the epistemology concerning the 

translation of knowledge experienced during culturally valued ASC to practical effect during 

waking life. According to Piaroa shamans, dädä, yopo and capi facilitate entry to a realm of 

potentially infinite understanding of past, current and future ecological, social and individual 

situations. A shaman’s power is directly related to his ability to use yopo-capi derived experiences 

to access information. Those with the most highly developed technologies of consciousness, 

and capacities for their deployment in curing, divination and sorcery, possess the most märipa. 

They are revered as potent healers, and feared as dangerous sorcerers.  

 

Analysis of Amerindian epistemologies has been limited to the degree that anthropologists 

have omitted experience from structural and behavioural accounts. Despite the fact that most 

Amerindian cultures are characterised by a cosmology composed of multiple realities that 

coincide with culturally meaningful consciousness experiences, relatively few ethnographers 

have attempted to articulate the experiential or neurobiological parameters of these modes of 

consciousness. Eliade’s 1951 gloss of shamanism as archaic techniques of ecstasy used for 

communitarian ends remains dominant today. Since the time of its inception, however, there 

have been few elaborations of its most critical aspect: ‘techniques of ecstasy’. In this chapter I 

articulate the experience and function of processes of mental imagery cultivation, the 

‘techniques of ecstasy’, that are central to Piaroa shamanic practice. 

 

Piaroa shamans train to use yopo and capi to have experiences characteristic of the integrative 

mode of consciousness. Märipa is one’s ability to understand, and translate to practical effect, 

knowledge acquired during an experience of integrative consciousness. The integrative mode 

of consciousness has neurobiological substrates that condition märipa’s experiential parameters, 

and the functional dynamics of Piaroa shamanic practice. Understanding of these 

neurobiological and experiential parameters facilitates examination of an epistemology based 
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on transcendent experience. The theory and method of märipa underlie not only Piaroa 

shamanic activity, but all aspects of Piaroa life; mythology, eschatology, causality and history. I 

unite mythological, neurobiological, experiential and ethnographic data to demonstrate what 

märipa is, and how it functions. The concepts of feed-forward neural processing and somatic 

markers are central to the processes of mental imagery cultivation that Piaroa shamans employ 

to divine solutions to adaptive problems.  

 

There have been few ethnographic assessments of Piaroa shamanism. Many of the 

ethnographies that do treat Piaroa magico-religious structures or curing-sorcery practices make 

no mention of märipa (e.g. Overing 1976; 1988). Monod’s publications (1970; 1987) are the 

most comprehensive treatments of Piaroa shamanism to date. This author refers to märipa as 

‘spirit power’, and sight into the ‘invisible world’ (Monod 1970:16; 1987:135). The notion of an 

‘invisible world’ existing parallel to that inhabited by flesh and blood people and animals 

appears frequently in the literature on South American shamanism (c.f. Reichel-Dolmatoff 

1975, 1996 for the Tukano; Colsen 1977 on the Akawaio; Thomas 1982 on the Pemón; 

Kensinger 1973 for the Cashinahua, Harner 1972 the Jívaro). The foundation of Piaroa 

shamanism, indeed of the Piaroa approach to knowledge and history, is the notion that ‘all 

power [including the power to create and destroy] comes from the invisible world’ (Monod 

1970:16). This does not imply, however, that the so-called invisible world is itself powerful. 

This realm can only be manifest in so far as it is reflected in the mind of a person. And the 

mind, in turn ‘requires special abilities to access the invisible; these powers are derived from a 

variety of hallucinogenic drugs’ (Monod 1970:16). 

 

The use of hallucinogens is central to the development of Piaroa knowledge systems and 

constructions of reality.1 Cross-culturally, there are different emphases placed on the ways in 

which information is stored, organised, accessed and retrieved (Briggs 1998:16-17; Throop 

2003). Piaroa society privileges information that is stored and retrieved in association with 

visionary experiences resulting from the consumption of plant hallucinogens. According to 

Monod, ‘it is not only that thoughts (visions) precede reality; but that drugs precede thought’ 

(Monod 1970:18). Overing (1988:405) makes the equation between yopo and the penis. While 

women need the participation of a man to conceive, people need to inhale yopo to have 
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thoughts. The man’s penis ‘is for the woman what yopo is for him: activator of inherent 

[intellectual] fertility, but not the sole agent of reproduction’. A shaman from Churuata Don 

Ramón, Paria River, puts it thus: 

 

         Vision is called märipa. He who has visions thinks. My father also has märipa: 
visions and songs. Because these are his thoughts.  

          Jesus Caballero in Boglár (1978:29). 
 

‘It all begins with dädä’, José-Luis would say. Dädä, a hallucinogen tentatively identified as 

Malouetia sp., is the mythological source of both human life and Piaroa knowledge. Tseheru is 

the primordial Piaroa mother, and the progenitor of most shamanic songs. Tseheru grew inside 

the pulp of dädä that her father and mother (Phuruna and Anamei) had eaten. Dädä was 

responsible for the conception of Tseheru and her siblings, including Wahari, who 

subsequently created the Piaroa world (Overing 1988:394). Dädä, therefore, can be seen as the 

vegetal parent of the creator gods, and of their expansive knowledge.  

 

Born out of hallucinogenic pulp, many of the Piaroa gods became the most powerful shamans 

of all time. Their high-level shamanic abilities enabled much of the physical world to be 

brought into existence. Through yopo- and dädä- induced visions, Wahari learned how to make 

the tools, houses, boats and weapons upon which the Piaroa now rely. Yopo awareness showed 

Kuemoi what forest plants could be eaten. It showed Tseheru how to cultivate the yuca that 

provides three-quarters of the Piaroa caloric intake. Everything one sees in the physical world, 

in fact, was born of Wahari’s deployment of visionary creative capacities. This occurred before 

there were people, in the time of the gods (Monod 1970:10).  

 

Analysis of Piaroa mythology, however, demonstrates that märipa’s creative potential involves 

more than just vision. The successful shaman is one capable of visualising possible outcomes 

and knowing what is required to arrive at these imagined points. He is able to balance visionary 

and waking life. 

 

Wahari was strong and created everything. He dreamed of many things, of waterfalls and 

rapids, the sun, the sky, sacred forests, and the rivers on which the Piaroa now live. Then he 
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made them real. Wahari also created other tribes, the Yabarana, the Waiká, the Cuiva, the Hiwi. 

He gave them their names and helped bring them into existence. This is märipa. ‘That which is 

dreamed of from within, is seen from without and created’ (Boglár 1978:32). Wahari’s brother 

Buoka was always jealous of his sibling’s powers. Buoka did not understand how Wahari had 

created such wonderful things. He too dreamed of many things, including a wife, but could not 

make them materialise. Wahari told his brother that only a true shaman can turn dreams into 

reality. In order to do this one must balance the pursuit of visionary knowledge with 

understanding of how work during the periods of sobriety between hallucinatory experiences 

can transform the world. Wahari worked hard every day with the plants he had created, 

building and experimenting with what he had seen in his visions. He studied life. In contrast, 

Buoka had visions, but neither worked hard to realise them nor knew how to work in this way. 

As a result, Buoka was only able to create rain clouds, mist and the moon, where his face can 

now be seen.  

 

Piaroa mythology is replete with prescriptions mitigating the abuse of drugs. Ohuoda’e, one of 

the eldest gods, was sufficiently wise to understand that life could only exist so long as visions 

were short. If people stay in the vision world too long, they risk not returning to the waking 

world. They risk losing their minds and never being able to comprehend fully or realise the 

visions that they attain (Monod 1970:18). The case of Kuemoi offers the best example of this. 

Kuemoi was Wahari’s father-in-law. He is considered the grandfather of poisonous snakes, 

jaguars, biting ants and scorpions, whose shapes he often takes. His ambition to become the 

most powerful shaman drove him to consume ever larger quantities of hallucinogens, to 

repeatedly attempt to murder Wahari, and to turn permanently into an evil spirit (märitö). While 

Buoka was merely incapable of creating through his ill-comprehension of a productive balance 

between seeing and doing, Kuemoi’s drive for power, combined with his ravenous abuse of 

hallucinogens, turned him into a destructive, chronically imbalanced overlord. There are also 

many contemporary examples of shamans who have supposedly lost the balance between 

visionary and waking life, who consume too much yopo or experiment with other dangerous 

plant mixtures, and as a result live a psychologically-unbalanced existence leading to their social 

ostracism.  
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The power to create objects was not always accompanied by the ability to govern them. The 

creator gods made many errors as they learned to control the powerful hallucinogens with 

which they experimented. When Wahari gave permanent form to the animals, he gave them 

the power to reproduce. He did this so that the Piaroa would be able to eat their favourite 

meats. Wahari did not realise, however, that animals would also be able to reproduce in the 

stomachs of those who ate them, infecting people with the animal’s own form. To the Piaroa, 

disease is contamination of the human form by an animal. Wahari also worried that people 

would forget about him and the other gods who created the Piaroa world. Tseheru came up 

with the means of preventing disease, and remembering the time of the gods. She laid out 

Wahari’s words in songs that could be sung by Piaroa men and women who know how to use 

yopo. Yopo, and the words of Wahari recited in song, keep the Piaroa free of disease and aware 

of their mythological past.  

 

Märipa is the means through which Piaroa leaders mediate and manage collective memory. 

Shamanic training, in particular the mastery of songs that are the most complete form of oral 

history, involves the transfer of tradition and its internalisation into visions (Siikala 1978:191). 

Each song session, usually performed in the company of other shamans (traditionally this was 

always the case), and always recited in association with the consumption of yopo and capi, is a 

group rehearsal of cultural memory (Noll 1985:450; Anisimov 1963:112). Shamanic songs 

provide a link to the mythological past that maintains Piaroa cultural and physical integrity.2 If 

people fail to remember the lessons of their mythological past, as recorded in song, they will 

forget what it is to be Piaroa, and die of animal contagion. It is no longer the task of the Piaroa 

shaman to create new technologies, or to add to the earth as the creator gods did. It is the task 

of Piaroa shamans to correct errors made by their creator gods. Märipa is an epistemology 

through which shamans can conceive of an ideal world composed of transcendence of an 

imperfect mythological past, and awareness of the interplay of social conventions and 

environmental constraints that facilitate successful adaptation to current social phenomena.  

 

The Piaroa relationship with the invisible world by means of hallucination can be 
seen as a transgression (of the natural order and social rules) and as a means of 
achieving a subjective totalising perspective of the natural order (through the 
power of metamorphosis), and the fragmentary and imperfect social order of the 
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living and the dead. Mediator of two worlds, this experience is also the 
foundation of the relationships that it maintains within (Monod 1970:20). 
 

As José-Luis explains, ‘märipa is to know everything. It shows you how things are, the cause 

behind the event’, the meaning behind the sign. ‘Once you have märipa you know how to see, 

you are able to see more, to return to the places of knowledge and understanding, to live 

harmoniously’. Each Piaroa session of yopo consumption is described as a lesson. Sometimes, 

before taking yopo, José-Luis would say, ‘let us study this’ (idea, place, problem, situation or 

person). José-Luis refers to the shamanic pursuit as one of scholarship: to practise as a shaman 

is to endlessly seek knowledge, to study. José-Luis studies to protect his family and to ‘see the 

future’. He distinguishes between four primary realms of awareness that yopo use facilitates: 

 

(1) Understanding of one’s family. This entails understanding the current physical and 

psychological health of one’s immediate family, and sensitivity to the forces impacting on one’s 

extended family. Kinship ties link disparate communities and generations, so understanding of 

family extends through space and time.  

 

(2) Understanding of one’s ‘house’. In this case ‘house’ signifies not only the factors affecting 

the harmonious running of one’s home (structure, economics, social relations), but also of 

one’s physical house, their body. One must be able to travel inside the body to understand the 

dynamics of health and disease. 

 

(3) Food. Where is food going to come from? How sure or unsure are current food gathering 

strategies and will the need arise to find new ways of acquiring food? More generally, this 

refers to strategies of economic subsistence and ecological relationships. The Piaroa also see 

food, however, as the primary cause of illness. The consumption of meats that have not been 

ritually prepared causes the majority of ailments afflicting Piaroa people. Thus, to apply märipa 

to understand food is to know how to diagnose, prevent and cure disease. 

 

(4) Visions of events and places much farther away. It is possible to see into and understand 

the lives of people living in other locales. You may or may not have met or know these people. 
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This level of märipa also covers the ability to travel in time, to past or future events and to 

other places in the past or future.3 

 

Overall, people must be sure of themselves: of who they are and how they are situated as 

individuals in relation to the groups in which they are members (their family, their village, the 

Piaroa). One must be aware of the social context and enculturative web that conditions their 

existence. In José-Luis’s words, ‘One has to know where the divisions in one’s spirit lie’. As 

José-Luis explained, knowing ‘where the divisions in one’s spirit lie’ involves understanding the 

self as a component of society. Understanding how one adapts, and how the gods adapted to 

the web of psycho-social forces impacting on their lives, enables extrapolative assessment of 

social situations extending beyond the individual.  

 

The integrative experience of yopo-induced visions 

 

I now give an account of a yopo experience that I had that illustrates the experiential dynamics 

of some of the aforementioned realms of awareness that yopo use facilitates, as well as the 

integration of symbolic and emotive information fundamental to the form of knowledge 

valued for Piaroa shamanic practice.  

 

After living with José-Luis for three months in 2000, I returned to Caracas for the first time. 

José-Luis and I had made a fresh batch of yopo so that I could continue to study while I was in 

the city. He wanted me to learn as he had learned: to navigate visions in diverse locations, to 

understand cultural interactions in multi-ethnic environments, to integrate.  

 

7:30 pm. I have self-dosed a cutting of capi and will take yopo at 9pm. This will be my first yopo 

experience outside of Amazonas, my first without the guiding presence of a Piaroa shaman. I 

will take yopo in my university dormitory room, with candlelight and in silence. I will 

concentrate on getting a feel for how José-Luis and his family are back on the Parguaza River. 

He told me that he would do the same for me: study my situation here in Caracas through yopo. 

With this yopo I will also examine the urban criollo environment in which I now find myself. I 
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will inhale yopo through a plastic straw off my ‘Birth of Art in Europe’ poster of Lascaux cave 

paintings. Did the origins of art lie in shamanic ritual? They do tonight.  

 

10 pm. I had very strong visions. Soon after taking the snuff I was visited by a spirit. The spirit 

showed me a dark brown crystal. The crystal came closer and closer until it finally entered 

inside my brain through my field of vision. I saw it well.  

 

Then and throughout I heard the soothing contemporary jazz of the physicist who lived in the 

room adjacent to mine. Voices wafted in from all over the residence. They were saturated with 

meaning, rememberings, imaginings, emotional evocations. Each word, each series of notes, 

was laden thick with condensed symbolic meaning. They formed a synesthesiastic rendering of 

a culturally complex, layered urban criollo world. Layers of relationships: historical, cultural, 

sexual, political. Physical and psychological features, places, feelings, and forces acting in 

concert but individually discernible. I could feel the cultural complexity of 500 years of colonial 

and national history. I saw it in three-dimensional vertical, interlocking stratigraphic waves. 

Colombian, Venezuelan, Cuban, American, Catholic, nationalist, syncretic, indigenous cheek 

bones, brown skin. All that I had seen, read and felt, it seemed, was knitted together in a fast-

paced, but comprehensible synopsis of Caracas. I felt like I had an answer, the answer. 

 

The final stage of my visions involved traveling to visit my Australian friends and family, and 

José-Luis and his family. I saw José-Luis’ sons smiling. I knew they were well. Their bellies 

were full. I was content. In my visions I travel empathically into the lives of the friends that I 

care about. They live far away. In my visions I see them. I feel towards them. Märipa enables 

me to understand their contemporary life. I felt that something is amiss with Kevin. He is still 

struggling, or perhaps there is a problem in his family, with his brother. I will write him to find 

out. Bits of news about friends from their letters to me, from my letters to them congeal with 

radically clear longer-term appreciations of their characters, and projections that I can plot 

along evolutionary charts according to the forces affecting their lives. This enables me to 

achieve a gestalt impression of where and how a person is. I am able to travel to this person 

and to extend my märipa outward to understand their environment, to feel into their place and 

time.  
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Open and pulsing, I continue to feel the connective drips flooding between various segments 

of my brain, integrating understanding of the places, people, and symbols that comprise my life 

here, and the lives that rage beyond.  

 

Märipa as compass: Divination and feed-forward processing 

 

The process of visualisation that yopo-capi visions facilitate bears heavily on the continuum of 

space-time understandings connecting past (including mythological) events to current 

conditions, to the attainment of desired futures. José-Luis describes a compass as ‘the heart of 

märipa’. The compass, like märipa, gives an individual knowledge of which direction to follow in 

order to arrive at a desired outcome. There is a direct relationship between making and 

perceiving mental images, and planning possible adaptive responses. According to Winkelman 

(2000:87), ‘[i]mages represent goals that recruit and coordinate a wide range of unconscious 

systems and plans of action to achieve the goals desired’. Damasio & Damasio (1996:19) argue, 

‘The capacity to generate images probably evolved and endured because images allowed 

organisms to optimise responses; that is, to perfect existing repertoires of movement and plan 

even more successful ones’. Similarly, Fox (1988:160-1) argues that the nervous system evolved 

in such a way as to enable the foresight of future events through rapid image-scheme 

simulation for survival-conducive prediction. Lived experience necessarily encompasses a 

‘toward which we are heading’ component integrating anticipations that are partially 

determined by a recalled past (Mattingly 1998). To have a mind to is to be able to create images 

of potential future outcomes. Brown (1986:166) clearly delineates the relationship between 

visions and goal-directed action among the Aguaruna: 

 

            Jivaroan ethnography suggests that the idea of visions may hold the key to 
underlying premises about goal-directed action. The Aguaruna consider visions 
to be a vital means of elaborating a sense of self and developing ways by which 
the self can influence the world at large.  

 

Piaroa shamans train to develop mental capacities in order to plot successful adaptive and 

predictive strategies. All humans have innate capacities to fantasise or imagine. Fantasy-
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proneness exists as a continuum, along which all humans can be situated. Shamans, however, 

are often those with a genetic disposition enabling them to hone imaginative capacities 

(through years of training in the cultivation of mental imagery) to significant practical effect 

(Katz 1983; Krippner 2000:96; Wilson & Barber 1983). While Lazarus (1991:410) concedes 

that psychologists have not developed the means to understand aggregate assessments of inter- 

and intra-individual emotional responses accruing as a result of the social interplay of long- and 

short-term goal pursuits, the Piaroa concept of märipa involves navigating felt mental images in 

order to mediate the flow of emotions within and amongst persons. A Piaroa shaman’s 

sensitivity to interpersonal emotional flows (relating to a social weave of competing and 

complementary goals) derives from sensitive social study, heightened empathetic 

understanding, and the construction of felt mental images. Vandervert (1996; 1997:114-5) uses 

the term ‘images of achievement’ to describe a learned process of mental imagery development 

in which a goal-oriented focus is honed to adaptive ends. Krippner (2000:104) elaborates: 

 

This process extends into the extrapolated anticipatory future by means of fast 
time computations of the cerebellum, and these images continually predict the 
outcomes of the next steps of human action or achievement. These images are 
often symbolic in nature, allowing for a condensation of considerable 
information and meaning.  

 

Krippner (2000:114) maintains that feed-forward neural processes are crucial to the success of 

the shaman in guiding successful adaptive strategies for their community. As Davidson 

(1980:22) defines it, ‘feed-forward’ refers to ‘processing activities which are dedicated to 

formulating plans and evaluating choices, in short, generating images of future behaviour’. 

Krippner (2000:110) argues that shamans ‘were especially adept when prediction was 

demanded. Game needed to be located, weather patterns needed to be forecast, enemy 

movements needed to be anticipated, and flight paths needed to be discovered. These tasks 

required feed-forward processing, and the shamanic fine-tuning of image schemas through 

heightened perception and/or changed states of consciousness may have assisted this 

assignment’. The Piaroa concept of märipa can be seen as an epistemology of goal-oriented 

knowledge derived from the careful use of plant hallucinogen-induced ASC. 

 

Märipa facilitates awareness of the complex interplay of personal and social goal pursuits and 
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goal conflicts that affect psycho-social evolution in a community. Damasio (1994) has 

demonstrated that planning successful future outcomes depends upon one’s ability to reason 

with feeling. That is, affective states and reason are interconnected and interdependent, and 

contribute to the ways in which we understand self and other in relation to goal pursuits and 

possible future outcomes. One of the ways in which feeling and planning connect is through 

the idea of somatic markers.  

 

            [S]omatic markers are a special instance of feelings generated from secondary 
emotions. Those emotions and feelings have been connected, by learning, to 
predicted future outcomes of certain scenarios. When a negative somatic 
marker is juxtaposed to a particular future outcome the combination functions 
as an alarm bell. When a positive somatic marker is juxtaposed instead, it 
becomes a beacon of incentive (Damasio 1994:174). 

 

Damasio (1994:174-5) argues that somatic markers, ‘or some thing like them’, reduce the need 

to sift through extensive theories of mind, and of the minds of others, facilitating the process 

of making critical decisions in social situations. I argue that Piaroa shamans develop an 

increased sensitivity to ‘some thing like’ somatic markers, and that this enables them to 

streamline interpretations of psycho-social data in the interests of achieving desired adaptive 

outcomes. The two primary elements of a Piaroa shaman’s work (study of psycho-social 

dynamics, and study of mythological templates for human behaviour) facilitate the 

development of a generous repertoire of schemas relating to human adaptation. The study of 

social dynamics, and of mythological templates, proceeds in association with processes of 

mental imagery cultivation. All of this enables the shaman to make efficient interpretations of 

current dynamics and prescriptions for change.  

 

Märipa facilitates the extension of somatic markers beyond non-conscious gut responses to the 

level of consciously felt imagetic responses to decision making processes. Somatic markers or 

their equivalents can be felt in situations extending beyond the realm of social decision making 

to involve economic issues (concerning plants, animals, weather patterns and shelter in the 

case of the Piaroa) (Damasio 1994:190).To have märipa is to be hyper aware of the somatic 

markers in one’s own life, and to interpolate into the lives of others.  
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José-Luis would frequently say ‘I take yopo to see the future’. The end is not always, however, 

seeing the future. Often one must know what is to be done to arrive at a visualised future. I therefore 

make a distinction between ‘passive’ and ‘active’ divination. The former involves predicting 

future outcomes or events seemingly beyond the interpretive range of a particular shaman’s 

life. The latter entails visualisation of what might happen if a person or group’s current 

behavioural patterns were to continue, and how particular changes made to these patterns 

might affect those involved (active divination). Making the future unfold as it is envisioned 

involves plotting a sensitive course through the desires, needs, actions and reactions, between 

short and long-term goals, the social, economic, familial and environmental forces affecting 

human existence. Active divination involves the ability to predict others’ behaviour and 

‘constitutes an essential basis for social cohesion, transmission of social knowledge, and 

consciousness as ‘knowing with’ – knowledge shared with others’ (Winkelman 2002:75). Active 

divination can, in part, be explained through the shamanic development of highly developed 

sensitivity to somatic markers and feed-forward cognitive organisation of sensory, 

environmental, psycho-social and physiological data. ‘A person who can read the environment 

in multiple dimensions and integrate these into a complex judgment about reality is in a better 

general adaptive position than one who responds to a single, immediate stimulus’ (McManus 

1979:220). What José-Luis recognises as difficult in this process is understanding with 

exactitude when events glimpsed in visions will happen. This requires constant sensitivity all the 

way along the chain of events and possible events existing within a totalising eco-social 

imagetic web.  

 

There are numerous applications for active divination (including assessing the potential success 

of a recently married couple, a new swidden plot, or the success of a person in a new home or 

work environment). The following is an example of passive divination that cannot so easily be 

explained through recourse to feed-forward processing.  

 

         Morning… José-Luis’ speech comes to an abrupt halt. His smile fades and he 
rises from his hammock. We had been relaxing after taking yopo before dawn. 
José-Luis grabs his fishing spear off the wall and charges outside. The dogs 
continue to sleep. The children have only just begun to stir with morning hunger. 
A massive manapiare [the most common venomous snake along the Parguaza 
River] was coming out of the grass 10 metres from the far corner of the house. 
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There was no way José-Luis could have heard the snake at the distance it was 
approaching. He had sensed its presence. A small white bird, Wiri’iya, one of his 
spirit helpers, had warned him of the snake’s presence. ‘I don’t know why they 
come [my helping spirits], but they always do. To tell me things, to warn me, 
inform me. To help me to take care of my family’. It was the largest manapiare I 
had ever seen, almost two metres long and as fat as my forearm. It was tough, 
too. José-Luis had to sever its head with several drives of the spear, even then it 
writhed as its body was thrown down the cliff and into the river. “I knew it was 
coming. A shaman sent that snake as a test for me.” As I watched the snake in its 
death throes a group of river otters swam upstream. José-Luis said that they too 
were some of his helping spirits, and that they came to meet me, and for I to 
meet them. They had also come to clear away any evil spirits that might still be 
lurking in the river (anacondas or caymans), ‘so that my children can bathe’. 
“Now it is safe, the river is clear, now it is safe,” barked the otters.  

 

Helping spirits 

 

Piaroa shamans use helping spirits to deliver information. The acquisition and manipulation of 

spirit helpers, and the detection of evil spirits (maritö), are of primary importance to the 

development of one’s märipa. Märipa allows one to interpret the calls of birds and animals in 

the forest as the communications of spirits, and to control the activities of entities perceived as 

spirits during yopo-capi visions. José-Luis has numerous helping spirits that he has acquired over 

some 25 years of shamanic practice. He refers to them as his ‘children’.  

 

You have to think about what is going to happen in the future. They [helping 
spirits] inform me as to what will happen… how people will work, who should 
do what, how the yuca harvest will go, what will happen to the house… They 
teach me about diseases that people might have, whether they have a stone 
[sorcerous crystal inside them causing illness]. 

 

The first spirit that José-Luis acquired took the form of a parrot and came to him one day after 

his father had given him ten trays of yopo.  

 

A cotton curtain came down in front of me. ‘It is all right, stay here, relax, my 
child’, the spirit said. The spirits began to enter me then… I saw the river as a 
sand highway. First they came and showed me my enemies. Then they left out 
the top the same way they had come… Later they came to give me greater 
knowledge of the world, and the parrot told me that he would inform me when 
one of my family members was about to die.  
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While cognicentrist explanations of spirits can account for their phenomenology, but not for 

their ontology (Harner 1980:xiv; Noll 1983:447-50), several scholars have interpreted the 

centrality of spirits in visions as cognitive-action-tendency markers for the organisation of 

social information. For example, Brown (1986:165, see also Whitten 1978) writes: 

 

The major role of powerful beings such as Nugkui, Tsugki, and Etsa in 
Aguaruna magic is cognitive: they provide reference points around which 
disparate associations are organised into meaningful patterns, which then 
provide blueprints for action. 

 

Spirits ‘represent social and psychological processes operating on the individual’ (Winkelman 

(2000:87). Recent experimentation with pure, synthesised DMT by Westerners has resulted in 

experiences of visitation by ‘elves’ or other similar anthropomorphic beings that evoke 

childhood memories of spirit encounters. ‘The [DMT-induced] state of consciousness 

characterised by amazing visual imagery seems to be a prelude to a more profound state, which 

subjects report as contact with entities describes as discarnate, nonhuman or alien’ (Meyer 

1994:171). With or without the ingestion of tryptamine-containing substances, spirits are 

experienced cross-culturally. The association between spirits and the acquisition of culturally-

valued knowledge, however, can be explained in terms of an active process of mental imagery 

cultivation, in which the shaman trains his awareness to facilitate the expression of 

symbolically-loaded, culturally-relevant data through the form of the spirit. 

 

         Following the two-phase schema for the mental imagery enhancement process, 
contact with spirits can be viewed from a psychological point of view as an 
increase in the vividness of mental imagery, while the manipulation of spirits can be 
described as an increase in the controlledness of mental imagery. Thus, 
spontaneously ‘seeing spirits’ may be the first step towards ‘mastering’ them later 
through mental imagery enhancement practice (Noll 1985:448).  

 

 

Piaroa shamans combine sensitive social study with the processes of mental imagery 

cultivation, in which the recognition and control of helping spirits is central, to assist in the 
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mediation of psycho-physiological and social adaptation. Noll’s mind-centred approach to 

spirits contrasts with that of Townsley (1993:454-5), who argues: 

 

One of the keys to understanding [shamanic knowledge, knowledge derived from 
ASC] and more widely the whole question of the so-called ‘primitive mind’ which 
shamanism has so often been taken to exemplify, seems to me to lie exactly in an 
image of the person and knowing subject which paradoxically has no place for a 
‘mind’ and associates ‘mental’ events with animate essences which can drift free 
from bodies and mingle with the world, participating in it much more intimately 
than any conventional notion of ‘mind’ would allow.  

 

When we see the basis of Piaroa shamanic practice in terms of technologies of consciousness 

that serve to facilitate optimal brain functioning, the notion of ‘mind’ must indeed be central. 

Piaroa shamans describe their technologies of consciousness in terms of gods and spirits, but 

also in terms of ‘studying’ and the acquisition of information. Because neurobiological 

processes underlie the development and experience of märipa, the language of neurobiology 

enables a partial translation of this indigenous epistemology. Piaroa ‘techniques of ecstasy’ 

involve the ability to apply mythological templates of human adaptation to schemas of human 

behaviour based on years of social analysis in association 

with heightened information-processing capacities derivative of work with the integrative 

mode of consciousness. 

 

Märipa and the neurobiology of integrative consciousness  

 

Underlying the yopo-capi experience from which märipa is derived are neurobiological processes 

that determine how shamanic knowledge is applied to the solution of problems. According to 

Myerhoff (1995:245-6), because ASC are ‘fundamentally non-linear, non-discursive, non-

linguistic’, they are ‘distorted beyond recognition when rendered in collective, verbal, 

conscious categories’. Myerhoff (1995:246) offers drawing and performance as techniques of 

studying that more accurately preserve the integrity of the ASC experience. While drawing and 

drama might indeed preserve the integrity of altered state experiences, they do not offer the 

anthropologist a means of articulating indigenous technologies of information-processing. 

Moreover, the hallucinogen-induced experience central to the acquisition of Piaroa shamanic 
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knowledge is determined by a number of neurobiological processes that can be articulated. 

These processes, common to the integrative mode of consciousness, facilitate accelerated 

information-processing capabilities that have been harnessed to the solution of social and 

psychological and environmental problems in numerous societies (Pribram 1980:55; 

Winkelman 2000; Laughlin et al 1990; Taylor, Murphy & Donovan 1997).  

 

Märipa is an epistemology relating to information that is perceived during the integrative mode 

of consciousness, which is produced from ‘activities and functions of the basic brain structures 

and their homeostatic balance and integration’ (Winkelman 2000:113). The integrative mode of 

consciousness facilitates social and psychological integration as symbolic and physiological 

systems of information processing are integrated in ways normally repressed during waking 

consciousness (Winkelman 2000:128). According to Winkelman, we can define three primary 

characteristics of the integrative mode of consciousness. [1]‘The integration of information 

across different functional systems of the brain;… [2] the ability to act on structures of 

consciousness as content rather than self;… [3] a greater degree of flexibility and conscious 

control of biological and mental systems’ (Winkelman 2000:129).4 These characteristics 

determine, to a large extent, the form and content of Piaroa shamanic knowledge. 

 

Lower brain structures (reptilian-complex and the limbic system) elicit management of 

emotions, social relations and bonding, sense of self, attachment and convictions (MacLean 

1990; Winkelman 2000). The hippocampal-septal system is involved in the formation of 

memory and emotion, and influences the hypothalamus and other brain structures responsible 

for survival and family-related behaviour (MacLean 1990).  

 

Activation of the hippocampal-septal circuits, the hypothalamus, and related areas that regulate 

balance of the autonomic nervous system underlies the integrative mode of consciousness and 

associated feelings of transcendence and ultimate truth (Mandell 1980; Winkelman 2000:128). 

The autonomic nervous system, in conjunction with the rest of the brain, is responsible for 

‘maintenance of basic bodily functions and plays a crucial role in overall activity of the brain’ 

(Newberg & d’Aquili 2000:254-5). It is composed of two sub-systems, the parasympathetic and 

sympathetic nervous systems. The latter system is responsible for our physiological adaptations 
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to noxious or desirable environmental stimuli, leading to so called fight-or-flight responses 

(Gellhorn & Loufbourrow 1963; Gellhorn 1967; Lex 1979; Selye 1978). The parasympathetic 

system responds to needs for vegetative regrowth, repair and development and is experienced 

as calm and relaxation (Benson et al 1974). While one system is usually invoked to the 

exclusion of the other, hyper-excitation of either might invoke stimulation of the other, 

resulting in a parasympathetic dominant state (Gellhorn & Keily 1972; Hugdahl 1996).  

 

It is likely that the induction of a parasympathetic dominant state is integral to the acquisition 

of Piaroa shamanic knowledge. A parasympathetic state of slow-wave synchronisation of the 

frontal cortex is manifest experientially by ‘sensory and physiological integration; mental and 

emotional integration; insight and transcendence; and inter-hemispheric integration’ 

(Winkelman 2000:128-9). The association of ‘insight’ or feelings of ‘truth’ (no more conflict 

between alternatives) with ecstatic (drug-induced or otherwise) states is linked to 

hypersynchronous septal-hippocampal high-voltage slow activity across the temporal and 

frontal lobes and loss of the hippocampal comparator function responsible for making relative 

assessments of potential future actions (Mandell (1980:405). ‘As there is an increasing sense of 

unity, there is the perception of ever greater approximations of a more fundamental reality’ 

(Newberg & d’Aquili 2000:262). Loss of hippocampal comparator function, combined with 

integrated emotive-inductive information, may result in the ability to achieve a totalising 

perspective of life. The experience of ultimate truth, insight during ecstasy (James 1929), could 

provide shamans the surety to supply an answer to problems of divination, diagnosis, and the 

resolution of social disputes.  

 

The particular balance between ANS responses to environmental conditions can be learned. 

This is referred to as tuning (Gelhorn 1967:110). There is evidence to demonstrate that the 

general level of this balance is established in pre- and perinatal life, however, many ritual 

activities (including singing, dancing, fasting, forms of privation, ingestion of psychotropic 

substances) can be used as driving mechanisms to retune ANS activity in participants (Lex 

1979). Piaroa shamans may tune their ANS to create a greater physiological disposition 

enabling induction of the parasympathetic dominant state, the experience of which is valued 

for its role in the acquisition of information. Neural structures can be developed to facilitate 
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particular types of functioning. ‘Kindling refers to a long-lasting or permanently reduced 

threshold for induced neural excitability as a result of previous excitation’ (Mandell 1980:396). 

The regular use of hallucinogens, fasting and chanting contributes to a greater physiological 

capacity to achieve integrative consciousness.  

 

The chemical structures of hallucinogens are similar to those of the neural transmitters and 

alter consciousness through disruption of the latter’s normal functioning, in particular through 

disinhibition of serotonin uptake (Cohen 1988:66-7; Julien 1996:312). As Mandell (1980:392-3) 

puts it:  

 

            [Hallucinogens] have the capacity to reduce acutely serotonin biosynthesis 
and/or release, disinhibiting the temporal lobes and leading to synchronous 
electrical discharges in temporal lobe limbic structures… releasing the affectual 
and cognitive processes characteristic of religious ecstasy and the permanent 
personality changes associated with religious conversion.  

 

Inter-hemispheric coherence (coordination of right and left sides of the brain) is characteristic 

of both ASC derivative of hallucinogens and meditative practices, and bears heavily upon the 

way in which Piaroa shamans acquire information (Winkelman 2000:168). While several 

scholars argued that the significance of trance-like ASC to shamanic practice was right 

hemisphere dominance (e.g. Ornstein 1972), more recent assessments note the importance of 

coordinated discharges between the hemispheres for the sorts of information valued by 

shamans: planning; psycho-social problem solving; divination; and healing (Winkelman 2000). 

 

Each brain hemisphere mediates sensory data differently, and serves specialised 

complementary functions that come into play in an alternating fashion, according to 

information being processed at any particular time. Generally, while one side is operating, the 

other is inhibited from operating (Trevarthen 1969). The cerebral hemispheres are generally 

associated with higher level cognitive and emotional functions. The ‘cerebral cortex likely 

underlies the development of complex thought, language, religion, art and culture’ (Newberg & 

d’Aquili 2000:256). The left hemisphere mediates language and sequential analytic thought 

(Sperry et al 1979; Nebes & Sperry 1971; Gazzaniga 1970). The right realises ‘gestalt 
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perceptions, imagery, and in general, the construction of sensorial events as wholes, and 

wholes-within-wholes’ (Laughlin et al 1990:129).   

 

Briefly stated, in most human beings the left cerebral hemisphere functions in 
the production of speech, as well in linear, analytic thought, and also assesses 
the duration of temporal units, processing information sequentially. In contrast, 
the specializations fo the right hemisphere comprise spatial and tonal 
perception, recognition of patterns - including those constituting emotion and 
other states in the internal milieu-and holistic, synthetic thought, but linguistic 
capability is limited and the temporal capacity is believed absent’ (Lex 
1979:125). 

 

Integrative consciousness enables synchronous discharges across the left and right temporal 

lobes, facilitating a fusion of rational induction and gestalt awareness of the relationship of the 

particular to the whole and to yet greater wholes. There are direct implications here for the 

shaman who mediates past and present, moment and continuum, individual and group. Strong 

discharges from both sides can therefore enhance psycho-social problem-solving capabilities 

through the simultaneous experience of affective (right hemisphere) and analytical pulses of 

information. The right hemisphere is associated with nonverbal forms of communication 

involving emotional transactions, kinesthetic perception, and ‘awareness of human disability 

(Bogen 1969; Luria 1966:90). This suggests an important right hemisphere function for the 

self-recognition of illness (including physiological and emotional conditions) and body-states. 

There has also been a demonstrated association between mental imagery, including 

hallucinations, and right hemisphere communications (Fischer 1972). Thus integrative 

consciousness comprising simultaneous discharges from both hemisphere might have the 

important capacity to enable recognition of body states, and the ability to assess analytically 

how this might be addressed through temporal planning strategies, forming a significant neural 

basis for divination and diagnosis.  

 

 

Shamanism entails accessing information for adaptive ends. Emotions are human responses to 

adaptive requirements. ‘[T]he processes of emotion and feelings are part and parcel of the 

neural machinery for biological regulation, whose core is constituted by homeostatic controls, 

drives, and instincts… [B]ecause of the brain’s design, the requisite broad-based knowledge 
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depends on numerous systems located in relatively separate brain regions rather than in one 

region. A large part of such knowledge is recalled in the form of images at many brain sites 

rather than at a single site’ (Damasio 1994:83-4). Integrative consciousness involves 

synchronisation of cortical rhythms across connected brain regions that do not normally 

function in unison. ‘Alternate states are characterised not only by changes in what is perceived 

but also in the amount of information that is processed’ (Pribram 1980:55). The integrative 

mode of consciousness can potentially facilitate an “optimal’ level of brain activity for energy, 

orienting, learning, memory and attention, a positive background state optimising brain 

activity’ (Mandell 1980:422; See also Vinogradova 1975). 

 

Conclusions 

 

Piaroa people associate cultural evolution, mythological escapades, technical innovations and 

the development of knowledge with mental skills for navigating yopo-capi-derived visions 

characteristic of the integrative mode of consciousness. Piaroa shamanic practice is predicated 

upon the development of skills of mental imagery cultivation that enable the efficient 

processing and translation of synaesthetic visionary experiences applicable to the solution of 

adaptive psycho-social problems. The experiential dynamics of the integrative mode of 

consciousness are integral to the acquisition of Piaroa shamanic knowledge. Mythological 

templates and the empathy-rich data derived from continued social study form the mental 

background on which yopo visions, comprising inter-hemispheric coherence, prolonged high-

voltage slow wave septal-hippocampal activity across the frontal and temporal lobes, and the 

experience of a parasympathetic dominant state, contribute to delivering convincing answers to 

the questions of social life.  

 

The experience of integrative consciousness facilitates awareness of the relationships of the 

particular (event, action or person) to behavioural, psychological and social patterns, and of 

meanings that particular events, actions and responses have for the lives of interacting parties. 

Yopo visions facilitate a convergence of psycho-social understandings and culture-specific 

symbols (of spirits, gods and places) in fast-paced, high-resolution synergistic imagery. The 

crystallisation of this information, often involving feelings of absolute truth (loss of 
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comparator function), enables the Piaroa shaman to plot successful psycho-social adaptive 

strategies on behalf of the community in which he lives. Divination is predicated upon the 

development of a hyper-awareness of the psycho-social dynamics of the individual-in-

community, and of projections of current psycho-behavioural patterns into the future.  

 

Märipa is the experience of power as knowledge derived from the integrative mode of consciousness 

induced primarily through consumption of yopo, capi and dädä. Piaroa shamanic practices 

involve conditioning the mind to achieve optimal perceptive capacities that facilitate accurate 

prediction and successful prescription. A Piaroa shaman develops heightened feed-forward 

neural capacities, and sensitivity to something similar to somatic markers, that enable him to 

divine answers and prescribe change. To have märipa is to be able to visualise and effect 

desirable outcomes. It is to know what psycho-physiological and social changes should be 

made to facilitate health and happiness, or, in the case of sorcery, suffering. Piaroa shamans 

make the analogy between märipa and the compass; each points the beholder in an appropriate 

direction. Piaroa mythology provides the shaman with a series of processing templates, 

designed to be invoked in association with the use of hallucinogens that assist him in ordering 

psycho-social information. As people pursue märipa they perpetuate mytho-historical awareness 

through recitation of ancient oral texts while amplifying sensitivity to psycho-social forces 

impacting on individuals and groups. To have märipa is to know how to live, and how to 

prescribe change in the lives of others.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
1 Unlike several other tropical Amerindian societies in which both visions derived from 
psychoactive plants and dreams are privileged as means of understanding social life (i.e. among 
the Canelos Quichua, Whitten 1978; and the Aguaruna, Brown 1986), dreams do not play a 
central role in Piaroa epistemology. Dreams may be discussed, and certain events may be 
foretold in dreams, but these are always of minor significance relative to premonitions, 
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intuitions, perceptions, and information gained from yopo and capi derived visions. Moreover, 
the Piaroa do not believe that one can ‘train to dream’ as one can train to see with yopo, dädä 
and capi. 
2 Noll (1985:450) argues that mental imagery cultivation serves a vital mnemonic function in 
non-literate societies. 
3 Harner (1973b:168) cites ‘the sensation of seeing distant persons, “cities” and landscapes’ as a 
recurring theme in indigenous ayahuasca visions. These visions are typically interpreted as 
‘visions of distant reality, i.e. as clairvoyance’. 
4 From a neurobiological perspective, ‘integrative consciousness’ is akin to states previously 
referred to as ‘ecstatic’, ‘peak’, or ‘unitive’. See, for example, Maslow (1962) and James (1929). 
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6   Ethics and ethos: Living by the law and the good life 
of tranquillity                                                                                

 

 

Shamans who are able to make psychosocial predictions and prescriptions are in a position 

to adversely or positively affect people around them. The pursuit of märipa can also, 

however, imperil a shaman’s own life. With shamanic power comes responsibility. There is 

a Piaroa shamanic code of ethics that conditions how Piaroa shamans administer their 

work. This composite ideology of ‘living tranquilly’, or living ‘according to ‘the law’ 

determines how a particular shaman’s activities are perceived by lay persons and other 

shamans. The extent to which a shaman is perceived to be ‘living according to the law’ 

affects the probability that he might be accused of sorcery activity. Ethical Piaroa shamans 

take responsibility for maintaining social cohesion according to an ideal of the good society 

based on the promotion of harmonious relationships within the self, and among selves. 

The shaman who lives by the law is able to translate the ethos of Piaroa mythology to his 

own daily life, and to the lives of those around him.  

 

The Piaroa world is characterised by an ongoing battle between shamans who uphold, on 

behalf of all Piaroa, the ideal of ethical living, and forces of chaos and destruction, 

epitomised by märi. A shaman must balance his responsibility to understand shifting 

psychosocial dynamics, and the possibility that the power as knowledge he acquires in 

fulfilling this responsibility does not destroy him and others. Piaroa shamanic ethics are 

underpinned by sensitivity to emotional flows within and between people, and predicated 

upon the notion that knowledge as power derived from visionary experiences (märipa) must 

be accompanied by rigorous emotional control. Researchers have distinguished between 

conscious and non-conscious processes of appraisal that lead action and emotions (Lazarus 

1991; LeDoux 1996; Panksepp 1997). Piaroa shamans may develop mental imagery 

techniques that enhance conscious appraisal processes enabling the harmonious negotiation 

of individual and group interests, goals and adaptation.  

 

When shamans purportedly abide by the law, Piaroa society functions well. When shamans 

fail to live by the law there is turmoil, animosity, chaos, imbalance, and disease. According 

to José-Luis:  
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Before, in the time of my grandfathers, there were always wars. There 
were many who ignored the law. They were always fighting; brother 
against brother, husband against wife, uncle versus nephew. There is 
not so much of this anymore.  

 

Armando, a former comisario from the upper Cuao River, where José-Luis had once 

apprenticed, agreed that there are no longer many battles between shamans that wilfully 

harm people.  

 

            There are only battles between those who live more strictly by the law, and 
those who do not. One shaman thinks that the other is not living true to 
the law, so they fight. The law is taken very seriously here. 

 

On the Cuao River, sorcery battles are attributed to shamans that disagree over the 

practical interpretation of the law. One or more shamans might ensorcel another shaman as 

punishment or warning for perceived unethical practice. In order to maintain visionary 

power and social authority, and to stay alive, a Piaroa shaman must be perceived to be 

dispensing his powers ethically. Armando explained José-Luis’s snakebite in terms of a 

perceived lack of ethical restraint in the way that José-Luis dispensed his youthful shamanic 

powers, and not, as José-Luis interpreted the attack, in terms of attempted revenge for a 

battle commenced by José-Luis’s teacher. I showed Armando photos I had taken of José-

Luis preparing yopo. Despite not having seen him for many years, Armando immediately 

recognised José-Luis. 

 

           Ahhhhhh. You studied with him.  

 

Armando shows a photo of José-Luís to his uncle, a meneruwa from the Upper-Cuao. The 

man laughs, saying:  

 

            If you have learned from this man, then you have also learned his 
weaknesses.  

 

Armando continues:  
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            Yes, José-Luis knows. He knows what it is to be a shaman. But he used to 
have two legs, didn’t he? I don’t know how about now, but before, he 
didn’t used to follow the law.  

 

Did he used to harm people? 

 

            No. He wasn’t bad… He was out of control. He learned when he was very 
young. A carajito playing with power, and didn’t know how to manage it. He 
has always had märipa. But he did not know how to control his powers. 
When he was bitten by the snake it was a warning. ‘Change your ways, or 
else’. Evil shamans die young. He was not evil. He didn’t die. He just wasn’t 
living according to the law. What I mean is, he used his powers to take 
advantage of others, women for instance. He looks strong now [physically]. 
So he might have learned to live according to the law. I don’t know. I 
haven’t seen him for years. 

 

As Armando’s interpretation of disputes over the law illustrates, the behavioural terrain 

separating good from evil is frequently unclear, ambivalent or contested. ‘The Law’ is an 

amorphous term. José-Luis never gave a clear definition of exactly what ‘the law’ entailed. 

The most obvious implications of living by the law involve not harming or taking 

advantage of others as a result of a perceived loss of control of one’s shamanic powers, or 

as a result of jealousy, anger, greed, lust, ambition, or spitefulness. This is what José-Luis 

taught me at the roca: 

 

         You must never use your powers to do harm to others. This is the most 
important rule to understand. This is our law. The Piaroa law. The criollos 
have never wanted to learn this law. This is why we do not give them 
yopo… If you want a woman who is with another man, you cannot do 
anything to her. My grandfather told me this. Every shaman knows.  

 

Piaroa people take pride in their system of ethics. Piaroa shamans consider their practice to 

be superior to those of neighbouring tribes. José-Luis and Ruffino each maintained that the 

difference between him and shamans from other tribes was the law. José-Luis put it thus: 

 

         They each have their own shamans: Curripaco, Hiwi, Baniwa, Bare… I know 
how they are. They make their own yopo, have their own musical 
instruments, but they do not know the law. It is very difficult to master the 
law, few ever do.  

 

Hallucinogens and self-restraint  
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The basis of Piaroa shamanic ethics is diffused through many Piaroa legends documenting 

the adventures of the gods in the time before people. Piaroa life is characterised by a 

constant fight with invisible forces that can be made visible by the use of psychoactive 

plant substances. Piaroa mythology is replete with prescriptions mitigating the abuse of 

these same plant drugs. Ethical shamanic practice involves the exercise of self-control in 

the pursuit of knowledge derived from visionary experiences, and the maintenance of a 

harmonious balance between participation in waking life and the visionary realm. While 

there is a range of Piaroa gods whose travails are representative of how not to behave as a 

shaman, there is no single deity who upholds the Piaroa ideal of tranquil, equilibrated 

living. The primary narratives of Piaroa mythology are driven by the creative and 

destructive whims of Wahari and Kuemoi.  

 

Anamei had been working carefully with yopo from the time that she had discovered it, 

and through her explorations with yopo had become ‘the wisest being in the world’. 

Anamei’s husband, Purune, offered yopo to Wahari for the first time. Wahari liked yopo 

very much and wanted more, so he decided to rob the yopo from Anamei. According to 

José-Luis, ‘then began the time of many problems’. Without having mastered it himself, 

Wahari showed yopo to his father-in-law, Kuemoi. Kuemoi became jealous of Wahari and 

the two began to quarrel. Wahari and Kuemoi each vied for shamanic supremacy. Each was 

over-confident, while neither developed the self-restraint or emotional control required to 

maintain a harmonious existence. Ohuoda’e, one of the eldest gods, was sufficiently wise to 

understand that life could only exist so long as visions were short. If one stays in the vision 

world too long, one risks not returning to the waking world. Shamans risk losing their 

minds and never being able to fully comprehend or realise the visions that they attain 

(Monod 1970:18).  

 

Neither Wahari nor Kuemoi took heed of Ohuoda’e’s advice. Wahari believed that he was 

the greatest shaman ever. ‘I am the master of the sky, the rapids, the forest’, he declared. 

Although it was Wahari who bequeathed animal knowledge, and the land that the Piaroa 

now inhabit, his fallibility was desire. Wahari’s thirst for greater knowledge led him to 

consume excessive amounts of yopo, to arrogance, pride, and excessive sexual activity. 

These sins led to the unraveling of Wahari’s life and to his ultimate death in a criollo jail. 
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Wahari was neither evil nor good, usually of good intention but he never fully gained 

mastery over the use of the hallucinogens from which he derived his power, or the 

emotional states that this experimentation produced. While Wahari was the creator of many 

of the things and places now familiar to the Piaroa, he is considered by most to be a 

buffoon.  

 

By contrast, Kuemoi is regarded as being evil, fearful, chaotic and absurd. Far from 

attaining self-control in his pursuit of shamanic power, Kuemoi always took too much 

yopo. Kuemoi’s behaviour was ridiculous and fearful. He screamed, never spoke, ran 

around in circles, never a straight line, had fits of rage and laughter, and moved during the 

night, not the day. While Kuemoi discovered which forest plants could be eaten, he is also 

the grandfather of poisonous snakes, jaguars, biting ants and scorpions, whose shapes he 

often takes. Kuemoi’s ambition to become the most powerful shaman, and jealousy of 

Wahari’s power, drove Kuemoi to consume ever-larger quantities of yopo, to formulate a 

series of elaborate but ineffective traps to kill Wahari, and to turn permanently into an evil 

spirit. Kuemoi’s drive for power, his ravenous abuse of hallucinogens, and his inability to 

master the transition between visionary and waking reality made him a destructive, 

chronically imbalanced overlord. 

 

The regular consumption of powerful hallucinogens has a profound effect on the character 

and psyche of the shaman who participates in an ongoing dialogue with the creative and 

destructive forces that have shaped Piaroa society. Piaroa shamans consume yopo and capi 

several times a week, and move continuously between different modes of consciousness. It 

is not merely that Piaroa shamans live between two modes of consciousness, two worlds, 

but that the shaman must translate the experience of each of these worlds to himself and 

others, and exists in a perpetual state of transformation. Monod sees the origins of märi in 

the hedonistic use of hallucinogens by gods who never established a harmonious 

equilibrium between visionary and waking life, and Kuemoi as a hallucinogen-addicted 

fiend who wreaked havoc and created only malevolent creatures out of practical imbalances 

accruing from his drug abuse (Monod 1970:18). To Monod (1970:19-20), the Piaroa world 

‘is always in a state of transformation; but can also be destroyed by a lack of precaution or 

abuse of the creative powers’. I would add that the Piaroa shaman is in a permanent state 
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of transformation, but can destroy and be destroyed by a lack of precaution or abuse of his 

creative powers.  

 

In order to remain sane, the Piaroa shaman must become an adept in the experience of ego 

dissolution and reconstruction. In order to maintain control over his mental and emotional 

faculties, to manage a productive balance between waking life and visions, a Piaroa shaman 

requires incredible forbearance, an even temperament, and psychological fortitude. A 

shaman’s mind is the weakest link in a chain connecting the primordial forces of creation 

and destruction to current social relations and sentiments. The shaman’s mind becomes a 

nexus where the forces of production, reproduction, creation and destruction converge in a 

synaesthetic splendour that even the gods could not master.  

 
José-Luis emphasised the shaman’s agency in controlling yopo visions, or making them 

comprehensible. ‘Yopo is not a teacher’, he said. ‘It is the shaman that sees. The yopo helps 

the shaman to see but it is the shaman that uses the yopo to divine’.1 Since shamans are not 

passive receptors of visionary information, they must cultivate the skills required to 

interpret data that yopo visions can make available. Degrees of skill in mental imagery 

cultivation separate the yuhuähuäruhua from the meyeruwa, and skilful meyeruwa from failed 

ones. Yopo and capi are conceived of as entry points into a world of potentially infinite 

knowledge and power from which the shaman works to be able to understand his own 

condition, that of those around him and a historical continuum that extends into mythic 

space-time and the future. The knowledge of how to cure, sing, see the future and 

understand the shifting balance between good and evil comes about through a dynamic 

three-way relationship between the initiate, the shaman-teacher, and the visionary 

experiences that each of the two develops over time as they study Piaroa mythology and 

psychosocial adaptation. Yopo lessons become clear when the initiate gains the ability to 

process synaesthetic, mytho-historical and psychosocial data in an efficient manner. A 

shaman is perceived to be competent and ethical when he demonstrates the ability to 

integrate this visionary information into psychosocial prescriptions that promote social 

harmony.  

 
Piaroa people recognise the possibility that one can live ‘too much in the other world’ to 

the detriment of one’s family and neighbours. Boglár (1978:8) notes that one meyeruwa was 

relieved of his responsibilities as ritual leader for having repeatedly recited a song 
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erroneously as a result of excessive yopo consumption. The negative consequences of this 

shaman’s yopo abuse were purportedly manifest in his inability to prevent disease through 

the blessing of game meats, loss of memory, and working knowledge of sacred texts. 

Disgraced, the shaman became a social pariah who floated between communities. Many 

people of the lower Parguaza describe Mariachechi as an ‘evil shaman’ (of the upper-

Parguaza). Adolpho, one of Plinio’s sons, described Mariachechi thus: 

 

         He is always taking yopo, every fifteen minutes. He walks with a twitch, head 
down, stomping his feet, and never in a straight line. He carries his rifle 
across his chest, and is always looking for a fight. He is crazy. When he 
comes to town people stay inside their houses and close their doors… He 
had sex with his own daughter and burned down his brother’s house.  

 
José-Luis has gained a reputation extending beyond the Parguaza River for the quantity and 

frequency of yopo doses that he consumes. A brother-in-law was critical of José-Luis’s 

yopo consumption, arguing that it caused José-Luis to have an uneven temper and to fail in 

some of his economic ventures.  

 
         He is always drugged… He used to have an outboard but never maintained it and 

abandoned it. He used to have a stereo. What happened to it? He became angry 
one day and threw it in the river. Why? Because he takes too much yopo.   

 
Piaroa shamans, including José-Luis, however, are aware of the danger of losing control of 

their faculties as a result of excessive yopo-intoxication. According to José-Luis: 

 
         I don’t take yopo every day. Sometimes only once or twice a week. Other 

times with a friend, 60, 90, 120 snuffs a day. But your family has to come first: 
grandparents, children, and the house. You’ve got to make sure that things are 
kept in order. Otherwise… it’s the same with rum. You can’t go drinking 
every day. This is what some people do not understand. 

 
When I asked Bolívar about ‘the root of evil’, he replied with a comment on the 

importance of self-restraint in tobacco consumption. According to Bolívar ‘tobacco is to be 

shared and should be passed slowly and calmly between friends’. According to José-Luis, a 

‘Piaroa law’ states that tobacco is to be smoked only in the morning and the evening, and 

not throughout the day. Cigars are usually shared between shamans at night when they 

gather to sing meye in the lead shaman’s house. Taking hold of a cigar too rapidly, or 

inhaling in sporadic and aggressive bursts, can be perceived as an affront to the offerant, 

and a sign that the recipient is selfish, greedy, or lacks self-control. Envy, greed, and lack of 
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self-control prefigure anti-social behaviour, and result in disharmony, unhappiness and 

sorcery accusations. 

 
Ambition, jealousy and a lack of self-control are the precursors to unethical shamanic 

practice that precipitated Wahari’s fall from creator to lascivious criminal, and Keumoi’s 

conversion to märi. These are the precursors to kerau, a disease characterised by 

uncontrolled, harmful, disequilibrated and excessive behaviour (Overing 1989:271). Even 

good motives cannot shield a shaman from the desire for knowledge that he is incapable of 

harmoniously integrating into waking life. Intentionality is not a necessary component of 

the Piaroa conception of evil. More often, evil acts are committed as a result of foolishness, 

loss of control, madness, or mental chaos resulting from a poor transition between 

different modes of consciousness. The desire for knowledge, despite good motives, can 

lead to a serious impairment of one’s abilities to negotiate the forces of his will, leading to a 

temporary state of madness in which he then commits a crime. Overing summarises: 

 

         The unmastered knowledge within him, which he took from the gods, then 
poisons his will and he becomes ill with k’erau, the temporary madness of 
arrogance and paranoia. In this state his motives for action become malicious, 
his emotions go wild, and he murders, becomes guilty of a ‘sin’ (Overing 
1989:272). 

 

A shaman suffering from kerau can cause serious harm to others, including the death of 

close kinsmen. Present-day shamans characterised as ‘evil’ are accused of killing close 

kinsmen, and described as wild, brutish, unpredictable, and lacking self-control. There is an 

‘evil shaman’ who lives at the foot of Cerro Autana. Cerro Autana was Wahari’s house in 

the time of the gods, and is believed to be the place where Wahari created the first Piaroa 

people. Young men from Montenegro de Sipapo describe the shaman who now lives there 

in the following way:  

 

         He is filled with the wild energy of nature. He seems normal. He comes to 
town from time to time and talks to us but inside he is evil. He killed his 
own son. Powerful shamans of the Cuao are banding together to try and 
stop him, but this shaman is still strong. 

 

Neither the Autana shaman, nor Mariachechi, nor Kuemoi nor Wahari ever managed to 

master a balance between their altered state pursuits of knowledge, their emotions, and 

practical social life. In Piaroa life, as in mythology, good is always ambiguous. The high-
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achiever, the scholar, the shaman, he/she who is capable is always at risk of losing control 

and imperilling himself in the process. Only the shaman, however, has the ability to cause 

evil (by means of anti-social behaviour and sorcery), for he is a man of knowledge who has 

trained to be aware of the consequences of his actions. Moreover, only shamans 

experiment with the plant drugs whose ambivalent visionary force has given both life and 

suffering to the Piaroa. The greater a shaman’s power, the greater the effort he will have to 

devote to controlling his powers. Emotional control requires constant effort, is achieved by 

very few, and elicits widespread respect. The rigours of a polyphasic life require 

considerable effort on the part of the shaman to maintain sufficient control of his emotions 

to make the regular integration of waking and integrative consciousness. Piaroa shamanic 

training in the understanding and control of emotional processes continues over a lifetime.2  

 

The good life of tranquillity  

 
All Piaroa people aspire to the ideal of tranquil living. ‘Adiwa’ glosses as both ‘good’ and 

‘tranquil’. The art of living tranquilly provides a social regime enabling shamans to facilitate 

low-stress relationships within and among people. The good life of tranquillity can be seen 

as an ‘ethos’. Bateson defines ethos as:  

 

… the system of emotional attitudes which governs what value a 
community shall set upon the various satisfactions or dissatisfactions which 
the contexts of life may offer, and we have seen that ethos may 
satisfactorily be regarded as “the culturally standardised system of 
organisation of the instincts and emotions of individuals’’ (Bateson 
1958:220).  

 

From an early age (around 6), all Piaroa children are taught the art of ‘living tranquilly:’ how 

to live well with others. Overing writes: 

          

         Basically, they are taught what in our own moral philosophy are called ‘the 
other-regarding virtues’, those that are useful to others rather than the self, 
those that enable one to take responsibility for one’s actions towards others. 
The virtue of living tranquilly with others is favoured in general by the Piaroa 
over the more self-regarding virtues such as personal courage, ambition, talent 
and industry’ (Overing 1989:252). 

 

Piaroa children are taught to recognise character traits perceived as anti-social and ill-

natured: arrogance, malice, greed, jealousy, envy, cruelty, dishonesty and vanity. 
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Recognition of these traits in oneself and others, and awareness of the importance of 

curbing associated behavioral tendencies, facilitate social harmony and the leading of a 

tranquil life.3 There are no traditional competitive sports that Piaroa boys learn; no 

wrestling, dueling or feats of endurance. Outbursts of anger, temper tantrums or displays 

of violence by children towards other children are met by parents with teasing or directed 

silence (children are not discouraged, however, from beating domesticated animals) 

(Overing 1975; Overing 1988). 

 

The good life of tranquillity is predicated on individual freedom and, above all, social 

harmony. The ideal of social harmony is instilled during childhood, and pursued equally by 

men and women in adulthood. ‘A Piaroa man… must, ideally, co-operate equally well with 

men and women, and, as is also true for women, achieve harmony in these relationships’ 

(Overing 2000:82). Overing (2000) has contrasted the Piaroa model of the tranquil male 

with that of the Shavante of Brazil, who revere bellicosity in the making of man. The 

harmony of inter-gender social relations is echoed in the Piaroa insistence that a proper 

meal must contain food derived from the activities of women who are responsible for the 

cultivation of manioc, and men who hunt and fish (the collection of forest fruits is shared 

by men and women) (Overing 2000:87). While more prestige is accorded to the 

procurement of game meats and hunting prowess than to the cultivation of manioc, 

manioc is the staple without which hunting activities could not proceed.  

 

The maintenance of friendly relations with neighbours and other villages encourages social 

and material support during difficult times. Wilbert has argued that inter-community social 

bonds, and the importance placed among the Warao on resource sharing and 

redistribution, are important psycho-behavioural conditions mitigating the harmful effects 

of famine. ‘Long-range experience with hunger and starvation has thus taught the Warao 

that cooperative behaviour constitutes an essential prerequisite in coping with the fear and 

the anxiety occasioned by periodic stresses’ (Wilbert 1996:255). 

 

How close Piaroa society comes to ideal of tranquil living depends to a large extent on how 

well Piaroa people develop understanding of emotional processes. Overing emphasises the 

importance of Piaroa people gaining ‘mastery over the emotions’ as a means of achieving 

the ideal of harmonious social relations (Overing 2000:92; 1986). I contend that ‘mastery 
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of’ rather than ‘mastery over’ might be a better way of describing the moral framework and 

development of practical social-oriented sensibilities that Piaroa people, and especially 

Piaroa shamans develop. Piaroa shamanic practices involve the development of capacities 

for emotive-reasoning, emotional awareness and emotional control. Shamans use these 

abilities to foster the social ideal of tranquil living. José-Luis repeatedly emphasised the 

importance of ‘being tranquil’, and living ‘with nature’. For José-Luis, ‘being tranquil’ 

concerns the ability to manage the powerful and regular shifts in consciousness that yopo 

and capi consumption produce, and to be able to make calm and controlled transitions 

from the emotive imagery of the mythologically-charged visionary world to the negotiation 

of responsibilities and relationships maintained during waking life. To live ‘with nature’ is 

to make harmonious relationships with others, and to facilitate harmonious interpersonal 

relationships among those in his community. Overing (1989:250) argues that Piaroa 

shamans must achieve mastery of a balance between feeling and reason. It is not so much a 

matter of achieving a balance between reason and the passions, however, as it is of being 

able to reason with feeling while shifting between modes of consciousness that have varied 

emotional valences.  

 

The good life of tranquillity is an ethos that encourages a social order characterised by low 

stress. Aspiring to the good life of tranquillity ensures that psychosocial stress is minimised. 

The good life of tranquillity emerges from the organic connections between individuals 

who, at the interpersonal and physiological levels, pursue low-stress relations and periodic 

ritual activities that promote long-lasting parasympathetic-dominance. The good life of 

tranquillity ethos strongly dissuades flight-fright responses to social discord and 

environmental presses. Piaroa shamans are the cadres of the good life of tranquillity, and, 

by means of their ritual activities, buffer the stress-adaptation reactions of individuals.  

 

In order to facilitate social harmony Piaroa shamans must model the ideal of tranquillity 

within the self. Successful Piaroa shamans have not overcome illness in order to heal (c.f. 

Eliade 1974; Halifax 1990). They are exemplars of health as psychosocial balance. José-Luis 

maintained that ‘I take yopo to protect my family, to keep them healthy, to know where to 

find food’. José-Luis is able to understand social harmony in so far as he is able to maintain 

harmony in his own life of thoughts and feelings, and in the lives and feelings of the 

members of his family. To live in harmony with nature is to be sensitive to the psychosocial 
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forces conditioning adaptation in the self, and in society as a whole. The maintenance of 

harmony requires a productive balance between waking and visionary life, and the capacity 

to understand and control emotional flows. 

 

Akhuakomena is defined by the Piaroa as ‘custom’, and entails practical knowledge that is 

required to live as a Piaroa person (Overing 1989:250). Akhuakomena emerges from the 

combination of akhuaru (life of thoughts, possessed by gods and humans), and kakwa (life 

of senses, possessed by animals and humans). To be human is to possess akhuakomena. 

José-Luis maintains that akhuakomena is his will or sense of responsibility, and enables him 

to achieve the balance and harmony between visionary experiences and the vicissitudes of 

waking life. A shaman must temper his märipa with akhuakomena. The good shaman, who is 

capable of divining solutions to adaptive problems, uses feeling to reason in a way that 

does not give short shrift to either. Provided he can manage his own drug-induced psycho-

emotional upheavals, a good shaman must be able to (1) assess the relationship between 

short and long-term goal pursuits of individuals and groups, (2) appraise possible 

psychosocial outcomes, and (3) understand how to (re)direct affective flows according to a 

gestalt impression of an ideal state of social harmony. Akhuakomena facilitates the 

formulation of memories of an ethical future that a shaman generates through the controlled use 

of yopo and capi. Piaroa shamans develop emotionally-charged felt-mental images of 

possible psychosocial outcomes that are akin in kind to memories of past events. A Piaroa 

shaman must demonstrate an even temper and moderation in his search to understand the 

equilibration of opposing and complementary forces affecting life. Any impulse toward 

action must be considered with empathy and forbearance. The application of a shaman’s 

akhuakomena to mental imagery enables the implementation of ethical shamanic practice.  

 

An ethical shaman is a medium for the distribution of social energies, and not a repository 

of individual power. Piaroa morality privileges a balance between the desire for personal 

freedom and social or political restraint (Overing 1989:247). Cooperation is valued over 

competition because each person is fallible, and, according to Piaroa logic, realisation of the 

self can only come about to the degree that group unity is maintained. This conception of 

ethics comes close to that of George Herbert Mead, for whom: 

 

         moral ends are social ends because in the first place the only standard for 
impulse that impulse makes possible resides in the answer as to whether 
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the impulse in question feeds or dies on its own satisfaction, and whether 
it expands and harmonises, or narrows and defeats, other impulses; and 
second, because the self, as a social being, must be concerned within and 
without with a social harmony of impulses (Morris 1962:xxxii-xxxiii). 

 

Shamanic ethics and the appraisal of social being in time 

 

Piaroa shamans intuit and guide the ‘social harmony of impulses’ through the development 

of mental imagery cultivation techniques involving the appraisal of adaptive situations. 

Emotions come about following appraisals of person-environment situations in which an 

individual assesses, acts and/or feels based on the possibilities for well-being in specific 

encounters and/or reflections on life as a whole.  

 

         Emotions are first and foremost reactions to the fate of active goals in 
everyday encounters of living and in our lives overall… we have to think of 
what it is that is appraised when an emotion is generated, which, I suggest, 
must consist of harms and benefits, actual or potential, real or imagined 
(Lazarus 1991:92). 

 

Shamanic work (preventing illness by guiding successful psychosocial adaptation) facilitates 

successful appraisal in individuals, limiting stress that arises from maladaptation to 

environmental pressures. Maladaptation (incorrect appraisal of environmental conditions) 

leads to undue psychological stress, and can precipitate certain types of illness. The shaman 

guides adaptation for people to ensure that appraisals fit within schemas relating to a 

notion of the good life of tranquillity.  

 

Shamans create gestalt mental images of adaptive forces affecting the emotional life of each 

in his community. 

 

          Appraisal of specific adaptational encounters results in particular emotions 
such as anger, guilt, happiness, and pride, and refers to the way a person 
evaluates the significance of what is happening for well-being. For appraisals 
to be aggregated into a global estimate of subjective well-being requires that 
individual encounters be subordinated to an overall summation of the 
emotional life over a particular period. Giving a meaningful summary requires 
a subjective weighting of what is important and unimportant in a person’s life, 
and of the progress being made in actualising the central agendas of living 
(Lazarus 1991:410). 
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From a cognitive perspective, ‘being in’, the experience of meaning in space-time, comes 

about through two parallel types of appraisal processes: one automatic, unconscious and 

uncontrollable, and one that is conscious, deliberate and under volitional control (LeDoux 

1996; Lazarus 1991; Panskepp 1997).4 I contend that shamans develop the capacity for 

conscious appraisal through processes of mental imagery cultivation. Integrative 

consciousness is the neurobiological basis on which Piaroa shamans heighten awareness of 

social emotional dynamics. In this process Piaroa shamans infuse consciousness with 

morality and meaning to associate actions with values (Edelman 1992:170-5).  

 

Emotions are the primary currency of shamanic practice. Shamanism concerns the study 

and manipulation of psychosocial adaptation. Emotions come about following appraisals of 

person-environment situations in which individuals assess, act and/or feel based on the 

possibilities for well-being in a specific encounters and/or reflections on life as a whole 

(Lazarus 1991:127; LeDoux 1996:50). There are several relationships among consciousness, 

the emotions and adaptation. Emotions result from human-environment adaptations. 

Consciousness enables us to reflect on adaptation, and also to feel the substance of an 

emotion after the emotional response. Piaroa shamans work to regulate adaptation across 

interrelating systems: brain, self, society, ecosystem and cosmos. From a psychocognitive 

perspective, what distinguishes the shaman from a lay person is a heightened ability to 

reflect upon the ecology of feeling; how person-environment relationships produce 

particular emotional responses among individuals. Whereas people need to have some level 

of consciousness to feel an emotion (Damasio 2000), shamans develop the skills to become 

aware of the ecology of adaptation that leads to emotional responses. 

 

Märipa heightens awareness of conscious processes of appraisal, and akhuakomena facilitates 

the ethical (harmonious) implementation of psychosocial impulses. In order to live by the 

law Piaroa shamans develop the capacity for conscious appraisal through processes of 

mental imagery cultivation that involve heightening sensitivity to emotional dynamics, and 

integrative awareness of psychosocial adaptation within and among individuals in their 

community. Relatively speaking, people who rely on non-conscious appraisal processes will 

be ‘more vulnerable to poor decision making and coping, and thus to psychopathology’ 

(Lazarus 1991:159). It stands to reason, therefore, that those who specialise in the 

development of conscious appraisal processing would not only be better able to cope and 
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to make decisions, but also to assist others in decision-making. Piaroa shamans have 

traditionally played a key role in deciding where garden plots should be cut or settlements 

located. Piaroa parents continue to seek the consul of shamans to make suggestions 

regarding the marriage of their children. Today, Piaroa shamans use their decision-making 

skills to assess such things as whether or not tourists should be allowed into villages, and 

who should be called upon to work on collective projects.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Shamanic ethics reflect Piaroa notions of the good society based on harmonious and 

cooperative social relations, and, at the level of the individual, an ability to navigate the 

psychological rigours of an intensely polyphasic existence. To live by the law a shaman 

must navigate a social weave of goals that takes into consideration the shifting balance 

between personal, environmental, political and social relationships according to the Piaroa 

ideal of harmonious social engagement and equilibrated emotive reasoning. An ethical 

Piaroa shaman works to understand and facilitate psychosocial harmony. He must be able 

to harmonise daily responsibilities with the vagaries of visionary pursuits that can take a 

heavy toll on a shaman’s mental and emotional faculties.  

 

Warnings of the dangers of drug abuse, and the importance of equilibrating the pursuit of 

visionary and practical knowledge, are foundation points of Piaroa culture. Piaroa 

mythology is perfused with anecdotes of shaman-gods who were unable to master the 

regular transition between waking and visionary life, whose wills were poisoned by desire, 

and who were incapable of equilibrating their own emotions. Piaroa life is characterised by 

a constant fight with invisible forces, and for the attainment of power derived from plant-

based drug experiences. Life as a shaman is also marked by awareness of the importance of 

equilibrating the needs of day-to-day life, and the powerful experiences derived from 

psychoactive plant substances. This equilibration demands significant emotional awareness 

and restraint on the part of the shaman.  

 

A shaman’s vision becomes blurred by self-oriented feelings (ambition, desire, lust, envy, 

greed), and the perception that the power he gains in visions pertaining to social relations is 

his to dispense with according to his own desires. While all Piaroa adults might act anti-
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socially, only the shaman is capable of causing evil through the transgression of social ideals 

because only shamans meddle in the powers of mind that the gods discovered in plants. 

Shamans can succumb to kerau, a dangerous state of mental chaos, which can imperil those 

with whom a shaman works. Awareness, control and responsibility for balance between 

individual and group interests, self-control and social process are facilitated through 

akhuakomena. 

 

Shamans maintain an understanding of the practical interpretation of ethics through the 

development of mental imagery cultivation techniques that facilitate efficient crystallisation 

of psychosocial adaptive dynamics, or projections of a harmonious future. Piaroa shamans 

may develop the capacity for conscious appraisal processing. I contend that development 

of the capacity for conscious appraisal enables a shaman to understand the social ecology 

of emotions. I will demonstrate in the following chapter that awareness of the social 

ecology of emotions is also a primary basis for the shaman’s ability to understand sorcery 

grievances and to turn back a sorcerer’s work. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Some Peruvian mestizo vegetalistas, shamans who take and prescribe ayahuasca to cure, 
believe that the psychoactive plants they consume are ‘teachers’ (Luna 1984:142; 1990). 
2 Laughlin and Throop (1999:347) note that while ‘most emotional development becomes 
“arrested” after some point in development and relatively closed to further growth’, there is 
always the possibility of entraining new neuro-emotional pathways. 
3 The ethnographies of Rosaldo (1980), Abu-Lughod (1986) and Lutz (1988) demonstrate 
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ways in which emotional effort and ideals are collectively shaped, in particular the control 
of aggression and its channelling along culturally appropriate lines. 
4 According to LeDoux (1996:67) the line between conscious and unconscious processes 
affecting and creating emotions is ‘thin and fuzzy’. ‘[A]lthough the appraisal process itself 
occurs unconsciously, its effects are registered in consciousness as an emotional feeling’.  
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7   Sorcery and emotion: To be aware, to turn away 

 
 
This chapter examines the shamanic transmission and regulation of harm: sorcery. When a 

shaman is perceived to have abused or lost control of his powers, he may be accused of 

causing sorcery. The act of ensorcelling extends from the pursuit of märipa that underpins all 

Piaroa shamanic activity, and begins with a shaman divining the cause of sorcery. Divination is 

predicated upon the development of a hyper-awareness of the psychosocial dynamics of the 

individual-in-community. This empathetic awareness is crystallised in processes of mental 

imagery cultivation revolving around the consumption of yopo and capi. Divination of the 

cause of sorcery is followed by a process of deflecting negative emotions (e.g. fear, anger, 

anguish, jealousy, or guilt) from a sorcerer to a victim by means of sorcery attack. I analyse 

Piaroa sorcery ideology and practice in terms of key relationships between individual and social 

consciousness, and inter- and intra-personal emotional flows. I interweave phenomenology, 

neuroscience and symbolic analysis to argue that Piaroa sorcery is a sophisticated system for 

interpreting and renegotiating socially problematic negative emotions, while indicating that 

Piaroa metaphysical concepts can be analysed according to neuroscientific interpretations of 

the relationship between cogntion and emotion.  

  
I use the word ‘sorcery’ as opposed to ‘witchcraft’ to describe the harmful acts attributed to 

Piaroa shamans because, since Evans-Pritchard’s (1937) distinction between the two terms, 

‘sorcery’ has generally been used to denote learned as opposed to ascribed abilities. There are 

no people in Piaroa society who have ascribed powers to cause harm by psychic means. Only 

highly-trained shamans are able to infect people or places with pathogenic agents visible and 

manipulable only by other shamans. I acknowledge, however, that the distinction between 

‘witch’ and ‘sorcerer’ has not been unproblematic, and that there has been considerable 

conflation of the terms, not least by Evans-Pritchard himself (Marwick 1967:232-4; Turner 

1964:318-322). In Piaroa society shamans must train to effect sorcery; however, it is also 

largely believed that those who have had the greatest success in learning (i.e. yuhuähuäruhua) 

were born with a potential for divination and sorcery that they can develop through ongoing 

training. The meyeruwa is not capable of killing, although he might be able to inflict minor 

illnesses or disruptions in the lives of others. The yuhuähuäruhua, by contrast, possesses high-
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end divinatory capabilities and is capable of causing serious harm or death to an individual or 

an entire community. The yuhuähuäruhua occupies a highly ambivalent position in Piaroa 

society: feared for his malevolent capabilities while revered for his divinatory, protective and 

curative powers. Healing and harm rest on the same technical and epistemological axis. Each 

can be affected through the application of knowledge derived from biopsychosocial study and 

integrative consciousness. 

 

The etymologies of ‘witch’ and ‘sorcerer’ reveal remarkably similar cross-cultural patterns of 

meaning, and illuminate important relationships between consciousness, the individual, the 

community and emotion.1 The word ‘sorcerer’ can be traced to the French sorcerie ‘the telling of 

lots’ and the Late Latin sortiârius “a teller of fortunes by lots” (Skeat 1963:503). Here we have 

the divining aspect of sorcery; that is, of one being aware of another, of sharing this 

information, and in so doing changing lots. ‘Witch’, on the other hand, can be traced to the 

Friesic English and German word wikken, and the Medieval Dutch wicker as ‘a soothsayer’ and 

‘to predict’. As in ‘sorcerer’, divination would appear to be integral to early definitions of 

witchcraft. As we turn to the earliest Norwegian and Icelandic variants of witch (vikja and vîkja 

(pp. Vik-inn), respectively); we find another important aspect of the sorcery complex: ‘to turn 

aside, (2) to conjure away’. ‘To move, turn, push aside’. ‘Thus witch perhaps = ‘averter’’ (Skeat 

1963:613). ‘Witch’ as ‘averter’ or ‘to move, turn, push aside’ comes extraordinarily close to the 

Latin root of emotion, êmôtus, meaning ‘to move away or much’ (Skeat 1963:164). Indeed, the 

Piaroa sorcerer is one who works by turning emotions away.  

 

There have been few in-depth ethnographic studies of sorcery in indigenous South American 

contexts (see, however, Colson 1977; Harner 1975; Dobkin de Rios 1976a; 1976b). What Ellen 

(1993:1-2) noted in reference to the case of South East Asia, could also be said for the study of 

sorcery in South America. That is, there is no compendium of coherent analyses comparable to 

those available for Sub-Saharan Africa (e.g. Crawford 1967; Marwick 1965; Middleton and 

Winter 1963) or Melanesia (e.g. Stephen 1987b; Zelenietz 1981) and Europe (e.g. Favret-Saada 

1980; Larner 1981). Relative to the breadth of European, African, Melanesian and more 

recently South East Asian analyses of sorcery/witchcraft, indigenous South American sorcery 

has rarely been treated as an autonomous topic of study. The attribution of the label ‘shamanic’ 

to Amerindian societies has, it seems, precluded the development of analyses of sorcery 
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practices in these ethnographic contexts. Stephen contends that the primary difference 

between many ‘sorcerers’ and shamans as they have been conceived of by a range of 

anthropologists has to do with how their community perceives them. While shamans ‘may be 

suspected of controlling dangerous powers… it is his restorative role as healer that is stressed 

by the community’. By contrast, the sorcerer is ‘primarily [perceived] as the vehicle of punitive 

force’ (Stephen 1987a:74). In Piaroa society the power to cause harm and the power to cure 

rest on the same continuum along which shamans can be situated, and along which they might 

move in either direction over the course of their careers. Most yuhuähuäruhuae will be considered 

more sorcerer than shaman by some people at any given time, while more shaman than 

sorcerer to others, depending on evolving perceptions of this yuhuähuäruhua’s involvement in 

protective or malevolent practices.  

 

Piaroa sorcery shares many similarities with the malevolent shamanic activity of various 

lowland South American tribes (c.f. Brown 1986:61; Colson 1977; Harner 1975; Kensinger 

1972; Thomas 1982). Thomas’s distinction between generalised and particular power in Pemón 

sorcery applies equally well to the Piaroa context. Piaroa sorcery is ‘concerned with the 

elevation of a problem thought of in terms of particularised power (e.g. the specific actions of 

a shaman) to a problem of generalised power… [the movement of mari in the case of the 

Piaroa] which must be handled by a river area as a whole’ (Thomas 1982:185). As is the case 

for numerous lowland tribes (c.f. Brown 1986; Harner 1975), Piaroa sorcery involves the 

sending of a pathogenic agent, usually a crystal, which flies to and penetrates an intended 

victim. The pathogenic crystal is sent almost exclusively at night, and usually enters the victim’s 

body while he/she is asleep. Piaroa sorcery can be described as ‘projective’, after Glick’s 

(1972:1029) account in which the sorcerer and victim do not come into contact and the 

sorcerer, acting on his own initiative or on behalf of others, propels harmful objects into his 

victim. As such, the victim, in association with his/her consorts, will seek a cure and also, in 

some cases, initiate retributive action against the offending sorcerer and/or those sponsoring 

his attack.  

 

The first act of Piaroa sorcery is divination of offensive activity. As Lewis (1996:86) has argued 

cross-culturally, it is the accuser, not the sorcerer, who sets the process of sorcery in motion. 

Once a shaman has ascertained that a sorcerer has attempted to infect a victim, the offending 
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sorcerer will be held responsible, and a battle will ensue. Sorcerers will not deny their 

involvement in malevolent acts.  

 

While most studies of sorcery have focused on language employed between sorcerer and 

victim, and the role of language in alleviating untoward psychosocial stress, investigation of the 

shaman’s own experiences offers important linkages between native knowledge systems and 

the role that sorcery practice plays in mediating group and individual interests. As a body of 

practices revolving around technologies of consciousness, the shamanic basis of Piaroa sorcery 

conditions the form and experience of sorcery acts. The experiential dynamics of sorcery have 

hitherto been poorly accounted for in ethnographic analyses of South American shamanism, or 

of sorcery more generally. While visions and ASC experiences have been portrayed as central 

to shamanic practice, ‘no comparable interest has focused on the experiential aspects of 

sorcery’ (Stephen 1987a:41).2 Visions derived from ASC experiences are of central importance 

to Piaroa sorcery activity, as they are to those of other societies (for example, the Elema, 

Williams 1940:105; the Dobu, Fortune 1963:181, the Mekeo, Stephen 1979, 1987a; and the 

Aguaruna, Brown 1986).  

 

Many anthropologists have neglected the experiential bases of the focal acts underlying the 

internal dynamics of sorcery practice: divination and confrontations between sorcerers. 

Whereas the proof of guilt for sorcery among other ethnic groups may derive from 

confessions, proof of sorcery guilt among the Piaroa is derived from one or more shaman’s 

visionary divinations and subsequent battles with an offending sorcerer. Sorcery guilt is 

established in the visionary realm, and the shaman must carry out his case and retribution 

during yopo-capi induced visions. Local community members will be told about the shaman’s 

visions, divination of and confrontation with offending sorcerers, but in most cases there will 

be no face-to-face reckoning between the victims and the accused.  

 

An overemphasis on language and symbolic analysis of observable rites precludes articulation 

of the internal dynamics of sorcery practice in a manner concordant with native epistemology, 

ontology and symbolism, and denies interpretation of the primary participants’ own experience 

of the act, on which analyses must be based. Using the example of two classic studies of 

witchcraft (Lévi-Strauss 1973:174, and Mauss 1972), Siegel (2003:135) argues that sorcery ‘is a 
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question of articulation, of bringing into language, and particularly of bringing into speech, 

something that until that time was merely guess, sentiment, and suspicion. It is equally a 

question of restoring coherence to social life that has been upset by feeling a general sense of 

malaise’. In this chapter I demonstrate that Piaroa sorcery practice is concerned with bringing 

into speech a generalised sense of psychosocial malaise, but that sorcery depends upon 

practices of mental imagery cultivation that crystallise emotional regimes and negative affect in 

the interests of providing adaptive answers. Piaroa sorcery practice involves coming to terms 

with the nexus of consciousness and the emotions as they result from social interaction and 

psychological adaptation, and the ways in which one mind can impact the affective and 

physiological conditions of other bodies. In an attempt to present this nexus of individual 

experience and social process I give an account of a sorcery battle in which I assisted José-Luis 

in divining the cause of a community’s perceived suffering, and where we attempted to turn 

back the offending sorcerer’s work.  

 

Fundo Nuevo: Experiential Dynamics of Piaroa Sorcery 

 

Five months into my first year of fieldwork, José-Luis was summoned to a village three hours 

upriver to assess multiple cases of sorcery.  Camilo, the headman of Fundo Nuevo, called on 

José-Luis to look into the ways in which his village may have been afflicted by sorcery (Figure 

59). Young men were leaving for the city and returning as strangers to their families, there 

seemed to be particularly few fish in the water this season, and several young women 

(including Camilo’s elder daughter) appeared to be infertile or ‘had gone crazy’. They were 

‘incapable of learning. They grow big, but they always remain like children’. Many, apparently, 

were listless and weak. Villagers expressed discontent at a rising spate of social dis-ease, 

prompting Camilo to seek answers and restore village morale. A shaman was required to assess 

the dynamics of sorcery infection, to divine the offending sorcerer, and to turn back his work. 

 

Less than ten years ago, Fundo Nuevo had been an ‘evangelical’ town, a model of the New 

Tribes Missions strategy of developing indigenous pastors to sustain the presence of the 

Christian God in heathen lands. Camilo was once pastor and headman. He lost his faith in 

God, however, when he concluded that evangelical songs could neither prevent nor cure 

illness, and were even less effective at defending his village from sorcery attacks. Like many 
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Figure 60 Camilo 

 

Piaroa villages, Fundo Nuevo has neither shaman nor pastor. During the period in which 

Fundo Nuevo was nominally Protestant, the elder shamans had died or ‘retired’, leaving no 

ritual specialists to practise as curers and sorcerers. In order to effect cures, and defend against 

sorcery attacks, Fundo Nuevo has to invite the participation of shamans living elsewhere. 

 

The approach José-Luis took to remedying the sorcery problem in Fundo Nuevo is different 

only in scale from individual cases of sorcery disease. Shamanic address of suspicion of sorcery 

involves study of local social dynamics, followed by divination of offending shaman, defensive 

action to impede further sorcerous attack, and the attempt to clear away residues of the 

offending sorcerer’s work by means of intensive curing ritual. Cleaning sorcerous infection and 

defending against attacks require sustained work over a period of time concordant with the 

severity of sorcery. The decision to take revenge against an offending sorcerer is a serious 

matter that usually involves consultation among several shamans.   
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Divination of the cause of sorcery is prefigured by extensive informal discussions, and 

continued through sensitive empathetic assessment of local psychosocial dynamics. José-Luis 

refers to this directed socialising as ‘paseando’ (Spanish for ‘strolling’) (see Figure 61).   

 

            Now we are going to work. Firstly, one must know how things are. If you don’t 
understand how people have been infected, you can’t make the bad fish go 
away. Let’s go for a walk. 

 

With gregarious charm, and frequent comic relief, José-Luis worked his way through 

conversations spanning food, home, family, river, state and national politics. Quixotic 

storytelling ensued, of tales exotic, stories about me, and of his own travels to Canada, Mexico 

and Caracas. Initial, informal conversations were followed up by systematic visits to each 

house in the town. In this way José-Luis was able to create a gestalt image of the village mood, 

as well as becoming aware of particular problems manifest in individuals: perceived 

disfigurements in the ideal of harmonious family relations, eating disorders or malnutrition, 

and impaired physical development.  

 

            How are the people living? They are not happy here. The boy at the last house 
we visited, look in his eyes. He has bad tongue. I can see märi in his eyes. His 
mind has gone soft. He has lost the way. When he goes to [Puerto] Ayacucho 
he will drink rum, lose his mind, become a criminal, and forget about his 
family. 

 

José-Luis hands me another wad of fresh capi. 

 

The consumption of B. caapi is integral to the acceleration of empathetic capacities that 

underlie Piaroa shamanic social study. The art of ‘strolling’ relies heavily upon hyper-sensitive 

empathetic intuition. In this context, conversation is a social medium for the act of feeling into 

the lives of those the shaman studies. Intuiting inter-personal emotional dynamics and 

psychological conditions through informal discussion moves beyond interpretation of what is 

said in words. The shaman must study gesture, tone, expression and eyes. Day and night, over 

the duration of our stay in Fundo Nuevo, we sucked fat portions of capi.3 Sustained 

consumption of B. caapi facilitates mental clarity, visual acuity (important for the reading of 

people in dark interior spaces), and heightened inter- and intra-personal understanding 

(Naranjo 1973; 1979). Capi wakens maripa. 
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Figure 61 Paseando 

 

The shaman will find the answer to a sorcery problem. The success he has in alleviating the 

symptoms of sorcery, however, depend to large degree on how the shaman is received by 

those with whom he works. José-Luis’ wit and charm contribute to his ability to evoke faith in 

the minds of others that his work with märipa will alleviate the harmful effects of sorcery. 

Language is a tool employed by the shaman to effect changes in the sentiments of those who 

believe they have been ensorcelled, and the ultimate end is not articulation (this is a means), 

but the alteration of emotional dynamics. Through subtle techniques of evoking certain 

feelings, dialogue, public rituals, and references to visions, ‘the sorcerer is able to activate 

unconscious processes in others, playing upon their hidden fears and desires in a way which 

gives powerful emotional support to his claims, and his belief that he can control the souls of 

others’ (Stephen 1987a:71). 

 

Märipa facilitates efficient psychosocial information processing, intuition of emotional 

dynamics, and the ability to reason the renegotiation of amenable psycho-emotional regimes. 

The Piaroa shaman makes a composite mental image of impressions gained through informal 

discussions with sorcery victims and their families. A sense of group and individual psycho-

emotional states conditions the hallucinogenic imagery later experienced upon the 

consumption of yopo. Yopo visions facilitate a convergence of psychosocial understandings 

and culture-specific symbols (of spirits, gods and places) in fast-paced, high-resolution 
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synergistic imagery. The empathy-rich data of paseando serves as the mental background on 

which yopo visions deliver convincing answers to the questions of sorcery illness. It is during 

yopo visions that the cause of sorcery illness is divined, and sorcerous crystals and märi are 

located.  

  

José-Luis and I took yopo on numerous occasions in Fundo Nuevo. On the first occasion, I 

wanted to understand the cause of sorcery in Fundo Nuevo. I sought comprehension of the 

relationship between social study, märipa and divination. Yopo delivered the answers I was 

looking for.   

 

         I saw a little boy who talked to me. He held out a small green and black stone, 
explaining that it had come from within his chest. He described his illness. He 
also said many things in Piaroa that I could not understand. The boy’s chest 
glowed where the stone had been. He pointed me toward the river, and explained 
that the stone had come from the water. I walked towards the river and it 
became murky and grey. I knew that something was wrong. The river began to 
rise up and aggressively engulf me. As I glided back to open eye thoughts I 
thought of Camilo’s daughters. Do they have some part to play in the sorcery 
equation? I felt like my märipa was growing stronger. 

 

Meanwhile, José-Luis had divined the identity of the offending sorcerer. It was Najaré, an old 

shaman now living in Puerto Ayacucho. José-Luis told me that the boy I saw in my vision was 

the son of his uncle. This child died young as a result of Najaré’s sorcery. ‘Najaré has always 

been bad. He has killed before, and he has still not learnt his lesson. Very bad’. 

 

The following day José-Luis invited Camilo and his two sons into our house to tell them what 

we had ascertained from the previous evening’s yopo experiences. I recounted the visions I 

had concerning the child, the water, and the daughters. Camilo and his sons listened intently 

and appeared to be satisfied with our interpretation. Camilo replied by saying that Najaré had 

once wanted to take his elder daughter as a second wife, but she had rejected him because of 

too great an age difference. So it was anger of rebuttal that had motivated Najaré to make 

Camilo’s daughter infertile, and the whole village unhappy.  
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Figure 62 Camilo’s daughter 

 

Camilo and his sons set about writing a legalistic synopsis of the situation. They prepared a 

letter to be taken by me to Caracas where I could ‘study it’ further, and ‘enter it into my 

computer’. The letter was an affirmation of Najaré’s involvement in ‘criminal activities’ 

(sorcery). His trial was one of visions. Beyond the shadow of shamanic doubt he was found 

guilty of being a ‘murderer’. No one in Fundo Nuevo had yet died as a result of Najaré’s 

purported sorcery, but his intentions, it was agreed, were murderous. The letter reads as 

follows: 

 

                                                                                        Fundo Nuevo, 14-05-2000 

 

         Firstly, I went to Puerto Ayacucho where I met Mister Najara. Najara asked Mr. 
Camilo ‘when are you leaving?’ [for Fundo Nuevo]. Camilo replied, ‘I am leaving 
now on the bus’. Mr. Najara also came. He took a boat. The sorcerer left Puerto 
Ayacucho at 10pm and arrived in the community [Fundo Nuevo] the next 
morning. 

             
         This criminal was here for two weeks. He went up the river, and there he worked 

his sorcery. He also went into the forest, the hills. There he found a large crystal 
and with it he sent a spirit [fantasma, there was significant discussion about how 
best to translate märi into Spanish]. 

 
          He was a criminal before leaving for his home, and asked to marry Camilo’s 

daughter. She did not like him, did not want to marry a criminal. She is 14 years 
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old. The criminal said, ‘well you will see what will happen to your community 
then’. Then the criminal returned to his home.  

 

By drafting a letter, Najaré’s guilt would be permanently exposed, his power to effect harm 

negated in its submission to Western technology (a computer), and the equation of sorcery to 

criminal guilt.  

 

This evening José-Luis would confront Najaré. ‘It is a war. And we are going to fight’, José-

Luis told me. Feeling high from my perceived early success at divination, and keen to 

understand more, I approached this next visionary experience with the intention of 

understanding the experiential dynamics of sorcery attack.  

 

José-Luis and I inhaled the first round of yopo trays early in the evening. My visions were clear 

and strong. I floated up along radiant beams of light before I began to feel an incredible 

temptation to fall, and to keep on falling. Relaxation and security gave way to the temptation to 

lose control of my visions and to submit to the desire to fall into a soft, white void. I felt like I 

was being sucked into a murky hole, and that my mental and physical health were at risk if I 

did not take measures to change this pattern of hallucinations. I had seen disturbing imagery in 

previous yopo visions, but this was different. It felt like a trap. So I fought hard, remembering 

how José-Luis had taught me to use my huräruä. ‘This is your weapon. Hold it with your 

forefinger, and never let go’. I concentrated on repelling what was sent to me and slashed the 

air with my huräruä. ‘Hissssssss…rrahhhh! Hissssss….rrah!’ Then I saw the face of Najaré. He 

had sensed that I was looking for him, and was not happy. The attack lasted a couple of 

minutes before the seduction of falling faded, the sorcerer’s face etched in my mind.  

 

            Neveje killed a shamanic apprentice in Apure State. Neveje didn’t want the 
student to learn, so he killed him. It is very dangerous to take yopo here away 
from my house. When you take yopo, other shamans know. They can see you. 
For this reason you must protect yourself and your family from those who 
might wish you harm. Naveje is an enemy of mine. So he is now an enemy of 
yours, and I must protect you. 

 

José-Luis frequently referred to sorcery attack in terms of ‘falling’. One falls prey, falls under 

the spell of another shaman’s märipa, falls weak, falls ill, falls in a hole. In order to kill a person, 

a sorcerer must dig a hole in the ground, placing their huräruä inside. The sorcerer channels a 
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pathogenic crystal through his huräruä, making an intended victim ‘fall’ into a hole in the 

visionary terrain of yopo space-time. ‘Falling’ is also the best description of the sensation a 

shaman experiences when he is attacked. Attacks are traps set in the yopo vision realm in 

which the ground beneath one opens up, or in which flying darts (pidoqui) must be avoided. In 

order to prevent infection by sorcerous crystals, the intended victim must use his märipa and 

huräruä to turn away the offending shaman’s assault. Defence involves actively renegotiating 

the hallucinogenic landscape by way of turning the sensation of danger away from oneself and 

back at the offending sorcerer.  

 

The highest forms of Piaroa divinatory knowledge are attained from flight to the stars. The 

sensation of falling below ground is associated with confusion, loss of control, 

incomprehensibility, terror, suffering, madness, darkness and evil. During yopo visions it is 

possible to see and travel along energetic flows between tiers of lower and upper worlds. To 

travel upward is to be in command of one’s visionary experience, to be able to source valued 

information. The higher one goes, the more information becomes accessible. To be pulled 

down is to surrender control of the visionary realm to chaos, confusion, and fear. This loss of 

control can result in sorcery infection, the dissolution of a shaman’s märipa, and temporary 

insanity (ke’rau).  

 

The transmission, deflection and extraction of sorcerous crystals can be seen as imagetic 

representations of the emotional flows that connect warring sorcerers, and a sorcerer and his 

intended victims. A shaman must channel social angst through his mind-body, diffusing it 

safely in the visionary realm in a manner that facilitates the release of social stress, and ideally 

mitigating damaging cycles of emotional rebound. In this way the shaman suffers on behalf of 

the community he serves. Sorcery attack can be seen as an imagetic crystallisation of social dis-

ease, an external focus on which local suffering can be understood and alLéviated by means of 

safe deflection to a socially acceptable repository (usually another sorcerer). 

 

I awoke from my encounter with Najaré to see José-Luis ‘throwing’ away märi with violent 

slashes of his huräruä. ‘Red, black, green with red…’ José-Luis felt ‘eleven thousand million 

crimes’. He points, eyes glazed, in several directions, ‘over here… there… Märi want to kill 

you! Listen. They are teasing us. The märi are laughing’. José-Luis shakes his head. Outside our 
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hut dogs were barking, birds squawking. There were many, many märi. And they were angry. 

 

In José-Luis’ first battle with Najaré, he was forced to contend with attack by pathogenic 

crystal, and by märi co-opted by Najaré. José-Luis’ account of this battle is as follows: 

 

            I saw a hole open up in the ground in front of me. [Najaré] wanted to kill me. I 
flew to the mountains where there were five other shamans [including me]. I 
saw Najaré there. He shot a crystal at me but it missed. I have never fought this 
sorcerer before, but I know of him. He wanted to kill me, but I was too 
powerful for him. There were two thousand märi, one of which was sent to kill 
me. I killed it instead, and Najaré left. 

 

Märi are evil spirits that live in the forests, mountains, dark streams and waterfalls. They are 

most active at night, when they frequently take the form of bats. Märi exist to torment the lives 

of people, feeding on human suffering and death. It is said that ‘before there were many Piaroa 

and few märi. Now there are millions of märi, and few Piaroa’. The number of märi, and the 

degree to which they are active, are indices of sorcery activity (and negative affect) in a given 

region at any particular time. When the activity of märi is significantly high, shamans must 

battle hard to slaughter them. The battle is ongoing. Märi attack and retreat in flows according 

to their own desire to torment, and the malevolent whims of sorcerers. Märi are conscious 

beings, but they can be manipulated by shamans to cause harm to particular people, entering a 

victim’s sleeping body and causing any number of physical and psychological ailments.  

 

Sorcery involves the intentional negotiation of negative affect. We can see the social form of 

negative affect as akin to the Piaroa notion of generalised evil, märi. As Zajonc argues, 

nonconscious affect can be redirected toward and attached to any number of focal points. 

 

            There is no such thing as a free-floating cognition. But nonconscious affect is 
quite different. It is more like moisture, it is like odour, like heat. It can 
disperse, displace, scatter, permeate, float, combine, fuse, blend, spill over and 
become attached to any stimulus, even totally unrelated to its origins (Zajonc 
2000:54).  

 

Piaroa symbols of generalised evil (e.g. märi) are analogous to negative, nonconscious affect. As 

the sorcerer slaughters and fends off märi, he manipulates the flow of negative affect within 

and between communities.  
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José-Luis did not sleep that night. Instead, he continued to consume yopo and slaughter märi. 

At dawn José-Luis performed curing rituals on dozens of the village’s women and children. 

The night after the sorcery battle was very quiet. There were no bats or various other 

manifestations of märi about to molest us. José-Luis said that they were weary from the 

previous evening’s fighting. 

  

           The moon is red. It will be tranquil tonight, and hot tomorrow. We will sleep 
well. Mari will not be back here soon. 

 

While José-Luis declared that ‘we have won the battle here’, he conceded that further action 

would be required to arrest Najaré’s continued malevolent activity. Two shamans from upriver 

were to have arrived to assist José-Luis in a final confrontation ‘to finish off the evil sorcerer’. 

The two shamans never arrived. Revenge would have to wait.  

 

Shaman to shaman sorcery: Revenge and the law 

 

We can distinguish between two broad types of Piaroa sorcery: attack directed at another 

shaman, and attack directed at lay people. The Fundo Nuevo case highlights ways in which 

these two forms of sorcery overlap. An attack against lay people will precipitate a response by a 

shaman, frequently involving battle between offending and defending shamans. Frequently, 

however, shamans, make wars amongst themselves. José-Luis explains: 

 

            Just like European countries make war, so do shamans. The only reason they 
fight is because grudges go back to ancient times. I don’t believe in this [in 
proliferating feuds]. I work to fish, to find fruit in the forest, to take care of my 
family. This is why I take yopo. My father, my grandfather, they were 
constantly in battles. A bad shaman does wrong to another, and someone will 
kill them. In this way sorcerers battle, before and to this day. I know what war 
is like. I do not believe in this. But I have enemies who want to kill me. So I 
have to be careful to protect my family from them. [José-Luis makes a hissing 
sound and throws his hands upward from his chest].4   

 

A large part of a shaman’s work is composed of defending against potential sorcery attack. 

Every shaman has magical items that he uses to anchor the defence of his house. Of these, 

large quartz crystals (huaruna idoqui) are the most important. Monkey skulls, certain opaque 
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stones, crab or shell necklaces, and cow horns may also be used. A shaman invests protective 

energies in these items to create a force-field around his house that impedes the entrance of 

sorcerous darts/crystals. The huaruna idoqui functions as an alarm that can alert a shaman to the 

danger of sorcery. Use of a quartz crystal is also vital in the extraction of sorcerous stones 

from sorcery victims. When José-Luis leaves his house to hunt or cure, he blesses a huaruna 

idoqui to protect his family in his absence. When he returns, he examines his children for 

sorcery infection by looking at them through the crystal. All defensive magical items must 

periodically be cleaned (with water and sunshine) in order for them to work with maximum 

efficiency. 

 

According to José-Luis, to be a Piaroa shaman is to exist within a context of ongoing cold and 

hot shamanic war. Battles between shamans are the result of longer-standing grudges, 

jealousies, power struggles, and family feuds. In most cases these grievances go back 

generations, and are renewed periodically.  

 

The union of families through marriage can bring generational pauses to longer-standing 

sorcery battles. José-Luis is married to the daughter of a shaman (Coronio) who was 

purportedly killed by Bolívar. Bolívar is married to a cousin of José-Luis. José-Luis and Bolívar 

are now considered to be cousins. Cousins do not fight amongst themselves, so Bolívar and 

José-Luis will not make war against each other. Bolívar’s sons, however, could choose to take 

up the battle of their father and fight José-Luis, or José-Luis’ sons, should they choose to 

become shamans. These two marriages that unite four shamanic lineages mitigate the 

proliferation of sorcery, for the time being. The ceasefire between José-Luis and Bolívar, 

however, is conditional. Manelito, a brother of José-Luis’ wife, believes that if he were ever to 

take yopo Bolívar would kill him, and José-Luis could not intervene to prevent this. In this 

instance Bolívar has not only won the battle with Tseheru’s father, but has ensured through the 

proliferation of fear that his dead enemy’s sons will not continue the fight.  

 

As a shaman learns from his teacher, it is impossible for the former not to inherit at least some 

of the latter’s allies and enemies. José-Luis explains how he inherited enemies from one of his 

early teachers: 
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            In Calderon I used to work with a shaman, Nieve Francisco. He died in a 
battle, and the sorcerers who killed him also wanted to kill me. I saw them in 
my eye. I took revenge for the death of Nieve Francisco. I retired them. They 
fell ill and did not fight back. One of them died, then the other. People said 
that for this I am bad. But they [the sorcerers who killed Nieve Francisco] were 
bad. I was just getting even. Because these shamans were enemies of Nieve 
Francisco, they did not want me to learn from him, and they were jealous of 
my ability to learn quickly. 

 

José-Luis distinguishes clearly between the justified use of sorcery aggression (revenge against 

murderous sorcerers), and the unjustified use of sorcery aggression (against lay people).  

 

            I am unable to hurt people. People say that I am a sorcerer, but they come to 
me to be cured. I have the powers of a sorcerer [to kill], but I do not choose to 
use them. I am a curer. 

 

Success at curing brings notoriety and suspicion. The more successful a shaman is at curing, 

the more powerful he also will be at effecting sorcery, and the more he will be feared. In this 

way ‘positive charisma, we may say, is the acceptable face of witchcraft, and witchcraft the 

unacceptable face of charisma’ (Lewis 1996:87). 

 

Eight years ago, four shamans allied to those killed by José-Luis in response to the sorcery 

murder of Nieve Francisco pooled their powers to kill José-Luis. This attack was manifest in a 

snakebite while José-Luis was alone on a remote mountain. Bitten on the leg but chanting 

furiously, José-Luis was forced to spend a night in the jungle before dragging himself down to 

the village where he found transport to the hospital in Puerto Ayacucho. The doctors 

amputated his right leg from the knee down. José-Luis returned to his village and began his 

revenge.  

 

            I sent 160 spirits at them. Two of the sorcerers died. The others stopped 
fighting me. They could not kill me. I was too strong. It was like a war. And 
when someone wins the war, the war ends. Like the USA and Japan. Now they 
cannot touch me. I am too powerful.  

 

José-Luis refers to himself as ‘untouchable’. He considers his märipa too powerful to allow any 

shaman to kill him. There are only a few Piaroa shamans whose battle records attest to their 

status as ‘untouchable’.  
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Sorcery grudges provide perpetual, residual emotional motivation (guilt, jealousy, anger, fear, 

anguish) for the perpetuation of sorcery battles. Pain from one sorcery death, envisaged in 

relation to one sorcerer, gets trapped in a circle of sorcery activity that invariably gets 

channelled into a subsequent attack. We can explain the ebb and flow of Piaroa sorcery attack 

and counter-attack in terms of Bateson’s (1958) notion of schismogenesis and ‘dynamic 

equilibrium’. Schismogenesis is ‘a process of differentiation in the norms of individual 

behaviour resulting from cumulative interaction between individuals’ (Bateson, 1958:175). 

Bateson distinguishes between ‘complementary’ and ‘symmetrical’ schismogenesis. The former 

refers to a relationship of assertion and submission. The latter corresponds to a situation in 

which one activity pattern is met with the same pattern as a response. Piaroa sorcery can be 

seen in terms of a dynamic equilibrium of social interactions where complementary 

schismogenesis is manifest by a powerful sorcerer asserting dominance over another (for 

example José-Luis defeating the killers of his teacher). Symmetrical schismogenesis is 

evidenced by boasting and active battles in which neither sorcerer surrenders.  

 

Parguaza River sorcery 

 

People of the Sipapo-Autana-Cuao region, and those of Alto Carinagua-Lower Cataniapo, 

perpetuate the idea that the Parguaza River is a place of uncontrolled, dis-equilibrated 

shamanic activity, hallucinogen binges, rampant sorcery, and ‘criminal activity’. Extending from 

the assumption that the Parguaza River is home to crude and barbarous shamans is the notion 

that people of the Parguaza River are inhospitable, prone to thievery, and generally 

untrustworthy. José-Luis explains: 

 

            For this reason, when I go to Puerto Ayacucho people ask me how things are 
on the Parguaza. I tell them, they aren’t like before. There are few sorcerers 
now. Really there are only Plinio, Warapewa’isa and me who are powerful. I 
don’t want people to be afraid.  

 

It is notable that José-Luis did not mention his upper-Parguaza arch-enemy, Mariachechi, in 

his list of ‘powerful’ Parguaza shamans. This man’s diabolical and notorious exploits, including 

the purported torching of his brother’s house, incest, and excessive consumption of yopo, 
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seem to have maintained the Parguaza River’s reputation for rampant sorcery, or unlawful 

shamanism. Mariachechi’s absurd and fearful excesses echo the infamous behaviour of 

Kuemoi, the trickster demon-fool of Piaroa mythology who spent much of his life over-dosing 

on plant-hallucinogens and trying to kill his arch-rival Wahari. Kuemoi made his home atop a 

mountain in the mid-lower Parguaza. José-Luis, however, explains the Parguaza’s notoriety for 

sorcery in terms of this region’s exclusive access to the most potent form of capi, duhui huoika 

tuhuipä. 

 

Duhui huoika tuhuipä is the master of all capi, it is the father. It comes from the 
Parguaza. For this reason there used to be many murderers here. The Parguaza 
is very powerful. You won’t find duhui huoika tuhuipä in other places. If you do 
not know someone well, you can’t give them duhui huoika tuhuipä. If you do not 
know them well, they can turn into a murderer.  

 

The question of the notoriety of Parguaza sorcery can also be seen in terms of relative 

geographic isolation. Contact between the Parguaza River and the other, connected rivers of 

Piaroa settlement (e.g. Cuao, Sipapo, Autana) has probably declined with sedentarisation, 

leaving the people of the Parguaza to develop independently of other Piaroa. Parguaza Piaroa 

are administered by Bolívar state while the rest of the Piaroa population falls within the 

boundaries of Amazonas state.   

 

Piaroa shamans can ensorcel from great distances. It is more common, in fact, that sorcery 

battles will occur between shamans who live at some distance, either at opposite ends of one 

river (highland and lowland), or between different rivers. Generally, the farther away a shaman 

is, the more he is feared as a sorcerer. Meanwhile, the shaman feared in distant communities 

might not be so feared by those inhabiting the communities adjacent to his. This is the case of 

José-Luis and the communities of the lower Parguaza, Bolívar of Alto Carinagua, and Ingenio 

of Monte Negro de Sipapo. As Zeleneitz (1981:12) puts it, ‘like the grass on the other side of 

the fence, other people’s sorcery, it seems, is more efficacious and potent than one’s own’.  

The Piaroa frequently attribute sorcery illnesses to a sorcerer living on the other end of their 

river, or to a sorcerer living on another river.5 What Whitten (1976:198) has argued in relation 

to inter-ethnic conceptions of sorcery power can be applied to intra-ethnic conceptions of 

sorcery prowess among the Piaroa. Namely, the more remote one shaman is from a given 

other, the greater the extent to which he is mythologised, and his shamanistic and martial 
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powers exaggerated. Thus people of the Cuao and Sipapo Rivers fear sorcerers of the Parguaza 

River. People of the lower and middle Parguaza River fear Mariachechi, a shaman of the upper 

Parguaza.  

 

Sorcery and the navigation of negative affect 

 

A social system of emotional navigation is implicit in many theories of sorcery. Sociological 

analyses have focused on a relationship between social tension and sorcery activity (e.g. 

Kluckhohn 1970; Mayer 1970). Negative emotions or emotional states are often associated 

with illness and sorcery/witchcraft (c.f. the Chewong, Howell 1981; the people of Toraja 

Hollan & Wellenkamp 1994; the Cheyennes, Strauss 1977; the Kwara’ae, Watson-Gegeo & 

Gegeo 1990; Guadelupe, Bougerol 1997; and inhabitants of Santa Isabel, White 1991). Bolívar 

cites jealousy and anger as the root cause of Piaroa sorcery ‘evil’. José-Luis says that most of 

the sorcery cases he deals with concern disagreements between lovers and ex-lovers or their 

families. Similarly, while everyone experiences fear in relation to any number of events, 

inappropriate or too much fear also ‘accounts for many common psychiatric problems’ 

(LeDoux 1996:130). 

  

Several scholars have applied Jungian, Freudian, or Kleinian psychoanalytic interpretations of 

guilt, grief and fantasy to explain cross-cultural constants in sorcery symbolism (Lévine 1973; 

Stephen 1987b; 2000; Riebe 1987). Stephen argues that ‘the cultural symbolisms of Balinese 

witchcraft and Mekeo sorcery reflect unconscious fantasies that, according to Klein, are 

evoked at deep levels in normal adults during the mourning process’ (Stephen 2000:725). 

While Stephen maintains that explanations of sorcery should move beyond those framed 

around ‘a simple release of social tension’, and that sorcery can be understood in terms of ‘the 

means of deflecting guilt away from the grieving self’, and ‘fantasy processes of hostility 

inherent in mourning’ (Stephen 2000:731), analysis of sorcery should elucidate the 

relationships between the personal and social aspects of the navigation of a full suite of personal 

and social responses to negative emotions. The deflection of the socially problematic 

expression of individually felt emotions is an important aspect of the 

dispersal/deflection/release of social tension precisely because emotions only exist within an 

individual as he/she relates to other individuals (Kapferer 1997:222; Lutz & Abu-Lughod 
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1990:11; Besnier 1995:236). Piaroa sorcery accusations are made following deaths, but more 

often the victims of sorcery do not die, they merely suffer. Piaroa sorcery involves the 

purposeful alteration of emotional dynamics. All Piaroa sorcery accusations can be associated 

with a socially problematic response to goal conflicts between people. The wide range of 

human interactions that lead to negative emotional responses bespeaks the amplitude of goal 

pursuits and goal conflicts that a shaman must study in order to understand how best to relieve 

suffering, and turn sorcery away.  

 

In order to understand the full range of emotional and social contexts in which Piaroa sorcery 

is implicated we need a framework for understanding emotional dynamics that moves beyond 

psychoanalysis and sociology. The emotions can profitably be seen as resulting from a plurality 

of responses to the process of human adaptation to changing environmental dynamics 

(Lazarus 1991:104). The environment comprises physical (spatial), social (people) and spiritual 

components. Person-environment relationships can be organised around Lazarus’ ‘core 

relational themes’ for emotions. Accordingly, each emotional response can be associated to a 

particular type of person-environment relationship at a given point in time. Frustration of a 

goal may lead to any one of the negative emotions: anger, anxiety, guilt, shame, sadness, 

jealousy, envy (Lazarus 1991:218).  

 
          A core relational theme is simply the central (hence core) relational harm or 

benefit in adaptational encounters that underlies each specific kind of emotion. 
There are diverse kinds of harmful relationships, each of which constitutes a core 
relational theme leading to a distinctive negative emotion (Lazarus 1991:121). 

 

The core relational themes (person-environment-person relationships) that figure for the 

following negative emotions are (Lazarus 1991:122): 

Anger: a demeaning offense against me and mine 
Anxiety: facing uncertain, existential threat 
Fright (fear): facing an immediate, concrete, and overwhelming physical danger 
Guilt: having transgressed a moral imperative 
Shame: Having failed to live up to an ego ideal 
Sadness: Having experienced irrevocable loss 
Envy: Wanting what someone else has 
Jealousy: Resenting a third party for loss or threat to the affection of another 
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This list of emotions and ‘core relational themes’ accords well with the range of grievances and 

conflicts associated with Piaroa sorcery activity. The empathy-driven act of ‘strolling’ results in 

the collection of psychosocial information concerning sorcery victims’ emotional states. This 

information becomes a significant basis for divining the psychosocial ecology of sorcery during 

yopo visions. Through their ongoing study of human relations Piaroa shamans are able to 

make accurate mental pictures of group emotional dynamics. When there is an emotional 

conflict that is causing a community undue stress, a Piaroa shaman attempts to deflect the 

socially-problematic experience of these emotions away by accusing a sorcerer living elsewhere 

of causing the disturbance. 

 

Reddy (2001:122) uses the term ‘navigation’ to describe the way in which emotions are handled 

in such a way as to negotiate a balance of goals, desires and adaptive responses. ”Navigation” is 

used here to refer to a broad array of emotional changes, including those of high-level goals. 

Navigation is also the best way to conceptualise the negotiation of movement through yopo-

capi-derived visions, the core of a Piaroa shaman’s practice of mental imagery cultivation that 

enhances the capacity for feed-forward neural processing. Anticipating emotion is an integral 

part of the feed-forward neural package (Pribram 1980). We behave in order to avoid certain 

emotions, and to pursue certain others (Damasio 2000). The strategies we employ to achieve 

these ends change over time as our schemas of goal-pursuit and goal conflict change through 

experience. The combination of mental imagery cultivation and empathetic psychosocial study 

enables the Piaroa shaman to track the shifting social terrain of emotions in the interests of 

harmonising goal-pursuits.  

 

The Piaroa sorcerer specialises in the control of felt mental images in order to mediate the flow 

of emotions within and among persons. In doing so he must develop a heightened sensitivity 

to a wide range of complementary and competitive social and individual goals, and be aware of 

precedents in learned emotional responses. A successful shaman is able to predict emotional 

responses according to his interpretation of goal pursuits and assessment of current 

environmental conditions within a community. Lazarus (1991:410) concedes that psychologists 

have not developed the means to understand aggregate assessments of inter- and intra-

individual emotional responses (that is, assessment of the interplay of long and short term goal 

pursuits and associated affective and adaptive flows). The refined use of psychotropic plant 
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substances inducing the integrative mode consciousness facilitates awareness of the interplay 

between particularistic and gestalt images of being in time (the clear convergence of the 

particular in relation to the general, of the specific encounter in relation to developmental 

processes), and meanings that particular events, actions and responses have for the lives of 

interacting parties. Integrative consciousness facilitates awareness of the relationship of the 

particular (event, action or person) to behavioural, psychological and social patterns, which 

enables the selection of successful paths of future behaviour and associated emotional 

responses.  

 

The effectiveness of Piaroa shamanic work, including sorcery defence, depends upon a 

shaman’s ability to alter emotional responses. Reddy (2001) argues that mental control can be 

applied at the individual level to alter the experience of certain emotions, and that these control 

regimes are frequently learned in particular cultural contexts, often serving political functions. 

Automatic cognitive processing is subject to modification and intervention.  

 

            Thus, people may be able to regulate their feelings, through their focus and 
through changing what they learn in given situations. Similarly, they may be 
able to change the impact of certain kinds of feelings, again by directing 
thoughts along certain lines. In this way, problem emotions, even though 
they feel automatic and uncontrollable, may be alterable (Isen & Diamond 
1989:144). 

 

Knowing how to alter the impact of emotional responses requires understanding and ranking 

group and individual needs according to urgency, and in a manner that prefigures possible 

adaptations to unexpected developments (Bower 1992:4). Piaroa shamans co-ordinate the goal 

pursuits and goal conflicts within and between communities by applying mythological 

templates of ideal human relations to the study of psychosocial dynamics.  

 

Sorcery battles involve the strengthening of some social bonds, as they do the exposure of 

weakened ones. The shamanic work of turning back sorcery affirms some alliances (between 

families, and by extension villages). Meanwhile, social and personal cleavages are laid bare by 

the shaman’s visionary analysis of local psychosocial dynamics. Kluckhohn (1970:227) argues 

that the effectiveness of witchcraft in defusing anxiety depends upon individual adjustment 

merging with group adaptation.   
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            Witchcraft channels the displacement of aggression, facilitating emotional 
adjustment with a minimum of disturbance of social relationships… 
Anxieties may be disguised in ways which promote individual adjustment 
and social solidarity (Kluckhohn 1970:232). 

 

Ellen (1993:18) is critical of ‘sociological theories’ of sorcery that posit fear of accusation as a 

means of preventing people from behaving in antisocial ways, because they cannot be 

effectively measured. On the contrary, Piaroa people make explicit their hesitation to 

transgress social taboos for fear of sorcery attack. José-Luis knows that to cheat on his wife 

could precipitate sorcery attacks against him or his family. He expresses his restraint from 

participating in adultery in terms of the potential of sorcery attack. A woman from San Rafael, 

a village upriver from José-Luis’s house, feared being a target of José-Luis’s sorcery when she 

was accused of stealing money from a tourist. Similarly, Bené, a man of the lower Parguaza, 

tells how he had been ensorcelled by the disapproving father of an ex-girlfriend.  

 

            I was sick, very sick. Skinny, very skinny. My girlfriend’s father was a shaman, 
he wanted me dead. So I went to see a shaman in Puerto Ayacucho [Pure Mari]. 
He went to kill the other shaman [who had ensorcelled me], but I said ‘no, just 
cure me’. I didn’t live with that girl long. Now I am fine and the other shaman 
doesn’t bother me. 

 

Bené feared the repercussions of escalating a battle with his ex-girlfriend’s father. So he 

contracted a cure for his illness, but not revenge against the father, and acceded to the father’s 

desire for him and the daughter to be separated. If we see sorcery as concerned with the 

navigation of negative affect, then fear of sorcery is a logical response to situations in which 

goal conflict arises out of social transgression. 

 

The navigation of negative affect, derived from very different social transgressions, can also be 

used to explain why an outspoken Piaroa human rights activist has been receiving ongoing 

shamanic treatment for a sorcery attack, manifest physically in a painful skin ailment. Pure Mari 

explained to his patient that a criollo brujo is ensorcelling him because ‘he does not want him to 

speak’.  This case highlights two streams of explanation for sorcery: those dealing with 

motivations to alter existing political orders (Zeleneitz 1981:5; Lindenbaum 1979), and those 

concerned with debate associated with movement from traditional (indigenous) socio-political 
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hierarchy to one in which status can be derived through participation in the market economy 

and post-colonial forms of political representation (Latham 1973; Lindenbaum 1981). The 

transgressions of social norms in this instance, however, are still ones that the Piaroa shaman 

sees in terms of fear and/or envy on the part of the criollo.  

 

The ability of the Piaroa to defend traditional lands, and to absorb those of conquered tribes, is 

linked to high-level and sustained sorcery prowess. Many long legends explain in extravagant 

detail the wars carried out by Piaroa sorcerers from mountain caves to repel Carib ‘cannibals’ 

invading from the North, and Spanish colonists traveling up the Orinoco. Meanwhile, the 

Piaroa have been recognised as a ‘peaceful’ people (Overing 1975). Physical violence, including 

yelling, is never tolerated in Piaroa society. As there is no acceptable space for the physical 

acting out of aggression, sorcery practices become all the more central, offering people with 

pent-up anxiety the opportunity to deflect their anger onto others. Kluckhohn’s analysis of 

Hopi witchcraft can be applied equally well to the Piaroa context: 

 

            Non-aggressive ways of handling hostile feelings are inadequate. Most direct 
forms of intra-group aggression constitute too great a challenge to social 
solidarity and to subsistence survival. Under these circumstances the beliefs and 
practices related to witchcraft constitute eminently adjustive cultural 
solutions… (Kluckhohn 1970:224). 

 

Anger is a particularly problematic emotion in small-scale societies because it entails an action 

tendency to attack, and may precipitate cycles of violence or emotional distress (Levy 

1973:287). Physical violence is abhorred by Piaroa people. Anger must be diffused in a manner 

in which parties believing they have been unduly injured by others no longer feel a desire to 

hurt in retribution. The shaman will make gentle prescriptions for the renegotiation of these 

relationships in such a way that anger and blame are redirected out of the local household and 

toward a distant sorcerer. A shaman’s diagnosis of a person’s dis-ease as sorcery may 

precipitate more sensitive treatment of this patient by her husband, or by the child’s parents 

and siblings. In this way a sorcery victim’s stress may be alleviated through social support.  If 

the local psychosocial dynamics are dealt with effectively by a shaman then future emotional 

renegotiations should not have to occur, and a sorcery cycle should come to a close.  
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Where negative affect is acutely felt in a particular place and time, the shaman redirects it away 

to a sorcerer living at some distance from the victims. Socially problematic emotional 

responses arising from strained, skewed or unhealthy family relationships (involving power 

struggles between husbands and wives and between parents and children) may be cause to 

make accusations of sorcery. The sorcerer serves an important role as the one you can hate; 

moreover, the one that you are encouraged to hate. Deflecting negative emotions toward a 

sorcerer living at some distance might serve to defuse tensions locally. The sorcerer is an 

‘attractive butt for the projection of rejected desires. The fear, disgust and anger the [sorcerer] 

aroused in people, and allowed them to express, was cathartic. The discomfort with oneself 

many situations created was relieved when one’s own misdeeds were explained by, or lost in, 

accusations against a witch’ (Riebe 1987:227; Stephen 1987b:288). It might be damaging, in 

terms of family and economic relations, to say harsh words against your father-in-law. Instead, 

the sorcerer becomes the target for deflected anxieties.  

 

Akhuakomena: Cognition, emotion and encultured consciousness  

 

Mental imagery cultivation practices and empathetic social study provide the means for 

mapping group emotional dynamics. The sorcerer masters the ability for integrative emotional 

reasoning that illuminates the nexus among personal and social needs and goals. The 

relationship among mental imagery cultivation, emotions, and sorcery becomes clear when we 

consider Damasio’s definition of emotion as ‘a collection of changes in body state connected 

to particular mental images that have activated a specific brain system. The essence of feeling an 

emotion is the experience of such changes in juxtaposition to the mental images that initiated the cycle. In other 

words, a feeling depends on the juxtaposition of an image of the body proper to an image of 

something else, such as the visual image of a face or the auditory image of a melody’ (Damasio 

1994:145, emphasis mine). A Piaroa shaman’s ability to visualise group emotional dynamics in 

yopo-capi visions is the basis of his ability to renegotiate emotional dynamics in the interest of 

health or harm. It is the responsibility of the shaman to interpret the stratigraphy of human 

relations that result in negative emotions, and to deflect this suffering by means of blame to a 

distant sorcerer. A proficient shaman will also understand how, in social relational terms, to 

mitigate future goal conflicts that would result in socially problematic emotional responses.  
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There are striking parallels between Piaroa metaphysical conceptualisations related to sorcery 

practice, and current neuropsychological interpretations of cognition and emotion. To the 

Piaroa, consciousness (knowing and having thoughts and feelings) is what constitutes 

humanness and is conditional upon a learned development of the ability to think and feel. The Piaora 

concepts of akhuaru, kakwa and akhuakomena are integral to sorcery practice. As we have seen, 

akhuakomena refers to learned customs and practical knowledge that is required to live as a 

Piaroa person. Akhuakomena also provides the shaman with a means of understanding how his 

powers should be dispensed with ethically. Kakwa is a person’s life of senses, and includes the 

emotions (asaeusae) (Oldham 1997:236). Akhuaru comprises thoughts, and the ability to reason. 

The Piaroa concept of akhuakomena fuses thinking, feeling and learning, and ties each of these 

with being human (i.e. Piaroa). Through his ongoing development of märipa a shaman learns to 

understand the experience and social relational significance of akhuakomena that connects an 

individual’s feelings with social situations, the capacity to reason and think, and the acquisition 

of culture. What distinguishes humans from animals and the gods is not the ability to reason or 

feel, but the ability to do both, simultaneously.  

 

Neuroscientists have also indicated that that emotion and cognition are ‘inextricably 

intertwined’ (O’Rorke & Ortony 1994:283), and anatomically separate but related processes 

(Zaojonc 2000:47; Damasio 2000). Barnett & Ratner (1997:303) have proposed the word 

‘cogmotion’ to represent ‘the interactive and inseparable nature of cognition and emotion’. 

While emotion necessarily involves an element of cognition, cognition always involves 

emotion. Each involves an element of motivation (Buck 1985). Buck (2000:45) defines 

motivation ‘as the potential for behaviour that is built into a system of behaviour control and 

emotion as the manifestation or readout of motivational potential when activated by a 

challenging stimulus’. Cognition is defined as knowledge based on raw awareness (knowledge-

by-acquaintance) that becomes knowledge-by-description over the course of development 

(Piaget 1971; McManus 1979). 

 

Emotions arise out of conscious and nonconscious appraisals of human-environment adaptive 

situations (Lazarus 1991; McNeal 1999). The environment comprises spiritual, physical 

(spatial) and social (people) components. Distinctions between cognition and emotion become 

blurred when so much of the former necessarily deals with social (affective) relations.  
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            Emotions can be usefully viewed as fluctuating, biocommunicative states that 

are elicited contextually through ongoing cognitive processes of evaluation and 
differentially labeled, emphasised, or ignored through the influence of culture 
and individual experience (McNeal 1999:216). 

 
While scientists have made strides in assessing the relationships between cognition and 

emotion, the relationships between ‘cogmotion’ and culture are less clear (Adolphs & Damasio 

2000; McNeal 1999). Several scholars have indicated that human consciousness, the emotions, 

and cognitive processing in general, exist not only according to the functioning of individual 

brains, but especially in terms of an evolved coordination of motivations and interactions 

between individuals: 

 
[E]motions, like other domains of the human mind, may be explained not 
solely as properties of individuals, but… arise from relations between multiple 
brains and their external environments, embedded in the context of a particular 
culture (Adolphs & Damasio 2000:209; see also Donald 2001). 

 
 
The human requirements for culture, socialisation and reproduction necessitate continuous 

affective reasoning as primary survival directives. Because of the saturation of social relations 

and psychosocial information in human thought, the separation between cognition and affect, 

or reason and passion, is more of a heuristic than a clear distinction in kind, and points to an 

integrated psychosocial, cognitive-emotive appraisal-response process. High-order emotional 

mapping and navigation associated with sorcery practice and divination, reliant upon the 

induction of integrative consciousness and long-term cognitive-cultural developmental 

programs, engender feedback loops that function to check and cross-check biopsychosocial 

data processed in these systems. Empathetic emotional assessments feed the brain’s 

phylogenetically higher systems (involved in spatio-temporal, linguistic and analytic reasoning). 

The development of märipa enables Piaroa shamans to heighten sensitivity to the experience 

and processes of being human, what it is to have akhuakomena. This order of cognitive 

development requires specialised training lasting a shaman’s entire life. 

 

To practise sorcery is very difficult, like the fifteenth year of studies, like the 
postgraduate level for shamans.  
José-Luis 
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Piaroa shamanic practice may be underpinned by the entrainment of neural systems amenable 

to feedback dialogues (heightened integrative brain functioning) that facilitate efficient 

emotional reasoning. Piaroa sorcery may involve the development of biocommunicative links 

between paleomammalian and neocortical neural systems in the interests of combining 

analytical and emotional processing to map and redirect emotional flows according to 

mythologically-coded cultural templates. Piaroa epistemology, mythology, and technologies of 

mind canalise cognitive development along paths amenable to integrative processing. By 

orienting the navigation of affect around integrative consciousness experiences and märipa, 

Piaroa shamans may extend innate capacities for analytic thought and affective information 

processing through their systemic integration.  

 

Understanding of the logic of sorcery practice must proceed from the experiential and 

epistemological bases of the focal acts of sorcery: divination and deflection. Divination and 

deflection derive from the integrative reasoning of a community’s emotional dynamics. Mauss 

(1972:122) argues that judgments made by sorcerers are neither analytical nor logically 

functioning. ‘[W]e have clearly shown that this reduction to analytical terms is quite theoretical 

and that things really happen otherwise in the magician’s mind. His judgments always involve a 

heterogeneous term, which is irreducible to any logical analysis’. Piaroa sorcery practice is 

based on complex psychosocial analytical processing, and operates according to a logic 

oriented around the regulation of emotional regimes. Practices of mental imagery cultivation 

involving integrative affective-analytical reasoning, encased in a cultural logic conditioned by 

the development of märipa and awareness of the conceptual and developmental dynamics of 

akhuakomena, are negotiated by a shaman in visionary experiences that objectify analyses of the 

subjective conditions of group members. Sorcery ‘works because it is intimate with the 

processes of psychological and social existence and to the personal and particularistic 

projections of human beings into the actualities of their lives’ (Kapferer 1997:14). These 

‘projections’ of the ‘dimensions and processes’ of the human world exist for the Piaroa 

sorcerer at the level of felt mental images whose development is cultured through the 

deployment of technologies of integrative consciousness, and sensitive psychosocial study (of 

personal relations and the flow of inter- and intra-personal emotions). 

 

Conclusions 
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Piaroa sorcery is a complex practice involving the specialised development of mental skills 

enabling the redirection of negative affect. Piaroa sorcery begins with awareness of the psycho-

emotional nexus connecting individual and community, and unfolds through the conscious 

manipulation of affective flows. Sorcery accusations will be made when the expression of 

negative emotions by a particular person, or in a particular place, is socially problematic. 

Divination of the cause of sorcery is followed by the deflection of negative affect (envy, greed, 

jealousy, anger, anguish, or anxiety) away from one person or group to an offending sorcerer. 

Serious sorcery accusations frequently involve shamans living at some distance from each 

other. This distance facilitates the safe deflection of a person’s or a community’s acute angst to 

a space out of the victims’ lived reality. In this way the sorcerer absorbs and channels group 

suffering and anxiety, alleviating responsibility for the pain of others in an attempt to defuse 

the socially destructive aspects of negative emotions. Piaroa sorcerers are also engaged in 

ongoing battles amongst themselves. Shaman-shaman battles flow according to cycles of 

revenge dependent upon shifting alliances, and the perception of ethical transgressions.  

 

The primary symbols of Piaroa sorcery are sorcerous darts or crystals, and märi, which a 

shaman sends into the body of an intended victim. Transmission of märi and sorcerous crystals 

is analogous to the redirection of negative affect toward a person deemed guilty of some social 

transgression. Mari represent generalised evil, and can be seen in terms of nonconscious 

negative affect. While märi can be directed by a sorcerer, they generally affect an area 

(household or village). Sorcerer’s darts, sent to one or a couple of individuals, represent a 

particular, socially problematic, negative emotion. Piaroa sorcery practice affects flows of 

generalised negative affect, and clusters of particular negative emotions. Clusters of negative 

emotion accrue among individuals, are felt and ideally dissipated through the divination and 

turning away, of a sorcerer’s work.  

 

The Piaroa conceive of sorcery as the cause of many illnesses and psychological disorders. 

Most are explained by Piaroa people in terms of emotional conflict: between a father who 

disapproves of the man living with his daughter, of a spurned lover, or of a man fearful of 

losing political power. Anger and guilt are insufficient motivating forces to explain Piaroa 

sorcery. The range of contexts in which sorcery activity is implicated affects numerous 
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individuals feeling a range of emotions over a period of time commensurate with the degree of 

sorcery harm attributed to this area. Negative affect results from a wide range of goal pursuit 

discords that motivate sorcery activity in Piaroa society.  

 

Just as sorcery can serve to release social tension, the threat of sorcery can serve to impede the 

development of anxieties derived from goal conflicts inherent in socially unacceptable 

behaviour (such as adultery, theft and physical violence). The broad range of situations to 

which sorcery is attributed bespeaks the amplitude of goal pursuits and goal conflicts 

precipitating emotional responses.  

 

A theory of sorcery that combines the appraisal and navigation of emotional processes and 

mental imagery cultivation brings together the two halves of historical definitions of witchcraft 

and sorcery - divination and deflection - and the relationship between akhuakomena (which 

emerges from akhuaru and kakwa) and märipa. Sorcery is contingent on the development of 

capacities for integrative emotional-analytic reasoning. To be Piaroa is to have akhuakomena: a 

life of thoughts and a life of senses; and to have learned customs proper to the Piaroa that 

have been passed down from god and jungle animal to parent to child. To be a sorcerer you 

must use märipa to reflect on akhuakomena and understand the processes that result in 

akhuakomena. More than just will and a sense of social responsibility, akhuakomena can be 

conceived of as encultured consciousness: the integrated capacity to think, feel, reason and possess 

an identity of self as cultured person. A Piaroa shaman’s sensitivity to interpersonal emotional 

flows (related to a social weave of competing and complementary goals) derives from sensitive 

social study, heightened empathetic understanding, and the construction of felt mental images. 

Sorcery divination, battle and defence require high-level skills in the navigation of yopo-

induced visions. In order to practise sorcery, a Piaroa shaman must develop his märipa to 

understand the interplay of relating individuals’ akhuakomena. While akhuakomena is 

consciousness of self, the high-end märipa of sorcery practice entails developing consciousness 

of the relations among many conscious selves, between the macro and micro levels of adaptive 

being. Integration of the experiential parameters of Piaroa sorcery practice yields insights into 

the epistemological, ontological, symbolic and developmental bases on which sorcery practice 

rests.  
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1 I use Firth’s (1971:141) definition of a human community as ‘a body of people sharing in 
common activities and bound by multiple relationships in such a way that the aims of any 
individual can be achieved only by participation in action with others’. This definition of 
community accommodates inter-village ties and relations that condition Piaroa life. 
2 Stephen (1987a) presents an excellent account of a Melanesian (Mekeo) sorcery practice in 
which she makes central experiential aspects of the performance of sorcery rituals, including 
communication with spirits.   
3 While no one in Fundo Nuevo currently cultivates B. caapi, the headman had harvested 
generous cuttings from a mature plant growing ‘in the hills’ for José-Luis to use as throughout 
the duration of our stay. While we were in Fundo Nuevo, we drank a lot of wirañate soda, an 
alcoholic beverage that purportedly enhanced märipa. 
4 Butt (1956:53) cited an informant’s analogy between inter-riverine and inter-tribal sorcery 
affecting the Akawaio, and international wars, which parallels José-Luis’ description of Piaroa 
sorcery. ‘As taling came from the Arecuna to Jane of the Mazaruni group of the Akawaio, so it 
might come from Germany to England, from a hostile group to another group, especially so in 
the past when the Akawaio and Arecuna fought as Germany and England have’. 
5 This accords with Butt’s (1956) assessment of Akawaio sorcery.  
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8   The role of ritual healing in the Piaroa healthcare 
system 

 

 

Märipa enables Piaroa shamans to understand human adaptive problems, and to cause harm 

or encourage health by manipulating emotional processes. In this chapter I examine how 

Piaroa shamans diagnose diseases, and heal people who have been infected by sorcerous 

crystals. Meyeruwae and yuhuähuäruhuae cooperate to regulate health in Piaroa society, with 

the latter playing a lead role. While the recitation of meye and sensitive social work are 

foundations for the promotion of a harmonious and healthy society, yuhuähuäruhuae must 

also be proficient in the performance of healing rituals, frequently involving the extraction 

of pathogenic substances from a patient’s body. Most healing rituals are performed on 

individuals who believe that a sorcerer has infected them, and who have fallen ill with a 

‘disease of the spirit’. Diseases of the spirit encompass all psychosomatic, physiological and 

psychological conditions that pose a threat to harmonious productive and reproductive 

activities, and which are not attributed to animal-borne disease.  

 

I analyse the ritual healing practices of three yuhuähuäruhuae (those of Ingenio, Bolívar and 

José-Luis) from a range of perspectives, including inter-gender, inter-generationational, and 

inter-cultural factors in shaman-client relations. Piaroa notions of shamanic healing in 

relation to biomedicine are also examined. Comparison of the practices of three 

yuhuähuäruhuae who service different populations demonstrates some of the aesthetic and 

personal dynamism inherent in contemporary Piaroa shamanic practice, and the range of 

conditions and clients that Piaroa shamans currently treat. Some Piaroa shamans have 

made their practice accessible to people of various ethnic groups (criollos and the Hiwi).  

 

A yuhuähuäruhua’s use of quartz crystals (huaruna idoqui), rattles (rediyu) and tobacco smoke is 

central to the effectiveness of a healing ritual. I use theories of symbolic healing to assess 

how the performance of extractive rituals can induce psycho-physiological changes 

precipitating a movement towards health. The effectiveness of extractive rituals can be 

understood in terms of the process of symbolic penetration, whereby experiencing the meaning 

of enacted and spoken symbols facilitates psycophysiological change. Human emotions are 

a nexus between physiology, social process (psychosocial adaptation) and culture. Piaroa 
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shamans target the manipulation of emotions to effect an alleviation of stress resulting 

from psychosocial discord. By promoting positive affect and confidence in the resolution 

of psycho-physiological symptoms, Piaroa shamans induce a healthier psychological 

condition among patients and their families that often leads to better adapted physiological 

and social functioning. Unlike many Amerindian societies in which the shaman and the 

patient consume hallucinogens together as part of the diagnosis and healing process, Piaroa 

shamans rarely prescribe yopo and/or capi as medicines. I examine the functional dynamics 

of this approach to healing. 

 

Diagnosis  

 

When people believe that they are ill, or when their family considers that they are ill, they 

consult a meyeruwa/ yuhuähuäruhua. The initial consultation, usually in the shaman’s house, 

begins with a conversation between the shaman and the patient, and/or the patient’s 

family. Many patients are children. In this instance the parents usually speak on behalf of 

their child, describing symptoms to the yuhuähuäruhua. Piaroa shamans conduct curing 

rituals on individuals suffering from a range of symptoms, broadly, behavioural and social 

(e.g. lack of interest in certain activities, emotional inconsistency, mood swings, listlessness, 

perceived anti-social behaviour), developmental (e.g. a child who has not learned to walk or 

talk with sufficient aptitude), or physical (e.g. loss of appetite, diarrhoea, skin infections, 

bodily weakness, localised pain, irregular menses or an inability to conceive).i  

 

A primary aspect of diagnosis is the attribution of symptoms to sorcery or to the 

transgression of food taboos. The former requires the extraction of pathogenic substances 

(frequently small stones, animal hair, or plant matter) from the patient’s body by means of 

magically-charged sucking and blowing. The latter requires an ongoing program of chants 

to be sung by the shaman on behalf of the patient in such a way as to appease animal spirits 

that have begun to take revenge on the body of the patient who has eaten them. Dietary 

restrictions might apply in each case, but especially when a patient has contracted a food-

borne disease. When a shaman’s songs fail to inspire a healthy change on the part of the 

patient, the latter’s disease is attributed to sorcery. At this time and as the initial stage of a 

revised therapeutic plan, the yuhuähuäruhua must divine an offending sorcerer and the 

reason for his attack.  
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Much of the Piaroa shaman’s diagnosis might be conducted well in advance of any 

particular curing ritual. Piaroa shamanic social study is ongoing, and mostly composed of 

informal social engagement that feeds the evolution of a shaman’s mental maps of person-

environment-time adaptations. José-Luis refers to this element of his vocation in terms of 

‘seeing how people are’, or simply ‘going for a walk’. These practices involve extra-

linguistic communication (within the shaman and between shaman and other people), and 

are based on capi-driven empathetic-emotional assessments of an individual’s adaptive 

condition. Lay people, however, regard visits by shamans as means of connecting family or 

friends, and a chance to share news. Indeed, Piaroa shamans play a vital role in spreading 

social information within and particularly between communities. Piaroa shamans must be 

committed to engendering friendly relations lest they be perceived as sorcerers.  

 

Piaroa diagnosis parallels that of the Piro, for whom Andritzky delineates three levels of 

information that the shaman assesses: physical symptoms, socio-symbolic data used and 

acquired in visionary motifs, and a ‘model of illness dynamics’ whereby illness is ‘perceived 

as a disturbance of the body’s energetic field’ (Andritzky 1989:83). Socio-symbolic data 

used and acquired in visionary motifs concern the information a shaman gains in 

conversation and observation, the manner in which this information is unconsciously fed 

through cultural schemas concerning health/illness/mythology, and the way in which he 

processes this information in practices of mental imagery cultivation involving the use of 

capi, tobacco and yopo. A shaman will consume yopo prior to or during each diagnosis. 

 

Using conversation and observation, yuhuähuäruhuae assess a patient’s condition by 

identifying possible psychosocial maladaptations leading to undue emotional and 

physiological stress (frequently manifest in sorcery or ‘diseases of the spirit’), and use 

information gathered in conversation to make social prescriptions following diagnosis. The 

first issue in making a diagnosis involves deciding whether the patient is suffering 

symptoms as a result of the transgression of food taboos, or as a result of sorcery activity.  

 

         The presence of family members during diagnosis is significant. It allows the 
shaman to determine if the problem stems from a conflict within the 
community, or if the disease has resulted from attack by an enemy shaman. 
In the first case, the solution is that both the yuweweruwa and the thikawaeruwa 
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cure the individual and work to re-establish social harmony according to 
what the Piaroa describe literally as ‘giving advice’  (Oldham 1997:243).  

 

In villages inhabited by more than one shaman (i.e. a yuhuähuäruhua and one or more 

meyeruwae), the yuhuähuäruhua will usually lead the conversation. In Alto Carinagua and 

Montenegro, however, this was frequently accomplished with the assistance of a translator, 

who communicated the yuhuähuäruhua’s questions to the patients, who often did not speak 

Piaroa. While the yuhuähuäruhua concentrates on diagnosing, the meyeruwae works to secure 

the house’s defence. José-Luis practises alone, and secures defence before and during a 

healing consultation.   

 

According to José-Luis, yuhuähuäruhuae have the capacity to ‘see into the body and know 

where the illness is’. A person’s uhuru (vitality) is seen by a yuhuähuäruhua. According to 

Rivas (1997a:120), uhuru is ‘the energy that maintains life. A person is born as a result of the 

vitality that his parents transmit, especially the father at the moment of conception and the 

mother during lactation’ (Rivas 1997a:120). As José-Luis explained, there are many points 

on a person’s body that emit energy. Taken as a whole, these visually perceptible points of 

energy create a poly-nodal glow that can be used by the shaman as a diagnostic map of a 

patient’s current state of health. Each person has a unique uhuru that is manifest in a 

distinct colour and shape pattern on and around one’s body, which only a shaman can see. 

This spiritual force, manifest visually, represents the vitality of each person. Sorcerers can 

make these patterns disappear, resulting in death. José-Luis maintains that an uhuru’s colour 

patterns continue through time into the afterlife. Piaroa shamans consume capi and yopo 

before looking through large quartz crystals in order to view a person’s uhuru. 

 

Illness as disturbance in an individual’s ‘energy field’, perceptible only by shamans, has been 

noted among several lowland South American indigenous groups. The Shipibo-Conibo 

shaman sees illness as expressed in a disorder of geometric energy lines. Tukano shamans 

see illness as a ‘black wrap’ that covers the body of a patient and must be removed like an 

embryonic sac for a rebirth-recovery (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971). During ayahuasca-induced 

altered states of consciousness a Piro shaman will see illness as dirty spots on the body that 

then require sucking and the blowing of tobacco smoke for their cleansing. 
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Some physicists have argued that ‘ultra-light bioluminescence’ is a medium transporting 

and communicating information concerning physical processes in and around the body 

(Popp & Strauss 1979; Jantsch 1982). Shamanic healing rituals might involve a 

communication between the isomorphic energy structures of healer and patient – the 

understanding of one energetic code by another, involving awareness of the language of 

physical energies through amplified forms of awareness. Andritzky elaborates: 

 

         In this model, the drug serves the function of setting free psychic energy or 
bioenergy in the healer. The infinite acceleration of the associations that are all 
loaded with psychic energy and the possibility to structure and form this 
energy through singing and evoking culturally powerful motifs (e.g., such 
animals as the jaguar or snake) in a synesthetic sensory field seems to be the 
crucial point of drug healing (Andritzky 1989:85). 

 

Following assessment of a patient’s uhuru by means of peering through a crystal and 

empathetic yopo visions, Piaroa shamans feel a patient’s pulse by holding the latter’s wrist. 

Ruffino emphasised that to understand illness a yuhuähuäruhua ‘feels the wrist bone of a 

person to find where the problem is’. Piaroa shamans use the pulse as a means of travelling 

into a patient’s body to gauge this person’s health, and to ascertain the cause of his or her 

affliction.  

 

According to José-Luis, there are various uhuru pulse-points that can yield the shaman 

information concerning the state of a patient’s internal organs. A shaman checks a patient’s 

‘pulse-points’ to see if a sorcerer has used these points to ensorcel. Sorcerers can touch the 

pulse-points on their own body, causing harm to those they wish to ensorcel. José-Luis 

elaborates: 

 

         This I have studied many years. The two primary pulse points are the wrist 
and above the eyes, but also the back of the neck. A sorcerer can touch the 
back of his neck to get a pulse for someone else, and then manipulate the rate 
in his mind to cause paralysis in his intended victim. Or he could use stones, 
press them into a pulse point on his side, and infect his victim in this way. 

 

José-Luis learned to recognise pulse points, and to understand their relationship to human 

health, during yopo visions. With the assistance of yopo, José-Luis is now able to assess 

human health through feeling a patient’s pulse points. Yopo, capi and the crystal allow for 

comprehension of the metalanguages of health and life - bio-socio-ecological narratives in 
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which each being is coded with its developmental trajectory - visible to the shaman in felt 

mental images.  

 

 
Figure 63 Assessing uhuru through pulse points 

 

Terminal or curable? 

 

Each diagnosis involves an aspect of risk assessment in which the acuteness of a patient’s 

suffering, a shaman’s own healing abilities, and the social ramifications should the healer 

fail to restore the patient to health are weighed against one  another. Repeated failure to 

heal certain conditions could result in a generalised loss of faith in a shaman’s abilities, or 

accusations of sorcery. Regardless of how self-assured he may be, a Piaroa shaman will not 

claim that he can cure all cases. Whereas Peters (1981:74) has noted that, among the 

Tamang of Nepal, shamans will not take a patient who is perceived to be terminally ill, 

Ingenio and José-Luis will treat such patients while making it clear that the therapies they 

administer might not be effective in bringing about a full restoration of the patient’s health.  

 

On one occasion, for instance, José-Luis was summoned down-river by two men with a 

fast outboard. A tree had fallen on a young Piaroa man while he was hunting. The victim’s 

hunting companions had prised the man free from the tree, and carried him to an in-law’s 
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house. José-Luis surmised that sorcery was the cause of the man’s misfortune, and 

extracted a sorcerous crystal from the man. José-Luis admitted, however, that the man had 

lost too much blood already, and that despite the fact that he had successfully performed 

the extraction there was nothing more he could do to save the unfortunate man from 

death.ii Several days later the man died. In a comparable example, a young mother brought 

her baby to Ingenio to be cured. The child was badly dehydrated, had suffered from 

diarrhoea for two months, and hadn’t accepted water or breast milk for days. Ingenio 

looked with pity upon the mother and child, and conceded to performing a cleansing ritual 

upon the baby, while saying ‘it is already too late for this one. You have left this disease for 

too long, and even my work will not be enough’. In this way the shaman fulfils his 

responsibility as healer, while ensuring that he will not be blamed for inadequately 

performing his healing rites if a patient dies. If the patient does recover, the shaman will 

take responsibility: ‘I was such a good healer that despite the extremely difficult circumstances I was able 

to restore this person to health’. If the patient dies, the shaman cannot be blamed for the death 

because he made it clear that ‘You should have come sooner, maybe then I would have been able to help 

you’. 

 

Piaroa shamans consider certain chronic illnesses to be the realm of Western medical 

professionals. These include most introduced diseases (e.g. HIV/AIDS, cancer, 

tuberculosis).iii With respect to psychological disorders, Piaroa shamans distinguish 

between those that are considered permanent and untreatable, and those that can be 

ameliorated through regular treatment. Piaroa shamans consider themselves effective at 

treating conditions that can be described in Western clinical terms as neuroses rather than 

psychoses. The following long-term conditions are considered to lie beyond the scope of a 

shaman’s healing powers: epilepsy, madness (although as we have seen with ke’rau, madness 

can also be manifest in short bursts that can be treated), schizophrenia (including recurring 

delusions of grandeur and persecutory delusions), chronic depression, ‘craziness’, ‘crying all 

the time’, muteness, intellectual retardation (‘she is big but never stopped being a child’). 

Homosexuality is considered neither pathological nor treatable.  

 

Shaman or doctor? Relationships between bio-medicine and shamanic healthcare 
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Most Piaroa people will only seek biomedical attention in emergencies (e.g. river or hunting 

accidents, and the treatment of some snake bites). Several people explained that a visit to 

the hospital in Puerto Ayacucho is a trying experience to be avoided at all costs. Doctors 

ignore or make indigenous people wait for excessively long periods of time, or pay 

insufficient attention to their medical needs. Many large Piaroa villages have indigenous 

nurses with basic allopathic diagnostic skills. While the state supports the training of 

indigenous medics, there are insufficient funds to supply these health professionals with 

medical supplies. Salto Maraca’s nurse, on the other hand, has medical supplies provided by 

the New Tribes Missionaries who live there.  

 

Despite a lack of access to allopathic medical care, Piaroa people nonetheless recognise that 

Western medicine is incredibly effective in curing many diseases. They also maintain that 

because doctors only treat symptoms, they are unable to cure serious diseases that affect 

the spirit. This is consistent with Colson’s assessment of the relationship between 

indigenous Guianese medical systems and acculturation: ‘Although often retaining their 

traditional beliefs relating to the ultimate, spirit, cause of sickness and death, Amerindians 

have mostly harmonised these with the benefits of modern medical aids’ (Colson 

1971:107). A young mother from Pendare (Parguaza River) gives the following account of 

the relationship between shamans and medical doctors: 

 

         Shamans are like scientists or medical doctors. Each is capable of curing, but 
in different ways. One might visit both a doctor and shaman but the shaman 
is able to cure more serious spirit-caused diseases. Doctors do not know 
diseases well. Shamans can recognise the disease and take it out of the 
inflicted person’s spirit. Shamans cure the gravest diseases while doctors cause 
much harm as they cure. Surgery is very dangerous. Blood is lost and gets 
infected. 

 

Piaroa shamans recognise that medicine is effective in curing symptoms, but that the cause 

of a disease might continue to afflict a person after the symptoms pass, if they do not treat 

the substantive, that is spiritual, base of the disorder. ‘Diseases of the spirit’, frequently 

attributed to sorcery, require the intervention of a shaman, and are seen to be the result of 

interpersonal discord, sometimes easily diagnosed, more often based on long-term 

emotional-adaptive problems that require ongoing treatment and socio- behavioural 

change. As Bato, the nurse from Pendare, put it:  
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         The doctor cannot see inside the patient like the shaman can. For this reason 
he cannot solve the difficult cases. A doctor can heal broken limbs and 
bleeding. But he knows nothing about diseases of the spirit.  

 

All sorcery-caused diseases are ‘diseases of the spirit’. Most, but not all, diseases of the 

spirit are caused by sorcery. José-Luis gives an example of a disease of the spirit that was 

not caused by sorcery:  

 

         A cousin visited me once. He said that he didn’t have anything wrong with 
him. I said ‘no, cousin, something is not right, you have something. Tell 
me…’ I prayed on his heart. I studied him inside. He had wanted to kill 
another person. I performed prayers on him and corrected his spirit. Later he 
didn’t want to kill the other person. 

 

The complex interrelationship between ‘diseases of the spirit’ and animal-borne diseases 

and the persistence of Piaroa faith in the effectiveness of their shamanic practices, 

combined with poor access to Western medical assistance (which is also very expensive), 

ensure that the shaman’s work is always in demand. Indigenous health systems break down 

when biomedicine is seen to be much more effective at preventing disease (Kempf 

1982:238). In the case of the Piaroa, indigenous health technologies remain viable, and the 

desired choice of most. Pendare’s nurse refers patients to José-Luis or to the hospital. 

According to José-Luis: ‘When there is much sickness in the village Bato will visit me to 

ask why this is so, why it is that so many are ill. I tell him’. Bato is a church-going 

Protestant who hangs a Christian calendar over his dining room table. He also trained 

under his father to a low level of shamanic proficiency in order to be able to identify when 

someone is suffering ‘from something doctors are unable to cure’. 

 

The clear distinction made between diseases of the spirit and diseases that doctors could 

treat might be a contributing factor in a relative lack of integration of bio-medical 

knowledge and symbols by Piaroa shamans. According to Oldham (1997:246), ‘The 

emphasis on collaboration on all levels in Piaroa medical practice gives a prime opportunity 

for the incorporation of appropriate Western medical practices and knowledge within the 

Piaroa healthcare system’. Piaroa shamans, however, have made few significant 

appropriations of bio-medical knowledge or techniques. While Bolívar uses a stethoscope 

from time to time to listen to a person’s heart beat, this is not functionally dissimilar to the 

Piaroa insistence on finding and monitoring a patient’s ‘pulse points’ and uhuru by means of 
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touch and hyper-sensory yopo-capi-induced vision. Similarly, while José-Luis was keen to 

acquire basic drugs like Aspirin, cold-flu tablets, and diarrhoea stoppers, none of the Piaroa 

shamans I worked with kept or prescribed bio-medical pharmaceuticals on a regular basis. 

Whereas Greene (1998) has demonstrated that Aguaruna shamans draw on the symbolic 

power of biomedicine in songs performed during healing rituals, José-Luis and Ingenio 

found the idea of references to Western medicine in meye ridiculous. A Piaroa shaman 

draws his power to cure from Tseheru, and not from biomedicine. Most Piaroa shamans, 

however, now charge for the performance of healing rituals. Some, like Ingenio, have 

specific ‘consultation times’. 

 

 
Figure 64 José-Luis gives aspirin to a child 

 

The provision of modern medical services by missionaries has been regarded as a 

significant and relatively new weapon in the battle to save Piaroa souls from damnation 

(Zent 1993a). Based on fieldwork conducted on the Upper-Cuao, and quantitative analysis, 

Zent (1993a:54) argues that missionary-supported increased access to biomedical resources 

led to a perceived association between the old religion and greater health risks. According 

to Zent’s Cuao informants, belief in Christianity offered both modern medical support and 

a measure of spiritual protection from malevolent shamans. Along the Parguaza River, 

however, it is apparent that most Piaroa do not associate New Tribes missionaries in 
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particular and Christianity in general with either bio-medical support or protection from 

malevolent shamans. The New Tribes Mission in Salto Maraca has a medical dispensary 

that services the medical needs of Salto Maraca only. Some twenty paces from the 

missionaries’ house, however, Plinio runs the most highly respected and successful 

shamanic practice on the highly-populated Parguaza River. He regularly receives clients 

from Salto Maraca and neighbouring villages who require the extraction of pathogenic 

sorcerous substances. Informants from a number of Parguaza River villages told me how 

the missionaries promised that faith in Jesus Christ would make them safe from their 

indigenous devils, but this had not been the case. Evangelical songs are of no use in 

protecting one’s family from either mari or sorcerers. At the same time, government and 

missionary promises of medical supplies have not materialised with sufficient regularity to 

cool Piaroa faith in the effectiveness of shamanic healthcare practices.iv  

 

Extractive healing rituals 

 

When the yuhuähuäruhua makes the initial diagnosis, he decides upon a course of action to 

remedy the patient’s suffering. If the yuhuähuäruhua believes that the patient suffers from a 

food-borne disease, then the former will set out a program of meye to be sung over a period 

of time commensurate with the severity of the patient’s symptoms. If the patient’s suffering 

is attributed to sorcery, the shaman will immediately perform a curing ritual in which a 

pathogenic substance is removed from the patient’s body. Depending on the severity of the 

sorcery, a shaman might have to perform several extractive healing rites on the patient over 

a period of days, weeks or months. Extractive/cleansing rituals are usually accompanied by 

psychosocial and/or dietary prescriptions.  

 

I give accounts of four healing rituals: one performed by Ingenio, two by Bolívar, and one 

by José-Luis. While Bolívar, Ingenio and José-Luis each has his own system for receiving 

patients, the form of their healing rituals is fundamentally similar, involving diagnosis and 

extraction of pathogenic agents through sucking and the blowing of tobacco smoke. The 

following examples demonstrate, however, a measure of the significant regional and/or 

personal dynamism characteristic of contemporary Piaroa healing practice, and the range of 

situations in which Piaroa shamans are asked to diagnose and/or perform an extractive 

healing rite. They demonstrate that some Piaroa shamans are not only in high demand in 
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their local communities, but that Piaroa shamans are making their healing service accessible 

to members of the criollo population, and to people from other indigenous groups (in this 

case the Hiwi). 

 

Ingenio 

 

Ingenio has a well-established and efficiently run shamanic practice. Betulio, Ingenio’s son, 

gives an account of how this practice works:   

 

           Firstly, the shaman is explained the problem by the family that comes to be 
cured. The shaman takes yopo. El secretario is always there as the shaman’s 
assistant, and for protection. Ingenio does not suck parts of the body. He 
does not actually touch a patient’s skin with his mouth when he sucks. He 
turns away and blows out the evil that he has drawn in by sucking. 
Extractions cost between 5,000B and 10,000B [$12-25AUS]. If the disease 
is weak to moderate Ingenio prepares ‘enchanted water’ for the patient to 
take home with them (for 5000B). If the illness is serious, Ingenio will 
bathe the patient in the river. The whole family watches while the shaman 
goes through the extraction process there [this service costs 20,000B or 
more]. During these rites Ingenio applies ants and wasps to the patients to 
give them luck in hunting. Love magic is different, but can also be also 
effected. Those who come from farther than Puerto Ayacucho have to pay 
at least 15,000B. The Hiwi do not necessarily have to pay more than Piaroa. 
People used to exchange things in return for the services of a shaman 
(blowguns, arrows…), they used to offer their help in building a house. 
People used to ask the shaman ‘what do you need?’ Today this system has 
been replaced by money.  

 

Ingenio receives patients every Sunday. Most Sunday mornings there is a queue outside 

Ingenio’s house. Ingenio is the most highly regarded shaman in the Autana region and, 

owing to the inter-riverine accessibility of Montenegro de Sipapo, frequently receives Hiwi 

as well as Piaroa clients. The following account concerns three Hiwi women: a girl, a 

mother, and a grandmother. The mother did most of the talking, and the girl and the 

grandmother had each come to have the shaman perform the ‘blowing ceremony’. Ingenio 

treated the elderly woman first, followed by her granddaughter. After completing the 

extractive-cleansing rituals on the two women, Ingenio spoke through an interpreter (his 

daughter-in-law, Dana) to the clients.  
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Ingenio seats the first client on a small wooden stool in the semi-darkness of his earthen-

floored, mud-thatched house. His ‘secretary’, an elder meyeruwa, lies in a hammock at the 

back of the room, and in total darkness. The ‘secretary’ provides psychic defence for 

Ingenio during the performance of curing rituals. Ingenio and the secretary begin inhaling 

yopo early Sunday morning, and continue to do so regardless of the client flow that 

particular day. The client’s stool faces the door, and away from Ingenio’s hammock. On a 

thatched mat between Ingenio’s hammock and the client’s stool lie all of Ingenio’s yopo 

paraphernalia: woven snuff basket, snuff tray, bifurcated bone inhaler, yopo brush, crystal, 

and tobacco.  

 

Ingenio sucks each side of the girl’s upper back, his lips never coming less than a few 

centimetres from the client’s skin. After each suck Ingenio turns his head toward the door 

and retches loudly, throwing his hands away. The Hiwi girl remains motionless and 

expressionless. Ingenio repeats the sucking-extraction, blowing-expulsion process several 

times. While hissing emphatically with each suck-blow-extraction action Ingenio remains 

calm, his movements fluid and controlled. Ingenio moves around the seated girl after each 

suck-extraction, and completes the ritual cure with minimal physical contact, placing his 

hand on the girl’s neck only at the end of the rite. The extraction is over in seven minutes, 

at which time Ingenio returns to his hammock, and says nothing. The girl waits a few 

moments, uncertain whether or not the healing rite has been performed, and whether she 

should yet move. Ingenio whispers a few words to Dana. Dana addresses the Hiwi girl and 

her mother. 

 

            An enemy man hurt the wife [the girl]. He lives in your village, and when 
the baby [who is now the young woman] was born she wasn’t going to live. 
But now she is recuperating and should live. [Ingenio] took out three 
stones (guanadi). The shaman did not recognise these stones. If the child 
does not get better, you must come back later. In the meantime you must 
bathe her well.  

 

‘Where was the sorcery – clothes, stones?’ the mother asks. 

 

‘Stones’, says Dana. Ingenio says a few words to Dana, which she translates into Spanish 

for the Hiwi:  
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Was there a man that wanted to marry you, but could not? Ingenio wanted 
to know. This could be the person who wanted to kill your child. Each time 
the shaman sucks, the child gets a little bit better. 
 

Will she make a full recovery? 

 

Yes, she will get better. Three more stones were removed this time… and 
her clothes were not ensorcelled… Is there an old man who lives in your 
village that hurt your father?  
 

The client thinks about this for a moment and replies ‘yes, a powerful man, but he left’. 

 

Dana and Ingenio relay information to each other. Dana tells the client: 

 

           Yes, but your father had said that the curse would always be with him, did 
he not? I think that this man is the person who harmed your daughter, 
because he could not have you as his wife. 

 

This solution seemed satisfactory to the Hiwi client, who replied, ‘Yes, this man took capi 

and had his yopo and knew how to cause harm. He lives in Colombia now. What can my 

daughter eat now? Which fish?’ 

 

Ingenio and Dana discuss this question.  

 

           She can eat anything normally and without any difficulty. Her problem is a 
matter of sorcery, not of food disease. As for the old woman, mother of 
Armando, she ate cow meat that was not prayed upon, and this is very 
dangerous. She must drink a special enchanted water to help her 
recuperate. Large fish, cooking oil, pig she cannot eat any of these, or drink 
alcohol either. 

 

At this point, Dana asks for payment, explaining that they must pay for the two “blows” 

today (the sucking extraction of crystals, 5000B each), and for Ingenio staying up all of last 

night blessing the water that he has prepared as cure for the elder woman (5,000B). The 

Hiwi woman who had brought her mother and daughter to be cured tells Ingenio that 

when the river next rises she will bring her mother back for a bathing session. The Hiwi 

leave Ingenio’s house, walk down to the river and board their boat. Ingenio and the 

‘secretario’ blow some more yopo.  
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Bolívar  

 

Venezuelans who use biomedicine also use popular healers who draw on a complex and 

variously syncretic lexicon of symbolic healing techniques that frequently involve the use of 

altered states of consciousness (Clarac de Briceño 1990:58-59; Pollak-Eltz 1985; 1988). 

Several Piaroa shamans have developed an extra-tribal clientele, but none as regular, 

profitable or large as that of Bolívar. Bolívar’s home in Alto Carinagua is a short drive from 

Puerto Ayacucho, making it readily accessible to this city’s criollo population, international 

tourists passing through, and criollos from Caracas, Maracay and Valencia who have heard 

of Bolívar’s exceptional healing powers. According to Ruffino, Bolívar’s eldest son, ‘the 

criollos come to be treated for all types of illnesses. When the doctor can’t cure it, they 

come here’. 

   

Bolívar treats criollo and Piaroa patients on a daily basis. Bolívar maintains a traditional 

Piaroa roundhouse for the purpose of conducting curing rituals, and meye ceremonies. He 

treats criollo patients in the afternoon and early evening. Late at night he attends to Piaroa 

people who have come from near and afar. Although fluent in Spanish, Bolívar prefers to 

work with a translator, usually one of his grandsons. Bolívar treats patients in the company 

of one or more of his meyeruwa sons, who provide protection for Bolívar when it is 

required. 

 

One afternoon, a middle-aged woman from Puerto Ayacucho arrives with her son. The 

woman explains that this is the third time she has visited Bolívar, but it will be her son’s 

‘first consultation with the shaman’.   

 

‘I want the shaman to give my son positive energy on his 11th birthday. Shamans are great 

for this. When medicine began as plants, our ancestors used herbs and understood what 

was wrong in their bodies and with their spirits. ’  

 

Umberto tells his grandfather that the woman has come for a ‘birthday consultation’, and 

directs the boy to a stool. The mother introduces her son to Bolívar, who says nothing in 

return. Bolívar rises from his hammock, reaches for one of several large crystals he keeps in 
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his yopo basket, and looks through the stone at the boy. Bolívar presses the crystal into the 

boy’s chest, blowing tobacco smoke onto the boy’s head, back, and legs. After blowing 

smoke over the boy, Bolívar makes a sucking sound in front of each of the child’s knees 

and elbows; his last exhalations enclose the boy in smoke. Without uttering a word Bolívar 

returns to his hammock, and continues to draw in long puffs from his hand rolled cigar. 

The birthday consultation is over in 3 minutes. 

 

After a pause, the mother asks: ‘Is it over?’ 

  

Umberto replies ‘yes, the consultation has ended’. The woman did not appear to be 

satisfied. It was clear that her son’s upcoming karate tournament was weighing heavily on 

her mind. 

 

‘Ask the shaman what he saw through his crystal? Will my son win the karate tournament 

in Caracas this weekend? Did the shaman give my son good energy for the event, 

particularly in the legs?’  

 

Umberto says nothing to Bolívar, and Bolívar nothing to Umberto. Umberto replies to the 

woman:  

 

‘The boy is healthy. He does not have any disease. No sorcerer is willing evil upon him, so 

the shaman did not have to remove any stones. The boy will have a good year’.  

 

Umberto asked the woman for 6,000B ($9USD at the time). The woman paid 5,000B, and 

said that she would bring more clients the next time she came. Bolívar looked at the 

woman for the first time, and smiled.  

 

Later that night Pedro, a young Piaroa man from Los Pijiguaos, enters Bolívar’s churuata. 

Bolívar, Juan and Ruffino had been up late singing, and had just paused to grind more 

yopo. Pedro had been staying in Alto Carinagua for several days. He had come to be 

treated by Bolívar for a skin condition that was troubling him. Pedro had what appeared to 

be eczema or psoriasis on his arms and knees. Bolívar was well-acquainted with the young 

man, and had treated him on three prior occasions for the same problem. A Piaroa sorcerer 
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had been paid by a criollo man to ensorcel Pedro, for fear of Pedro’s political aspirations 

and human rights work. The offending sorcerer’s work could not be extracted in one 

session, and required time to turn back. With the bulk of the diagnostic work already 

accomplished, Bolívar had now to assess the progress of Pedro’s health relative to his 

ongoing treatment. Each treatment involved an extraction.  

 

Pedro is seated on a chair near Bolívar’s hammock. Without rising from his hammock 

Bolívar reaches down and picks up his crystal. Bolívar peers into Pedro through the quartz, 

assessing the patient’s uhuru, and the extent to which the sorcery may have improved since 

the last visit. Unlike most children who sit fixated by the movements of the shaman, Pedro 

remains relaxed. Bolívar is jovial. Bolívar stands and holds the crystal on the nape of 

Pedro’s neck. Drawing the stone away from Pedro’s skin, Bolívar gently touches the 

Pedro’s back, then pulls away to find his cigar. Juan leans out of his hammock and feels for 

a resin-clogged animal skull and a stone that he bangs on the ground. Juan sets these two 

items down gruffly, and making deep guttural huffs, he repeatedly drops his huräruä against 

the ground. His huräruä has three large seeds that clang. By beating his defensive weapons 

against the ground Juan secures the churuata from possible sorcery attack and intimidates 

märi, which may have been lurking, and could interfere in the extractive ritual.   

 

Bolívar fires up his cigar, takes two rapid inhalations, holding the smoke momentarily in his 

lungs, and begins to blanket Pedro in smoke, blowing neat cascades over the man’s body, 

pausing to let the smoke linger over the legs and arms. Holding his cigar away from Pedro’s 

body, Bolívar leans down to the man’s knees and sucks (about 30cm away from the skin), 

turning his head outward as he does. Bolívar repeats this twice on each knee, and twice on 

each of Pedro’s elbows. Cupping his hands together as if he were holding matter he has 

extracted from Pedro’s knees and elbows, Bolívar walks toward the nearest wall and returns 

with a small stone in his hand, placing it on the ground near his yopo basket. Bolívar picks 

up his rattle and shakes it over Pedro’s head, back, arms and legs.    

 

Bolívar and Pedro discuss the extraction. This is the third sorcerous stone that Bolívar has 

extracted from Pedro in a year. Pedro pays Bolívar 5,000B. Bolívar tells Pedro that his 

condition will improve. 
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‘Three more times you will have to come, and after that you will be cured. The sorcery was 

not designed to kill you, just to warn you to keep your mouth shut’. 

 

Pedro shakes his head, and replies:  

 

‘The criollos do not like it when indigenous people make too much noise’.  

 

Pedro leaves, and the meyeruwae begin to sing again.  

 

José-Luis 

 

Unlike Ingenio or Bolívar who each cure in the company of an assistant meyeruwa, José-Luis 

conducts curing rituals alone. José-Luis prefers to perform divination and curing 

ceremonies at or before dawn. He believes that this is the calmest time of the day to focus: 

there are no family distractions, and the märi are not generally active at this time. When 

people come to be cured, and have the time to stay overnight, José-Luis will treat them the 

morning following their arrival. This affords José-Luis sufficient time to feel into the lives 

of the patients and their family. José-Luis does not ask for payment in return for his curing 

services because he believes that it is his responsibility to help those whom he can. He 

believes that people should, however, reciprocate in kind: fish, game or manioc when the 

client’s family can spare them. José-Luis notes that since people have become more reliant 

upon currency, they have become less inclined to reimburse the shaman in kind.   

 

One afternoon, José-Luis is visited by the headman of Fundo Nuevo and his two 

adolescent daughters. The father is worried that his daughters have been ensorcelled, and 

wants José-Luis to treat them. José-Luis and the headman spend the afternoon in 

conversation. The guests sling their hammocks in José-Luis’s house, and spend the night. 

José-Luis performs a healing ritual on each girl at the same time. He quickly assesses that 

one girl is healthy, and focuses his attention on the other.   

 

Before daybreak José-Luis sings a protective prayer to defend his house against possible 

sorcery attack. ‘So that no devils come. So that my family and house are safe like the house 

of Tseheru’.  
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José-Luis completes the process of securing his house from märi or sorcery attack by 

walking around the perimeter of his house, blowing a cow horn at each exterior corner, and 

returns with an intense gaze and some freshly-cut palm leaves that he has bundled into a 

leafy shaker. He lays the shaker on the ground beside the younger of the two girls, who is 

seated and still. José-Luis lights a cigar, and takes deep but rapid inhalations. He picks up 

his rattle and blows tobacco smoke forcefully on the girl (almost spitting) from several 

directions. José-Luis produces a fine grey powder in his hands, spins around and blows it 

away (later José-Luis told me that the powder he put on his hands came from the guilty 

sorcerer and was part of the girl’s illness). He then stands behind the girl, places his hands 

on the girl’s head and blows forcefully downward, as he sweeps his hands out and away 

from the girl. José-Luis blows tobacco smoke at the girl from each of the cardinal points. 

José-Luis proceeds to place his crystal (huaruna idoqui) on the back of the girl’s neck, pauses 

a moment, and exhales more tobacco smoke. The room is filled with smoke lit by morning 

light. 

 

José-Luis, who has begun to sweat with the intensity of his movements, picks up the 

impassive girl’s wrist, feels her pulse with one hand, and presses lightly on her shoulder 

with his other hand. He lets the wrist drop, steps away from the girl, and picks up his 

crystal, passing it slowly over each of the girl’s arms. José-Luis returns to the girl’s 

shoulders, placing the crystal at the nape of the neck and resting it there for a moment. He 

lowers the crystal to the ground and lightly massages the patient’s shoulders (Later José-

Luis told me that the sorcery that was making the girl ‘crazy and confused’ was 

concentrated in her shoulders and neck).  

 

José-Luis’s motions are swift and precise. He lifts up the girl’s shirt from behind and 

touches her back, then her stomach. Dancing around to the back of the chair, he grazes the 

crystal over the girl’s back, from lower to upper. Periodically, José-Luis collects the palm 

rattle and shakes it as he inhales tobacco. José-Luis’s extractive motions are more blowing 

and throwing than sucking. He blows on the patient while passing over her with his hands, 

mimes the action of having gathered a substance in his hands, steps away from the patient 

and throws the invisible matter away. José-Luis repeats the action of blowing while 

sweeping his hands over the girl’s head, back and away several times. Each time after 
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blowing and sweeping José-Luis walks a few paces toward the wall, wipes his hands of the 

pathogen he has removed, and shakes his rattle.  

 

After 20 minutes of intense blowing, sweeping and throwing, José-Luis blows tobacco 

smoke on the girl from her front, and passes his rattle over her head as the smoke lingers 

around her face. José-Luis lays his hands gently upon the girl’s shoulder and neck one last 

time, and finishes by checking the girl’s pulse. José-Luis shakes his rattle around his own 

head, and sweeps each hand over the opposite arm, throwing away what might otherwise 

have infected him from the process of cleansing another.  

 

José-Luis steps back from the seated girl who has remained motionless throughout the 

vigorous huffing and puffing that has gone on around her. He addresses the girl’s father. 

 

This beautiful girl has been suffering the following symptoms: lack of 
energy, depression, physical weakness, tiredness, “felt like dying”. She had 
a serious disease, very serious sorcery causing insanity. This sorcery was 
designed to kill her, but now it is gone. I have removed the sorcery, and 
she will not need to return. While I have cured her, however, the sorcerer 
who did this might come back again. There is more work to be done… 
But I cannot rid this sorcery alone, and especially not here in my home. It 
is not safe for my family. 

 

José-Luis and the headman discussed the situation, deciding in the end that José-Luis 

should come upriver to cure the village of more suspected sorcery cases.  

 

Minor and major salutogenic rituals: Checkups and group bathing 

 

While most curing rituals concern the treatment of physical or psychological symptoms 

that the patient has already identified, much of the Piaroa shaman’s work is salutogenic. A 

good shaman will be not only an accomplished curer but will also, above all, promote the 

ongoing health of his family and neighbours. Piaroa shamans work tirelessly to this end 

through the recitation of meye and in sensitive psychosocial study that facilitates harmonious 

social relations and healthy psychological development. Beyond the recitation of meye and 

extractive rituals we can identify two further types of salutogenic rites performed by Piaroa 

shamans: regular blessings/cleansings of persons or personal objects, and more involved 

group bathing ceremonies. The former are simple, quick, and might be performed at any 
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time of the year. The latter are much more complex, lasting two days or more, require the 

participation of a senior yuhuähuäruhua and one or more meyeruwa, and might be staged once 

or twice each year.   

 

José-Luis is well aware that he is a target of sorcery attack, as are his children. To ensure 

that his children remain healthy and free of sorcery infection, José-Luis periodically 

performs checkups on the health of his family. These checkups involve examining people 

through the huaruna idoqui to make sure they have not been infected by sorcery, and shaking 

the rattle around the person’s head to ensure they remain uncontaminated. The 

yuhuähuäruhua looks inside the person’s body to make sure there is no sorcery infection, and 

that no sorcerer intends to ensorcel this person. When a family suspects one of their 

children might be infected by sorcery, they will bring several of their children to the 

yuhuähuäruhua. Parents often worry that if one child is or has been afflicted by sorcery 

another might also be susceptible. Periodic ‘checkups’ instil a sense of confidence in a 

person’s well-being, and in the family unit as a whole. Men departing on hunting trips, or 

young Piaroa people leaving for boarding school, for instance, also visit José-Luis to be 

blessed in a similar way. Personal objects can also be blessed to ensure the health of their 

owner. The blessing of people and their personal objects have the result of, in José-Luis’s 

words, ‘keeping the evil away, making sure the house and family are clean from sorcery and 

people who could harm them’. 

 

Oldham (1997:242) described a two-day group purification/curing ceremony conducted by 

Cataniapo River shamans in a clearing in the forest by a small waterfall. This ceremony was 

led by the most senior shaman in the region, attended by several assistant shamans, and by 

the families of patients who had come from as far away as the Orinoco River. Plinio 

performs similar group bathing rituals twice a year. These ceremonies are attended by many 

of the inhabitants of Salto Maraca, and extend over a period of three days.v On the first 

day, Plinio and Salto Maraca’s other meyeruwae spend the night chanting along a special 

section of the Parguaza River. Over the following two days, Plinio treats people who wish 

to be blessed one at a time, while the meyeruwae concentrate on defending the space. Ingenio 

used to perform bathing ceremonies for the villagers of Montenegro de Sipapo. Ingenio’s 

preferred site for the performance of bathing ceremonies was a small waterfall with a quiet 

pool on a stream upriver from Montenegro. Ingenio continues to perform the bathing 
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service, but only for paying customers, and now in the Sipapo River rather than beside a 

quiet forest waterfall. Waterfalls can be points of entry to the spirit realm, and it is through 

waterfalls that Tseheru delivers the power to heal to novice meyeruwae. 

 
Figure 65 Ingenio’s preferred site for the performance of bathing rituals 

 

Inter-gender and inter-generational factors in shaman-client relations 

 

Women and children comprise the majority of patients treated by Piaroa shamans for 

diseases of the spirit. A number of scholars have indicated that women and children have a 

higher incidence of disease and are the recipients of a disproportionate number of healing 

rituals in societies where women enjoy relatively little political or household power (c.f. 

Peters 1981; Lewis 1996; Harris 1957; Messing 1958). The balance of domestic authority in 

Piaroa households rests with the father-husband. Where women are denied avenues for 

political power, protest can take the culturally sanctioned form of spiritual disease (resulting 

from emotional conflict). Children might be sent to a shaman by parents who believe that 

their child is not retaining or responding to their domestic tutelage, does not listen, is 

listless, or is not contributing harmoniously in the family’s productive activities. Until the 

age of seven, children are afforded a great deal of freedom. As children, and particularly 

girls, reach adolescence they are required to take on greater domestic and productive 

responsibilities, and to behave according to the ideal of psychosocial harmony. Sorcery is 

frequently associated with emotional conflicts arising over potential marriage partners, and 

it is frequently the parents of young women nearing marriageable age who suspect sorcery 

affliction.vi 
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The shamanic healing ritual can be seen as an outlet for pent up inter-generational and 

inter-gender angst, and as a forum for the male shaman to re-impose male authority in 

family relationships. The woman, who may have not been able to deal successfully with an 

intense work load and the demands of her husband, might be more susceptible to the onset 

of a range of physical symptoms. While shamanic diagnosis attributes a woman’s affliction 

to an external force (spirit or sorcerer), the woman may receive more sensitive social 

support from her spouse and family following her diagnosis, thus mitigating a significant 

contributing source of her anxiety. 

 

That women and children are more susceptible to a range of physically, culturally and 

socially problematic symptoms can also be partially explained in terms of diet. During meal 

times men and children are afforded larger portions of meat than women. Owing to the 

increasing scarcity of game meats and fish resulting from rising population densities, the 

contemporary Piaroa diet is generally low in protein. During the wet season (April-

October), when the rivers are high and fish cannot easily be obtained, protein consumption 

falls off sharply. In the wet season parents frequently complain that their children are weak 

and tired because they are always hungry. This is a period of generalised stress for many 

Piaroa families. 

 

Cross-cultural issues in Piaroa healing rituals 

 

A select few of the most revered Piaroa shamans, such as Bolívar, Ingenio and José-Luis 

treat criollo and Hiwi patients from time to time. While there is a significant body of 

literature on South American shamans servicing clients from the settler society (Dobkin de 

Rios 1976a; Joralemon 1984; Joralemon & Sharon 1993; Luna 1986; Sharon 1976), 

relatively little has been written about indigenous shamans treating clients from other 

indigenous groups.  

 

While powerful sorcerers can ensorcel inter-ethnically (e.g. Piaroa to criollo, criollo to 

Piaroa), the Piaroa shaman who works to remove sorcery afflictions from a criollo person 

will not generally fear the criollo sorcerer to the extent that he would another Piaroa. Piaroa 

shamans do not take defensive precautions when treating criollos. José-Luis clarified that 
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while märi cannot affect criollo people, sorcery involving the intentional transmission of 

pathogenic agents (such as crystals or animal hairs) can. Piaroa shamans can thus diagnose 

and cure sorcery cases stemming from sources other than Piaroa shamans and spirits.  

 

As the example of Bolívar ‘giving positive energy’ to a criollo boy and assessing his chances 

of winning a karate tournament illustrates, some services performed by Piaroa shamans on 

criollo clients fall well outside of the domain of traditional Piaroa healing practice. The 

example of Ingenio treating Hiwi patients, however, illustrates how Piaroa shamans have 

made Piaroa disease aetiology, and the propitiation of Piaroa gods, meaningful to people of 

another ethnic group. 

 

José-Luis relayed what he thought to be the main issues in treating people from other 

cultures in the following way: 

 

           People from different cultures have different colours and patterns and 
require different healing songs. You’ve got to treat different sorts of people 
differently. A university professor likes knowledge about the past, a military 
commander wants to know about the borders, mining engineers about the 
land. I have to give them the knowledge they want, but it always comes 
from Tseheru and Wahari. Without them the knowledge would fall. 

 

Ingenio diagnoses and treats Hiwi patients according to the same matrix of sorcery-animal-

borne disease that he applies to Piaroa clients. Ingenio transposes the Piaroa disease 

aetiology onto his Hiwi patients, relating a respiratory ailment to the consumption of beef 

that had not been sung into security for human consumption. The prayers that he sings to 

cure the Hiwi woman will be addressed to Tseheru. In this instance, the disease that the 

Hiwi woman had contracted was sent by Re’yö (the Piaroa master of land and animals) to 

punish the Hiwi who failed to propitiate this Piaroa god in a manner befitting Piaroa 

practice. Hiwi from the Autana region visit Ingenio, whose ability to propitiate Reyo must 

now also ensure the health and spiritual security of Hiwi living close. 

 

Hiwi disease aetiology is strikingly similar to that of the Piaroa. The Hiwi recognise that the 

most severe diseases and bodily inflictions (snakebites, falls, etc.) result from sorcery. A 

wide range of diseases result from failure to observe of necessary food blessings. Not 
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abiding by dietary or sexual restrictions may also aggravate certain conditions, and allow 

spirits from plants and animals to occupy a human’s body (Perera & Rivas 1997:17).  

While it appears from the studies of Perera & Rivas (1997) and Rivas (1997b:40) that the 

Hiwi place different emphasis on the risks inherent in eating particular game animals than 

do the Piaroa, the system of singing food into security is sufficiently compatible to that of 

the Piaroa to allow for intercultural shaman-client exchanges.  

 

The Hiwi of the Autana region in which Ingenio lives and works coexist economically and 

ecologically with the Piaroa. While the Piaroa consider themselves to be proficient 

horticulturalists, and produce a surplus of manioc and other cultivars for sale in regional 

markets, the Hiwi are hunter-gatherers who also subsist on fishing and the sale of artisan 

products. Some Piaroa people speak condescendingly of the Hiwi. Two frequent comments 

are: ‘They have no gardens of their own’, and ‘they have lost their culture’. José-Luis 

maintained that, even a generation ago when there were more practising Hiwi shamans 

than there are today, ‘their shamanism was always of a lower level’. While few practising 

Hiwi shamans remain, at least some Hiwi are convinced of the importance of seeking 

shamanic cures from proficient extra-tribal shamans. Hiwi of the Autana region might be 

using Ingenio as a psychotherapeutic resource to buffer the untoward effects of 

acculturative processes.  

 

Piaroa and Hiwi society have undergone rapid cultural change over the past two 

generations. The transmission of knowledge between the Piaroa and the Hiwi, and between 

the criollo and the Piaroa may have interesting implications for the future evolution of 

Piaroa society. While the opening of shamanic services to criollo markets is based on the 

transaction of Piaroa skills and knowledge, the terms of the market exchange are 

established in many cases by the paying criollo client. At the same time, while Bolívar’s 

practice has generated a degree of wealth otherwise unknown to the Piaroa people 

(including two trucks), the prospect of earning money as a shaman does not seem be 

sufficient incentive for young men to embark on the long and arduous path of shamanic 

studies. The monetisation of the shamanic economy, parallelling the monetisation of the 

Piaroa food economy, affects the practice of each shaman, and may have implications for 

the ways in which shamans mediate and manage social relations between communities. Of 
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the three shamans whose healing rituals have been examined, only José-Luis does not ask 

for money in exchange for his service.  

 

Blowing, shaking and sucking: the aesthetics of ritual healing 

 

I define aesthetics as the union of form and function. For the purposes of analysing 

the aesthetics of healing rituals, I conceive of form in terms of a shaman’s actions 

(gesture and the manipulation of symbols), and function in terms of desired 

outcomes (the removal of pathogenic agents and the restoration of a patient’s 

health). Piaroa healing rituals revolve around the use of a quartz crystal (huaruna 

idoqui), a rattle (rediyu) and the blowing of tobacco smoke. The rattle, the crystal and 

tobacco smoke each play a complementary role in drawing pathogenic agents out of 

a patient’s body, and in making this pathogenic substance manipulable and 

disposable by a shaman. The extraction of pathogenic sorcerous matter and the 

blowing of tobacco smoke are core elements of indigenous healing rituals 

throughout South America (c.f. Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971; Wilbert 1987; 1993; 1996; 

Butt 1956, 1961; Harner 1975; Métraux 1949). 

 

According to Wilbert (1996:167), ‘belief in the life-giving breath of humans, 

especially that of shamanic healers, is virtually universal in South America (see also 

Métraux 1949:593).vii Among the Akawaio of Guyana, ritual blowing is employed in 

a number of contexts: to cause or recover from sickness, to prevent rain, for success 

in hunting, to prevent or induce pregnancy, for horticultural success (Butt 

1961:145). For the Akawaio, blowing is sometimes accompanied with tobacco 

smoke, and is always accompanied by the uttering of magical words that invoke 

spirit helpers to realise desired ends (Butt 1961:145). By contrast, Piaroa shamans 

never speak when they blow, and always accompany the blowing of breath with the 

blowing of tobacco smoke. Tobacco smoke enables a patient to see the shaman’s 

life-giving breath. Wilbert and Koch-Grunberg have each indicated that blowing 

significant quantities of tobacco smoke on a patient’s body, in association with 

stroking or massage, may induce a range of salutogenic responses. According to 

Koch-Grünberg (1918:65), ‘the blowing of tobacco smoke and the methodical 

stroking of the body are bound to exercise gradually an intoxicating effect and can 
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contribute, especially in the case of fever, to the cure’. Nicotine has both antiseptic 

and analgesic properties when rubbed into, or blown and wafted over particular 

afflicted areas or the whole body (Wilbert 1987:188-9). The capacity of nicotine to 

act as an analgesic or to reduce a patient’s fever will be interpreted by a patient 

according to the shaman’s ability to remove pathogenic spirit agents. In line with 

native descriptions, most scholars attribute the healing efficacy of tobacco blowing 

to ‘the pneumatic power of the shaman’, rather than the physiological responses 

tobacco smoke may induce (Wilbert 1987:186).  

 

Tobacco smoke is the medium through which pathogenic sorcerous substances are 

carried between patient and shaman. For the extraction of pathogens to be viable 

patients must be blanketed in smoke more or less constantly throughout the 

performance of healing rituals. The small crystals in a Piaroa shaman’s gourd rattle 

(idoqui saruwoqui) are magically charged and attract sorcerous pathogenic agents 

toward them. There are close parallels here with the Warao use of rattles in healing 

rituals. Wilbert has referred to the Warao rattle as a ‘healing wand’, and likens the 

crystals inside Warao rattles to spirit familiars (Wilbert 1993:134-5). Like the spirit 

helpers that shamans communicate with during divinatory visions, a shaman’s 

crystal and the crystals in his rattle access information, in this instance that required 

to access and extract pathogens. Blanketed in tobacco smoke, the shaman shakes his 

rattle around areas of a patient’s body through which pathogenic agents are believed 

to have entered. The act of shaking the rattle draws pathogens from a patient’s 

body. These pathogenic substances might then be temporarily stored in the crystals 

inside a shaman’s rattle. While quartz crystals are a crucial diagnostic technology, like 

rattles they also attract pathogenic substances towards them.viii By combining the use 

of the huaruna idoqui and the rattle containing idoqui saruwoqui, a shaman mobilises 

pathogens that have been lodged in a patient’s body.  

 

José-Luis refers to the idoqui saruwoqui inside his rattle as ‘little Tseheru’. When shamans 

gather together to sing or perform a healing ritual, the idoqui saruwoqui vibrate together, 

resulting in the combination of the visionary force of all shamans present. The idoqui 

saruwoqui ‘record your visions, and see what you see on yopo’. Because they absorb disease, 

crystals also need to be cleaned every few weeks.  
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As the crystal absorbs illness it heats up. Otherwise it stays cold. Cold, 
cold. When you clean them you say a simple prayer to Wahari or Tseheru. 
These orations draw the diseases out of the crystal, making it clear again 
for curing. There are different prayers for the different diseases that the 
crystal may have absorbed. 

            José-Luis 
 

Piaroa extractive rituals are a forum for the shaman to draw suffering out of a 

patient, into his own body or paraphernalia, and deflect it away. The act of sucking 

near a patient’s body allows the pathogens that the rattle and crystal have freed up to 

momentarily enter the shaman through the medium of tobacco smoke. Ensuring he 

does not infect himself with the suffering of others, a shaman will hold the 

pathogen in his mouth or hand a short while before spitting and throwing this 

substance away. The act of deflecting suffering away from a patient is manifest 

physically when a shaman throws and spits. It is manifest socially in terms of the 

attribution of one’s suffering to an offending sorcerer. In this way the shaman acts 

as an important buffer for the social and physiological stresses of his community. 

Actions associated with securing the defence of a shaman’s house prior to the 

performance of healing rituals can be seen in terms of a shaman’s psychic 

preparations to examine and manipulate safely the suffering of others.  

 

The effectiveness of symbolic healing 

 

While much of Piaroa shamanic practice involves the prevention of disease and the 

promotion of health, extractive healing rituals are the primary means of treating a 

range of psycho-spiritual ailments. Most diseases of the spirit are attributed to 

sorcery, and involve problematic emotional responses (in the patient or the patient’s 

family or village). Healing rituals can be an effective means of reconfiguring a 

patient’s sense of self, and altering group emotional dynamics that can contribute to 

the proliferation of a variety of psycho-somatic disorders. Symbolic healing involves 

a range of symbolic and physical manipulations that lead to physiological change 

(Dow 1986; Laughlin et al. 1979; 1990; Kirmayer 1993; Kleinman 1973; Lex 1979; 

Winkelman 2000). Many of these manipulations begin with emotional transactions 

between the shaman and patients, and between patients and their family. Through 

the extraction of pathogenic sorcerous matter, Piaroa shamans are able to reduce 
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stress and enhance a patient’s ability to cope with disease symptoms. The process of 

extracting pathogenic agents from a patient’s body has psychophysiological 

correlates in the process of emotional transaction between shaman and patient, and 

between patients and their family. Emotional transactions initiated through symbolic 

healing rituals may, in some instances, trigger beneficial immunological responses. 

In all cases the healing ritual marks a period of more sensitive social relations 

between the patients and their families that may defuse problematic emotional 

discords.   

 

Healing occurs along a symbolic pathway of words, feelings, values, 
expectations, beliefs, and the like which connect cultural events and forms 
with affective and physiological process (Kleinman 1973:210). 

 

During a healing ritual, feelings of distress experienced by the patient and his/her family 

are organised in a culturally relevant symbolic framework. This begins with diagnosis. 

Torrey (1986) cites the ‘naming process’ as a cross-culturally significant component of 

psychotherapy, frequently resulting in immediate reduction of the patient’s anxiety. Once a 

disease entity is known, prescriptions for its remedy are identified, and confusion is 

transformed into understanding (Frank 1973:103-105; Lévi-Strauss 1963:195; Kluckhohn 

1970:112). The shaman remodels disorders in self by positioning symptoms in a coherent 

symbolic and social context. 

 

The efficacy of symbolic healing, however, rests primarily on the relationship between non-

linguistic information processing and the shaman’s ability to conceive of feelings and 

biological processes in terms of shared symbolic patterns (mythology, gesture and action). 

While a patient’s speech, gesture, behaviour and symptoms are used to reveal underlying 

psycho-physiological dynamics, Piaroa shamans rely heavily upon heightened empathetic 

assessments of a person’s uhuru developed through the processing of extra-linguistic data 

during integrative consciousness experiences. No words are spoken during the 

performance of Piaroa curing rituals. As Lévi-Strauss (1963:196) writes, the shaman ‘holds 

a dialogue with the patient, not through the spoken word but in concrete actions, that is, 

genuine rites which penetrate the screen of consciousness and carry their message directly to 

the unconscious’. Dobkin de Rios argues that ‘by means of his ritual paraphernalia, 

techniques, or symbols, a healer is assured of relative success in those cases where 
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psychoses are absent or where disease syndromes with organic damage are not too well 

developed’ (Dobkin de Rios 1976b:16). 

 

Structural and behavioural analyses of ritual healing ceremonies have ignored the 

nonsemiotic psychosocial and biological processes that are the primary media and causal 

bases underlying symbolic healing (Kirmayer 1993:169). Dow’s (1986) model of symbolic 

healing, by contrast, is predicated on a human capacity for intra- and inter-organismic 

communication where emotions are the primary or ‘generalised symbolic media’. 

According to Dow, ‘symbolic healing exists… because of the way in which social 

communication has drawn with it the structure of emotional communication’ (Dow 

1986:66). Socio-somatic reasoning, involving the reptilian and paleomammalian brain’s 

information processing modalities [linked to emotional and psychosocial relational data], is 

central to diagnosis and the performance of healing rituals (Winkelman 2000:222). 

Chodorow (1999:77) maintains that because meanings are affected by non-linguistic 

experiences and processes such as fantasy, emotions and sensation, theorists must 

accommodate for the fact that ‘language often only approximates the feeling of inner 

psychic reality’. Emotional communications within a person’s body are extended between 

bodies through language, facilitating feedback between the social and self systems, and 

allowing for alterations in physiological functioning. Winkelman elaborates: 

 

         In shamanic healing, symbols provided by myth and embodied in ritual 
constitute the basis through which the self system and the somatic level of the 
patient are affected. The self system shares the unconscious thought 
processing of the body (somatic level) and exerts its influence through this 
common interface. These cognitive processes take place unconsciously, with 
interpretation of affective significance of symbols at the biological level in the 
somatic system, as well as in the self system (Winkelman 2000:238). 

 

Winkelman explains how emotional transactions between patient and shaman can initiate 

salutogenic physiological responses in the patient’s body.  

 

         A symbol may evoke any neural network or neurocognitive model with which 
it has been entrained, including autonomic and endocrine systems, brain 
structures, emotions, and abstract ideas. This is symbolic penetration, the 
effects of the neural system mediating a symbolic precept on associated 
physical systems. Evoking and entraining associated physiological systems 
allow meaning and symbols to influence physiological processes and allow 
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physiological processes to evoke meaningful associations (Winkelman 
2000:244). 

 

Healing rituals can trigger salutogenic physiological responses by means of symbolic 

penetration, where affective media bridge social, symbolic and physiological systems. The 

diagnosis of disease, and its treatment through extraction of sorcerous agents, facilitates the 

transference of psychic stress from the patient to the shaman. During the course of 

treatment the shaman seeks to diffuse this psychic tension through the propitiation of 

either animal spirits or an offending sorcerer. According to Hook (1979:288), ‘the function 

of symbol formation is the binding and discharge of psychic energy’. By the fixing of 

energy in symbol, myth and ritual serve to diffuse tension that might otherwise be manifest 

in ‘unbearable anxiety, or in less desirable social consequences’ (Hook 1979:288). In this 

way healing rituals facilitate emotional transductions within the patient, between the patient 

and shaman, and between patients and their families.  

 

The alleviation of stress and the transaction of positive affect between shaman and patient, 

and patient and family, might trigger immune and endocrine systems responses in the 

patient. When the shaman lays hands on the patient, sucks, blows, or washes the patient’s 

body, in the interest of transferring healing energies, the patient experiences physiological 

changes that may induce the alleviation of symptoms. These include the induction of a 

parasympathetic relaxation response, and the release of opioids. Sleight-of-hand (including 

the removal of material substances deemed to be pathogenic agents) increases 

suggestibility, psychosomatic or placebo effects (Winkelman 1982).  

 

Faith, placebo and social support 

 

The healing ritual can be an effective means of converting negative emotions into positive 

emotions, and is an aspect of the sorcery complex in which socially problematic negative 

emotions can be deflected to a person or place where they will have less significant 

psychosocial and physiological impact. Socially or psychologically problematic negative 

emotions can be converted into positive affect through faith, relaxation, ego 

reconfiguration, and alterations in social support dynamics. According to Winkelman 

(2000:98), ‘shamanistic healing ceremonies function to enhance health and well-being 

through heightening group identity, strengthening community cohesion and commitment 
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to the ill person, reintegrating them into the social group, and resolving difficulties among 

members of the community’. 

 

Surprisingly little is understood about the dynamics of the placebo effect (Sternberg 

1999:107). It remains unclear how close to the effect of the real medicines that placebos 

can achieve, how they affect patients differentially, or in what ways and under what 

conditions the placebo effect might be enhanced (Damasio 1994:256). It is therefore 

difficult to assess the role that something akin to the placebo effect might play in ritual 

healing practices, such as those of the Piaroa (Moerman 1997:250-1). 

 

Several scholars have indicated that faith in the effectiveness of a shaman’s abilities is 

central to his success as a healer. Frank (1973:224), Kennedy (1974:1175), Prince (1964; 

1973:310),  Scheff (1979:77), Torrey (1972:14-16), Schwartz (1984:47), and Lévi-Strauss 

(1963) have each argued that explicit understanding of psychological causes is not required 

for the solution of most psychoneuroses, but that faith, catharsis and group support can be 

sufficient on their own. 

 

            Faith in protective others, in the healers themselves and/or in 
transcendental beings, is essential in healing practices. In this way the healer 
is able to manipulate the reintegration of patients into the social group, 
which also plays a significant role in the healing process (Frecska & Kulcsar 
1989:71).  

 

Dobkin de Rios (1976a:15) has noted the use of ‘subtle and not so subtle boasting’ by 

ayahuasca curers as a means of building a patient’s confidence in the shaman’s ability to 

resolve the problem. ‘Reassurance, counselling, and using patients’ suggestibility during 

drug sessions also contribute to their healing success’. That patients recognise the shaman 

as a model of health may affect the physiological response to healing rituals that a patient 

experiences. Winkelman has described this process in terms of ‘shamanic projection’. 

‘Shamanic projection involves positively projecting a more-advanced state of development 

into another person, based on the unconscious transference of control of the individual’s 

intentional processes to a powerful “master”’ (Winkelman 2000:258). Successful Piaroa 

shamans work continuously with the people in their community to instil confidence in the 

effectiveness of their capacities to cure, and maintain close social relations with as many 

families as possible in the region in which they work.  
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The respect accorded to potent Piaroa shamans, as mediators of worlds and possessors of 

the ability to take and maintain life, can be used to potent effect to promote desired 

emotional alterations in the patients. These may range from fear, awe and anxiety to relief, 

happiness, relaxation and ease. Piaroa shamans might induce a series of affective responses 

over the course of the healing ritual leading to a greater sense of ease on the part of the 

patient. Piaroa healing rituals may be terrifying experiences, particularly for children who sit 

frigidly fixated as the shaman diagnoses, blows tobacco smoke and extracts. Prince (1982) 

formulated a hyper-stress theory of endorphin release, arguing that opioids are released 

during experiences of severe psychological threat, such as the experience of a shaman 

extracting a pathogenic agent. Opioids are released especially during periods of perceived 

helplessness (Maier 1986), as children are with respect to the shaman and especially to a 

sorcerer or the action of a pathogenic agent. Opioid release may result in feelings of 

euphoria and analgesia, and lead to more profound and longer-lasting emotional and 

dispositional changes resulting in a healthier state of being.  

 

Yopo and capi as medicine 

 

Unlike Peruvian ayahuasqueros, to whom an ASC experience shared between shaman and 

patient is an integral component of diagnosis and treatment, Piaroa shamans rarely 

prescribe yopo as a remedy. Oldham (1997) describes a group healing ritual performed on 

the upper Cataniapo River, which included a physical examination and the shaman’s 

analysis of capi visions experienced by the patients. ‘It is said that under the influence of 

this hallucinogen the patients see the future, and what will happen to them and their 

families’ (Oldham 1997:242). I attended numerous curing ceremonies conducted by José-

Luis, Bolívar, Ingenio and Plinio. On only a handful of occasions did I witness José-Luis 

offer either capi or yopo to patients. Ingenio and Plinio maintained that consuming yopo 

or capi was not a usual component of their group bathing/curing ceremonies. The patients 

to whom José-Luis offered yopo were all young men, while a majority of patients treated in 

healing rituals are women and children. While there are significant regional and temporal 

variations in Piaroa shamanic practice, owing to the dynamic nature of oral traditions and 

variations in the personal style of individual practitioners, the consumption of capi or yopo 

by patients is a rare exception rather than the rule.ix  
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Yopo and capi might be given to a client as purgatives, or as means of initiating changes in 

the client’s sense of self in relation to others, frequently facilitating reassessment of 

maladaptive social relations (especially between a husband and wife, siblings, or in-laws), or 

between the shaman and the patient. Because of the prevalence of parasites in tropical 

environments, purgatives are an important component of any jungle healer’s pharmacopeia. 

The Piaroa privilege the capacity of yopo to rid the body of ‘evil’. The process of ridding 

the body of evil functions along two complementary lines: by inducing vomiting the body 

may temporarily be cleansed of parasites, and by inducing powerful psycho-emotive visions 

yopo may heighten a person’s awareness of self in relation to others and environment, 

possibly facilitating a movement toward greater psychosocial harmony.  

 

On one occasion José-Luis prescribed yopo to his brother-in-law (Juan), who had returned 

home to the Parguaza after four years spent building Piaroa-style houses for criollos in 

northern Venezuela (Figure 64). José-Luis felt that Juan needed to understand how to adapt 

back into Piaroa society, and that yopo would give Juan the clarity to understand how best 

to be a good father and husband on the Parguaza. ‘He has forgotten how to be Piaroa. He 

wants to know. Yopo will teach him how’. On another occasion José-Luis prescribed yopo 

to a criollo man from Caracas who wanted to be cleansed of a sorcery hex he claimed to 

have contracted while working in California some years earlier. In this instance José-Luis 

felt that the client ‘was full of confusion and needed the yopo to clean him out’.  
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Figure 66 José-Luis prescribes yopo to Juan 

 

Piaroa shamans may prescribe yopo to a patient in order to clear away emotional blockages 

related to traumatic events or maladaptive processes. In powerful visionary relief the 

patient must confront past errors and events, and reconcile these with his contemporary 

life. The ability to regulate normally unconscious processes is central to successful use of 

hallucinogens in curing. Winkelman outlines this process.  

 

            The integration facilitates resolution of conflicts by presenting to the 
conscious mind understanding of the unconscious mind. The unconscious 
mind is repressed by the dominant hemisphere, but its tendencies or scripts 
persist and affect behaviour, emotions, and physiology. ASC induction 
enhances expression of repressed aspects of the self through activities that 
reduce critical screening processes of the left hemisphere (Winkelman 
2000:194). 

 

Powerful ASC experiences can induce a general relaxation response in the body that can be 

correlated with recuperation, regeneration (Winkelman 2000:194), and strengthened 

immune system functioning (Roberts 1999:140). Powerful ASC experiences may be 

therapeutic in the sense that they involve the breaking down of dysfunctional ego 

structures and their reconstruction in an amenable manner (Prince 1976:127). This process 
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can be compared to Wallace’s (1961:182-4) concept of ‘mazeway resynthesis, the 

diminution of anxiety through reconstruction of perception of the world’.  
  

Conclusions 

 

Healing rituals are an important component of Piaroa shamanic practice, and of the Piaroa 

healthcare system. A lack of access to biomedical supplies and treatment, and the failure of 

missionaries to instil confidence among many Piaroa people that the Christian God 

provides security from sorcery attack, have meant that Piaroa shamans have borrowed little 

from either Christian or biomedical symbolism or techniques, and that demand for healing 

rituals performed by Bolívar, Ingenio and José-Luis remains steady. Shamans develop their 

own system for receiving patients. Some Piaroa shamans attract criollo and Hiwi clients on 

a regular basis. The aesthetics of Piaroa healing rituals vary in minor ways according to each 

shaman’s personal style. The core fundamentals of Piaroa healing rituals, however, 

involving diagnosis, the use of the huaruna idoqui and rediyu, the blowing of tobacco smoke 

and sucking out of pathogenic agents is consistent among the Parguaza, Sipapo and 

Carinagua Rivers.  

 

Piaroa shamans perform healing rituals on patients seeking treatment for a range of 

symptoms and psychophysiological conditions. Healing rituals begin with diagnosis 

of disease according to spiritual (usually resulting from sorcery) or animal (resulting 

from the transgression of food taboos) causes. Yuhuähuäruhuae are able to assess a 

person’s life force (uhuru) by feeling pulse points on a patient’s body, and use a 

huaruna idoqui and yopo visions to source pathogenic agents or the causes of conflict 

inside a person’s body. Rattle shaking and the use of crystals, tobacco smoke and 

sucking are analogous to the mobilisation, extraction, and disposal of pathogenic 

agents by the shaman. The shaman draws out a patient’s suffering and deflects it 

away from the client to gods (Reyo) that may be propitiated in meye, or to an 

offending sorcerer. 

 

Diagnosis is the initial stage of the healing process. Symptoms are interpreted 

according to a cultural matrix of psycho-spiritual forces and processes connecting 

people to gods, animals and other people. Healing rituals are a forum where the 
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shaman initiates salutogenic cybernetic flows within the self (patient), and between 

the self and society by means of emotional transactions. By demonstrating that 

symptoms exist within knowable and manageable domains, Piaroa shamans are able 

to reduce a patient’s anxiety, and effect long-lasting affective alterations that may be 

underlaid by opioid release, and substantiated through heightened social support 

following the healing ritual.  

 

While all practising Piaroa shamans are currently men, most Piaroa patients are children or 

women who carry a heavy horticultural and domestic workload and have little opportunity 

for the expression of dissent. In cases underpinned by domestic conflict (e.g. between 

husband and wife or parent and child), healing rituals can be important outlets for 

culturally problematic protest, and may lead to more amenable, less stressful social 

relations. Yopo and/or capi are occasionally prescribed to clients as purgatives, or as a 

means of initiating enhanced situational awareness on the part of a client who is at pains to 

uphold the ideal of psychosocial harmony in their personal relations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                           
i In the biomedical diagnostic lexicon, the terms ‘behavioural’, ‘developmental’ and 
‘physical’ represent relatively discrete realms. Piaroa disease classification cross-cuts these 
bounded realms. Piaroa symptomology indicates recognition of the integrative nature of 
the experience and effects of disease on patients, and the people with whom they relate.   
ii At this point I asked José-Luis whether all ‘accidents’ or disastrous events that impacted 
on the lives of Piaroa people could be attributed to sorcery. He replied that no, they were 
not all the result of a sorcerer’s action, but the one in the forest on this day certainly was.  
iii The Piaroa refer to TB as warepä, and maintain that this disease has two origins: it can 
result from the consumption of the meat of the ‘palm bear’ (Myrmecophaga tridactyla) or the 
large armadillo (Priodente giganteus or P. maximus). This form of warepä is not contagious, and 
can be treated through a program of meye and the restriction of all foods of criollo origin 
(i.e. rice, soft-drinks), and foods that ‘prick the throat’ (such as corn and chilies). The 
Piaroa recognise, however, that that the settler society introduced another form of warepä 
that is contagious and requires biomedical treatment (Rivas 1997b:45). 
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iv Divergence between Zent’s findings for the Upper-Cuao (based on fieldwork conducted 
in the mid 1980s) and my own on the Parguaza River (between 2000 and 2001) could be 
explained in terms of the timing of missionisation relative to the periodic availability of 
medical supplies. Whereas missionaries promise medical support, along the Parguaza River 
at least, this support is sporadic and limited at best. Moreover, while many who converted 
to Christianity still believe that Wahari is the devil, excitement over the conversion to 
Christianity has waned, as many have come to realise that faith in God brings neither 
material relief nor spiritual protection. 
v I was not in Salto Maraca to attend one of Plinio’s bathing ceremonies, but had them 
recounted to me by several informants.  
vi This was the case in the instance of sorcery in Fundo Nuevo discussed in Chapter 7.  
vii Wilbert (1996:167-74) explains how blowing rituals have been oriented around the 
prevention of unwanted weather conditions, or the attainment of desired weather 
conditions among numerous South American indigenous groups. While I neither witnessed 
Piaroa shamans performing weather blowing rituals, nor was told of their performance, the 
possibility remains that a comparable weather-begetting ritual might be performed among 
the Piaroa. 
viii Because rattles and crystals have the capacity to draw pathogens into them, these tools 
must be properly cleansed after intensive use such as healing rituals or engagement with 
sorcerers. Crystals must be wiped clean and left in the sun for a several hours before being 
replaced in the shaman’s yopo basket. 
ix It is possible that the two-day ceremony that Oldham (1997:242-3) describes, including 
discussion of the ‘patient’s’ visions and the application of biting ants on the skin of the 
‘patients’ followed by the consumption of yopo, could have served as maripa teai rites for 
young men, as well as a curing ceremony for others.  
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9   The ecology of health and disease 

 

 

In this chapter we move from examining the performance of healing rituals to assess the 

Piaroa concept of health and the role of meye in the Piaroa healthcare system. A Piaroa 

concept of health emerges from the notion of the good life of tranquillity predicated on the 

maintenance of harmonious relations with one’s family and neighbours, and on reciprocity 

with the other large animals living in the forest and rivers. I argue that the maintenance of 

harmonious reciprocal relations with people, spirits and animals minimises emotional, 

social and environmental stress. The successful meyeruwa-yuhuähuäruhua is an exemplar of 

psychological and physiological health that he imparts to other members of Piaroa society 

through the application of comprehensive mythological knowledge to daily life. 

 

I have demonstrated that the Piaroa distinguish diseases caused by the consumption of 

animals, and sorcery causing ‘diseases of the spirit’. The former are prevented and treated 

by a program of shamanic chants (meye), dietary prescriptions/restrictions, rest, and social 

support. Longer-term illnesses, and most fatalities, are attributed to sorcery. Because of the 

psychosocial and emotional complexity of sorcery diseases, their treatment requires one or 

more ritual curing ceremonies involving the extraction of pathogenic agents (sucking out 

and blowing away, and/or ritual bathing), dietary restrictions, and/or social prescriptions 

that, depending on the severity of the affliction, might continue over months or years. A 

shaman will recommend that a patient seek biomedical treatment for some snakebites, 

broken limbs, and acute injuries.  

 

Common diseases, such as diarrhea, skin infections, sore throats, rheumatism, and 

respiratory ailments, result from the infection of the human body by an animal. Wahari 

stole knowledge that was the property of specific animals in the time before people 

(tabokuwene). Animals now take revenge for this theft by infecting the Piaroa with diseases 

that relate to the knowledge they once possessed. The mythological history and 

symptomology of each disease are encoded in meye that shamans learn over a period of 

years. Meye translates both as ‘song’ and ‘cure’. The regular recitation of meye ensures that 

people avoid errors in judgment made by gods who never gained sufficient control of their 

powers to maintain social harmony, and awareness of reciprocal bonds among people, 
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other animals, and gods. Successful recitation of meye should prevent people in a shaman’s 

village from falling ill.  

 

While Piaroa disease etiology and associated mythology revolve around the relationships 

among humans, spirits and animals, Piaroa shamanic practice also targets the matrix of 

interpersonal relationships affecting the quality of a person’s life. The interplay of sorcery 

accusations and attributions of game-meat-derived illnesses means that the Piaroa conceive 

of disease in terms of an ecology of forces affecting life; that a person’s health is affected 

by intra- and inter-organismic relationships accruing from psychosocial and environmental 

adaptation. It is the yuhuähuäruhua’s responsibility to create clear maps of these shifting 

relationships, and to minimise maladaptation that precipitates stress at each level of 

systemic complexity: within the body, the community, and among all jungle beings. Piaroa 

mythology provides the moral structure on which the navigation of ecological adaptation 

proceeds. Integrative consciousness provides the information-processing and experiential 

parameters through which Piaroa shamans map emotional-adaptive dynamics.  

 

Piaroa shamans regulate health through activities involving affective and symbolic 

penetrations between different interrelated systems. The ecology of health in Piaroa society 

can be articulated in terms of interrelated systems: brain, self, society, ecosystem, and 

cosmos. The performance of meye deals with and affects homeostatic relationships among 

beings (humans, animals, plants, spirits and gods), and functions through an 

interpenetration of related adaptive systems (cellular, organismic, social, ecological, and 

spiritual). Neuropsychological theories of emotional process and psychoneuroimmunology, 

the science linking psychosocial factors to immune system functioning, are used to explain 

how Piaroa shamans may negotiate individual and social goals and environmental demands 

in a manner conducive of the promotion of health.  

 

Creation, jealousy and revenge: Stealing culture from the animals 

 

The dangers, insecurities and diseases that the Piaroa currently experience result from 

disagreements, jealousies and animosity between the god-kinsmen of tabokuwene. In the 

time before people, all animals and gods had human form. The animals had their own 

culture: thoughts, ideas, songs, stories, music, weapons and food technologies. At present, 
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only human beings have a life of senses (kaekwae) and a life of thoughts (akhuaru). While 

animals possess only senses, the creator (Tianawa) gods have thoughts with no senses 

(Overing 1986:145).  

 

During tabokuwene there were three primordial families. The family of Kuemoi (Anaconda) 

and his daughter Kwawañamu (Maize), the family of his son-in-law, Wahari (Tapir), which 

included Wahari’s sister Tseheru, and Wahari’s brother Buo’ka (Deer), and the family of 

Tseheru’s husband, Puruna. Wahari was a master of water and created the Piaroa in a lake 

called Nyuema when he mixed the power of his thoughts (akwa) with the flesh of a large 

fish (maesiriri; valentón in Spanish). Because Wahari created the Piaroa from the flesh of the 

valentón, this fish is now considered to be ‘almost human’, and must undergo extensive 

ritual preparation prior to consumption. 

 

Buo’ka was jealous of Wahari’s creative powers, so Buo’ka and Puruna (Wahari’s brother in 

law) asked Wahari to make a people for each of them. Wahari agreed, and created the 

criollo Venezuelans (Sabarari) and Colombians (Kuatitu), the Kariña (Hurucu), and the Hiwi. 

At this stage, however, a disagreement arose between Wahari, Puruna and Buo’ka over 

where these different peoples were to live. Buo’ka maintained that the criollos and others 

should live in the jungle with the Piaroa. At first Wahari agreed, but then he decided that 

while the Piaroa should continue to live in the jungle, the other people he had created 

should live in the savannas (Boglár 1978:73). Buo’ka was angered by Wahari’s decision, and 

took revenge on the Piaroa (the people that Wahari had created), declaring that ‘these 

people will live with the insecurity of snakes, jaguars, and other threats to their existence’. 

From this time on the Piaroa were not able to hunt alone (Boglár 1978:28). If Buo’ka had 

not taken revenge against his brother, the Piaroa would live in abundance as the criollos are 

perceived to do, and only old people, not children, would die. Wahari’s duplicity in his 

relations with his brother, and Buo’ka’s vengeance, are responsible for creating the physical 

dangers that the Piaroa now encounter in day to day life. 

 

Ruptures in the relationships between the creator god-kinsmen were beginning to have 

serious consequences for the quality of life of the Piaroa people who followed. 

Progressively, the world of the creator gods descended into violent anarchy. Tseheru killed 

one of Wahari’s cousins, Chuwö (also the name of the sacred mask worn during the warime 
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ceremony), because she did not like how he was behaving. Wahari took revenge against his 

sister by killing six of her children. Meanwhile, paranoid-competitive jealousies between 

Wahari and Kuemoi continued to play out in increasingly extravagant fashion.  

 

Kuemoi lived in the forest with his daughter/wife, and familiarised himself with the plants 

around his home. Kuemoi was a master hunter, and made the jaguar as his hunting dog. 

Many of the technologies that the Piaroa now rely upon for subsistence, including the 

weapons and tools for acquiring food, were created by Kuemoi. Kuemoi made the 

blowgun to hunt animals, fish poisons and traps, fire for horticulture, and discovered how 

to cultivate manioc and which forest fruits could be eaten. He owned a crystal box ‘of 

domination and aggression’ in which he kept all of his biting, venomous and dangerous 

animals, his jaguar eyes (that enabled Kuemoi to see at night), as well as the powers, tools 

and weapons for acquiring food (Overing 1986:142). While providing the means for 

subsistence, the contents of Kuemoi’s crystal box were extremely dangerous.  

 

Wahari was jealous of what was inside Kuemoi’s crystal box, and wanted one of his own. 

Wahari hosted a great feast, and invited all the large fish and jungle animals. At the 

banquet, Wahari stole each animal’s life of thoughts (akhuaru), including their ritual music 

and instruments, hunting, fishing and food preparation knowledge. The animals took 

revenge on Wahari’s theft of their knowledge, technology and sacred instruments by 

transmitting disease to the first people that Wahari created: the Piaroa. It is unclear whether 

or not Wahari knew that stealing knowledge from the animals would result in human 

disease, or whether his jealousy of Kuemoi’s crystal box, and a general lack of self-control, 

drove him to thievery. Either way, disease is one of Wahari’s great legacies. Blinded by his 

ambition to be the greatest god, Wahari condemned to mortality the people that he had 

created. 

 

Wahari was a paranoid neurotic, and insecure that he would be forgotten by the people that 

he had created. Tseheru assured Wahari that people would never forget him. Tseheru also 

wanted to protect people from the squabbling, socially dysfunctional fate that the creator 

gods met, so she created the meye that Piaroa shamans must now sing in order to prevent 

disease. Piaroa people suffer disease if they forget what knowledge and technology each 

animal had before Wahari stole it from them, and must regularly sing stories documenting 
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this animal-specific knowledge. Disease is a punishment for failed reciprocity between gods 

and animals in tabokuwene, and between humans and animals in the present time. If the 

Piaroa forget the contributions to Piaroa culture that the animals made, and the errors in 

judgment made by their gods, people fall ill.  

 

Reciprocity among jungle beings 

 

Pacts and rites to regulate reciprocal relationships among forest animals, human beings, and 

spirits or gods are cross-culturally prominent in the ethnographic literature on South 

American indigenous peoples (Århem 1996; Descola 1996, Sponsel 1994; Reichel-

Dolmatoff 1976; Wilbert 1996).1 Reichel-Dolmatoff (1976:311) has suggested that, among 

tropical Amerindian societies, animal behaviour offers ‘a model of what is possible in terms 

of human adaptation’. Similarly, Descola (1996:93) has noted that ‘If… human-looking 

animals were already potentially possessed of their future animal destiny in their name, this 

is because their common predicate as nature’s beings is not man as species, but humankind 

as condition’. Using the terminology of Descola (1994), Oldham (1997:227) argues that the 

Piaroa conceive of themselves as being part of a ‘society of nature’ characterised by a 

history of complex kinship and affinity relationships among humans, other animals, creator 

gods and, to a lesser extent, fish and plants. The Piaroa may use studies of animal 

behaviour as guides for human behaviour, while the strong association of humans and 

nonhuman jungle animals also points to an awareness of the requirements of interspecies 

coexistence.  

 

While spirits are normally conceived of as being incorporeal, they must be seen in order to 

be identified, and in some cases extracted from a patient who has been ensorcelled. 

Conversely, animals are corporeal, while their spirits, or life of thoughts (akhuaru), banished to 

a netherworld since Wahari’s theft, must be confronted by the meyeruwa during his 

recitation of meye. This process allows the shaman to assert, on behalf of the Piaroa,  

humanness (comprising thoughts and senses) over the animal, while simultaneously giving 

credit to the animal for creation knowledge now enjoyed by the Piaroa.  

 

Oldham’s analysis of the Piaroa medical system ‘reveals that the Wothïha possess a 

sophisticated system of disease classification in which a total of 40 diseases are identified’ 
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(Oldham 1997:232). Thirty-five of the forty diseases recognised by the Piaroa result from 

land animals, thirty-two of the forty can be contracted from the consumption of reptiles 

and amphibians, thirty by fish, and twenty-six by cultivated plants. None of the plant 

creations of Kwawaïamu (Maize), Wahari’s wife and Kuemoi’s daughter, result in disease 

(Oldham 1997:231). Kwawaïamu is the mother of garden plants and vegetable bounty. 

 

Diseases caused by the consumption of animals can be seen in terms of a breakdown in 

social relations among kin, and meyeruwae must recount in meye the tabokuwene relationships 

that bound and then separated gods, forest animals, and humans. There is generally no 

problem in consuming most fish and plants, as these are not of the same domain as the 

Piaroa, whereas animals, like people, are ‘dearuwa’ (beings of the jungle). According to 

Overing (1986:144): 

 

         it is logically, if not morally, proper to eat [plants and fish]: one marries, eats, 
and is aggressive toward those of the domain different from that of the self. 
Jungle animals, however, are symbolically ‘kin’ to the Piaroa, and as such a 
forbidden category in classificatory logic for the purposes of sex, eating, and 
aggression.  

 

Each disease has a ‘master’ responsible for transmitting animal diseases to people. Reyo is 

the owner of land, grandfather of all jungle animals, and a guardian of most diseases. Ahe 

Itamu is the owner of water and grandfather of the fish. The thunder and sun gods are also 

able to send disease through jungle animals and fish. When a meyeruwa chants, he asks the 

grandfathers of land and water to refrain from sending disease. With the help of the 

Tianawa gods (especially Tseheru), a meyeruwa is able to transform the animal to be 

consumed into a vegetable safe for human consumption. Through the recitation of meye, 

food is transformed from an incestuous category of kin to a marriageable and edible affine 

(i.e. large fish or land animals become like plants). 

 

Meye recount the process by which the Piaroa gained knowledge once possessed by the 

animals, and the particular diseases that each animal can now transmit to the Piaroa. For 

example, cooking fire was once the property of water creatures like the cayman (Cayman sp.), 

the turtle (Geomyda sp.), and the morokoy (a large fish, Testudo tabulata). When Wahari stole 

the capacity to make fire from these animals, they retaliated by giving the Piaroa a skin 

disease: waere. If these water creatures are not propitiated through song, the fire that they 
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once owned burns the skin of the Piaroa who consumes them. Wahari stole the peccary’s 

fishhooks and other hunting powers. The peccary can now lodge the fish hooks it once 

owned in the throats of the Piaroa, resulting in sore throats (yurikae) (Overing 1986:144-5). 

Århem ’s assessment of Makuna food blessing evokes striking similarities to the Piaroa 

context: 

 

        [E]ach class of being possesses its particular powers (conceptualised as 
‘weapons’) which allow it to sustain and defend itself in its appropriate 
habitat. Each distinctive set of ‘weapons’ (wood splinters, feathers, poison, 
saliva, blood, semen) objectifies the creative powers that brought the species 
into being and define its generic identity… For the Makuna, eating thus 
becomes a metaphysical act of incorporating the creative powers of the 
gods, infused as it were into all creatures at the time of creation (Århem  
1996:194). 

 

Animals considered by the Piaroa to be ‘almost human’ (such as the tapir [ohwö], Wahari’s 

animal form, and the valentón that Wahari used to make the Piaroa) are the most dangerous 

to eat, and therefore require the greatest preparation. Consumption of tapir meat that has 

not been sung for over a month can result in any number of diseases. These include 

rheumatism (thura), dementia (kerau), sore eyes, and gonorrhea (musuhueri). Wahari suffered 

kerau from time to time as he experimented with potent hallucinogens, and was also highly 

promiscuous, using his exceptionally large penis and significant charm to seduce criollo 

women throughout Venezuela.  

 

An ecological logic can be imputed to Piaroa disease and animal mythology. The two most 

dangerous animals to eat, the tapir and the valentón, are the largest edible, meat-yielding 

animals of land and water, respectively.2 We have seen that Wahari mixed his thoughts with 

the valentón to make the first Piaroa people. This was successful, in part, because Tapir 

(Wahari, of land) combined with an animal from the water. Wahari’s act united two distinct 

realms, and the progeny of this union will forever be dependent upon the other beings that 

inhabit the forest and rivers. Piaroa mythology concerns the interdependence between 

social behaviour (including marriage, hunting, horticulture, collecting and distributing 

food), and the lives of animals that live in water and on land. If people kill too many of the 

largest animals, all other animals become angry, and Reyo and Ahe Itamu will be prone to 

transmit more disease to the Piaroa. This logic serves as a major disincentive for over-

hunting, and evidences a practical awareness of the importance of maintaining a pyramid of 
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life. If the habitats of the largest animals remain viable so will those of the smaller ones, 

and human life can prosper in moderation.  

 

The Piaroa recognise that human well-being begins with harmonious community relations, 

and is contingent on relationships humans maintain with jungle animals and plants. 

However, human-spirit relationships, such as those with Reyo, Ahe Itamu and the creator 

gods, mediate human-animal relationships. Several scholars have indicated that, among 

lowland South American indigenous groups, notions of the ‘the good life’ begin with 

harmonious domestic relations, and is predicated upon the maintenance of biosocial 

equilibrium (e.g. Descola 1996:308; Whitten 1978:837; Wilbert 1996:255-8). According to 

Reichel-Dolmatoff (1976:308): 

 

Aboriginal cosmologies and myth structures, together with the ritual 
behaviour derived from them, represent in all respects a set of ecological 
principles… [that] formulate a system of social and economic rules that 
have a highly adaptive value in the continuous endeavour to maintain a 
viable equilibrium between the resources of the environment and the 
demands of society. 

 

The recitation of meye is a regenerative act that involves negotiation with the grandfathers 

of the animals for human use of animal food. While food is life sustaining, it is also very 

dangerous. Food-derived disease is a counterbalance to nourishment, as sorcery is to 

shamanic curing. Through their knowledge about disease causation and prevention Piaroa 

shamans mediate the relationships that bind food-born tendencies toward growth and 

decay. Successful recitation of meye, involving negotiation with living kinspeople, Reyo, Ahe 

Itamu, and the Tianawa gods, facilitates Piaroa survival through the promotion of 

harmonious community and inter-species co-habitation.  

 

Singing and seeing 

 

A primary responsibility of the meyeruwa toward the members of the community in which 

he lives is the regular recitation of meye. In villages inhabited by more than one meyeruwa 

(such as Salto Maraca and Alto Carinagua), shamans gather at the house of the lead shaman 

(yuhuähuäruhua) every two or three evenings, and sing all night. José-Luis sings two to four 

times a week, with Jeripa as an assistant, or more commonly alone. Meye last most of the 
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night, punctuated by short breaks to grind and inhale yopo. When they sing, meyeruwae 

usually lie in their hammocks or are seated on small wooden stools (deakyä). 

 

Enchanting water is an auxiliary aspect of the performance of meye. Most yuhuähuäruhuae 

(including Plinio, Bolívar and Ingenio) keep a number of plastic bottles in their house that 

contain enchanted water. After singing a meye the most senior shaman present blows air or 

tobacco smoke, plus the spirit of the song corresponding to the animal and disease sung 

that evening, through a cane or rubber pipe into one or more of these bottles. The ritual 

blowing of water during meye ceremonies can be interpreted in terms of Piaroa recognition 

of the importance of water for health: in the procurement of food, for social 

communication, transport, drinking, and in cleaning human bodies.3 Boglár (1978:29) 

maintains that blowing on the water enhances the effectiveness of the meye, purifies the 

community’s drinking water, and promotes social cohesion. Jesús Caballero (cited in Boglár 

1978:36) explains: 

 

         Wahari blew his breath on the water and spoke the words of the songs. In this 
way we were created. We drink the blown-water [agua soplado], we eat the 
meat of the animals we have killed: we do not get fevers if we drink the water. 

 

Betulio corroborated Caballero’s account, maintaining that drinking the enchanted water 

prevents fevers. José Muño added that blowing on the water ensures that ‘your enemies do 

not become angry with you. This is why some people do not trust José-Luis’, who does not 

enchant water. José-Luis defended himself thus:  

 

         People say that I am bad because I do not prepare the agua soplado. I tell 
[these people] that I protect them from disease without having to blow on 
the water. My songs work without the water. 

 

José-Luis describes meye as ‘long stories, legends about Wahari, Tseheru, the river, Reyo 

and animals…everything about disease’. Jesus Caballero (cited in Boglár 1978:3 described 

meye in the following way: 

 

         The songs recount names, they are about our foods, on the creation of these 
foods. So that the Piaroa do not fall ill when we eat meat. There are also 
songs specific to the diseases of children, because children fall ill very easily.   
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Meye must be recited regularly to be effective. The work of hunting and preparing food is 

ongoing, so meye must constantly be sung (every few nights). Over the course of several 

weeks a shaman sings the most common game meats into security. It is notable that 

meyeruwae need not know of any person eating the animals recently propitiated in song. The 

meyeruwa mediates people, animals and gods according to a long-term and ongoing 

reciprocal logic. There are shorter orations to be recited by hunters when a game animal is 

killed. These simpler prayers are not sufficient, however, to protect people from the 

animal’s illness. If a shaman neglects his responsibility to sing meye, or if he fails to recite 

the meye accurately, people fall ill.  

 

José-Luis learned his songs from his grandfather, and altered the meye he initially learned to 

suit his contemporary geographical setting. Because José-Luis sings for the people of the 

Parguaza River, he has incorporated references to its bends, landmarks, hills, and the most 

common animals there. While no meye have been translated into Spanish or English, 

Oldham (1997) argues that many components of Piaroa myths and meye vary regionally and 

temporally. José-Luis acknowledges, however, that meye comprise a core of narrative 

information that must be correctly recited regardless of region. 

 

Meye are difficult to learn. Apprentices spend years practising with their fathers, uncles, 

grandfathers, or the most senior shaman in a village, to perfect the meye. Some meye, when 

performed correctly, last an entire night, so learning meye can be a time-consuming and 

frustrating process. Relative to historical times, fewer men are gaining mastery of the meye 

(Zent 1993a:54), and some apprentice meyeruwae never succeed in this. Shamans now sing 

for the health of a greater number of people than was once the case. Apprentices learn by 

repeating segments after their elders. When the lead shaman finishes a sentence, the 

younger shamans repeat in unison the exact words sung by the elder (Agerkop 1983:18). 

The long strings of words that make up meye must be executed without error or 

unnecessary pause. Pauses are allowed only for respiration, and this at the end of each 

sentence. Each sentence must be repeated correctly before continuing with the next.  

 

Meye are sung in ‘the ancient language’ (taeboku tiwene) (Overing & Kaplan 1988:392). 

Betulio (Sipapo River) referred to meye as ‘a scientific language’. José-Luis described taeboku 

tiwene as being ‘more advanced [than everyday Piaroa], and very difficult to learn. Very few 
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still know how to understand it’.4 Because they are designed to be invoked in association 

with, and are partly inspired by, the fast-paced psycho-emotive imagery of yopo visions it is 

probable that the meye are heavily analogic and metaphoric, and might not follow the 

locutions of conventional Piaroa speech.5   

 

Learning how to use yopo is fundamental to the comprehension and recitation of meye. 

Piaroa mythological knowledge is transmitted between lead and apprentice shamans 

exclusively in association with the use of yopo, capi and tobacco.6 Meyeruwae sing 

continuously for 30 to 50 minute intervals, at which point they pause to smoke tobacco 

and/or ingest more yopo. Immediately after smoking and inhaling, the singing 

recommences. José-Luis maintained that learning meye is not a matter of strict 

memorisation, although songs must be recited word for word. According to José-Luis, 

‘when your spirit is centred and you take yopo the songs sing to you like a radio’. While 

meyeruwae must train for years in order to use meye properly, mastery of meye comes when 

Tseheru visits the apprentice in his yopo visions, delivering the gift of song.7 Tseheru is the 

medium through which healing power is transmitted from the gods to living people. 

 

 
Figure 67 Seeing while singing 

 

Agerkop (1983) argues that each shaman sings in his own tone (paruwere) according to his 

own melodic formula. Each meye also has its own rhythm, so the resultant sound of voices 

of various tones and pitches is ‘parecido al ronroneo de un grupo de insectos’ (Agerkop 
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1983:20). The lead shaman’s gourd rattle (rediyu), holding several small crystals, anchors the 

rhythm of the meye, and facilitates movement through the yopo-mythological world, helping 

‘to reveal the invisible’ (Monod 1970:14). Wahari created the rediyu in a place called rediyu 

meraantë so that people could use it to accompany their songs (Agerkop 1983:17-18). 

Assistant shamans not using a rattle draw a lightly clenched fist towards the opposite 

pectoral in a consistent, repetitive motion that creates an oscillation in their voice that 

echoes the pulse of the rattle.  

 

Whereas numerous scholars have indicated the cross-cultural centrality of singing, 

whistling, and rhythmic music to South American shamanic practice (c.f. Agerkop 1983; 

Hill 1992; Joralemon 1984; Luna 1984; 1986; 1992; Sullivan 1992), there have been 

relatively few ethno-musicological studies of the relationships between sound and visionary 

experience. Sullivan (1988:439) argues that sound is an important basis for shamanic power 

and that ‘music, rather than language, is the ‘‘primary modeling system’’ organizing human 

bodies’. Dobkin de Rios & Katz (1979) have convincingly argued that music and song 

provide the shaman with navigational pathways to facilitate effective movement through 

the synaesthetic imagery of ASC experiences. Townsley (1995) extends Dobkin de Rios and 

Katz’s (1979) argument by applying it to Yaminahua shamanic practice.8 Townsley 

(1993:461) argues that Yaminahua shamanic songs induce culturally-resonant visual-

emotive imagery (relating to mythological narratives and psychosocial contexts), while the 

‘incessant and monotonous regularity of the rhythm of the songs… [has] an important 

function in sustaining the trance-like state of the shaman and his visions’. Townsley 

(1993:460) continues:  

 

         Everything said about shamanic songs points to the fact that as they are sung 
the shaman actively visualises the images referred to by the external analogy of 
the song, but that he does this through a carefully controlled  ‘seeing as’ the 
different things actually named by the internal metaphors of his song.  

 

Among the Culina, participants in ayahuasca ceremonies sing in unison with a common 

rhythm, while each participant vocalises the details of their own visions (Rivier & Lindgren 

1972:109). Singing and seeing are correlating activities concerned with understanding the 

ways in which people relate to other people, and to their environment.9 Songs facilitate the 

reordering of diverse bits of information in a manner that promotes planning for the 

accomplishment of changes in the lived world. The recitation of meye allows the shaman to 
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envision ideal patterns of behaviour, as ordained by the creator gods, in such a way that 

facilitates the bringing about of these relationships in social life. Brown’s comparison of 

Aguaruna visions and magical chants (anen) can equally be applied to the Piaroa. ‘The 

manipulative quality of anen shares much in common with the power of visions. Both are 

constituted by evocative imagery that illuminates a desired future state’ (Brown 1986:169). 

Indigenous myths treating the relationships between animals, people and gods to which we 

can impute an adaptive ecological logic ‘are not mere “literature”; they represent a truly 

remarkable effort at intellectual interpretation, at providing a cognitive matrix for life’ 

(Reichel-Dolmatoff 1976:317). 

 

The meye might represent a language born of the need to facilitate the experience of 

simultaneous perception of the world of the gods and the world of people in a dynamic 

synaesthetic display of felt mental images. The use of a specialised ‘scientific’ or ‘ancient’ 

language reflects a means of communicating the rich twists and saturation of affect 

characteristic of yopo-capi visions, and the integrative mode of consciousness. Tambiah 

(1968) and Lévi-Strauss (1963) have argued that metaphor has been used extensively in 

magical chants as a means of persuasively imparting messages embedded in culturally 

loaded but apparently nonsensical symbols. Meye are not a means of transmitting 

information between shaman and patient. The meyeruwa translates the relationship between 

a patient’s symptoms and animal-disease mythology during curing rituals, and not during 

meye ceremonies, which are largely incomprehensible to lay persons. Among the Piaroa, 

where only meyeruwae are able to interpret meye, metaphor is used entirely for shamans and 

the spirits and gods with whom they communicate.  

 

The complex use of metaphor in shamanic songs is a tool to guide the shaman’s vision in a 

desired way. The meyeruwa sees two worlds at once, and expresses in words the action of 

navigating between images directly related to a patient’s or lay person’s life, and the 

activities of gods and animals. Piaroa people have described the words in meye as flowing 

into each other like beads in a necklace (Monod 1970:14). The words that a meyeruwa sings 

and the feathers and beads that only he wears are manifestations of his knowledge. The 

blue and white beads of a shaman’s necklace, wrist and armbands, according to José-Luis 

and Jeripa, also ‘help you to see clearly with yopo’.  
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To know how to sing a meye, it is imperative that you know what the meye looks like. José-Luis 

maintains that each meye has a specific pattern visible during yopo visions. These patterns 

used to be woven into baskets, and used as ‘phosphenically inspired’ body paint designs 

(Colchester 1977:96). Knowing how to sing and see a meye each comes with knowledge of 

the process of disease prevention and causation, and the ability to use yopo and capi to see 

the worlds of people, gods, animals and plants in an integrative fashion.  

 

The recitation of meye, involving the development of mental imagery cultivation skills, can 

be seen as an ‘adaptive mechanism for the survival of culture’ (Noll 1985:450). Songs and 

mental imagery cultivation practices serve a vital mnemonic function in nonliterate 

societies, as group rehearsals of cultural memory and forums for the internalisation of 

history in visions (Siikala 1978:191; Noll 1985:450; Anisimov 1963:112). As is the case 

among numerous other tropical Amerindian societies (e.g. Tukano, Reichel Dolmatoff 

1975; 1976; and Canelos Quichua, Whitten 1976; 1978), the recitation of sacred chants, and 

performance of musical instruments are, among other things, ‘mechanisms for 

associational, or analogic [thought], linking ecosystem knowledge to social rules and 

breaches, and social dynamics to cosmological premises’ (Whitten 1978:842). The recitation 

of meye are paradigmatic for Piaroa adaptive reasoning in that they provide the ‘sign-

imagery’ and cognitive basis for encoding and organising ‘encyclopedic knowledge’ 

necessary for symbolic processing (Whitten 1976:842).   

 

Meye, right hemisphere activation, and somato-emotional reasoning 

 

The performance of meye could serve to facilitate activation of the right cerebral 

hemisphere, extending and maintaining coherent pulses of right hemisphere activity 

throughout the nightlong rituals. The holistic directive and visual aspect of right 

hemisphere discharges enable understanding of self as both body and component of 

society (social), jungle (interspecies), and myth (largest window of time). The right 

hemisphere reinforces a sense of solidarity through distillations of holistic perceptions of 

self and society. There has been a demonstrated association between mental imagery, 

including hallucinations, and right hemisphere communications (Fischer 1972; Ley & 

Freeman 1984:53). There is also preliminary evidence to demonstrate that the relationship 

between right and left hemispheric discharges might be culturally influenced, offering the 
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possibility that shamans might be able to amplify capacities for right hemisphere and 

interhemispheric discharges (Ornstein 1972; Bogen 1972). The recitation of meye could 

provide a means of enhancing the facility for right hemisphere discharges.  

 

An amplified facility for right hemisphere discharges might enable a heightened capacity for 

the processing of emotional information, and the experience of gestalt images used in 

integrative biopsychosocial reasoning. While yopo and capi induce hypersynchronous 

interhemispheric discharges, the emotive-physical aspect of singing for hours at a time 

could prolong the neural processes affecting the ability to visualise and comprehend 

emotional dynamics. Musical abilities appear to be localised in the right hemisphere (Oubré 

1997; Winkelman 2000:197). Song is also a primary medium for the expression of a range 

of emotions (Newham 1994). A number of scholars have demonstrated linkages between 

right hemisphere activity and emotional awareness, particularly the communicative aspect 

of emotions (Tucker 1981; 1989; Ross 1981; 1984). Others have argued that the 

hemispheres play complementary roles affecting emotional behaviour, with the right more 

involved in automatic components, and the left in the modulation and control of automatic 

emotional responses (Buck 1984, Gainotti, Caltagirone & Zoccolotti 1993; Lamendella 

1977). This argument is consistent with the ‘basic requirement of an internal coherence 

between the principles of organisation underlying respectively the emotional system and 

the right and left hemispheres’ (Gainotti 2000:229).  

 

Piaroa shamans tune their awareness to emotional dynamics flowing within and among 

individuals. Although the shaman relies to some extent on information gained from formal 

and informal interviews, diagnoses and compound assessments of dynamic psychosocial 

conditions result from empathetic intuition in which emotional states must be ascertained 

through extra-linguistic sensitivity, and are crystallised in yopo visions. The regular 

attainment of prolonged right hemisphere discharges, in this instance resulting from the 

performance of meye ceremonies, could play a part in sharpening this vital emotional-

communicative sensitivity.  

 

The right hemisphere, concerned with representations of body and somatic processes, can 

create visual representations of information. Only through integration with the linguistic 

facilities of the left hemisphere, however, can these be transmitted in word. This leads to 
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the necessity of using metaphor to explain bodily conditions and processes. Kirmayer notes 

that the use of metaphor in symbolic healing practices can be related to ‘bodily feelings and 

images evoked by nonverbal and paralinguistic aspects of ritual process’ (Kirmayer 

1993:169). As Winkelman puts it: ‘metaphors create and convey meanings or connotations 

derived from the juxtaposition of images through reshaping of experiences provided by 

sensory, affective, or imagetic information’ (Winkelman 2000:241). The evolutionary 

heritage of the human organism dictates that metaphors be used to articulate bodily 

processes that are experienced best through right hemisphere activity, but that require left 

hemisphere activation for their articulation. Piaroa shamanic practices in general, and the 

meye ceremony in particular, involve the disciplined induction of integrative consciousness 

facilitating the experience and expression of somato-visual and linguistic forms of 

communication.  

 

Several scholars have emphasised the neurobiological significance of ritual performances 

involving metaphor and/or song. A wide range of physiological manipulations, symbolic 

and sensory stimuli can be complexly combined to bombard the nervous system, altering 

normal ANS balance, and resulting in the attainment of a parasympathetic dominant state 

(Lex 1979:124; Neher 1962:156). Activities such as drumming, chanting and music can 

impose or ‘drive’ a pattern on the listener’s brain waves, normally involving entrainment of 

alpha and theta waves (Maxfield 1990; Rogers & Walters 1981). Over a period of months 

and years this may result in a retuning of a shaman’s ANS balance. D’Aquili and Laughlin 

elaborate: 

 

         With prayers and chanting this system is often driven in two ways. The myth 
may be presented within the ritual prayer and thus excite by its meaning the 
cognitive ergotropic [sympathetic] functions of the dominant [left] hemisphere. 
The rhythm of the prayer or chant, by its very rhythmicity, drives the 
ergotropic system independent of the meaning of the words. If the ritual 
works, the ergotropic system becomes, as it were, supersaturated and spills 
over into excitation of the trophotropic [parasympathetic] system, resulting in 
the same end state as meditation but from the opposite neural starting point 
(d’Aquili & Laughlin 1979:177). 

 

The abilities to integrate information from the right and left hemispheres, and to achieve 

regular and prolonged parasympathetic dominant states, are integral to the manipulation of 

mythological, ecological and somato-social information used by Piaroa shamans to divine, 
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diagnose, cure, and to engender social relations tending toward parasympathetic 

dominance. The meye ceremonies can be seen as a developmental forum in which shamans 

sing the experience of integrating relationships among human, animal and spirit bodies.  

 

Meye and social bonding  

 

In villages inhabited by more than one meyeruwa, shamans meet in the house of the lead 

shaman every few nights to sing meye. These sessions begin at dark, and usually go until 

dawn. Before the singing commences, the meyeruwae discuss the day’s or week’s events, and 

trade social and personal information in an informal way. While television and Radio 

Amazonas compete with the meye for popular entertainment appeal, song ceremonies 

hosted by Bolívar and Plinio are frequently attended by boys interested in their 

father/uncle/grandfather’s singing, and occasionally by other men from the village, or by 

visitors from other villages. The churuata in which Bolívar sings is a communal house that 

frequently accommodates intra- and extra-tribal guests, and is a social focal point in Alto 

Carinagua.  

 

 
Figure 68 Alto Carinagua meye session 

 

Meye ceremonies contribute to Piaroa shamans developing a heightened capacity to create 

and manipulate social bonds. The occasion to perform meye is frequently an ease-creating 

experience for participants who enjoy the company of their closest friends. The regular 

consumption of yopo, capi and tobacco in a small group ceremonial context, and 

associated psycho-emotive alterations in perception, promote the maintenance of 
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psychological intimacy and long-term interpersonal bonds among meyeruwae. Each 

participant brings his own experience of living a polyphasic existence marked by periodic 

austerities and ongoing training in mythological knowledge to a group context composed 

of formal (recitation of meye) and informal (relaxed conversation) components. Men who 

commit themselves to meye training undergo rigorous intellectual and social conditioning. 

The rhythmic nature and communicative component of ritual activities ‘produces positive 

limbic discharges resulting in decreased distancing and increased social cohesion’ (d’Aquili 

& Laughlin 1979:159). Reciting songs concerning the bonds among animals, people and 

gods enables meyeruwae to develop and maintain close friendships, and to be aware of the 

feeling, process and importance of social bonding to human health.  

 

A range of studies has demonstrated a link between behaviour associated with social 

bonding, and the brain’s opioid receptor system (Panksepp & Bishop 1981; Plonsky & 

Freeman 1982; Bonnett, Miller & Simon 1976; Fabre-Nys, Meller & Keverne 1982). Some 

of the endogenous opiod peptides increase immunocompetence (Gomez-Flores & Weber 

1999; Morley & Kay 1986; Tescemacher & Schweigerer 1985). Opiod sensitivity is greatest 

at night when shamans gather for conversation, and meye and most curing rituals are 

performed (Frecska & Kulcsar 1989:80). The sometimes painful intensity of combined 

yopo-capi consumption might also potentiate endorphin release, catalysing the propensity 

for social bonding. Regular stimulation of opioid receptors can produce a heightened need 

and greater capacity for the euphoric sensations associated with both social bonding and 

endorphin release (Frecska & Kulcsar 1989:74). 

 

Social bonding is important in the maintenance of health generally, and is central to the 

effectiveness of ‘ritual trance in healing rituals’ (Frecska & Kulcsar 1989:71). According to 

Frecska & Kulcsar (1989:71): ‘Disruption of attachment may lead to psychological 

disturbances, physiological disorganisation, and ill-health, while social bonding appears to 

be related to improved health and well-being’. Social bonding is essential for the promotion 

of low-stress social relations and recuperation, and antithetical to fight-fright responses to 

social discord. A shaman’s ability to cure is related to the degree to which he is perceived as 

being an exemplar of social behaviour and psychological development, and the extent to 

which he is able to impart to the community a healthy ANS balance that tends toward 

parasympathetic dominance.  
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While numerous scholars have examined the relationships between the shaman as curer 

and patients on whom shamans perform healing rituals, much less attention has been paid 

to the significance of inter-shamanic relations in cooperative ceremonies. The social 

bonding aspect of meye ceremonies functions as a developmental program for the meyeruwa’s 

capacity to understand and facilitate social bonds. Meye ceremonies are a means of 

coordinating the minds of shamans in the interest of harmonising social interests and 

promoting successful adaptation (i.e. health).  

 

We take the view that optimal human adaptation depends upon both the 
relative freedom of divergent cognition of which the brain is capable, and 
the ability of the collective brains of group members to be coordinated in 
the interests of the commonweal (Laughlin et al 1990:120). 
 

Meye ceremonies are the primary means of coordinating ‘distributed systems of thought’ in 

the interests of health.10 Meye ceremonies involve the development of close friendships 

through a combination of relaxed socialisation, difficult specialised training, the 

consumption of high-doses of yopo, capi and tobacco, and the development of mental 

imagery techniques enabling the formulation of projections of mythological narratives, and 

emotional dynamics. Each of these components brings participants together in a manner 

that encourages awareness of the process of social bonding, and its importance for human 

health. Meye ceremonies enable participants to develop physiological (through retuning of 

autonomic balance) and psychological capabilities for social bonding. The development of 

these capabilities enables meyeruwae to encourage social harmony among their families and 

neighbours. Song ceremonies are the centripetal heart from which a shaman’s centrifugal 

social work extends. 

 

Systems theory and symbolic penetration 

 

Piaroa shamans regulate human health according to an ecology of psychosocial and 

environmental relationships. According to Piaroa disease classification, animal-derived 

diseases result from insufficient sensitivity to human-animal relationships, while sorcery-

derived illnesses result from psychosocial disharmony. Through ongoing empathetic social 

study, mental imagery techniques expanding dialogue between mind-body interfaces, and 

the development of mythological knowledge linking human to animal to god, successful 
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Piaroa shamans are exemplars of emotional navigation, psychological development, and 

sustainable resource use. The human health that ethical shamans strive for requires 

harmonising long- and short-term individual and social goals with ecological constraints 

and demands. 

 

A number of scholars have conceptualised the continuum between health and disease in 

systemic terms that encompass relationships from the cellular, social and ecological levels 

of interaction. Kirmayer (1993:167) calls for a ‘biological psychology that grounds symbolic 

cognition in the body and in the exigencies of local power, relationships, and ecology’. 

Engel developed a ‘multifactorial etiology of disease’ (1954) and ‘biopsychosocial’ (1977, 

1981) model of disease. According to these models, the search for one determinant is 

overly simplistic, and relationships between determinants must be considered. Foss & 

Rothenberg (1988) propose an ‘infomedical’ model of health and disease based on the 

interplay of cybernetic relationships between different levels of organisation: culture, body, 

gene and family (genetic, psychological, socio-cultural). According to Foss & Rothenberg 

(1988:298): 

 

         The infomedical model formally recognises that a behavioural state, set of 
cultural values, or belief system, for example, can actively maintain or reshape 
a physiological state, and vice versa, in a negative or positive feedback process. 

 

Understanding the regulation of health in Piaroa society requires an approach that 

integrates the homeostatic interconnections of relating systems: cognised self (mind), body 

(physiology), social environment, cultural framework in which meanings are created 

(symbolic), and environmental constraints and forces. Many aspects of Piaroa cosmology, 

like that of the Tukano, ‘represent a blueprint for ecological adaptation, and the Indians’ 

acute awareness of the need for adaptive norms can be compared with modern systems 

analysis’ (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1976:307). According to Schwartz, (1984:35) ‘systems theory, 

as recently applied to behavioural medicine, has the potential to provide a metatheoretical 

framework for integrating the biological, psychological, and social consequences of imagery 

on health and illness’. Piaroa shamans use mental imagery skills to tune awareness to 

cybernetic loops operating among the primary systems affecting adaptation within the 

human organism and the social body. Piaroa healthcare practice involves achieving 

symbolic penetration between different personal and environmental systems. Dow 
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(1986:62) argues that the basis of symbolic healing involves manipulating symbols that 

serve as feedback media among hierarchical levels of living systems. Dow uses Parsons’ 

(1964) model of system hierarchies. There are many forms of adaptive communication and 

ontogenesis between systems in the hierarchy. 

 

         Society and the personality can be seen as part of a hierarchy of adaptive living 
systems, beginning with the molecules of life at the lowest level and then 
extending upward to the somatic systems of the body, the self system, and the 
ecosystem. Complete systems operate at each level, taking some of their 
control parameters from other systems above them. This control makes the 
entire system more adaptive and has evolved by natural selection, a response 
of the molecular system to energy flows in the ecosystem over long periods of 
time (Dow 1986:62).  

 

Emotions are a vital link between systems in Dow’s model, and are central to 

understanding the process of health and disease (animal and sorcery) in Piaroa society. 

Emotions result from social and ecological interactions, are felt within the individual, and 

conditioned by cultural loading. Emotions, then, mediate the biogenetic, self, social and 

ecosystemic levels of interaction, or transaction. Dow (1986:64) elaborates: 

 

         Communication occurs between all systems. Emotions are the generalised 
media that link the self and the somatic systems. For example, pain can be the 
body’s way of telling the conscious self that something is wrong at a biological 
level; however, in the case of shame, anxiety, or guilt, the thing that is wrong 
cannot yet be specified in a physiological sense. Like other generalised 
symbolic media, emotions have an integrative control function. They 
summarise complex processes at a lower level in a single message to a higher 
level. Emotion can be transacted by the individual internally to gain value, as 
money and religious symbols can be transacted between individuals in the 
social system. 

 

Emotions are primary linkages between different systems (physiological, social, 

environmental) because they arise through human-human and human environment 

adaptive encounters, and involve an element of cognitive appraisal. While emotions have 

physiological bases, they also have a symbolic weight (culturally-defined meanings) allowing 

for shared understanding. Biopsychosocial feedback loops involve the transmission of 

emotions as generalised symbolic media, communicated in metaphor and affective imagery, 

to decode the pattern of relationships (person-group-environment) salient for an 

understanding of health as dynamic ecological homeostasis.  
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As Winkelman has argued, the mechanisms Dow outlines linking self and body through 

emotions, and through symbols to social group, are reinforced ‘through ASC, suggestion, 

persuasion, catharsis, social restructuring, psychodrama, and therapeutic relationships’ 

(Winkelman 2000:238). Piaroa shamans develop intricate and extensive techniques to create 

effective and comprehensive biopsychosocial images. ‘[T]he first and most fundamental 

effect of imagery is the naming of connections by the direction of attention… which will 

have automatic self-regulatory effects predicted by cybernetic/control theory’ (Schwartz 

1984:43). ‘The organisation of images involves the layering of psychological processes, and 

therefore, theoretically, the layering of underlying biological processes’ (Schwartz 1984:47). 

Schwartz (1984:48) argues that ‘the more effective and elaborate the social imagery the 

more comprehensive the physiological response patterns should be to this imagery’. 

Mythology, recited through the performance of meye, and integrative consciousness provide 

the structural, neural and experiential bases on which the comprehension of systemic 

integration, and conceptualisation of penetration between adaptive systems, proceeds. Myth 

and metaphor bridge presentational and representational levels of meaning (Hunt 1995), 

where representational systems apply to symbolic processing and presentational to 

affective, sensory processing. In this way metaphors, ubiquitous in the articulation of felt 

mental images, can facilitate cognition that drives physiological responses (Winkelman 

2000:242; Kirmayer 1993).  

 

The process of connectivity between symbolic and physiological systems and processing 

has been referred to as ‘symbolic penetration’ (Kirmayer 1993; Winkelman 2000:244).  The 

process of symbolic penetration underlies the effectiveness of Piaroa healing rituals, which 

will be examined in the following chapter. Symbolic penetration is a crucial component of 

the psychoneuroimmunological connections underlying the promotion of health in Piaroa 

society. Symbolic manipluations operate to affect psychoneuroimmunological responses, 

and psychobiological interventions in stress resulting from adaptive taxes. 

 

Psychoneuroimmunology, emotions, stress and health 

 

The whole gamut of Piaroa shamanic practices targets understanding of human adaptation 

at the physiological, psychological, social and ecosystemic levels. The recitation of meye 
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ensures a measure of human-ecological equilibrium, and the application of a moral system 

predicated on the promotion of social harmony resulting from successful intra- and inter-

organismic adaptation. Maladaptation results in higher systemic stress levels that affect each 

subsequent level of systemic complexity, frequently resulting in human disease. Piaroa 

shamanic practice encourages a biopsychosocial regime oriented around successful 

adaptation facilitating stress-minimisation across all related systems.  

 

Studies in psychoneuroimmunology have demonstrated functional links among the central 

nervous system, the endocrine system, and the immune system. While 

psychoneuroimmunology demonstrates relationships among thought, feeling, behaviour 

and immune function (Lyon 1993:77), biomedicine has not developed sufficiently 

sophisticated means of analysing the interrelationships of the subjective foundations of 

existence, including social relations and feeling, in the disease process (Winkelman 

2000:207; Horton 1970). It is not so much that ‘Modern Western medicine, blinded by the 

success of the germ theory of disease, has… ignored the relationship between social 

disturbance and individual affliction’ (Morley 1978:14), but that Western medicine has not 

developed adequate means of understanding this relationship.11 As Selye (1978:370) points 

out, however, the most significant stressors for human beings are emotional. 

 

Disease and health must be situated in a biopsychosocial context in which emotions, 

representing key linkages among mind (appraisal), body (somatic experience) and social 

process (including environmental adaptations) can be understood. ‘[O]nly through 

understanding emotion can we recontextualize and ‘resocialize’ discourse about disease and 

healing’ (Lyon 1993:92). The interaction of mind with both the nervous and immune 

systems allows emotions to influence health. ‘CNS responses to stress release hormones 

(glucocorticoids) interact with the lymphatic system by action on their surface receptors. 

This interaction stimulates the immune system to release lymphocytes and 

immunotransmitters that act directly on the neurons of the limbic system’ (Winkelman 

2000:208).  

 

In assessing the stressors of life that affect an individual or community’s well-being, I use 

Lazarus and Cohen’s (1984:109) definition of stressor as a stimulus that taxes or exceeds 

the resources of a system. ‘Coping potential’ refers to an individual’s perception of his or 
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her ability to manage demands on him or her accruing from person-environment 

relationships, and whether or not, or how, things might change psychologically for the 

better or worse in the future (Lazarus 1991:150). A transactional model for stress and 

coping sees stress resulting from changing environmental conditions, specific appraisals of 

these conditions, and coping efforts to alter one’s emotional state arising out of these 

appraisals and environmental conditions (Lazarus & Folkman 1984). This model involves 

feedback from later processes that can affect earlier processes, and pivotal here is the 

shaman’s ability to make appraisals of stressors that endanger the well being of people 

relative to ecological adaptive constraints. There are two primary axes along which stress 

needs to be defined: how an organism perceives itself, and how it responds to perceived 

assessments of environmental presses. ‘Stress occurs when modes of adaptation are not 

adequate, when one’s assessment of external demands exceeds one’s perceived abilities for 

meeting physical as well as personal and social needs’ (Winkelman 2000:201). Stress may 

result in negative affective responses such as fear, anger or anxiety as goals are thwarted, 

resulting in the self’s inability to manage the requirements of life (social, psychological and 

emotional).  

 

Individuals might perceive maladaptive behaviour as benign in the short-term. It is the 

shaman’s responsibility to conceive of ecological adaptive patterns in terms of long and 

short-term harm/benefit and cause and effect relationships, and to redirect psychosocial 

adaptation according to holotropic maps of emotional and ecosystem dynamics. The Piaroa 

ideal of harmonious biopsychosocial relations, and Piaroa shamanic practice, encourage the 

minimization of social and psychological stress. Undue stress resulting from maladaptation 

is avoided or diffused as quickly as possible. The practice of sorcery, involving the 

regulation and distribution of suffering, acts as a social outlet for the redistribution of stress 

within and among communities: from one person or group that has been experiencing 

acute suffering, to a place or person that can afford to accommodate more stress at a 

particular point in time. Meanwhile, the recitation of meye can be seen in terms of 

coordinating brains and bodies in the interest of social harmony, and human-environment 

reciprocity, which may have a cumulative effect in keeping social stress levels low.  

 

As facilitators of positive affect, the shaman promotes a parasympathetic dominant social 

order, and enables others to work, live, love and adapt with greater ease. According to 
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Lazarus (1991:420), ‘positive emotions, and/or the processes generating them, have a 

favourable effect on performance and social functioning’. A number of studies have 

indicated that positive emotions do not boost the immune system. Rather, they serve to 

counteract the effects of negative emotions that may impede healthy immune system 

functioning (Stone et al 1996; Vladimarsdottir & Bovbjerg 1997; Lambert & Lambert 

1995). 

 

Emotional and social conflict leads to stress. Stress has demonstrated effects on immune 

system function (Dunn 1996:25; Schlesinger & Yodfat 1996). Stress can exert a suppressive 

function on the human immune system, making individuals more susceptible to a range of 

diseases (Khansari, Murgo, & Faith1990; Sternberg, 1999:110-1). Affective states have been 

associated as risk factors in the development of diseases such as hay fever, asthma, 

hypertension, ulcerative colitis, and cancer (Ley & Freeman 1984:56). Emotional stress has 

been linked to a range of skin diseases (Farber, Rein & Lanigan 1991). Skin disorders are 

one of the most common afflictions that Piaroa shamans treat. Rheumatism, which is 

associated in Piaroa aetiology with the consumption of tapir meat, is also considered by 

biomedical researchers as a ‘typical disease of adaptation… caused by maladaptation’ (Selye 

1978:238-9). Many of the ailments commonly treated by Piaroa shamans are those 

described by Selye (1978) as attributable to distress, and to the excessive production of 

adaptive hormones: inflammatory diseases (including skin and eye infections), digestive, 

nervous, mental and metabolic disorders.  

 

The management of stressful environmental presses, ensuring healthy immunologic 

functioning, has had a demonstrable effect in reducing the prevalence of minor infections. 

‘Infections of a rather trivial nature, such as common colds, seem to be more prevalent 

following a year of maladaptive behaviour. Similarly, recovery from some viral diseases may 

be delayed in unhappy subjects’ (Palblad 1981:249). The corticotrophin-releasing hormone 

(CRH), the chemical messenger released by the hypothalamus during stress responses, is a 

crucial link between the brain and the immune system. The neurons that produce CRH also 

connect to the amygdala, which conditions fear-related behaviour (arousal, avoidance, 

vigilance) useful in the recovery from illness (Sternberg 1999:113-5). Anxiety disorders 

occur when fear inhibits healthy adaptive functioning rather than those activities or 

experiences that would be emotionally or physically damaging to the individual (LeDoux 
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1996:262). Piaroa shamans make mental maps of synchronic and diachronic emotional 

dynamics, including fear-conditioning processes, which may be responsible for anxiety 

disorders. 

 

From animal studies it has become apparent that stress can affect the severity of illnesses 

such as influenza, and other common viral infections (Sternberg 1999:119). Repeated 

exposure to unavoidable stressful situations leads to increased synthesis and excretion of 

dopamine and norepinephrine, and may lead to a state of catecholamine depletion. 

Serotonin and/or catecholamine depletion is a key condition of the most common 

biological model of depression (Akiskal & McKinney 1973). Many of the ‘diseases of the 

spirit’, associated with sorcery and treated by Piaroa shamans, can be regarded as mental 

illnesses, of which depression is one of the more severe. ‘Mental health is maintained by 

emotional hygiene, and mental problems, to a large extent, reflect a breakdown of 

emotional order’ (Le Doux 1996:20).  

 

Piaroa shamans work to limit the acuteness of stress resulting from environmental 

adaptations while also playing a central role in ensuring that people are able to cope with 

stress. Scholars have demonstrated that while stress has been correlated with disease, high 

stress levels do not always predispose pathogenesis. Stress has been shown to suppress or 

enhance, according to duration and degree of acuteness, immunological functioning in 

humans and other animals (Ader & Cohen 1993; Irwin & Livnat 1987; Kiecolt-Glaser & 

Glaser 1991). While people respond differently to different types of stresses (some 

precipitating disease while others seen as health-promoting), most 

psychoneuroimmunological studies link disease to stressors such as depression, loneliness 

and hopelessness (Antonevsky 1979, 1990; Selye 1978; Schlesinger & Yodfat 1996:128). 

Antonevsky’s salutogenic model of health emphasises the centrality of an individual’s ‘sense 

of coherence’ as the primary factor affecting the relationship between stress and health. 

Other scholars have associated the concepts of ‘active-coping’ and ‘self-image’ to the 

maintenance of health. Steinglass, De Nour & Shye (1985:525) write ‘active coping reflects 

confidence about one’s external environment; positive self-image reflects the same about 

one’s internal environment’. Inescapability from a stressor, and not just exposure to it, is 

critical in the formation of a disease (Ley & Freeman 1984:56-7).  
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         The sense of coherence is a global orientation that expresses the extent to 
which one has a pervasive, enduring though dynamic feeling of confidence 
that (a) the stimuli deriving from one’s internal and external environments in 
the course of living are structured, predictable, and explicable 
(comprehensibility); (b) the resources are available to one to meet the 
demands posed by these stimuli (manageability); and (c) these demands are 
challenges, worthy of investment and engagement (meaningfulness) 
(Antonevsky 1990:33). 

 

Antonevsky’s SOC model is predicated on comprehending and predicting environmental 

conditions that affect individuals’ psychosomatic conditions. Appraisal processes and 

affective responses are the body’s means of understanding and responding to 

environmental change. Piaroa shamans develop heightened facilities for the management 

and prediction of emotional adaptations. A shaman’s capacity for engendering social health 

rests, in part, on the application of this knowledge in regulating individual and social 

emotional regimes. Interhemispheric coherence facilitates effective communication of 

emotional and analytic reasoning. ‘The SOC is expressed in a balanced integration between 

the two hemispheres’ (Antonevsky 1990:56; Henry 1982). Effective interhemispheric 

communication enables analytic, spatio-temporal and affective-visual comprehension of 

adaptive forces, and the capacity for their successful negotiation. 

 

Individuals with a strong sense of coherence understand themselves in a time-society-

environment continuum, do not fear change or stress resulting from adaptation, and 

remain healthy. Such persons have better coping skills to deal with stressors as they arise. 

Coping with stressful circumstances depends partly on psychological disposition and partly 

on the social resources available. A supportive social environment has been correlated with 

healthy immune system functioning and enduring health (House, Landis & Umberson 

1988; Pilisuk & Parks 1986; Sternberg 1999:121; Cohen & Wills 1985; Valdimarsdottir & 

Stone 1997). The nature and cohesiveness of social support networks will affect how well 

individuals cope with life changes, stressors, and disease (Cassel 1974; Rabkin & Streuning 

1976). The shaman is a model of psychological health and development in the communities 

in which he works, and contributes in numerous ways to the maintenance of social 

cohesion and supportive group dynamics (Walsh 1990; Winkelman 2000), particularly 

through upholding the ideal of harmonious social relations.  
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Piaroa mythology and shamanic practice involving mental imagery techniques that facilitate 

affective mapping and symbolic penetration promote a biopsychosocial sense of coherence 

in Piaroa society. Through their ability to make meaning of symptom, and to reason 

through group emotional dynamics accruing from environmental adaptations, Piaroa 

shamans are able to make individuals believe that stressful situations can be overcome. 

Piaroa shamanism revolves around mental imagery techniques that enable the perception of 

emotional regimes and adaptive pathways. The shaman must recognise ways in which 

relations and adaptations (within self and among selves) can be renegotiated in order to 

limit undue stress and promote a sense of confidence among people for whom they work. 

Piaroa mythology provides much of the moral basis for psycho-emotional navigation. 

Through symbolic and psychobiological manipulations (i.e. healing rituals), the shaman can 

alter a patient’s sense of self, triggering a series of social, psychological and physiological 

changes that precipitate health through a return to dynamic equilibrium among adaptive 

systems.  

 

Conclusions 

 

A concept of health as dynamic systems homeostasis emerges from the Piaroa concept of 

the good life of tranquillity, one that privileges harmonious relationships within and among 

human selves and encompasses the promotion of reciprocity among all forest organisms. 

Piaroa shamans play a central role in the promotion of health in Piaroa society. Piaroa 

shamanic practices target understanding of the interface among interrelated adaptive 

systems (self, society, and environment) and cosmic realms (material and spiritual), whereby 

the shaman’s trained brain is a fulcrum on which systemic adaptive flows are negotiated. 

Piaroa disease etiology, concerned with the mythic-time relationships between Piaroa god-

ancestors and jungle-dwelling animals, provides the moral basis on which intra- and inter-

organismic relations are directed. A lack of self-restraint and emotional control on the part 

of creator gods sentenced the Piaroa to mortality. When animals are unhappy, the result is 

human disease. When people are unhappy, the result is frequently sorcery. Health is 

contingent upon the following factors: human-animal-spirit reciprocity, psychosocial 

harmony, and confidence in the shaman’s ability to predict outcomes and engender low 

levels of psychosocial stress. Disease results from a lack of reciprocity in human-animal-

spirit relations, psychosocial stress, and a shaman’s inability to predict outcomes or 
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engender psychosocial harmony.  

 

Meye are an important component of the Piaroa healthcare system. While meye are sung as 

cures for a range of common diseases, the singing of meye is primarily a preventative 

measure to ensure that individuals do not fall ill. The recitation of meye facilitates social 

bonding and the deepening of mythologically-coded social and ecological information, and 

is the primary epistemological and experiential basis on which the regulation of health in 

Piaroa society rests. When Piaroa shamans sing meye they recite mythologically coded 

ecological and psychosocial information linking animals, plants, gods and humans. The 

experience of singing meye also involves the development of mental imagery cultivation 

skills, seeing while singing, tied to the process of social bonding, a key aspect of the good 

life of tranquillity. The process and experience of singing meye unfolds with long-term inter- 

and intra-generational social bonds, and the induction of integrative consciousness through 

enhanced right hemisphere discharges resulting from a combination of the nocturnal 

bonding process, rhythmic song, and yopo-capi consumption. Participation in meye 

ceremonies enables Piaroa shamans to understand the dynamics of social bonding and 

socio-ecological relations, and to be models of psychological development for their 

communities. The promotion of right hemisphere discharges during the performance of 

meye enables the experience of somato-visual communications that are particularly 

important in the formulation of emotional-adaptive maps of person in society, in environment. 

Emotions are a vital link between different levels of systemic complexity (brain, self, 

society, environment, and cosmos), and can be transacted between systems through a 

process of symbolic penetration.    

 

Stress results from disequilibrated psychological, social and environmental relationships, 

and can precipitate the interference of spirits in human lives resulting in animal-borne 

diseases or accusations of sorcery. Piaroa shamans are adepts in the appraisal and 

remediation of stress at the individual, social, environmental and cosmic levels. The 

shaman works to regulate stress levels in the community, applying a honed hypersensitivity 

to social emotional dynamics so as to ensure that high stress levels are dissipated within and 

among humans and other organisms.  

 

The psychocultural logic of Piaroa shamanic practice and ideology accords well with studies 
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in psychoneuroimmunology that relate psychosocial and environmental conditions and 

stress to the onset or perpetuation of disease. Stress plays an important role in the 

pathogenesis of a range of diseases attributed by the Piaroa to animals. Piaroa shamans 

encourage a sense of coherence among the people with whom they work that promotes 

health by instilling confidence in the face of stressful events and the exigencies of 

environmental adaptation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 When game is scarce among the Tukano, shamans must visit the Master of Animals ‘in a 
narcotic trance’ (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1976:313). Tukano shamans promise the souls of the 
deceased to the supernatural game keeper who, in turn, replenishes the energetic stores of 
animals that are given to hunters. 
2 While the valentón and the tapir may be the largest animals in their respective realm of 
habitation, neither is at the top of the food chains. These positions are occupied by the 
cayman and the jaguar, Kuemoi’s hunting dog.  
3 Piaroa people bathe at least twice a day. While young children can spend hours a day 
playing in the river, adults wash in the mornings and evenings, and/or after returning from 
trips to the garden, village, hunting or collecting. José-Luis emphasised the importance of 
bathing after the diurnal consumption of yopo, or first thing in the morning after a night of 
yopo inhalation. 
4 Some Piaroa adults are able to understand segments of the meye, but cannot interpret them 
in their entirety. While I was able to record the singing of meye, José-Luis was not able or 
willing to translate the meye, insisting that they could only be learned in ‘the language of our 
ancestors’. 
5 Similarly, Aguaruna magical songs ‘employ an obscure or archaic vocabulary not 
encountered in ordinary speech or in the lyrics of secular songs’ (Brown 1986:73). 
6 Aguaruna shamans always consume tobacco juice during the learning of magical chants. 
‘The Aguaruna insist that without the ingestion of tobacco the song would have no power, 
nor would the song’s new owner be able to commit it to memory’ (Brown 1986:72). 
7 Similarly, Bateson (1958:222-6) noted that visual and kinesthetic imagery is extremely 
important for the Iatmul people of New Guinea in remembering long totemic sequences. 
8 While performing songs, the Yaminahua of Ecuador consume an ayahuasca beverage 
prepared from B. caapi and Virola sp. plant matter (Townsley 1993). 
9 Butt uses the term ‘word-pictures’ to describe the use of analogical language and 
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visualised-as-spoken natural symbolism among the Akawaio (Butt 1961:147-8). 
10 Donald (2001:ii) argues that ‘the key to understanding human intellect is not so much the 
design of the individual brain as the synergy of many brains’, and that ‘humanity has relied 
upon creating “distributed” systems of thought and memory, in which intellectual work is 
shared across many nervous systems’. 
11 Because of the difficulties in creating adequate control conditions, and a lack of 
conceptual coherence between the medical and social sciences, there have been relatively 
few empirical studies linking psychosocial events to the disease process. There is, 
nonetheless, a critical mass of research indicating a strong correlative relationship (c.f. 
Hinkle & Plummer 1952; Ader & Cohen 1991; Valdimarsdottir & Stone 1997). 
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10   The biocultural ecological synthesis and social 
complexity 

 

 

I present a biocultural model that explains how Piaroa shamanic practice may function as a 

healthcare system, and assess the extent to which this model accords with Piaroa life. The 

model derives from the application of neuroscientific and psychological theories to 

participant observation and the views of shamans, most notably José-Luis, who explained 

to me the social benefits of their practices. While Piaroa people do not conceive of 

shamanism or mythology in terms of symbolic penetration, integrative brain functioning 

and psychoneuroimmunology, findings in psychology, neuroscience and medicine can be 

used to explain possible links among shamanic practice, native epistemology, and the 

effectiveness of Piaroa healthcare. It is possible that the application of märipa, in 

accordance with the ethos of Piaroa mythology, engenders something akin to a 

parasympathetic-dominant society. I contend that, although it is difficult to assess the 

extent to which the model accords with the reality of Piaroa society, it remains a valid 

analysis of how Piaroa shamanic practices may ideally work. Moreover, synthetic abstraction 

facilitates possible cross-cultural comparison. 

 

The biocultural ecological model 

 

Shamanism is a social institution for developing cognitive faculties that facilitate the 

coordination of a community of brains and bodies in the interest of health viewed in its 

broadest sense. Piaroa shamans are adepts in the use of plant hallucinogen-induced 

consciousness experiences from which they derive information used to guide an 

individual’s psychological adaptation and social behaviour. Piaroa shamanic practices 

involve conditioning the mind to achieve optimal capacities for integrative reasoning that 

are applied to the solution of practical problems: the sourcing and distribution of food; the 

avoidance and remediation of social disputes and emotional discords; the promotion of 

health; and the treatment of a range of psychosomatic and physiological disorders.  

 

Shamanic practices can be seen as a system for coordinating intra- and inter-systemic 

relations in which the shaman’s trained mind is a fulcrum on which biopsychosocial stress 
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is understood and then dissipated through ritual and a variety of communicative acts. 

Piaroa shamans develop the psychic capital to map biopsychosocial adaptation by 

understanding relationships among self, other and environment. A Piaroa shaman’s power 

derives from awareness of energy flows existing among interrelating systems (brain, self, 

society and ecosystem) and cosmic realms (spirit and material).  

 

Cosmic equilibrium is negotiated by shamans with Ahe Itamu, Reyo, and the creator gods. 

Spirits affect all beings in the cosmos: people, plants, animals, and other spirits. Shamans 

are the only humans who can effect material change through manipulations in the spirit 

realm. Shamans can intervene in the lives of animals (by taking an animal’s form, or having 

a helping spirit take an animal’s form) or other people (indirectly by having helping spirits 

divine answers concerning these people, or directly by coopting märi to infect individuals). 

The interests of animals, meanwhile, are mediated by Reyo and Ahe Itamu, who transmit 

animal diseases to people. The degree to which spirits (including spirit helpers, märi, or 

pathogens sent by Reyo and Ahe Itamu) affect the lives of Piaroa people is contingent on 

shamans consuming yopo and capi, reciting meye, and abiding by the law.  

 

When Piaroa shamans practise ethically, they promote the good life of tranquillity that 

privileges harmonious relations within and among families, and reciprocity with non-

human jungle and river beings. Ideally, all members of Piaroa society develop the requisite 

cultural capital for a social regime of peaceful, low-stress relations within and among 

people. The good life of tranquillity provides shamans with an environment amenable to 

stress minimisation.  

 

Piaroa mythology encodes moral precepts that connect human, animal and god, laying the 

basis for stress minimisation across interrelated living systems. Meye provide the moral and 

ideological framework from which shamanic practices proceed. Märipa is the 

epistemological basis on which shamanic knowledge is translated to power as it is applied 

to human life. Akhuakomena is the consciousness required to be human (i.e. Piaroa), and 

involves the capacity to acquire culture, think and feel. Märipa enables Piaroa shamans to 

understand the structures and processes of akhuakomena. Yopo-capi-induced visions and 

the integrative mode of consciousness provide the information processing and experiential 

parameters within which biopsychosocial adaptation is understood by shamans.  
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Mental imagery cultivation is the core of a shaman’s ‘techniques of ecstasy’, and the means 

of perceiving inter-systemic energy flows. Mental imagery cultivation probably involves a 

retuning of the ANS balance and the entrainment of integrative neural networks that 

facilitate heightened feed-forward neural processing allowing for successful adaptive 

planning. A shaman’s ability to project present-time biopsychosocial dynamics into the 

future is the basis for minimising stress across related living systems. Faith in a shaman’s 

ability to predict future outcomes promotes group confidence and cohesion, and enhances 

the social capacity for coping. Shamanic visions include images of achievement, felt mental 

events akin to somatic markers, which act as beacons to direct behaviour in adaptive ways. 

According to José-Luis, yopo ‘allows you to see the future and know the present’. 

Techniques of mental imagery cultivation associated with the integrative mode of 

consciousness provide the framework for heightening awareness of the ecology of the 

present in the interest of achieving a healthy future. Integrative reasoning enables the 

apperception of connections among emotional, social and ecological dynamics that 

facilitate coordinated adaptive responses across living systems. The Piaroa shaman’s 

experience of present time is conditioned by experiences that bring the long term (mythic 

time) and short term (life history time) into visionary relief. Mythological knowledge that 

links human behaviour to animals and the gods pervades understanding of current events, 

and provides a framework for predicting future outcomes. The combination of 

mythological knowledge, biopsychosocial study and integrative consciousness enables the 

shaman to make accurate predictions and successful psychosocial prescriptions.  

 

Piaroa mental imagery cultivation skills involve spirit communication and the apperception 

of group emotional dynamics. Shamanic spirit communication can be seen as a synaesthetic 

ecological language. Spirits are akin to the seen feeling of how things work. Spirits deliver 

information from different ecological and cosmic realms to shamans: form the animal 

world, forest and rivers, and from the realm of the creator gods (tianawa realm). Piaroa 

shamans imagine the ecology of life by divining the psychosocial bases of emotional 

processes. Emotions, resulting from human-environment adaptation and a social weave of 

individual goal pursuits, are the primary currency of shamanic practice. The matrix of 

person-person, person-environment (including person-spirit relationships) adaptation and 
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coping abilities must be seen and felt for a shaman to make successful diagnoses and 

prescriptions. This information may or may not be delivered by a helping spirit.  

 

Shamanic healing functions by facilitating better psychosocial and physiological adaptation, 

where human adaptation is tied through mythology and spirit communication to the well-

being of jungle animals. Sorcery and healing rituals involve heightening awareness of the 

psychosocial ecology of emotions. While märi are analogous to generalised negative affect, 

sorcerous crystals are analogous to particularly problematic emotional responses. Märi and 

sorcerous crystals can be manipulated by the shaman in the interests of health (curing 

rituals) or harm (sorcery). By means of a process of symbolic penetration, sorcery and 

healing rituals are forums for one trained mind to influence the affective and physiological 

conditions of other bodies.  

 
Engendering the parasympathetic-dominant society 

 

The capable shaman takes responsibility for facilitating health, which arises from 

biopsychosocial harmony and cosmic reciprocity. As cadres in the promotion of the good 

life of tranquillity, and through their ritual practices, biopsychosocial study, and social 

work, Piaroa shamans might engender something akin to a parasympathetic-dominant 

society. 

 

The good life of tranquillity begins with the maintenance of harmonious domestic relations, 

and encompasses human-animal, human-land, human-spirit and human-god relationships. 

Whereas the good life of tranquillity is primarily concerned with interpersonal relationships, 

meye concern human-animal, human-god, and animal-god relationships. The Piaroa shaman 

who upholds the ideal of tranquil living, and imparts this ideal to others in his community, 

can be seen as a highly developed human being. To G. H. Mead:  

 
The self reaches its full development by organizing… individual attitudes, 
and by thus becoming an individual reflection of the general systematic 
pattern of social or group behavior in which it and the others are all 
involved - a pattern which enters as a whole into the individual’s experience 
in terms of these organized group attitudes which, through the mechanism 
of his central nervous system, he takes toward himself, just as he takes the 
individual attitudes of others (Mead 1962:158). 
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Piaroa shamans visualise and feel the attitudes of others in the interests of coordinating 

low-stress life. Several scholars have argued that shamans act as centripetal forces in small 

communities through the exercise of influence and by invoking mythologically significant 

spirits (Atkinson 1989; Strathern 1995; Walsh 1990). The Piaroa shaman is the community 

cadre for the good life of tranquillity ethos that provides the psychosocial grounds for the 

promotion of health.  

 

The concept of neural entrainment and ANS retuning can be used to explain how Piaroa 

shamanic practices and the good life of tranquillity promote a social environment tending 

toward health. I contend that it is possible to apply terms derived from neuroscience to 

explain social phenomena because of the interrelationships that exist between brains and 

society, and use ‘entrainment’ and ‘retuning’ as analogies to explain the relationships among 

shamanic rites, ethos, and health.  

 

Systems theory allows the assessment of how shamanic ideology and rites affect the lives of 

lay people. The process of symbolic penetration can be extended from the individual to the 

social arena by means of a process analogous to neural entrainment. Entrainment involves 

the linking of neurons with other neurons to form networks, networks to more complex 

networks. These entrainments may be momentary or lasting (Laughlin et al 1990:52-3). ‘A 

series of equilibrating transformations in development forms a kind of canal (a function 

becomes canalised), or pathway of change, which may be called a creode’ (Laughlin et al 

1990:56; Waddington 1957:32). Through integrative consciousness experiences the shaman 

interprets ‘equilibrating transformations’ in the development of individuals that he canalises 

into social pathways of prescribed change. The promotion of health in Piaroa society 

involves the extension to the societal arena of healthy neural processes involving 

heterostatic goal-seeking adaptive loops. The whole gamut of Piaroa shamanic practices 

promotes the creation of social creodes tending towards behaviour and psychological 

dispositions that favour stress-minimisation. ‘It is likely that the negative effects of stress 

on the quality of health can be ameliorated by adopting stress-buffering behaviors’ (Rabin 

1999:279). By modulating behavioural tendencies to promote confident responses to stress, 

shamans may be able to alter the hormonal milieu in which the immune system resides. 

Through enculturation, psychological development, and ritual activity, society, like 

networks of neurons, can be entrained. A Piaroa ethos oriented around the promotion of 
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biopsychosocial harmony provides the shaman with a fertile field for entraining society in 

the interests of low-stress relations.  

 

Promotion of the tranquil society is also analogous to the ANS retuning that Piaroa 

shamans undergo during years of ritual activity. The ANS balance can be retuned through 

the regular attainment of parasympathetic-dominance, such that the peaceful society, the 

good life of tranquillity, tends toward dynamic homeostasis favouring parasympathetic 

dominance. Together, the good life of tranquillity and shamanic practices form a 

psychosocial system that promotes the relaxation response characteristic of 

parasympathetic dominance. Piaroa mythology and shamanic practice promote the 

minimisation of stress across interrelated levels of systemic complexity that results in 

something akin to a parasympathetic dominant psychosocial regime.  

 

Sympathetic-dominant societies would be prone to excessive fight-flight responses to 

external stressors, and these could precipitate higher levels of stress, which might not be in 

the long-term interests of its people. Parasympathetic dominance, associated with 

vegetative and recuperative processes, relaxation, and the processing of psychological data, 

provides a favourable background for prolonged health. A parasympathetic-dominant 

society would have the psychosocial infrastructure to make reasoned responses to stressors. 

Because adaptive energies would be saved for emergency situations, the parasympathetic-

dominant society would be characterised by efficient resource use (within human bodies, 

and among humans, plants and animals). The integrative reasoning of Piaroa shamanic 

practice encourages long-term health by promoting efficient resource use and the saving of 

adaptive energies for emergency situations. The ability to divine answers to practical and 

personal problems, on a regular basis, would result in a collective sense of confidence and 

favourable coping potentials. The shaman’s ability to use integrative reasoning to 

understand the ecology of forces affecting life, and a Piaroa ethos tending toward 

psychosocial harmony, provide the framework for a parasympathetic-dominant society.  

 

Limitations of the model 
 

The model is an abstraction based on what José-Luis taught me about how Piaroa 

shamanic practices work ideally, or may have worked in the time of the ancestors (how 

knowledge and power developed by creator gods is accessible by shamans to prevent and 
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cure disease), participant observation, and my imputation of neuroscientific, 

psychopharmacological and psychological theories to demonstrate how we might 

understand, scientifically, the logic of shamanic practice. I address three limitations to the 

model: 1) the degree to which psychobiological theories are applicable to native practices; 

2) the difficulty of accommodating spirits and the cosmic realm in a psychobiological 

model of shamanism; and 3) the ways that intra-cultural diversity affects how Piaroa 

shamans induce the social and psychosomatic changes they claim are possible.  

 

Throughout this thesis, I have drawn on research in neuroscience and experimental 

psychology to analyse how Piaroa shamanic practices might affect social health and 

psychosomatic processes. It is difficult to say, however, to what extent the application of 

findings from laboratory research might be borne out in complex natural settings. While a 

multidisciplinary approach is favourable for assessing society-mind-body relationships, 

there are significant limitations to how much we can understand the psychobiology of 

people in our own society (where scientists are equipped with a full suite of methodological 

and clinical resources) let alone interpret society-mind-body relationships in a foreign 

context. The interpretive leaps I take, from indigenous narrative to Western science, are 

not meant to lessen the validity of Piaroa understanding of how shamanism works, but are 

intended merely to demonstrate that some elements of Piaroa shamanism may be explained 

scientifically, and that certain scientific explanations can coexist with indigenous 

explanations.  

 

The position of gods and spirits in a biocultural model of shamanism is ambiguous. I have 

argued that a shaman’s ability to divine is underpinned by the development of feed-forward 

neural processing, and may involve the entrainment of integrative neural networks. Piaroa 

shamans explain divination in terms of developing märipa (that is, training the mind), and 

the manipulation of helping spirits. The equation of spirit communication with neural 

processes, however, is not straightforward. My experiences with yopo and capi involved 

sensations that I readily interpreted as spirit communication. Experiences of spirit 

communication run parallel to, rather than exclusive of, cognitive explanations of the 

integrative mode of consciousness. 
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Cracks in the cosmic egg 

 

Acculturative processes, and a reduced number of shamans in Piaroa society, probably 

affect the extent to which Piaroa shamans are able to engender health. As collective 

knowledge of the cosmological order breaks down with missionary activity, Spanish-

language schooling and a reorientation of the economy around criollo markets, the ability 

of shamans to coordinate communities according to the ethos of Piaroa mythology may 

also break down. The model I develop is designed to demonstrate how Piaroa shamanic 

practices might function if there were a critical mass of practising shamans able to blanket 

Piaroaland with märipa, as may have been the case in historical times. I argue, however, that 

the underlying psychological foundations of Piaroa shamanic practice may also be flexible 

enough to accommodate a considerable degree of cultural change. 

 

José-Luis taught me how Piaroa shamanic practices work, and how they may have worked 

in the past. Part of the data on which my interpretation of Piaroa shamanism is based 

derives from statements made by José-Luis about hypothetical events, mytho-historical 

events, or events I have neither seen nor was able to corroborate. The first level of 

analytical abstraction, therefore, is based on assumptions that may have only precarious ties 

to the experience of people other than José-Luis. My model derives in part from my own 

abstractions of José-Luis’s interpretation of a Piaroa shamanism that exists between the 

present (what he does now), and the past (how he understands the practices of gods and 

his ancestors). José-Luis emphasised that what he was teaching me were ‘the ways of the 

ancestors’.  

 

I am teaching you now so people will know how my ancestors lived, so 
they will know about Wahari, Tseheru, and märipa. This is all in the time 
of the ancestors. It is important that you write all of this down so people 
will know how the Piaroa used to live.  

 

When I asked him about märipa, Ruffino made comments similar to those of José-Luis.  

 

We have reached a point where märipa has practically ended. People no 
longer care about the ways of the past.  
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I interpret Ruffino’s comment in the following way: because there are so few practising 

shamans, there is insufficient collective märipa to effect cosmic equilibrium or engender 

social health. The effectiveness of Piaroa shamanism as a healthcare system appears to be 

tied to the collective psychic power of shamans to influence society’s social and 

psychological development. The relationship between individual and collective 

consciousness is hard to quantify. Shamanic practices would be most effective, however, if 

there were a critical mass of practising shamans, or if the shamans’ collective märipa 

blanketed Piaroaland and facilitated an adequate degree of human intervention in the spirit 

realm. This may not be case today.  

 

The attitudes of lay people toward shamanic practice, and collective belief in the Piaroa 

cosmic order that underpins Piaroa shamanism, vary considerably among settlements. In 

some villages where there are no practising shamans, people were eager to tell me that their 

faith in the Christian God afforded them protection from eternal damnation, a fate met by 

deceased shamans, and that Piaroa mythology was a lie. ‘How could it have been possible 

for Wahari to have created the world if there is only one god, and He was the creator?’, the 

school teacher from Salto Blanco (Upper Parguaza River) asked me. Piaroa shamanism is 

founded on a cosmic order in which spirits penetrate the lives of animals and people, and 

an approach to understanding reciprocal ecological relationships. Missionary activity 

devalues belief in the ability of spirits, such as Ahe Itamu and Reyo, to influence human 

life. Meanwhile, a restructuring of the Piaroa economy around criollo markets encourages 

the commodification of food and services, which were once distributed by shamans 

according to a reciprocal logic. These processes have probably diminished collective belief 

in the ability of shamans to guide society. As I demonstrated in the Fundo Nuevo sorcery 

case study, however, some people who converted to Christianity have also withdrawn their 

faith in Jesus Christ and now look to shamans for spiritual protection from sorcerers and 

märi. It remains to be seen to what extent Piaroa shamanic practice can adapt to changing 

cultural and environmental conditions.  

 

Shamans are no longer able to translate the voice and intent of Wahari and Tseheru to all 

people across Piaroaland. The distances among shamans are often too great to keep märi 

and animal-borne diseases at bay, fewer and fewer people graduate to basic levels of 
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initiation, and the collective belief system from which shamanic knowledge derives is 

disintegrating. There are large areas of Piaroaland in which there are no practising shamans. 

There are also areas where shamans have a relatively limited impact on the lives of people 

around them. Juanito’s practice (lower Parguaza River) is limited because he has not 

instilled popular faith in his abilities to prevent or cure disease. The practices of Plinio and 

Mariachechi, however, clearly affect the lives of people along the mid-upper Parguaza 

River. Mariachechi (Upper Parguaza) has an impact on the lives of people around him, 

evidenced by the fact that those in neighbouring villages, apparently, refuse to either visit 

him or receive his visits. Mariachechi’s ability to instil the good life of tranquillity is, 

evidently, null, unless he facilitates a collective release of anxiety as the Parguaza River’s 

‘one to hate’. Plinio, who has managed to attract three meyeruwae from Salto Maraca, may 

also benefit from perpetuating fear of Mariachechi. Those in Salto Maraca who fear 

Mariachechi’s unpredictable and malevolent behaviour are prone to seek Plinio’s spiritual 

protection. The survival or success of Plinio’s shamanic lineage may be tied to that of 

Mariachechi. Plinio’s son, Francisco, will succeed Plinio as a lead shaman (meyeruwa-

yuhuähuäruhua). I was not able to visit Mariachechi or ascertain whether his son will 

continue as a meyeruwa when his father retires or is retired. The people of Pendare 

expressed mixed feelings about José-Luis’s ability to influence their lives. Those who fear 

him as a sorcerer also revere him as a healer. Other people contended that José-Luis’s daily 

battle with märi and meye negotiations with Reyo and Ahe Itamu had no bearing whatsoever 

on their lives. As population densities rise, game animals become scarcer and are consumed 

regularly by fewer people. The recitation of meye, therefore, is no longer regarded by all as 

necessary to human health.  

 

The pursuit and application of märipa may not affect the lives of all Piaroa people as they 

once did. However, based on my experiences in Piaroaland, it is apparent that märipa has 

not yet died; shamans continue to influence the health of people around them. In centres 

of shamanic activity where the shaman is also headman, such as Salto Maraca, Montenegro 

and Alto Carinagua, shamans continue to exert significant influence in social life, and, quite 

possibly, mental health. People continue to seek treatment for any number of ailments, and 

return because they believe in the effectiveness of the shaman’s cures. The people of Alto 

Carinagua also speak highly of Bolívar’s ability to create a flexible social order. One man 

described life in Alto Carinagua in the following way: 
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Look at how we live here. We can choose Jesus Christ and [president] 
Chávez or follow the headman [Bolívar]. The missionaries tell us that we 
shouldn’t marry our cousins, but if we want to, we can. The people [of 
Alto Carinagua] have the choice to live according to their own beliefs, 
and to make their own reality.  

 

Alto Carinagua’s flexible socio-cultural order results in no small part from Bolívar’s efforts 

to instil the virtues of tranquillity, and to guide cultural adaptation in the interests of social 

health. Bolívar has been a successful role model, has managed to move through criollo 

society, travel internationally, bring money to the village and, by most accounts, live by the 

law. The people of Alto Carinagua may benefit from a sense of confidence and a capacity 

to cope with cultural change that Bolívar’s practice and leadership have afforded.  

 

Piaroa epistemology, and the development of psychic skills associated with shamanic 

practice, may promote a collective ability to deal with environmental (including cultural) 

change. Beyond the fact that fewer shamans are practising, it is difficult to assess the extent 

to which the Piaroa cosmological order, which underpins shamanic activity, can 

accommodate socio-cultural change. As Whitten (1976; 1978) and Reichel-Dolmatoff 

(1976) have argued, tropical Amerindian cosmological systems, epistemologies and 

practices oriented around the maintenance of ecological equilibria have been far more 

perduring than some assessments indicated (e.g. Lathrap 1970; Meggars 1971; Gross 1975). 

Societies possessing shamans and epistemologies geared toward the integration of 

mythological, ecological, biological, zoological, and psychosocial information are 

structurally and cognitively equipped to deal with significant cultural and environmental 

change. Whitten (1978:853) argues that the ‘metaphoric predications on paradigmatic 

imagery’ inherent in tropical Amerindian cosmologies ‘facilitate cognitive, social, economic, 

and political flexibility in the face of change’. According to Furst (1965:75): 

 

            [S]ocieties with flourishing shamanism have suffered far fewer cases of 
neurosis and psychosis when faced with the pressures of modern 
technological civilisation than those which had weak shamanism or none at 
all.  

 

Incidentally, the loss of shamanic knowledge systems, and a breakdown of ecologically-

oriented cosmologies, might mean that people would be less able to cope with cultural 
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change. Different intra-cultural patterns of missionary activity, access to criollo markets, 

and clusters of shamanic activity produce a situation where an idealised model of Piaroa 

shamanism might fit some Piaroa regions better than others.  

 

The biocultural ecological model is a synthesis of how Piaroa shamanic practices might, 

ideally, promote social health. Although it is difficult to assess the extent to which the 

model applies to Piaroa society today, it is a plausible account of the psychocultural logic 

and ecological nature of Piaroa shamanic practice. 
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11   Conclusion 

 

 

This thesis is motivated by the following question: what is the psychocultural logic of 

Piaroa shamanic practice? In answering this, I described what Piaroa shamans do, and 

analysed how Piaroa shamanic practices might function as a healthcare system. I contended 

that Piaroa shamanic practices are a sophisticated means of interpreting ecological forces 

and emotional processes in the interest of minimising stress across related systems: self, 

society, ecosystem, and cosmos. I analysed how Piaroa shamans develop the psychic skills 

to divine and regulate ecological relationships and emotional processes, while highlighting 

possible relationships among native symbolism, neurology, consciousness and the 

emotions.  

 

Meyeruwa – Yuhuähuäruhua 

 

I distinguished two types of ritual specialists that can be classified as shamans: the meyeruwa 

and the yuhuähuäruhua. Whereas each is proficient in the recitation of meye, only the 

yuhuähuäruhua has the power to divine cures to the most serious illnesses or to cause death 

by sorcery. I argued that although the concepts of meyeruwa and yuhuähuäruhua are distinct, 

examination of the practices of Piaroa shamans reveals significant overlap. All 

yuhuähuäruhuae will also be meyeruwae. In villages where there is more than one practising 

shaman, the most senior shaman will diagnose and prescribe cures that the meyeruwae may 

carry out. Piaroa shamans recognise a regional hierarchy of ritual practitioners. Although 

school teachers, headmen and entrepreneurs play an increasingly important administrative 

role, the tuhaturuwa, the most powerful shaman in a particular region, continues to be the 

highest authority for political decisions.   

 

Ethnobotany 

 

Piaroa shamanic practices revolve around the consumption of psychoactive plants. Meye 

and myths must be learned and recited during periods of yopo and capi intoxication. 

Shamans, however, are the only members of Piaroa society who prepare psychoactive plant 

substances. Yopo is prepared with small quantities of capi, and capi is always consumed 
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before inhaling yopo. The combination of capi’s beta-carboline alkaloids, which act as 

monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs), and yopo’s tryptamine alkaloids, produces a 

powerful, synergistic effect understood by the Piaroa in terms of more märipa. Piaroa 

recognition of the favourable psychopharmacological action of MAOIs and tryptamines is 

highly unusual among snuff-using ethnic groups, and is evidence of a sophisticated 

awareness of pharmacological synergy.  

 

Märipa teui 

 

I presented an analysis of Piaroa shamanic training and initiation. Training is ongoing, 

conceptualised by the Piaroa in terms of scholarship and suffering, punctuated by several 

painful initiation rites, and involves learning how to use yopo and capi visions to see the 

nature of things. Apprentices must learn to interpret psycho-behavioural tendencies 

manifest in yopo and capi visions, and recognise the spiritual manifestation of evil: märi. I 

argued that it is possible for anthropologists to learn how to see as a native shaman does, 

even if it is not always possible to see what the native shaman sees, and used my own 

experiences as an apprentice to José-Luis as the basis for interpreting the process of 

shamanic training. Learning how to see as a native shaman does can be an important 

source of inferences about native symbolism, epistemology, and the psychocultural logic of 

shamanic practice.  

 

Märipa 

 

Piaroa epistemology, ontology and mythology are closely linked to plant hallucinogen-

induced experiences. I presented a cultural neurophenomenological account of Piaroa 

shamanic epistemology. Shamanic power and knowledge derive from visionary experiences. 

Märipa is a Piaroa shaman’s power, and also a theory of shamanic knowledge and power. I 

demonstrated that Piaroa shamans develop märipa by learning mental imagery cultivation 

skills associated with the use of yopo and capi, and that these skills can be interpreted in 

terms of the neural substrates of the integrative mode of consciousness. Mental imagery 

cultivation is the core of shamanism’s ‘techniques of ecstasy’, and has been inadequately 

examined by ethnographers who have failed to weave experience and neurology into 

symbolic analyses. By using a cultural neurophenomenological approach I was able to 
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interpret the functional and experiential dynamics of mental imagery cultivation central to 

Piaroa epistemology.  

 

I constructed a neural theory of divination that explains how Piaroa shamans predict future 

outcomes, and argued that shamanic power is partly derivative of the knowledge of how to 

achieve desirable ends (märipa as compass). I demonstrated that divination may be 

underpinned by the development of integrative neural networks, feedforward processing, 

and a learned sensitivity to something like somatic markers. The ability to divine the cause 

of diseases and probable behavioural outcomes enables shamans to instil social confidence 

and lessen psychosocial stress. The ability to predict desirable outcomes conducive to 

health also enables the shaman to understand how to harm. 

 

Ethics and ethos 

 

Because märipa enables shamans to heal or harm, a concept of ethics is integral to Piaroa 

shamanic practice. I analysed the ethical framework that conditions how Piaroa shamans 

dispense their powers. Piaroa shamans conceive of ethical practice in terms of living by the 

law. In order to live by the law a shaman must be perceived by laypeople and other 

shamans to instil psychosocial harmony, and to be cadres in the promotion of the good life 

of tranquillity. From early childhood onwards, all Piaroa people are encouraged to live 

harmoniously, to eschew individualistic pursuits in favour of collective ends, and to acquire 

an ethos conducive to psychosocial tranquillity. Whereas all members of Piaroa society are 

encouraged to pursue the good life of tranquillity, only Piaroa shamans may be perceived to 

be evil if they fail in this pursuit, because only shamans have the power to harm other 

people through psychic manipulations. Piaroa shamans who lose control of their mental 

faculties or who are unable to balance their personal pursuit of knowledge with the 

collective good may be ostracised, condemned or ensorcelled.  

 

In order to use märipa ethically, Piaroa shamans must have akhuakomena. Akhuakomena is a 

Piaroa shaman’s will and sense of responsibility, and enables him to achieve balance and 

harmony between visionary experiences and waking life and the needs of individuals and 

communities. I argued that, in order to know how to live by the law, Piaroa shamans may 
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use märipa to become conscious of the process of akhuakomena, which may be akin to 

developing a cognitive capacity for enhanced conscious appraisal of emotional dynamics.  

Sorcery 

 

I integrated theories developed in cognitive neuroscience and psychology to demonstrate 

how Piaroa sorcery practice is a sophisticated system for interpreting and regulating 

negative affect. My cultural neurophenomenological approach to Piaroa sorcery 

complements existing approaches (i.e. structuralist, sociological and psychoanalytic), while 

emphasising the shaman’s psychic skills and their possible neural substrates. I argued that, 

to divine the cause of sorcery, Piaroa shamans use mental imagery cultivation skills that 

tune awareness to the social weave of goal pursuits that result in emotions. Sorcery 

accusations usually arise from situations in which one or more persons have prolonged or 

socially problematic negative emotional responses (e.g. fear, anger, jealousy, grief). I argued 

that malevolent, forest-dwelling spirits (märi), which can be co-opted by sorcerers to infect 

bodies and houses, are analogous to generalised negative affect, and that pathogenic 

sorcery crystals are analogous to particularly problematic negative emotions.  

 

I contended that, in order to turn a sorcerer’s work away and alleviate suffering, shamans 

may have to develop a heightened capacity for integrative analytic-affective reasoning. 

Piaroa concepts related to thinking and feeling accord well with neuropsychological 

interpretations of the relationship between cognition and emotion. This convergence 

allows for a partial translation of the psychic aspects of sorcery in terms of theories derived 

from affective neuroscience. I noted that the Piaroa concept of akhuakomena, encultured 

consciousness and a person’s sense of social responsibility, parallels contemporary 

neuroscientific interpretations of the relationship between cognition to affect. 

 

Ritual healing 

 

I argued that healing rituals are a forum for shamans to induce psychophysiological 

changes in patients through a process of symbolic penetration, whereby emotions are the 

transactional media that link self, society, environment, and cosmos. Shamans interpret 

emotional communications within a person’s body in terms of social and spiritual 

interactions. By manipulating symbols, shamans facilitate feedback among the cosmic, 
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social and self systems, which may encourage alterations in a patient’s physiological 

functioning. 

 

The diagnosis of disease, and its treatment through extraction of sorcerous agents, 

facilitates the transference of psychic stress from the patient to the shaman. During the 

course of treatment, shamans seek to diffuse this psychic tension through the propitiation 

of either animal spirits or an offending sorcerer. The alleviation of stress and the 

transaction of positive affect between shaman and patient, and patient and family, might 

trigger favourable immune and endocrine systems responses in the patient. Although 

shamans rarely prescribe yopo as a cure, it is sometimes taken by men as a purgative, and to 

encourage self-understanding. 

 

The ecology of health and disease 

 

I argued that the Piaroa healthcare system is oriented around the minimisation of stress 

across related systems (self, society, ecosystem and cosmos), and that the promotion of a 

reciprocal, low-stress cosmic order may encourage positive immunological functioning. I 

used systems theory to link affective neuroscience, ethnography and 

psychoneuroimmunology to demonstrate how ecological precepts encoded in Piaroa 

mythology, and recited in meye, may limit pathogenesis and promote the social ability to 

cope. I noted that many of the diseases that meye prevent can be considered stress-related, 

and that recitation of meye may be the basis for the promotion of healthy immunological 

functioning.  

 

Piaroa shamans train their minds to perceive inter-systemic energy flows, make 

psychosocial prescriptions, and perform rituals and communicative acts that encourage 

low-stress human-human, human-animal, and human-spirit relations. I contended that the 

performance of meye may promote prolonged right cerebral hemisphere discharges and the 

experience of somato-visual communications that are particularly important in the 

formulation of emotional-adaptive maps of person in society, in environment. I argued that 

participation in meye ceremonies enables Piaroa shamans to understand the process and 

importance of social bonding and to be models of psychological development for their 

communities.  
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Synthesis 

 

I presented a biocultural ecological theory of Piaroa shamanic practice derived from José-

Luis’s notion of how Piaroa shamanism may have ideally worked in the time of the 

ancestors and my interpretation of the psychocultural logic of Piaroa shamanism today.  

 

According to the biocultural ecolological model, the shaman develops capacities for 

integrative self-society-environment information processing that produces future-directed 

imagery. Application of this imagery according to the moral tenets of Piaroa mythology 

promotes psychosocial confidence and an enhanced social capacity to cope with 

environmental change. The shaman’s trained mind is a pivot on which low-stress 

biopsychosocial adaptation is understood and effected, and coping potentials are 

maximised. Piaroa ethos and shamanic practices may, ideally, bring about something 

analogous to the retuning of the ANS balances of all members of Piaroa society.  

 

It is difficult to say to what extent my normative theory of shamanism accords with the 

complex realities of Piaroa society. I noted that a reduced number of practising shamans 

and the breakdown of a shared belief system oriented around Piaroa mythology may limit 

the possible health benefits of shamanic practice. I argued, however, that the biocultural 

ecological model of shamanism remains a valid interpretation of how Piaroa shamanic 

practices may, in ideal circumstances, promote social health.  

 

Contribution to scholarship 

 

Few anthropological analyses of shamanism have illuminated the ecological basis of 

shamanic practice: how knowledge systems, rites and their human responses link human 

and environmental adaptation in a system of cosmic reciprocity. This thesis is one of the 

first cultural neurophenomenological analyses of a South American indigenous society’s 

shamanic practices and one of relatively few ethnographies that focus on the shamanic 

practices of a Venezuelan indigenous society. The most sophisticated and influential 
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theories of shamanism derive from cross-cultural analyses that have illuminated the 

symbolic and behavioural (e.g. Eliade 1974; Harner 1980) or psychobiological (Winkelman 

1986; 1990; 2000) elements common to shamanism. Although numerous scholars have 

given ethnographic accounts of the shamanic practices of South American indigenous 

peoples (e.g. Buchillet 1992; Harner 1972; Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971), these ethnographies 

have not combined symbolic, psychobiological and phenomenological data. A lack of 

conceptual integration in studies of shamanism has impeded interpretation of how native 

knowledge systems and rites might bring about the outcomes a shaman claims are possible: 

divination; healing; the promotion of health; and spirit communication. My analysis of 

Piaroa shamanism has blended psychobiological, phenomenological, and symbolic 

approaches in an attempt to provide a fuller picture of the psychocultural logic of a 

society’s shamanic practices. The cultural neurophenomenological approach used in this 

thesis has enabled analysis of the psychocultural logic of divination, sorcery and curing, and 

articulation of the relationships among epistemology, rites, neurology, subjective 

experience, and the coordination of self and society that shamanic practices effect.  

 

This thesis is one of the first ethnographies to present a detailed analysis of the psycho-

cultural logic of hallucinogenic snuff-use in a South American society. Cultured yopo-capi 

intoxication is the basis of Piaroa shamanic practice and symbolism. Considering the cross-

cultural and historical significance of snuff-use, it is time that researchers directed more 

attention to the snuff plants of the gods. A comparative study of snuff-hallucinogen 

shamanism, perhaps among cebil-using people in northern Argentina or epena-using people 

in Venezuela, could illuminate the relationship between the neurology of tryptamine snuff 

use and native symbolism.   

 

Imagining the ecology of being: Future directions in the anthropology of 

consciousness, cognition and the emotional process   

 

Recent research indicates that shamanic practices may have evolved over millennia and 

around the world with hunter-gatherer peoples, reflecting propensities of brain structure 

and cultural innovations to social and ecological conditions (Winkelman 1997; 2002). 

Shamanism’s enduring legacy, and the evolutionary importance of shamanic practices to 

human survival, is the psychic technologies enabling heightened awareness of 
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biopsychosocial adaptation. If consciousness is a device to manipulate mental images in the 

interest of adaptation and survival (Damasio 2000:24), shamanism is a cultural device to 

extend this ability. As a body of beliefs and practices that maximise cognitive capabilities 

for understanding intra- and inter-systemic homeodynamics, shamanism is one of 

humanity’s most significant cultural innovations. Integrative biopsychosocial reasoning is 

one of humanity’s most important intellectual faculties. Multidisciplinary investigation of 

shamanic practices could provide insights into questions related to human nature, mind-

brain, ontogenetic development, consciousness, cognition and affect, and may lead to the 

development of refined evolutionary theories of mind and greater understanding of the 

psychosocial conditions that underpin mental health. 

 

Although language and literacy have enabled unparalleled abilities to communicate, adapt to 

diverse environmental conditions, dominate, and rapidly develop new material 

technologies, the core adaptive strategies of many non-literate societies have been non-

linguistic technologies of mind underlaid by neurobiological processes and partnered to a 

polyphasic symbolic system. D’Aquili & Laughlin (1979:168) argue that linear, analytic 

thought, and the capacity to process this thought into words represents one of the most 

significant adaptive advantages of the human organism. In this thesis I have demonstrated, 

however, that non-linear, integrative eco-affective reasoning underpins Piaroa shamanic 

practice, and provides the experiential and epistemological basis of Piaroa mythology and 

adaptive planning. While a focus on left-hemisphere analytic thought and language has 

dominated anthropological and psychological analyses of native symbolism and human 

adaptation, the relationship between analytic and integrative reasoning has been under-

assessed. Considering the centrality of integrative modes of thought to shamanic practices, 

the symbiotic relationship of shamanic practice to symbolism and society, and the probable 

role of integrative information-processing in human evolution, future studies concerned 

with the questions of human evolution, cognition, consciousness and theories of mind 

should consider indigenous technologies of consciousness. 

 

A recent proliferation of evolutionary approaches to the study of culture, and social and 

natural scientific interest in subjectivity, memory, the emotions and consciousness, has 

meant that many questions pertinent to shamanic practice are now being examined by 

scholars across a range of disciplines. Too often, however, consciousness has been assessed 
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exclusive to the emotions or culture, and within the confines of one particular discipline. 

Analysis of shamanic practices demonstrates the interrelatedness of consciousness, culture 

and the emotions and the necessity of analysing these from a biocultural perspective. While 

evolutionary anthropologists and psychologists have examined a range of behavioural 

tendencies in relation to adaptation, reproduction and survival, there have been no 

systematic ethnographic analyses of the possible role of shamanic practices in the evolution 

of the species.  

 

Evolutionary psychologists argue that anthropologists have ‘frequently ignored what should 

be the causal core of their field: the study of the evolved information-processing 

mechanisms that allow humans to absorb, generate, modify, and transmit culture - the 

psychological mechanisms that take cultural information as input and generate behaviour as 

output’ (Cosmides et al 1992:6). If anthropologists have largely ignored the psychological 

aspects of information processing, evolutionary psychologists have largely ignored its 

cultural aspects. The central issue should be the processes (developmental) and practices 

(cultural) that enable brains to become encultured minds. In contradistinction to the 

evolutionary psychologists, I argue that understanding of evolved psychological structures 

and information-processing modalities must be developed through ethnographies that 

focus on consciousness practices in their cultural context, and that accommodate 

experience as well as the neural correlates of information processing.  

 

The study of evolved information processing systems must make health a central focus. 

Cognitive neuroscience has advanced largely as a result of the study of brain lesions, 

pathology, and the development of new imaging technologies. A focus on healthy, 

holotropic brain function, however, could amplify our understanding of human cognitive 

potential and the evolutionary significance of consciousness, as well as clarify the 

relationships among culture, cognition, consciousness and the emotions. The holotropic 

perspective of integrative reasoning affords individuals the most resources to adapt to the 

greatest number of situations in the most appropriate way. In order to understand human 

adaptation, it is imperative that we examine health. In order to understand health it is 

imperative that we examine adaptation. An evolutionary interpretation of the human 

organism’s ‘evolved neural architecture’ and associated psychological mechanisms should 

therefore make health and healing among small-scale societies a primary focus.  
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Several scholars have indicated that biocultural analyses of the emotional process are one of 

the most profitable means of understanding nature-culture relationships. Scheper-Hughes 

& Lock (1987:30) refer to emotions as the ‘missing link… capable of bridging mind and 

body, individual and society’. Lazarus (1991:383) contends that study of the emotions 

offers social scientists the ability to link the macro and micro levels of social analysis. 

McNeal (1999:242) calls for ‘systematic, integrated attention’ to emotional functioning 

because ‘researchers seem to be unable to adequately model complex, interactive 

relationships between learning (cultural, idiosyncratic, and biogenetic), experience, 

cognition, memory, and emotion’. Adolphs & Damasio (2000:209) contend that while 

emotions ‘arise from relations between multiple brains and their external environments, 

embedded in the context of a particular culture’, the relationships between culture and the 

neural systems involved in the ‘social and cultural aspects of emotion’ remain obscure.  

 

While cognition and affect represent two stages of a unified appraisal-response process, 

cognitive neuroscience has not yet developed adequate means of assessing feedback among 

interrelated neural systems, or between people and their cultural environment. Although 

most cognitive neuroscientists (e.g. Buck 2000) distinguish between analytic (rational) and 

syncretic (affective) knowledge, this division becomes obscured or redundant during many 

phases of information processing. Because human thought is saturated by perceptions of 

social relations, the distinctions between cognition and affect, and between reason and 

emotion, are problematic. Consciousness enables individuals to reflect on feelings, allowing 

emotions ‘to permeate the thought process’ (Damasio 2000:56). The human imperative to 

acquire culture, involving symbolic and social information processing, results in a more or 

less continuous flow of affective reasoning.  

 

Examination of the biocultural logic of indigenous technologies of consciousness 

demonstrates the difficulties of separating reason and affect or consciousness and the 

emotions, and highlights the importance of developing methodologies that focus on the 

analysis of their union. The ontology of mental states is a first person experience while 

their epistemology and methodology are third person (Searle 1992:16; Strathern 1995). We 

must therefore create an epistemology and methodology that can slide between first and 

third persons, as they do in indigenous contexts. The study of native technologies of mind 
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offers the ideal scenario for assessing structures and processes that connect cognition and 

affect with symbolic systems. A greater ethnographic focus on indigenous consciousness 

practices and intensified multidisciplinary cooperation would contribute to a more 

complete understanding of human cognition, consciousness and the emotional process.  

 

As indigenous knowledge is being lost at an alarming rate and Western society suffers from 

a range of lifestyle disorders characteristic of a critical disconnection from either self or 

society, understanding the technologies of mind central to peoples who have managed 

psychosocial and ecological harmonisation must be made an urgent priority. When the last 

elder sings his final song the vision will end, and with it, quite possibly, the cultural capital 

that may again be required to make the adaptive decisions on which human survival 

depends.  
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